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LENIN'S TEACHING ON THE WORLD ECONOMY

THE STRATEGY OF SOCIALIST REVOLUTION

The entire course of social history in this century has con
vincingly demonstrated the great vitality of Lenin's teaching.
When Lenin developed and enriched trie ideas of Marx and
Engels, he created a harmonious theory of world socialist
revolution and a strategy of struggle for radical social
transformatiori of the world and for the triumph of commun
ism throughout the globe. The grandiose class battles of this
century, the emergence and consolidation of the world socialist
system and the giant strides made-by the national liberation
movement are just some of the revolutionary actions that show
how humanity is rapidly progressing along a path which is
indissolubly linked with the name of Lenin and which testify
to the triumph of his ideas. Leninism is Marxism in the eppch
of imperialism and proletarian revolution, the epoch of
colonialism's break-down and national liberation advance, the
epoch of transition from capitalism to socialism and the
construction of communist society; it is the strongest ideologic
cal weapon of the international working class ana all progres
sive mankind in the struggle for a better future.
AU genuine revolutionaries find a reliable, compass in

Lenin's evaluation of the revolutionary possibilities in the
contemporary era and of the major motive forces-of world '
social progress, in his analysis of the general crisis of capitalism;
formulation of the ways of socialism s emergence and develop
ment as a social system and as a world community, in his ideas
on the prospects for building communism and creating a
"single world co-operative" of working people. Thev help us to
understand the social essence of the far-reaching changes that
are taking place in the contemporary world, to unite "^11
revolutionary forces, to be able to determine the prospects of
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worid revolutiona^ movements and to find the most likely
Mths leading mankind to social and national liberation and to
trie triumph of socialism and communism.
Events have confirmed the international importance of

Leninism. However diversified the conditions of the strueele
being waged m various countries against imperialism fo?a
new society, victoiy has been assured and will^e assured onlv
by following the fundamental Lenin's precep s and their crea
tive development. The experience of^the cTass and StS
hberation struggle meluctably confirms-the value of a Leninist

studying social development, to elaborating the
method of „XrsUnd7„g'tT'cr„S' worif
aTd
uSn- of thrBi?th"of VUdiS HyiS

' country in fso at o^ An
world productive forces andT^ of the development of the
and of the laws for fnrm! economic relations,
economy was, and still remainf a" developing the world

revoludonary ,i,uado„ to maturraS5ThTpa\h tKe^lufo^

Prague.'*1969,''^'4L'*""^ Communul and Workers'! Parties. Moscow 1969.
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Will take in aiw one country, and the prospects for building a
new society. The documents of the Communist InternatioLl
(t^omintern),! of post-war international communist forums and
of Marxist-Lenmist parties, in conformity with a Leninist
approach, provide a profound analysis of world development,
the shifts in the international class balance of power, the
prospects for the world revolutionary process with account for
the dynamics of world economic ties, and the trends in the
world economy and laws of development in the two opposing

24th Congress of the Communist
of the Soviet Union, which took place in March 1971,

attributed great importance to this analysis. The Congress
summed up the experience of the world socialist system over a
garter of a century, pinpointed the basic elements that
Characterised the growing contradictions of contemporary
capitalism and examined the progress of the international
working-class movement and the popular struggle for social
and national liberation. It revealed the mounting revolutionary
potential today and the prospects for the further revolutionary
rTil?®! ° world on the basis of an analysis of worlde opment, including that of the world economy.
lief T j Strategy of Marxist-Leninist parties

i"®A present-day revolutionary process is
emJfot^ capitalist economy developed as free-
onlv capitalism grew into imperialism; it is notable not

trade between individud states, but
migration of capital and manpower and an

tif^n T !?•"?] ®*^hange of scientific and technological informa-
linbc .f^'hvidual national economies have ultimately becomeinxs m the world capitalist economy and have been included in
inr«i? ? '"ternational economic relations,based on the
hava ̂ tional capitalist division of labour. National economies
sor^oi- interdependent and interlinked. The process of
tinnoL production is accelerating on both an interna-
affnf ^"^^^tional scale. The internationalisation of economic
renr manifests itself as the internationalisation ofproduaion of social capital, has led to a situation in which

infa ^ ° capitalist economy has become an area ofexploitation of hired labour, a competitive
the str ^'tinng various capitals and the plunder of the weak by

world capitalist economic system
same time, the complete transformation of the

g nistic contradiction between labour and capital into an
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international contradiction that went beyond the bounds of
ijidividual states and enveloped the whole capitalist world.
In his analysis of capitalist development, Lenin underlined

the presence of two tendencies: "The first is the awakening of
national life and national movements, the struggle against all
national oppression, and the creation of national states. The
second^ is tne development and growing frequency of interna-
tion^ intercourse in every form, the break-down of national
barriers, the creation of the international unity of capital, of
economic life in general, of politics, science, etc.
"Both tendenaes are a universal law of capitalism. The

former predominates in the beginning of its development, the
latter characterises a mature capitalism that is moving towards
its transformation into socialist society." ' In so far as the latter
tendency is realised under capitalism in coercive forms—by
means of the subojdination and exploitation of some countries
by others, more advanced — an irreconcilable contradiction
exists between these two tendencies which is ineradicable as
long as capitalism survives. This contradiction has engendered
a powerful national.liberation movement which, despite the
assurances of opportunists, is incapable of shoring up the
world capitalist system of domination accelerating the develop
ment of capitalist social relationships intensively or extensively?
on Ae contrary, it is becoming part and parcel of world
revolution, it is debilitating impenafism and shaking the world
capitalist economy to its very foundations.
.  taught us to regard the national liberation movement
in the context of class struggle' and to see it as an ally of the
mteraational working-class movement, in as much as colonial
domination is, in essence, also the social oppression of the
workmg people in colonies and dependencies. In looking to
the future of the national liberation movement, Lenin foresaw
mat, in new circumstances, ̂this movement would inevitably
bring about Ae downfall of colonialism and reveal in full
measure its potential as an anti-imperialist force that would
bring the peoples social as well as national liberation. He
emphasisea that these opportunities would be guaranteed by
uniting the revolutionary struggle of the proletariat, the

of .those countries that had taken the socialist: road
®tid the national liberation inovement into a single stream of
world-wide anti-imperialist struggle: "The foreign policy of

V. I. Lenin, CollecUd Works, Vol. 20, p. 27.

i
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the proletariat is alliance with the revolutionaries of the
advanced countries and with all the oppressed nations against
all and any imperialists."' That is how Lenin formulated the
policy line aimed at the closest collaboration of all present-day
revolutionary forces. His ideas concerning the unity of
anti-imperialist forces have become the fundamental revolutio-
nary strategy and tactics of all real fighters for social and
national liberation.
Lenin uncovered the principal features of world capitalist

economic crisis and, in particular, elaborated the tactics and
of world socialist revolution on that basis.

Marxism-Leninism is founded on the idea that the matura
tion of conditions for a victorious socialist revolution is of an
extensive international, even world, rather than isolated
national nature. The world capitalist economic system has
eyoked the formation, internationally, of a contradiction
between the developing productive forces and the capitalist
relations of production that have become a brake on their
development. The conditions of social development in indi
vidual states are forming through the direct influence of this
world-embracing contradiction.
In his analysis of the development of the world capitalist

economic system and in his discovery of the law of the uneven
economic and political progress of capitalism in the imperialist
a, i-enin came to the conclusion that "the victory of socialism

s possible first in several or even in one capitalist country
alone This conclusion differed from the idea that Marx and
ngels had earlier formulated concerning the simultaneous
numph of proletarian revolution in all civuised states. Lenin's
urther elaboration of Marxist theory was based, on this vital
issue too, on the changes which were taking place as a result of
pre-monopoly capitalism growing into imperialism, the com
pletion of the world capitalist economic system and the

aY'k ̂  complexity of the laws of its development.Alth(^gh the entire world capitalist system has generally
matured today for socialist revolution, it can no longer
to simultaneously in all states, as Lenin pointed out, duethe contemporary unevenness of economic and political

of certain elements in the world capitalist system;
laiist revolution will occur where all the contradictions of

Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 25, p. 87.
Ibid., Vol. 21, p. 342.
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capitalism have become most acute. The weakest link of the
capitalist system can be (and, as history has shown, has actually
been) a country or groups of countries which arenotamongthe
most developed capitalist states; it may be a country which has
reached an intermediate or even a low -level of economic
progress. That is not to say, however, that an economically
developed state cannot be such a link.

Russia in 1917 happened to be the weakest link in the world
capitalist chain and the Great October Socialist Revolution
was directly followed by socialist revolutions in several parts
of Central and Eastern Europe—although they fell prey to
international imperialist reaction. Meanwhile, Soviet Russia
for several vears remained the only country where socialist
revolution had been completely carried through. Lenin
underlined the inevitability of the further growth in the world
revolutionary process and a fresh upsurge in the international
revolutionary movement even at the exceedingly difficult time
when the first socialist state in the world found itself within a
capitalist encirclement and under the constant threat of
imperialist intervention.
The Lenipist theory of world socialist revolution has always

contained the idea of the internationalisation of the proletarian
dicmtorship and of the creation of a world socialist system a
socialist coinmunity of peoples. Lenin formulated this idea
particulariy in the theses for the Second Comintern Congress
in which he advanced the task of "converting the dictatorship
of the proletariat from a national dictatorship (i. e., existing in
a single country and incapable of determining world politics)
into an international one (i. e., a dictatorship of the proletariat
involving at least several advanced countries, and capable of

wh^ole)""^ ^ decisive influence upon world politics as a
Lenin emphasised the immense part that would be plaved bv

K -1^° of the country which would first begin tobuild socialism; he indicated their historic mission of showing
an example of sociaj liberation to the proletariat of other
counmes, attracting the workers to their side and ioinine

aS^"On'^>, qT in hi!article On the Slogan for a United States of Europe" that
after exprminating the capitalists and organising their own

socialist production, the victorious proletariat of that countrv
against the rest of the world —the capitalist

V. I. Lenin, Collecled Works, Vol. 31, p. 148.
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world — attracting to its cause the oppressed classes of other
In the early years of Soviet power, Lenin foresaw

the course of revolutionary development in the world and
wrote that "more and more diverse federations of free nations
wUl group themselves around revolutionary Russia. This
federation is invincible and will grow quite freely, without the
help of lies or bayonets".®
In showing ways in which world socialist revolution would

develop, he put forward the idea of a non-capitalist way of
development for economically backward countries. At the
Second Comintern Congress, in 1920, he made a report on the
national and colonial questions in which he rejected the
^sertion that the capitalist stage of economic development was
inevitable for all backward states which emancipated them
selves from colonial and semi-colonial oppression and in which
progress would occur. His reasoning was that the backward
states could receive assistance from the proletariat of de
veloped states in order to move through certain stages to
cominunism, bypassing the capitalist stage. These ideas opened
up the prospect, for the peoples in the colonies and
dependencies, of avoiding the tortuous process of capitalist
°®^®lopinent. They were also based on an. analysis of the
all-embracing process of decay of the world capitalist economic
system, on Ae vanguard role of the entire international
proletariat within the world revolutionary movement and on
tne possibility of, and the need for, a firm alliance of all

revolutionary forces.
Lenin has to his credit a profound analysis of the paths of
eveiopment of socialism as a world system. His works contain
undamental tenets on the ways and means of building
soaaUsm within a single country, the balance between genermj  . a single country, ttie balance between generalna specific practical-aspects in the transition to socialism, and

pnnaples of relations between peoples and states that have
socialism, the paramount trends in the world

system and the laws of relationships between
•Y ®°fialist and the capitalist world system,r^^din's doctrine of world revolution is based on the prospect

so '1^ retention of national and state differences while
est^Kr is being built in a group of countries, even after the
worW T proletarian dictatorship throughout thena. Lenin is known to have criticised the false idea that "the

2 V. I. Lenin, Vol. 21, p. 342.
Ibid., Vol. 26, p. 481.
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democratic state of victorious socialism will exist without
frontiers ... that frontiers will be delineated" only "in
accordance with the needs of production".' He therefore
accorded ptime importance to formulating correct relations
between socialist nations and states, and to creating interna
tional relations of a new type. He wrote: "We want a voluntary
union of nations—a union which precludes any coercion of

another—a union founded on complete
I  ̂ clear recognition of brotherly unity, onabsolutely voluntary consent. Such a union cannot be effected

at one stroke; we have to work towards it with the greatest
patience and circumspection, so as not to spoil matters and not
to arouse distrust, and so that'fhe distrust inherited from
centuries of landowner and capitalist oppression, centuries of
'  property and the enmity caused by its divisions and
redivisions may have a chance to wear off." ̂
Not only did he analyse the processes of socialisation of

produaion under capitalism that exceeded national bound-
anes, he also held out the" prospect of these processes taking
pmce wilhxn a world socimist economy. He uncovered the

foundations of the internationalisation of economic
affairs under capitalism and socialism; at the same time he
showed the fundamentally different social content of such
processes in the circumstances of the existence of opposing
world socwl systems which displayed different forms and
methods. He revealed the social and economic consequences of
these processes in the socialist and capitalist worlds. It is
interesting to note that the progressive action of states
becoming economically closer, which emanates from the needs
for the productive forces to develop and encourages economic
growth, can only be completely manifest under a progressive
social system. Ixnin wrote that "already under capitalism, all
economic, political and spiritual life is becoming more and

tional""'^™^'*°" Socialism will make it completely interna-
Marxism-Leninism is based on the premise that the inter-

^tionalisation of social affairs, progressive development
towards overcoming political and economic barriers between
states and the general coming together of nations,, .all this
presupposes the simultaneously free development of nations

' Ibid., Vol. 22, p. 324.
^ Ibid., Vol. 30, p. 293.
' Ibid., Vol. 19, p. 246.

and states. Lenin stressed that one of socialism's aims was not.
only the coming together of nations, but their fusion; for this

happen, there is need for a "transition period of theto Happen, tnere is neea tor a
complete emancipation of all oppressed nations .' It is thus on
the basis of the free and sovereign development of nations and
states and in the process of this development that the basis is
laid for their voluntary co-operation, convergence and,
then—in the long term—their fusion in a higher communist
unity.
Lenin gave special importance to the economic, the ultimate

ly root and determining factors of development of the mutual
relations between socialist states. He emphasised that, under
socialism, the working people themselves would nowhere
consent to seclusion for purely economic motives.^ He outlined
the prospects for a developing socialist community that
followed from the trend "towards the creation of a single
world economy, regulated by the proletariat of all nations as an
integral whole and according to a common plan. This tendency
has already revealed itself quite clearly under capitalism and is
bound to be further developed and consummated under
socialism".3

His whole conception of the world revolutionary process was
based on the fact that the struggle between the two social
systems was the focal point of the contemporary era. In this
^'tuggle, socialism was destined to do everything possible to
secure peaceful coexistence between states with different social

for the sake of protecting the cause of revolution arid
a'l humanity. Socialism was also destined to prevail over

in peaceful economic competition and in the
Ideological struggle. The sphere of international economic
relations was declared to be one of the most important areas of

T ""'Y^^ry between the two systems.Lenin's doctrine of the world economy is the foundation-
stone of modern Marxist-Leninist theory of world economy. It
IS not simply a - theory that explains the social essence,
Mechanism of functioning and contradictions of the world
^?Pitalist economic system; it is a theory of its revolutionary
Change, of the creation of the world socialist economic system
®tid Its growth into a world-wide communist economy.

2  Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 22, p. 147.
3 See V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 22, p. 339.

Ibid., Vol. 31, p. 147.
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f 1 revolutionary chancre over the last half centurytestifies to the fact that Lenin's ideas on world economic
development remain an important theoretical weapon of
Communist and Workers' Parties in their revolutionary

building socialism. The peoples of the socialS
«ates have accumulated collective experience in organising a
world socialist economy. The crisis of the world®capitalist
Monomy has gone even deeper and young national states are

orfcers® majorfocial and economic

«onomk'probtem ° concerning „orl!
wJw® bnmence transforming impact of Lenin's ideas on theworld economy becomes increasingly apparent with everv

SS B'"ezhnev, General Secretary of the CPSIJ
/xW -r i" Lives

todav to enough to glance at the world we live inconvmced how accurate were Lenin's
soatvpolitical analysis and his forecasts based on this analysis

fSturel''" " correctness in all essential'
Experience has confirmed the law-coverned nafurA nfovcra-n tendency of the present era-ffof the

all peoples towards socialism. The establishment and wnsoU-
dation of the world socialist system has been a nractiral
confirmation of Marxist-Leninist theory. Experience has
completely rejected the invention of capitalist icfeSSts thft
ocialism IS some sort of chance phenomenon thararo?e?n the

that the socialist system can

SSrid so?Llist svs'liU" ®t:onomically backward countries. The
u  system now has experience of socialist construc-

anH ° agrarian and industrial countries, in both colonies®"d in countries which were among the
developed c^italist states, including a country like the German

^hose territoly had b2n part of one ofthe world's chief imperialist powers. ^
existence of the world socialist system and

achievements of the Soviet Union thebuilding of socialism has become a real possibility for all co
untries, irrespective of the size of their territory and oonula-tion, irrespective of their level of economic devSopment at the

L. I. Brezhnev, Lenin's Cause Lives On and Triumphs, Moscow, 1970, p. 54.

I
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moment of people taking power. This possibility is assured by
the fraternal assistance to the less developed states by more
j danced socialist countries and by the soudarity of members

01 the socialist community. Socialist society is succesfully being
built by those countries within the community which had
begun to resolve this task at an extremely low level of
productive forces and among which some, before the revolu
tion, were at a pre-capitalist stage of development—countries

®'^ong vestiges of feudal or even tribal society.
Lhe strengthening of the world socialist economic system is a

salient feature of world socialist development toaay. The

tTr'h f system presupposes community of basic aims andpaths of social development in each member of the communi
ty, including the goals and directions of improving production
t ^timmunity of basic interests of all socialist peoples. The
th^ ° building socialism and communism imply a need for• ^ Sblidarity and concerted action in all areas of life,
uciuding the economy. The process thaf Lenin foresaw of
i^'^^SPug socialist states closer together economically is develop-
S l^t-t^^ssfully. It is based on objective laws inherent in the

nr* H socialist system, the development of the socialistF oductive forces and the vital interests of all socialist states.'

jj. .'®i^J^w-governed process in which mutual ties and the
^cpendence of national economies form and grow
The socialist states come closer economically in the
°  equal and mutually beneficial co-operation andjn- assistance. It is based on combining the national
? each state with their overall interests, at the sametime strictly ol

helps to enhance the efficiency of social
eachjj . strictly observing the sovereign rights of

Pf J^'P^tit; this helps to enhance the efficienq
Ipg "t-ttun in each state. The greater harmony of develop-
and fh° national elements in the world socialist economy
econ gtiarantee of a more and more balanced growth of this
econo"™^ tionstitute the only possible path for attaining the
short Soals of each memoer of tne community in theef£ ®®t possible time and with the minimum expenditure of

funds. The mounting progressive historic trend
unification in a single economic entity is expressed in

ajgK^®'"'}ational economic proportions, fo/mulated deliber
the a planned way, within the socialist community and
of ties in the development of the national economiesthe socialist states.

Tfte Road to Communiim, Moscow, 1962, pp. 581-82.
-143
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Lenin's ideas lie behind the principles of mutual economic
•  relations of the socialist states. They include the following:

(a) close co-ordination of national and state interests wim
international, overall interests; the completely voluntary
nature of co-operation; equal rights of all parties to
co-operation; the observance by each country or its inter
nationalist duty as a member of the socialist community,
which completely corresponds to its vital interests;
(b) the^ combined efforts of each country in its economic
polity in promoting its national economy with an extensive
collaboration with fraternal states, an unbreakable unity and
mutual dependence of these two aspects of the process of
socialist economic advance, which find expression, in
particular, in a combination of the overall national economic
development with rational international specialisation;
(c) overcoming, within the socialist community, consequen
ces of the old international division of labour that had
developed before power was taken over by the people, the
formation and strengthening of a new, socialist division of
labour that completely corresponds to the interests of every
socialist state;
(d) the combination ;of mutual assistance and mutual
benefit from economic co-operation and, in particular, the
extensive collaboration of economically developed states for
industrialising the less developed ones; the implementation ,
of joint measures for improving economic efficiency of
co-operation for each participant nation, the growing role of
economic efficiency in the development of ties between
national economies;
(e) a combination of^ planned administration of external
econbmic activity within each state and joint co-ordination of
economic plans of the various states with the application of
commodity-money relations, and cost levers — with the
manned basis having the leading and decisive role;
(f) the domination, in the socialist system, of international
econt^ic relations incorporating the rational use of contacts
with third parties, outside the community.
Lenin's theory of socialist revolution and socialist constnic-

tion has as its integral constituent the concept of proletarian,
socialist internationalism, this serves as the cornerstone of the
theory and practice of relations between socialist states. Lenin
regarded^ the solidari^ of peoples fighting for socialisiri and
communism as one of the decisive conditions for success. He

/V. I. Lenin, Collecud Works, Vol. 20, p. 34.

I  1
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J^acle the point that "in place of all forms of. nationalism-
Mancism advances internationalism, the amalgamation of all
nations in the higher unity".' He regarded socialist inter
nationalism as particularly important in the fight for pro
letarian dictatorship against counter-revolution and imperialist
'"'•^'"vcntion, in the fight to form a political alliance of states
that had gained their social emancipation and, last but by no
means least, in the fight for their economic co-operation. He
many times stressed the need, in the interests of overall
progress, for close collaboration between the economies of
countries which had taken the socialist road. He advocated the
forming of an inter-state economic alliance for the balanced
development of the socialist mode of production on an
international scale. His propositions on these issues reflect the
objective need for the ouilding of socialist society, they are
founded on an analysis of the laws of social development,
including those of the growth of the socialist economy as a
ivorld economic system.
As events have shown, the imperative need, during the

oeyelopment of socialist states, for consistent realisation of the
principle of socialist internationalism grows rather than
diminishes. This is attributable to the nature and the scope of
issues being tackled by the socialist states as they ouild
socialism. One can say today that the development of a national
economy will, at each new stage, increasingly depend on
progress in the economic coming-together of fraternal states,
du the unification of production and scientific efforts through-
^f the socialist community. Socialist economic integration,,
^^tefore' is today in the centre of attention of Communist and

Id the socialist states. This is attested to, above
i  K ' work to extend mutual economic co-operation whichs being carried out by member countries of the Council of
^dtual Economic Assistance (CMEA).

particular importance for the world socialist economy was
tb E^dStamme adopted unanimously at the 25th Session of
th ^duncil in July 1971: the Comprehensive Programme for^6 Further Extension and Improvement of Co-operation and '

^development of Socialist Economic Integration by the
~  ̂ Member Countries. The Programme mapped out the
f  .' tasks and methods of promoting multilateral economiceiations among the Council members as applied-to the specific
ddnditions of the current stage of socialist and communist
.j^-struction in these states.

V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 20, p. 34.
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Lenin's ideas on correctly combining national tasks with
internationalist duties within the international communist
movement and the community of socialist countries are pivotal
to a resolution of the whole gamut of problems involved in
consolidating the political and economic unity of socialist
states.

Marxism-Leninism excludes the possibility of any national
tasks being counterposed to international tasks of socialist
construction, or any national interests countervailing interna
tional interests of socialist states. It provides scientific criteria

^for combining the national interests of sociali^if states and the
common interests of world socialism, which enable them most
fuUy to realise national interests precisely by attaining the
common goals of the socialist community. Therein lies the
great vitality of the ideas of socialist internationalism. Both in
politics and in economics, a correct combination of national
and international tasks is an earnest of the successful progress
of world socialism. This combination implies primarily a strict
account of the interests of consolidating and improving
socialism in a given country and in all other fraternal states,
greater unity and coherence of the world socialist system on
the principles of MarxismrLeniriism. Such is the vital, class
criterion that Ckimmunists must be guided by in all their
activity; such is the principal decisive requirement for correctly

I  combining national and international tasks.
The interests of the working class and the radical interests of

dl working people building socialism become truly national
interests with the establishment of the new social system. A
complete coincidence of national interests on decisive issues
occurs on this new class basis with the international victory of
^cialism.^ The above-mentioned CMEA session issued a
Ck>mmunique which stressed: "The successes in the develop
ment of the CMEA member countries, the.entire activity of .tne
CMEA, testify to the enormous possibilities of the socialist
^cial system and the international socialist division of labour,
demonstrate the great efficaciousness of the joint actions of

^ the socialist states, their ability jointly to discover the
most expedient solutions of complex problems which
help to consolidate the might of the entire socialist com
munity."'

' Comprehensive Programme for Ae Further ExUnsion and Improvement of
Co-operatum and Ae Development of Socialist Economic InUgration by Ae CMEAj
Member Countries, Moscow, 1971, p. 8. •
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Marxism-Leninism maintains that possible divergencies over
details — that occur because of objective, yet transitory,
circumstances — should never hamper this vital community of
purpose and interest among the socialist peoples. This was one
of Lenin's major behests. Marxist-Leninist parties quite rightly
consider that this is the only way to work out a correct and
scientifically substantiated, politically tested common policy for
the long-term development of the world socialist community,
particularly the world socialist economy. Only such an
approach will enable us to use for the international triumph of
socialism and communism the new motive force of world social
development—the class solidarity of national detachments of
the working class in power. The balanced co-operation of
labour of the peoples in the socialist states — that new and
exceedingly powerful factor for increasing the productive
forces of socialist states — can develop only on that basis.
The all-round strengthening of the world socialist economy

is at once a national and an international task of each socialist
country; It is an invariable prerequisite for the growing might
of world socialism and of tne economy of each socialist state
taken separately. On the basis of Lenin's teaching, the
Communist and Workers' Parties in the CMEA states strive not
to let escape from the multiplicity of current economic tasks
3ny vitally important long-term task whose resolution increas-_  'iiaiiy lllipUlLctlll lUIlg-lCilu laaiv —
ingly demancfs their close co-operation. At the present time,
the practical realisation of this policy signifies primarily
the consistent implementation of socialist economic integra
tion
The Comprehensive Programme stressed that member

states would improve economic, scientific and technological
co-operation and socialist economic integration for the pur
pose of encouraging the following: , . r
(a) the more rapid development of the productive forces in
all CMEA member countries, the achievement of the highest
scientific and technological level and the maximum increase
in the economic effectiveness of social production, and also a
maximum growth of the productivity of social labour;

.  (t>) the improvement of the structure and the growth of the
scale of production, attended by a steady rise in the techmca
equipment of branches of the economy and the introduction
of progressive technology in accordance with the requi
Merits of the scientific and technological revolution,
(C) the satisfaction in the long run of the
requirements of countries for fuel, power and raw materials.

L
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, modern equipment, agricultural, food and gustatory com-
modiues and other consumer goods mainly through the

rational utilisation of the resources of the
CMEA member countries;
(d) rise in the. material and cultural level of the peoples

■ oi the CMEA member countries;
(e) the gradual drawing closer together and evening out of
tne economic development levels of the CMEA member
countnes;
(f) the growth of the capacity and stability of the world
socialist market;
(g) the strengthening of the positions of the^GMEA member
countnes m the world economy and ultimate victory in the
economic competition with capitalism;
(h) the strengthening of the defence capability of the CMEA
member countries.

'l®v®lop™ent of the world socialist system is connected
wim the consolidation of the unity of the socialist community
and Its growing might.

Marxist-Leninist parties are consistently guided by the need
to take account, in all their activity, of the goals and tasks of the
international .working class, the need for concerted action in
the anti-imperialist struggle; they try to instil in the people an
awareness of tl^ indissoluble unity of national and internation-
^ tasks of building socialism, the fusion of patriotism and
internationalism, a sense of responsibility for the fate of the
world socialist system and the entire international revolutio-

^ nary movement.
The world socialist system is a living example of the practical

implementation of Marxist-Leninist ideas concerning the
free peoples. It is an offspring of the

Its major achievement. The attain-

^  working people under socialism in building theircie y multiply the forces of the international revolutio
nary movement.

ihternational relations of a new type inherent in the
" possible to abolish the

intr iusoluble unoer capitalism in develop-
^  nations and states. Instead of relations of

rZ cornpetmon, domination and subordination, that
firinlv M Capitalist world, socialist states have
rl™. f lu relations of genuine equality and mutualsovereign rights of each country. Instead ofrelations of economic diktat and plundering of the national,
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wealth of economically backward states by their more advanced
partners, there have developed relations of mutual assistance
for improving the productive forces of each country, the close
collaboration in resolving difficult tasks of raising the economic
efficiency of production, of disinterested assistance of more
advanced states to those which inherited economic backward
ness from capitalism. For the first time in history, international
relations under socialism have actually become a factor for
fortifying the sovereignty of each country participating in
them, for a more rational use of national resources, the
evening-up of economic development levels on the basis of the
more rapid economic growth ot previously backward countries

•to the standard of the more advanced.
The emergence of a new, socialist type of international

relations does not occur automatically, witnout difficulty. It is
not so easy to obliterate the consequences of many centuries of
national prejudice and mistrust sown by the exploiting classes.

_ It is only possible gradually to overcome the problems which
have divioed peoples in the past. The vestiges of national
exclusiveness and nationalist "throw-backs" can^ occasionally
deal a serious blow to the cumulative spirit of international
solidarity in relations between socialist countries.
The Marxist-Leninist parties pay much attention to the fight

against nationalism, one of the last levers which anti-socialist
forces try,to manipulate. National narrow-mindedness and the

. pounterposing of narrowly understood national interests to the
mtei-ests of the entire socialist community, and the ignoring of
the decisive part played by the unity of the countries in the
^orld socialist system, the ignoring of the common laws of
®®oialist construction and cofiective experience^ of peoples in
the socialist community are seen, with complete justification, as
^ serious menace to socialist achievements.

Life has no ready answers to the complex issues involved in
®^ming a new type of inter-state relations. It requires much
^prk by Communist and Workers' Parties, an able combination
pf the national interests of each socialist state with their overall
"tterests. All these tasks can be successfully tackled through a
'Marxist-Leninist policy and loyalty to the principles of
proletarian internationalism. ,,

.  _ L. I. Br^ezhnev, speaking at the 24th CPSU'Congress, said.
The experience accumulated over the quarter-century al^

tiakes it possible to take a more profound and more realistic
approach in assessing and determining the ways of overcoming
Objective and subjective difficulties which arise in the construe-
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tion of the new society and the establishment of the new,
socialist t^pe of inter-state relations. Given a correct policy of
the Marxist-Leninist parties, the common social-system, and
the identity of basic interests and purposes of the peoples of
the socialist countries, make it possible successfully to overcome
these difficulties and steadily to advance the cause of
developing arid strengthening the world socialist system....

At the same time, it is known that some difficulties and
complications have continued to appear in the socialist world,
and this has also had an effect on tne development of relations
between individual states and the Soviet Union. However, this
has not changed the dominant tendency of strengthening
friendship and cohesion of the socialist countries. On the
whole, our co-operation with the fraternal countries has been
successfully developing and strengthening in every sphere." '
The objective laws of socialist development intensify the

^  action of factors leading to a stronger socialist community. The
process of levelling out the common front of socialist
development in the sphere of social change and the growing
similarity of the social class structure between the socialist
countries are leading to a further growth in community of
basic features of the social and economic systems, unity of
mterests and aims. The close connection and mutual depen
dence of the development of all members of the socialist
community are enhanced by the extensive construction of the
material 3nd technological basis of the new societies, the
successes mat they have attained leading to narrowing the gap
between the levels of development of productive forces, the
j?,®. , ^ rapid resolution of new tasks and the economic
difficulties they encounter.
Events have shown that the success of each socialist state

encourages ̂ e faster development of all others. The Com-
^e ensive Programme emphasises that all-round develop-

1  strengthening of each socialist state is a decisivecon ition for the progress,of the entire world socialist system,
uccessiul economic development and improvement in social
e a ions or each socialist country correspond to the interests of
e ci^mon cause of socialism. This encourages a growth in
® o jective need for extending multilateral economic co-

nocc'jKViw" °®»^ween the socialist states and widening the
ractc nt closer together economically. The

■  rming a socialist and communist awareness among
' 24th Congress of the CPSU, Moscow, 1971, p. 10.
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the populace cannot be completely achieved without a
genuinely internationalist education. Finally, the imperialist
reaction that strives to do everything possible to hinder the
victorious advance of socialism also dictates the need for the
socialist states to be united. Without reinforcing the solidarity

socialist states it is impossible to campaign successfully for
the foreign policy goals of the socialist community—a lasting
peace and security for the peoples, the thwarting of imperialist
aggressors, the creation of external conditions conducive to
socialist and communist construction.
The conditions in which the activities of Communist and

Workers' Parties in individual socialist states work are, of
course, extremely diverse. These countries are still at different
stages of social and economic development and their produc
tive forces are at different levels. Hence the differences in
current tasks which the Parties are tackling, the forms and
methods of their activities. Nonetheless, with a strict obser-
yance of the principles of internationalism, the common
mterests of the communist movement and socialist co
operation, with mutual respect and fraternal support, there
can, and must, be no friction in the mutual relations of Parties
and states that would weaken their solidarity.
.  In the new circumstances, in the situation of rapid changes
m the balance of class forces both within individual states and
on a world scale in favour of socialism, and as more extensive
®nd complex economic problems appear corresponding to the
"'gher level of economic development, the demands have
considerably grown for Communist and Workers' Parties, andtor socialist states to map out a course to follow in the sphere of
nome and foreign policy. The International Meeting of
Lommunist and Workers' Parties in 1969 recorded that "...the
utilisation of the tremendous possibilities opened up by the
new the
u the Comriiunist Parties m j system depends on - — —leadership of the state, on their ability to rfisolve the problems

socialist development in the Marxist-Leninist way".'
It is of particular importance today to take timely account of

the new phenomena, correctly to evaluate them and to make a
corresponding adjustment to the ways and means of building
fucialism; it is important to be able to enrich Marxist-Leninist
theory with fresh conclusions. The many diverse problems
oeing tackled by socialist states manifest themselves differenUy

,22. international Meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties. Moscow 1969. p.
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in the specific situation of individual states. Consequently, the
methods of resolving them often differ depending on the
objective social and economic conditions, on the degree of
.theoretical and practical mastery by Party and state leadership
in a particular country of the • economic laws of socialism
(although the latter circumstance also depends, to some extent,

, on the" conditions of a country's development). Today, it has
become even more vital to be able correctly to apply the
general principles of Marxism-Leninism in specific national
conditions, to understand national interests and to see their
indissoluble connection with the common interests of the
entire socialist community. ''
The Central Committee report to the 24th Party Congress

stated that "... the present-day socialist world, with its successes
and prospects, with all its problems, is still a young and
growing social organism, where not everything has settled and
where much still bears the marks of earlier historical epochs.
The socialist world is forging ahead and is continuously

_  improving. Its development naturally runs through struggle
between the new and the old, through the resolution of
internal contradictions." '
One of the paramount conclusions from Lenin's doctrine

and the accumulated experience of revolutionary struggle is
that of the need for an unmitigated ideological onslaught. This
is a struggle both against bourgeois-ideologfy—which attempts
directly to attack or subvert Marxism-Leninism, including its
attitude to the essence, laws and prospects for the two world
economic systems, and against Right-wing and "Left"-wing
opportunism — which distorts Marxism-Leninism and tries to
subvert it from within.

Bourgeois ideologists deny the growing exacerbation of all
contradictions in the world capitalist economic system. They
play down all the new developments in international economic
relations within the capitalist world which express increased
monopoly competition, the successes of the young indepen
dent states in abolishing imperialist tyranny, the growing
instability of the world capitalist economy, etc., and they affirm
that the capitalist world today can remove the contradictions

"and stabilise development, can harmonise the interests of
conflicting elements, including the imperialist and developing
countries.

' 24th Congress 0 the CPSU, pp. 18-19.
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At the same time, bourgeois ideologists ascribe to the world
socialist economy and the economic co-operation of socialist
states those aspects of subordination ana domination, those
antagonistic contradictions which are inherent in the capitalist
economic system. One of their main ideological diversions is to
distort the essence of Soviet foreign policy, Soviet international
economic ties, and to portray the USSR as a power fighting,
nke the USA, for spheres of influence and control over the
economies of other states, including the newly independent
countries.
p.^tween creative Marxism-Leninism, on the one hand, and
^ght-wing and "Left"-wing opportunism, on the other, a
battle is in progres'S on all the main problems of theory and
practice, tactics and strategy of the world communist move-
"lent, including the basic issues of the development of the

and capitalist world economic sj^stems.
The Marxist-Leninist theory of transition to-socialism and

•^he establishment of an international dictatorship of the
proletariat is violently opposed to opportunist concepts; the
atter aver that the process of establishing socialist relations of
production is automatic and spontaneous, that these relations
begin to form through the development of productive forces
® a society still in the throes of capitalism. It follows from such
eas that, by virtue of the possibility of socialism's spontaneous

superstructural phenomena within capitalist soci-
including the state, can have in social essence a dual

cnaracter and that the amorphous and spontaneous process of
ocialist development embracing all countries has apparently
«'ready led to the appearance of many elements of socialism in
capitalist states.

-As a result, the approach to^many aspects of contempora^
development greatly lacks social clarity, narrows the

pnere of analysis of class antagonisms and obfuscates the
boundaries of social development in the world today. ^

.he idea is propounded that a process is occurring under
capitalism of the development of material, ideological, cultural,
Ofganisational and other prerequisites for socialism as a
^alitatively new social systeni. But more than this: it claims
^bat more or less mature elements of socialist, social relations
^>•0 already present under capitalism. Elements of capitalism
®bd sociahsrh are said to be present simultaneously in many
!°cial phenomena and processes with the steady trend towards

latter prevailine over are beinc made
"^^Portra- • ®
li

—  ' t ' 1

the former. Attempts are being made
y the situation as if the role of international economic

I  1

I  t
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relations in the world capitalist system is concerned with
accelerating the triumph of socialism in various states.

Similarly, Right-wing opportunists deny the fact of the
existence of diametrically opposed world social and economic
systems; they play down the significance of the world socialist
system as the principal achievement of the international
working class. They present the appearance of the world
socialist system as a phenoijienon essentially equivalent to
many progressive social and economic changes in the non-
socialist world which do not affect the essence of capitalism.
They regard the world socialist system as a simple su'm-total of
states that do not possess common social and economic
fundamentals distinguishing them in principle from capitalist
states and engendering qualitatively new laws of development
of their mutual relations. Hence their denial of any advantages
that the world socialist economy has and the prophesising that
socialist states will turn towards Western markets.
Let us recall that in 1917 Lenin criticised, in his The State and

Revolution, the mistaken bourgeois-reformist assertion "that
monopoly capitalism or state-monopoly capitalism is no longer
capitalism, but can' how be called 'state socialism' and so on".'
Much has changed in capitalist society since then, but not the
exploiting essence of capitalist relations of production, nor the
class nature of the bourgeois state", nor the social character of
international economic ties within the capitalist system. Ah
invariable condition for a really scientific analysis of events and
a correct orientation in the course of the class struggle, of the
complex processes of rivalry, co-operation and mutual influ
ence of states with different social systems can only be obtained
by consistently adhering to class criteria in evaluating any
political, economic or other social phenomeha. As Lenin said.
"We desire proletarian revolutionary unity, unification, and not
secession. We desire revolutionary unification; that is why out"
slogan does not call for unification of all states in general, fof
the social revolution demands the unification only of those
states which have gone over or are going over to socialism,
colonies which are gaining their freedom, etc."^
Contemporary "Left"-wing opportunists, Maoists above

all, peddle ideas contrary to Marxism-Leninism that the role ot
the world socialist system is unimportant in the world
revolutionary process; they are contemptuous about the

' V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 25, pp. 442-43.
Ibid., Vol. 26, p. 176.
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proletarian class struggle in industrially developed capitalist
states and they try to drive a wedge between socialist states and
the international working-class moveirient on the one hand,
and the national liberation movement, on the other; they
counterpose the national liberation movement to the peoples
of the socialist states and the working class of the industrially
developed capitalist countries.
In rejecting a class proletarian approach to evaluating the

motive forces of social development, the Maoists tend to
counterpose entire races and continents. These "Left"-wing
opportunists construct the basically false notion of a contradic
tion between the industrial states of the world ("the world
^ty") and the developing states ("the world village"), between
rich" and "poor" countries. They affirm that, in the socialist

countries, a process of "bourgeoisification is taking place,
^hile the working class of industrially developed capitalist
states has lost its revolutionary spirit. They accord the
developing states and the petty-bourgeois sections of these
states the leading role in the world revolutionaiy process.
In their political practice, they militate towards an alliance

^ith imperialist reactionaries and take upon themselves a cole
of dividing the world revolutionary movement. They preach
nationalism and Great-Power chauvinism which are somewhat
masked by pseudo-revolutionary phrase-mongering. The anti-
^arxist and anti-Leninist views of "Left"-wing opportunists

not something new; they are in many ways a rehash ot
Trotskyist theories long discarded by the international com-
m^ist movement. .
The vital interests of the fight for socialism and commumsm

demand the further ideological exposure of opportunism. The
Communist Party of the Soviet Union and all other Marxist-
.Leninist parties firmly support the general policy ot the
mternational communist movement, give a compelling rebutt

divisive elements, fight to unite fraternal parties and
mcrease the solidarity of the socialist community on the basis ot

principles of Marxism-Leninism. Lenin's ideas continue to
^9uip Communists throughout the world in
?gainst bourgeois ideology and any theories of Right- or
^eft"-wing opportunism. L. I. Brezhnev said in his report

Cause of Lenin Lives On and Triumphs, that in the Present
epoch, whL the international class struggle has grown
extremely acute the danger of Right and 'Left' deviations and
f nationalism in the communist movement( fungible than ever before. The struggle against Right and Lett
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opportunism and nationalism cannot, therefore, be conducted
as a campai^ cal,culated for only some definite span of time.
The denunaation of opportunism of all kinds was and remains
an immutable law for all Marxist-Leninist Parties".'
The struggle of the international communist movement has

heightened of late against both Right- and "Left"-wing
opportunists. As a result, the ranks of the international com
munist movement have drawn closer together on the basis
of Marxist-Leninist principles and significant progress has
been made in politically and economically consolidating the
socialist community; this is proof that the trend towards unity
of the socialist countries is prevailing.
More and more people throughout the world are becoming

aware of the substantial social, economic and political changes
in world development which bear out Lenin's teaching. The
major changes are in the world balance of power tilting
towards socialism. The world socialist economic system is
becoming an increasingly obvious embodiment of Lenin's ideas
in building a new socim system and in the close collaboration of
socialist states. In non-socialist countries, objective and subjec
tive conditions are developing for radical socio-economic
change. The Lenin's- ideological heritage, his method of
analysis and resolution of important issues of social develop
ment remain the basis of revolutionary strategy.

I  I

i  I
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WORLD REVOLUTIONARY PROCESS
AND WORLD ECONOMY

The single world revolutionary process leading to^ the
weakening and abolition of capitalism and to the socialist
transformation of all human society comprises the efforts ofthe socialist community in building socialism and communism,
the struggle of the workers and all working people in capitalist
spciety against monopoly oppression and capitalist exploim-
tion, and the fight of the young national states, dependencies
3nd colonies to achieve and strengthen their national indepen
dence and against imperialist rule. The major revolutionary
forces of the nresent dav include the world socialist system, theforces of the present day include the world socialist system, the
international working-class movement and the, national libera-
fion movement; of these, the leading role belongs to the world
socialist system. The countries that make up the socialist-
community act as the bastion of the whole world revolutionary
Movement. World development is today more and more
"Cfcrmined by the might and influence of the socialist states,fhe course of competition and struggle between the socialist

capitalist world social systems. The rivalry of the "two
methods, two political and economic systems—the communist
and the capitalist",' of which Lenin spoke when referring to
[fie situation facing Soviet Russia after the socialist revolunon,
to^y determines all contemporary world development.
The contradiction between these two systems is the mam

Contradiction of the contemporary epoch. It is a contradiction
•^tween the working people, who have takeh power in several
pans of the world and liquidated all forms of human
exploitation and national inequality, and the exploiting classes.

V- I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 31. p. 456.
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who still cling to power in other states, striving to perpetuate
exploitation and national oppression and refusing fully to
relinquish their plans to restore capitalism in the socialist states.
The growing acuteness of this contradiction, as world socialism
grows stronger, has a vast influence on all the contradictions
within the capitalist system, accelerates the revolutionary
processes within it, is undermining it and shaking it to its very
foundations. The consolidation of the world socialist system is
a major factor causing the general crisis of capitalism to
worsen.

Growth in the might of the world socialist system^s the most
substantial feature of the contemporary epoch. In recent years,
the overall direction of the socialist community has become
abundantly clear—that of further strengthening and improv
ing the new social system, the greater practical realisation of
socialist principles in all areas, the growing economic potential,
international influence and defence capability of socialism. It is
this process that ultimately determines tne prospects for
manlund's future and its advance along the road of social
progress.

The growing economic power of world socialism is a major
manifestation of world social progress. The 1969 International
Meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties stated: "The
contribution of the world socialist system to the common cause
of the anti-imperialist forces is determined primarily by its
growing economic potential. The swift economic development
of the countries belonging to the socialist system at rates
outpacing the economic growth of the capitalist countries, the
advance of socialism to leading positions in a number of fields
of scientific and technological progress, and the blazing of a
trail into outer space by the Soviet Union—all these tangible
results, produced by the creative endeavours of the peoples of
the socialist countries, decisively contribute to the preponder
ance of the forces of peace, democracy and socialism over
imperialism." '
Economic progress in socialist countries is steadily changing

economic balance between socialism and capitalism in favour
of the former; this is vividly demonstrating the superiority of
the socialist mode of production and is forcibly aifecting the
popular struggle for social progress, is extending the possibility
for rendering material assistance from socialist states to

I  I

I  1

International Meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties, Moscow 1969,
p. 22.
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peoples fighting for social and national emancipation, and,
finally, is thwarting the imperialist attempts to suppress this

Although the main results of recent years show that the
world socialist system as a whole has made a fresh step forward
in implementing the aims and ideals common to all its
members, historical development has not been absolutely
linear. The forward march of the socialist community has been
complicated, in particular, by the situation in China. The policy

1  imrsued for several years now of adventure and chauvinism by
the Mao Tse-tung group has done great damage to the socialist
cause within the Chinese People's Republic and has run
counter to the interests of the world soaalist community and
the popular revolutionary struggle throughout the world.
. World economic development reflects not only the upsurge

world productive forces, but also the change in the world v
b^ance of class forces and the rate of world social progress.
The increasing scope of revolutionary processes finds ready
manifestation in the social and economic trends which
S^^racterise world economic development and the progress of
mdividual groups of countries and the relationships between

W we analyse the social structure of the world economy, we
™ake several important points.

Within the bounds of the world economy, only the world
socialist system forms a single social sector, while the world
capitalist system does not essentially constitute a single whole,

as much as it falls into groups of states that form, to some
oxtent, isolated social sectors of the world economy. Just as
Within the bounds of the national economy of a capitalist state,
different economic structures can exist which, differ in their
degree of maturity and of capitalist relations of production and
Various other signs, so in the world capitalist economy social
?®ctors have always existed that differ from one another mainly

the place they hold within the international system of
exploitation created by the finance capital of impenahst
powers. The principal two sectors of the world capitalist
®?^9nomy are imperialist states and young national states,
although the social differentiation in this world economy
essentially goes much deeper.
. Within the world capitalist economy or, to be more exact,
^«hin a group of developing states, a certain transitional sector
may emerge and, in fact, is already emerging; it includes the
young progressive states that are choosing the non-capitalist
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Table 1

The Share of Individual Groups of States
in World Industrial Production in 1950-1971

(per cent)

1950 1955 1971

Socialist states 20 27 39

Economically-developed
capitalist states 72 66 n 54

Developing states 8 7 7

path of development and are consolidating their economic
relations with socialist states. These countries are steadily
feeding ̂ emselves from the mesh of imperialist dependence
and, while still belongfing to the world capitalist economic
system, are advancing under the sure influence of internal
social refornas away from imperialist international economic
ties.

Despite the multisectoral nature of economies, the social
type of national economy as a whole and the way that type

. manifests itself in internatidhal economic relations depend on
the dominant socio-economic sector within the national
economy. Even a multisectoral national economy- operates, in
practice, in world economic relations as the, economy of the
dominant sector within it. It does not have to be the sector
which plays the dominant role in the economy of the country as
a whole, in creating its national income, or even the sector
which dominates the country's industry. What is decisive is the
leading sector which is the basis of the politically dominant
class, the weapon of its policy and the basis of the realisation of
its economic interests, which serves that class as a means of
influencing-the whole economy and its social restructuring.
Thus, the socialist sector may completely determine the social
type of natioiial economy in international economic relations
even if it has not yet established itself in all areas of the
economy. In the early Soviet years, for example, the share of
the socialist sector in the national economy constituted less
than a third, yet the existence of the USSR already signified the
creation of a new socialist sector of the world economy.
The politico-geographical orientation of external economic

relations of a given national economy and its connection with a
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particular type of international division of labour are also of
^eat importance. Of course, the politico-geographical orienta
tion normally only reflects the type of dominant economic
structure within a country. All the same, this orientation
influences as well as reflects the tendency of internal social
changes within the country. An analysis of this orientation is
especially important in regard to countries in which the social
iwture of internal development is not yet completely clear. In
those circumstances, the orientation of external economic ties
of the country towards the world socialist economic system is
beneficial to social progress in those states and serves as a
condition for detaching them from the world capitalist
economic system. On the other hand, an orientation towards
imperialist states complicates social progress within them and^
reinforces their subordinate status inside the world capitalist
economy. But even for countries that have begun to build
socialism, the particular orientation of external economic
relations is cruaal. The vital interests of a socialist system are
served only by an orientation whereby the country's external
®^onomic relations are predominantly within the world-
socialist economic system, while relations with capitalist states
®re less extensive and important than those with fraternal
states.

The universal tendency towards peoples coming closer
^ogether economically finds expression in world economic
povelopment. Throughout history, economic progpress has
mvariaoly meant a progressive socialisation of production.
Nowadays, this dialectical relationship is even more reinforced
^ the contemporary scientific and technolomcal revolution,
rpday, the economic coming-together of peoples is destined to
P'sy a great part in stimulating world productive forces,
production is increasingly acquiring an international character
both in the scope by which it satisfies social requirement and
m the volume and variety of resources which it involves in the
production process. The dependence of the scientific and
^^^hnologicaf level aiid economic indicators of production onthe degree of its socialisation is increasing, including on an
bj^rnational scale. The internatioqalisation of economic
Affairs is an objective law of social development caused by the
^^^irements of economic growth. . . j'l.
The socialisation of production has long since exceeded tfie

bounds of individual national economies. The internationalisa-
t»on of economic life, caused by this, has in one way or another
Embraced all the stages of the reproduction process, having
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considerable ̂ influence on its rate of development and
proportions in various countries. Being a manifestation of a
certain, sufficiently high stage of development and, at the same

3S an invariable condition of its further growth,
mis internationalisation is a progjressive historical tendency. It
develops, however, not according to some abstract model
applicable to any social system. In fact, the forms and

of the internationalisation of economic affairs.
,.F principle, depending on the social foundation on
which It takes place.
The world socialist economic system radically differs from

the world capitalist economic system in the way it is formed, in^
the character of relations between the countries that constituted'^
It and in the prospects for development. The world capitalist
system came into being through coercion and wars, the
pmitical and economic subordination of some countries by
others. This is a system of unequal relations between peoples

,  oppression of the weak by the strong. Inter-state
delations (and, to a large extent, international relations in
general) are determined in the capitalist camp by selfish.
interests of the ruling exploiting classes, are permeated by a
spirit of political rivalry and economic competition engendered
by these selfish interests. The exploiters try to foist their
nationalistic and chauvinistic ideology on to the working
people so as to achieve their aims at their expense.
The status of countries in the capitalist world wholly

depends on the correlation of their forces in economic and
rnmt^y spheres and their political influence that springs from

Therefore, the essence of relations between countries in
the world capitalist system consists in the subordination of
marw capitalist states to the interests of the monopoly elite of
the bourgeoisie in the economically most developed capitalist
^tmns. The weakest countries are forced either to go against
them national interests or to conduct a stubborn battle for
national sovereignty. The international relations within the
capitalist world are, above all, conspicuous by the deep-going
contradictions between imperialist powers, on the one hand,
ana the colonies and dependenaes, and also the newly
uoerated states, on the other. Many young national states today
occupy a special place in the contemporary world. They do not
^ yj}^ system of imperialist states and countries
^ X. ^Pddent upon them; at the same time, they have
^  eliminated economic dependence on imperialism andy are ighting against the neo-colonialist encroachments of
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the imperialists. National interests inspire these states to act
internationally as an important anti-imperialist force. How
ever, even the camp of imperialist powers is rent by
contradictions between rival states and groupings.
By contrast to this camp, the world socialist system is a

community of peoples that has formed voluntarily under the
influence of common interests of the struggle for socialism and
communism, and on the basis of complete equality. The
socialist system removes exploiting classes from society,
eliminates thereby the roots of unequal relations between
peoples, the roots of national enmity and division. It gradually
®\ercomes everything that has divided peoples in the past. A
spirit of internationalism and solidarity is gradually affirmed in
the relations between socialist states.
The prospects confronting the two world systems are also

radically different. The world capitalist system, torn apart by
contradictions and the popular struggle for national and social
liberation, is moving in the direction of decline and decay.
Imperialism, the main force which tries to maintain, by violent
methods, the system of inequality and oppression of countries
and peoples, finds its positions weakened. Colonialism is facing
mter defeat, and previously oppressed nations are now cutting
tnrouf** 1 j Ki-hviHc fViat tie them to

r va i » v.—

-5 aiiu abolishing, along
°PPf®ssion and exploitation. , , c u
The world socialist system personifies the future of tne

peoples of the world. The liquidation of national oppression
or the first time makes relations between peoples voluntary
fod. therefore, lasting. The socialist community is developing
through the extension of co-operation among peoples and is
ringing them closer together in a comprehensive way.
Although internationalisation of economic affairs is world-

embracing, it acts primarily as the internationalisationv of a
Certain mode of production and implies, first, its establishment

a few countries and, second, the emergence of economic
Illations between these countries based on a single t)[pe of
®ode of production. Internationalisation of economic lite
^fans the internationalisation both of P™d."cnve forces^and of
;^e>ations of production together. It thereby Hon
°Jganically connected processes: first, the internationalisation

productive forces, the socialisation of
mternational scale, the establishment of a regular exchange ofactivity between peoples—which becomes an obligatory condi-
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tion of extended reproduction within national bounds—the
formation of interrelations and interdependence of several
crucial economic proportions of individual states and rates of
economic development and, second, the internationalisation of
,a given type of relations of production not only in the sense of
its establishment in several states, but also in the sense of the
formation and promotion of international relations of produc
tion of that type.
As long as bpth the socialist and capitalist world economies

exist within the world economy, the internationali^tion of
productive forces is accompanied, within the socialist system,
by an internationalisation of socialist relations of production,
while, within the capitalist system, 'it is accompanied by an
internationalisation of capitalist relations of production, de
pending on the type of relations of production that predomi
nates in countries between which economic relations exist. The ̂
type of relations of production has an immense influence on
the rate, nature, production technique and socio-economic
results of the internationalisation of productive forces.

Finally, the internationalisation of productive forces leads
also to a certain expansion of econojitic ties between states
belonging to different world social systems. Specific interna
tional relations of production, thereiore, form and express
simultaneously the rivalry of the two world socio-economic
^stems/ in tackling economic problems in which they are
interested. These relations are contradictory and built on
compromise, being the sphere of the complex interaction of
essentially opposed economic laws of the different social
formations. Of course, that primarily refers to relations
between -socialist and industrial capitalist states; in relations
between socialist and developing states, an element of selfless
assistance from the socialist states plays an essential part. As the
progressive orientation of the young national states develops,
their relations with the socialist countries are increasingly built
on a community of interests in the fight against imperialism
and on the principles of growing co-operation.
The contemporary social structure of the world economy is

characterised by the presence of the powerful world socialist
economy. Back in 1919, socialism accounted for only 16 per
cent of world territory and 7.8 per cent of world population; ,
on the eve of World War II, the percentages were 17 and 9
respectively. By mid-1971, the 14 socialist states distributed ion
three continents accounted for 25.9 per cent of world territory
and 32.9 per cent of world popu^tion. Thus, the socialist
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world contained in mid-1971 as many as 1,218 million people,
i.e., almost 9 times more than in 1919. The socialist proportion
in world industrial production virtually doubled between 1950
3nd 1971 and increased over 13 times oetween 1917 and 1971.
In 1917, socialism accounted for less than 3 per cent of world
industrial output, in 1920 even less than.l per cent, yet already
by 1937 its share was approaching 10 per cent. In 1950, it had
reached some 20 per cent, in 1955—27 per cent and in
1971—approximately 39 per cent.
Such a comparison of socialist and capitalist shares in the

world economy, however, no longer reflects the real balance of
power in world material production. A significant group of.
developing states is activ^y fighting imperialism, extending
economic co-operation with socialist states and aspiring to take
the non-capitalist road. Today, therefore, the production
potential or those countries cannot be mechanically totted up

' and added to that of the imperialist powere. To evaluate the
I^alance of power between socialism and capitalism in uie world
economy it is more instructive to cite the fact that, in 1971, the
industrial output of socialist states comprised approximately 70
per cent of that of the economically developed capitalist states.
The socialist mode of production has formed an

strengthened as an international phenomenon. It conunues its
dynamic development, spreading its great revoluhonary mtlu-
ence over the rest of the world. In most soaalist states,
socialism constitutes a solid all-embracing system of socialist
social relations and a qualitatively new material and ̂ chnolom-
cal base of a clearly expressed industrial type. The world
socialist system clearly has the edge in rates of economic
growth over the world capitalist system. In a number ot
decisive sectors, socialism has forged ahead in implementing
the present-day scientific and technological revoli^on. ̂
The world socialist economic system lias ®

Which sufficient mature conditions have developed for a fu^r
and more consistent realisatibn of the advantages of Ae
spcialist mode of production, The maximum^ency of social procluction has become a vital and on^at
basis,' has stimulated an even greater m Ae lmn|
standards of the people in socialist states. The work being done
to improvrthe ise of the economic laws of socialism and to
perfect the methods of managing the socialist,econom^^
individual states and in economic relations^ tackled

./guarantee that this set of economic problems will be tackled
,'7 successfully.
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socialist economy is the most dynamic sector of
the world economy.-According to United Nations statistics, the
average annual rate of growth of national income was 5.4 per
cent for the entire world between 1951 and 1970, while it was
8.3 per cent in the socialist countries. During this period, the
average annual growth rate of national income in the socialist
states Was almost double that of the industrial capitalist states,
which stood at 4.5 per cent.
The part played by the world socialist system in the world

economy has grown so much that the growth rate, of
productiori in the socialist world now serves as an important
factor accelerating the growth of world production, by contrast
10K1 . capitalist world is capable. From1951 to 1965, industrial production in the world capitalist
system increased by an annual average of 5.6 per cent, while
industrial output throughout the world grew by 7.2 per cent
annually thanks to the rate of growth of industrial production
in the socialist states (11.5 per cent).

It would be quite wrong to imagine the world socialist
economy as a sum total of national economies developing in
isolation from one another. The interests of building socialism
and communism insistently dictate the need for the fraternal
states to co-operate in economic development. This co-
operation IS based on a community of fundamental social and
economic interests in the socialist states and on objective
requirements for stimulating productive forces. Due to the
socialist relations of production and the socialist social system,
the world socialist economy is free of the antagonistic contra
diction, inherent in capitalism, between two tendencies: the
tendency for the development of national states that are
•sovereign both in political and in economic affairs, and the
tendency for nations to come together and to consolidate their

^  ever-increasing internationalisation
rh/li t forces. With the elimination of class antagonism,between nations is removed. Lenin wrote: "To

Kiz-i-J!-- of national oppression, national'og, and national isolation the workers counterpose a

^  of the unity of the working people of all
fnr- r ̂  which there is no place for any privileges orfor the slightest degree of oppression of man by man." '
sorialfct Political and economic consolidation of the

become a matter of urgency and an
' V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 19, p. 92.
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invariable condition for progress. The present stage of the
of socialist peoples for socialism and communism and

of the world struggle between the two opposed world social
systems more than ever dictates the neeti for elaborating an
pverall strategy for the socialist states in regard to the major
issues of their external economic relations. Under these

circumstances, the ruling Parties of the CMEA members
employ the tried and tested democratic method of working out
an overall policy and of fortifying unity in action, such as the
comradely exchange of experience, the joint analysis of
problems and the united efforts in tackling problems more
effectively. The meetings of representatives of the Communist
and Workers' Parties and governments of CMEA member
states have invariably provided a great stimulus to economic
and political co-operation. Suffice it to mention here the 23rd
^pecial) CMEA Session of 1969, with the participation of the
Communist and Workers' Parties and governments in CMEA,
whose decisions mapped out the main long-term goals and
fprms of economic consolidation. As the Communique stated,
the session expressed the unanimous conviction that die

turther extension and intensification of economic co-operation
between CMEA member states corresponds to the vital needs
^ the peoples building socialism and communism". Similarly,
J"e 25th CMEA Session in 1971 was also of historic importance
OT the world socialist economy: it summed up the efforts of all
tiembers in co-ordinating problems and adopted a Com-
P'"ehensive Programme for the Further Extension and Im-
Provement of Co-operation and the Development of Socialist
^conomic Integration by the CMEA Member Countries,
designed for eradual realisation over a period of 15 to 20
years. ®
The development of the world socialist economy is acquiring
increasinery purposive, balanced and interlinked character

not «-i- ^ f ! 1 on/1 /.^-nnnmirOnly by virtue of improved planning and economic
JJJ^'^agement in individual socialist states. The existence merely
:  .'National economic plans elaborated in each country in
^  from one another could not, of course, secure a really

ective economic co-operation between socialist,states or the
ptimum use' of national reproduction processes taking the

Possibilities of this co-operation into account. Only extensi^,
co-ordinated activity by the socialist states can achieve the

•necessary harmony and interlinking of their economic de-
i ®^Pment, which are capable of insuring the most rational

oi'nal and international economic proportions.
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's the most dynamic sector of
/ Sweraae r f Nations statistics, the
cent for th«» ^ national income was 5.4 per
8.3 per cent * th 1951 and 1970, while it was
average L countries. During this period, the
states^aS almnef^^ Ki of national income in the socialist
S"ldTc5°pt c™?.' ""
ecJn'l.3'h£!'''Jl ""'■Id socialist system in the world

t r9?5.tsdi"" ~
sys.tem increased bv an a P^°, the world capitalist
industrial output t^rm ®^®fage of 5.6 per cent, whileannually thanks to the world grew by 7.2 per centin the socialist states (11.5^ per^Sm) production
economy as a\i?m"tot^^on 1° '"jagine the world socialist
isolation from on^anoAer ^fP^ economies developing inand communism insistently^!!-^ interests of building socialism
states to co-ooer?fe fn ^ for thi fraternaloperation is ba?ed on a development. This co-
ecohomic interests in tb« °^'^""damental social and
requirements for stimulatint°^^ ^ objectivesoaalist relations of nroHurt* P'^^ductive forces. Due to thethe world socialist econom?*^"fre'i system,diction,' inherent in canital:! u antagonistic contra-
tendency for the develnnm™' two tendencies: the
sovereign both in politira? ° national states that are
tendency for nations to r?m«? '"economic affairs, and the
economies by virtue of thp '•°?ether and to consolidate their
tn productive forces. With internationalisationthe antagonism between nat;J? ^"."""ation of class antagonism,
the old world, the world Lenin wrote: "To
bickering,, and national isnlaf- oppression, national
nat* a world of the unJi" workers counterpose a
Sf u in whicfi working people of allL?e slightest degree of onnr f ®"y privileges or

further political anrf ° ""an." 'ciahst states fas beconll consolidation of the
"ctame a inatto'.. _r

oppression^ociaUst "stetes ffs^Some"^ »^uua«on ox xnc— ecome a matter of urgency and an
'• ^orks. Vol. 19. p 92
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invariable condition for progress. The present stage of the
^''^ggle of socialist peoples for socialism and communism and
of the world strug^e between the two opposed world social
systems more than ever dictates the need for elaborating an
pverall strategy for the socialist states in regard to the major
issues of their external economic relations. Under these
circumstances, the ruling Parties of the CMEA members
employ the tried and tested democratic method of working out
an overall policy and of fortifying unity in action, such as the
comradely exchange of experience, the joint analysis of
problems and the united efforts in tackling problems more
effectively. The meetings of representatives of the Communistand Workers' Parties and governments of CMEA member
states have invariably provided a great stimulus to economic
and political co-operation. Suffice it to mention here the 23rd
^pecial) CMEA Session of 1969, with the participation of the
Communist and Workers' Parties and governments in CMEA,whose decisions mapped out the main long-term^ goals and
fprms of economic consolidation. As the Communique stated,
the session expressed the unanimous conviction that Ae

further extension and intensification of economic co-operation
■^tween CMEA member states prresponds to the vital needs
^ the peoples building socialism and communism . Similarly,

25th CMEA Session in 1971 was also of historic importance
fuf the world socialist economy: it summed up the efforts of all
"fembers in co-ordinating problems and adopted a Com
prehensive Programme for the Further Extension and Im
provement of Co-operation and the Development of Socialist
Jconomic Integration by the CMEA Member Countries,

esigned for gradual realisation over a period of 15 to 20
years. ^

acquiring
character

The development of the world socialist economy is" 'ncreasingfy purposive, balanced and, interlinked
"pt only by virtue of improved planning and economic
^^"agement in individual socialist states. The existence merely?f national economic plans elaborated in each country in
'l^'ation from one another could not, of course, secure a really

®^hve' economic co-operation between soaalist states or the
Pbmum use of national reproduction processes taking the

possibilities of this co-operation into account. Only extensive,
co-ordinated activity by the socialist states can achieve the;«oessary harmony and interlinking of their economic de-

jL®;?Pment, which are capable of insuring the most rational
9rnal and international economic proportions.
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In^ reinforcing the planning of the international socialist
division of labour, the sociahst states are deliberately and
purposiyely promoting the objectively necessary balance in the
economic development of each country ana of the world
socialist system as a whole; this encourages a rapid growth in
production. T^is aim is also served by the voluntary, joint,
planned activity of the socialist states in ensuring the co-
ordmation of -^eir national economic plans and also the
carrying out, within the bounds of this co-ordination, of joint
planning in certain major interlinked branches and types of
produmon. This activity is today being undertaken by CMEA ~
countries.

CMEA member states base their activity on the need for an
optimum ctrabining of the comprehensive economic develop
ment of each state with a rational international specialisation of
production in order to achieve the effective development of
imtional economies and the wide-scale use, for this purpose, of
me advai^ges of the international socialist division of labour,
itiis combination is an important feature of the world socialist
-onomy on which basis the production technology and
^ao-economic differences will "be intensified-by contrast

capitalist economy—and on which basis the

ErSSleStfd™ " socialist economy will
DotSTIfi« structure is the privilege of a few
TTiis svstem diwJ/T • capitalist economic system.
materurannf>n/i countnes into industrial and agrarian raw
the oeonlSPa ^ ® accord with the interests of
In coun^M ^ economic development
the socialist rnm ̂  tiionocultural economy. Within
2onomfc¥ar?"®/™^^ countries which had inherited
overcome the ̂ ®^^"css from, capitalism have already largely
isation of nmfl "sequences of that extremely narrow special-
als—^whiclfwas"^^'^® agn^ltural and industrial raw materi-
world canitalist their subordinate status within the
modernising olJ if"™' T. successfully creating new and
econbmr Jhi?h • production, diversilying the
features a stmrti™^ gradually coming to resemble, in major
countries. typical of economically highly developed

change iiT^economif^'^i^^'^' economic system, the rate of major
ments of society in creaS?a™^fi reflecting the attain-
h^s greatly exceeded fhtr a sound economy,. S any exceeded that which the world capitalist economic
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system has been able to achieve in the same period. Thus, a
progressive economic structure guaranteeing nigher produc-
^ty is intensively forming in the soci^st states; over
Jttree-quarters of total industrial and agricultural output is
being produced in the world socialist economy within industry.
In gross industrial output of the socialist states, the share of
engineering is over one-fourth, while in the CMEA states it is
approximately one-third—that is, it has more than doubled
since 1950. The conditions of the world socialist economic
system are beneficial to a progressive reorganisation and
Improvement of the economic structure of all states without
exception, they correspond to the changes in the division of
.hour between them. This is facilitated Doth by the domina-
hon of the socialist economic system in each country and, at the
®®jne time, by the new, socialist type of international economic
relations within the socialist community.
The socialist states aim, in their economic co-operation, to

ensure a harmonious combination of national economic
interests and the international interests of the world socialist
system as a whole. The increasing variety of forms of bilateral
®nd multilateral co-operation, which supplement one another,
enable them to find, in each specific circumstance, expedient

of resolving economic problems within the requirements

°  parties.I he new type of international relations which has formed
is being improved within the world socialist svstem

Xpresses the voluntary, equal and mutually profitable co-
nperation of fraternal peoples. It is a factor in reinforcing the
political and economic solidarity of the socialist states. By
_ontrast. the capitalist type of international relations presup
poses the unequal status of various states within the world
jP'talist economic system, is at variance with the vital interests
many of these countries and acts as a brake on the progress
World productive forces. As a result, capitalist intemaoqnal

i ®^tIons are a factor which worsens antagonistic contradictions.
^  world capitalist system, increases its instability and

mributels to its inevitable doom.
Experience shows that only the new type of international

^onomic relations that has formed within the world socialistystem expresses genuinely equal and mutually beneficial
°'°Peration and greatly stimulates the productive forces inch participant state. Economic relations between socialist
y.ntries are' permeated by a spirit of proletarian inter-

*®nonalism and fraternal solidarity of the peoples building
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socialism and pmmunism. Only the socialist type of interna-
relations is guiaed by the principle of mutual

Iv aHvanr selfless help from the economical-
ronni,4« ^ the less developed states so as to bring these
steaHv 1? *"• the advanced and to bring about a
ecnnmTiJ/- improvement in the entire world socialisteconomic system.

imagine that the socialist
of all ^ establishes complete consensus
the needs member states. Account for
economir <~n ?• "^r^^tiisation of interests in everyday
hieh demands ^ '^.^mphcated process which makes
their ioint artivJf" scientific level and political content of
contradictions , well be, in certain circumstances,

"eeds of countries due to the

economic relat;« development, existing international
of labour betw*.#."^' X^rious manifestations of the division
caused bv tb#* i? so on. This may sometimes be

issues, nrimarilv K» individual states in regard to specific
economic levels ° ' r P®^®'®^>ng differences in the
explained by certain fo "^tes. This may also be
operation lapmno k u- j international economic co-
labour between sr. ̂' i" need to increase the division of
co-operatSn and sn imperfect methods of
these partial contrnd; ^®'*'®*"theless, whatever the reasons,and are overcome ̂  vu ̂ cannot have an antagonistic nature
co;^^eratinp Sntrier interests of all
picture. Eve^'^worlen^L presents quite a different
ance of any new ecnnr. economic difficulties or appear-
®'rnggie between rival"^^^'^° associated with a growing
tnes that are economi^n^ui^®!^ g^npings and states. Coun-
despite the great efforts n/ backward for a long time cannot,
the industnal powers r.r- them, approach the level of
differences in the dp.r»- b^it the process of increasing
fprmerlydependentS^i development. Then/f their political denend.^ onial countries that have now cast
fight tooth and nail for imperialist powers have to
they remain the source economic independence. For long
imperialist states, which for the monopolies of
in the national productive they can to hamper any increase

multitude of facts sb^^^^ within the developing states.tacts show that international economic
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relations in the socialist and the capitalist world have opposite
consequences for the economies of participant states. The
results of economic development in states witnin the opposed
social systems since the war also testify to the fact that only the
socialist world has made a reality of the gradual levelling-up of
the economies of various countries, while this has remained
unattainable in the capitalist system. According to UN
forecasts, the average annual rate of growth of national income
per head of population in 1965-1975 will lie between a
minimum of 2.3 percent and a maximum of 3.6 per cent in the
economically developed capitalist states, and only between 1
per cent and 2.9 per cent in the developing states. UN experts
no not expect any radical changes in the correlation of these
/rates in the subsequent decade. Between 1975 and 1985, it is
anticipated that the average per capita national income growth
Will be a minimum of 2 per cent and a maximum of 4 per cent
annually in the economically developed capitalist states, and,
correspondingly, 1.4 per cent and 3.9 per cent in the
developing states. That means that in the long term, by
contrast with the developed capitalist states, the backwardness
d the developing countries will remain in rate of growth of per
capita national income and the gulf will widen in its absolute
amount.
Ear-reaching structural changes are taking place within the

lj,°"ti capitalist economy, especially under the impact of
oration movements and the scientific and technological

revolution. This applies to the structure of production
^pspecially in industry), the, commodity structure of interna-
^ual trade, the territorial location of productive forces and
de geographical structure of international trade, the trading

an?^^ on the international capitalist market, and the directions
_  . Conditions of migration of capital and manpower. The
Pr^uction nature of the international division of labour
ch *be world capitalist system is undergoing considerablenange;. so, too, is the status of certain states within the system
'division of labour. . ,

ess 'be techno-economic viewpoint, many of these proc-
express the increase in productive forces and the improv-

'g structure of world capitalist production as a whole, which is
w?. '^^ting the trend towards intensification of production
ini i" 'be world capitalist economic system, the increasing'^erhnking and interdependence of national economies, the
th^^*''® role of the international division of labour in boosting® economic efficiency of production. Yet, at the same time.
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there is a mounting underemployment of world production
even ̂ ven the new opportunities—and a growing

imbalance of territorial location of productive forces within the
capitalist world.
From the socio-economic and political viewpoint, the present

shifts in the world capitalist economy mean a further
internauonalisation of the reproduction of capital, a
strengthemng of international monopolies and the appearance
o iww economic and political forms for expanding the scope
of their amvity beyond the bounds of "their own" national
temtoiy. At the same time, the shifts reflect the emergence of
™  a relative exclusiveness of certain sectors of theor capitalist economy, as a result of the creation of closed

g^oupmgs. The role of the capitalist state is growing
^onomic relations and new competitive

Hicthods are appearing throughout the world
rapitalist economy, which is, on the whole, underg oing even

observe an increase in the
of its individual parts, a groWing

world directions, of the integral nature of the
the cnnJ^n/.c system, the emergence — still within
sector ma/tA fhat System^—of a speciiic socio-economic
reform tViA ° young progressive states fighting to
economic rpla? material expression of the world
^e mnniS"' they are emtfbUed.

efforts to iin^isA ° ® capitalist world today bend their
selfish- internet internatiorialisation in their own
pSX fo?c;« ° the growing
economic forms aild to framework of capitalist,
between the er.«ai u alleviate the growing antagonism
appropriation The d production and capitalist
which for long the pperialist colonial system,
unification of • major form of international
finally SSosed t^^^^^ resources in the capitalist world, hastrenj towards econom^*^°"° ® contradictions between the
implementing this unitv'^TS? capitalist methods of
real progressive direey-' methods do not conform to the
distort it® ® direction of this tendency and completely
^epld aspirat^n^ui'he^^d^i? colonial empires, however,
imperialist policy- it is a ^ contemporary neo-colonialisttion of the ecSmiiKc%°^ subordination and exploita-
These forms of eronom' developed states in new forms.ot economic umty of individual countries are
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based on the economic backwardness of the "partners" of the
imperialist powers and on a one-sided economic dependence.
Under these circumstances, there can be no equal joint
exploitation of the advantages of the internationausation of
production and the international division' of labour. Economic
relations between industrial and economically less developed
states in the capitalist world remain, as before, orientated on a
one-sided extraction of profit by the imperialist powers from
the irrational economic structure, low living standards and all
tne other features of economic backwardness of the vast
majority of countries in the world capitalist system. The
imperialist states still appropriate annually more than one-
tenth of the national income of developing states by means of
Various forms of economic plunder—that is a sum which
Would enable these states, in.many cases, at least to double the
volume of accumulation.
One result of the socio-political, scientific, technological and

production changes in the contemporary world is that the
imperialist sector of the world capitalist economy is, to a certain
extent, being consolidated in the fight against liberation
movements and the world socialist system. In spite of its own
^®ep internal contradictions, it is more blatantly than ever
^ntrasted to the rest of the world. As the 1969 International
Meeting of Communist and Workers'Parties stated, "Under
^onditions where the struggle between the two world systems is
^coming sharper, the capitalist' powers seek, despite the
Rowing contradictions dividing them, to unite their efforts to
"Phold and strengthen the system of exploitation and
Ppression and regain the positions they nave lost. US
mperialism strives to retain its influence over other capitalist
°pmries and pursue a common policy with them in-the main
Pheres of the class struggle." ' .
imperialist integration is reactionary in its social, economic
Ud political orientation. The imperialists employ the processes

att for pursuing a neo-colonialist policy, foraiming their aggressive military-strategic goals and for
attemipting to put economic and political pressure on the

®°cialist states. Imperialist integration has an adverse effect on
"Uomir rAi'>»:.r.,-,o v.Ai-»,AAn tViA t-wn wnrld svstems and

^^unte
Conflicting with the objective, tendency of expanding inter-
-  imic relations between the two world systems and

^^0 increasing world division of labour, thereby

p. jg^i'enwiiona/ Meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties, Moscow 1969,

I!
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"ig states. The socialist ®"PPhed by develop-
monopoly position of imneriar^» ^ undermining the
Jtors and as the repositorfS nf .as international ere-
steady erosion of the imDerialuV"®"'* ^liis
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above all P™^"t^on. The closed economic groupings,
NATO afftrre**'"™^^?" Economic Community, are used oy
of econo^^f^ t:reate artificial barriers in the way
svstems between states with different social
co-opera^6n t" y m the way of greater European economic
durine Ae'con^^n^ tasks being tackled by the socialist states
is to ensure a 0^° °PP°®®'^ world social systems
develoomenr Th#. -^r 'Patience of socialism on world
proSss^e? ®o®ial and economic
Jve^YTasshi™^^ economy is growing with
socialist stat^ nnrif ̂ J^ttprehensive economic upsurge in
the socialist u" ®t^onomic consolidation within
between socialist an^ ii, expanding economic relations
fadepSdSTtuleriS^h'. «P.ecialIy ,ha newly
/Socialist states wbirh r vigorous foreign policy of the

fac»r?n leyelopfag*;^ worid'ecoLK"'"'
faned toMSJuoST'fo'mms' constructive attitude at broadly
serves the purpose of remnw*^ everyday policy, whicn
ism and neo-colonialism in \^flH ®°"®®9tiences of colonial-
the developins stSta aV-T ' economic relations, helping
trade, mafinf a coLtr^^ve
world division of labour with a,- ^"^"tion to reforming tne
interests of all peoples esoeciallv^th'^ secure the
dent states. As a resS^^f "®^»y i"d®P®"-
revolutionary forces todav a • ®°tit:erted action of. all
place in the mechanism that " transformation is taking
economic system; this is narmur ^^® .^^rld capitalist
reproduction of capital at thp potential for extended
non of national wealth hAt«r "P®*?®® ^ simple redistribu-
veloped states and imnAriai* » econhmically less de-
"^e growth in econoSi" Dow£°^f ""l °f'^® '®"®'"-
their role in world econom^r aft • socialist states and of
pg and overcoming the mrtnAw. increasingly undermin-

« ruppUeraP-J S
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world market will increasingly lead to a qualitatively pew
situation in which the sphere of speculatory manoeuvres by the
imperialist monopolies will be reduced; their opportunities
for extracting superprofits by dint of their monopoly posi-

l*w ...AW—«• AwuJ • AW M a] tAftlwtuii will be thwarted; and more favourable conditions will
develop for strengthening the national economies of develo
ping states.
A paramount issue of world politics today is relations

between countries with differing social systems. Marxist-— countries with differing social systems. Marxist-
Leninist thirties consistently adhere to and promote the
principle of peaceful coexistence that was advanced and
substantiated by Lenin; it serves the interests of all progres-
siyes, encourages the anti-imperialist struggle and fully accords
with the aspirations of humanity for strengthening peace and
^'^j^pding the co-operation of all peoples.
The presence of two counterposed world systems does not

IJ^ean the complete disintegration of the world economy and
division of labour. The fierce struggle between these systems in
Various social areas does not eliminate the objective factors
^bich cause both sides to develop mutual economic relations.
Although the principal direction of socialist foreign economic
Activity is to co-operate with fraternal states, the socialist states
combine their fruitful participation in the socialist system of
mternational economic relations with a rational use of contacts
^•th states of the world capitalist system.
Bourgeois literature widely proclaim the idea that the

Socialist states are striving for autarky and the destruction of
tbe world division of labour. In actual fact, the policy of the

^  - . .— A. ^ ̂ ^ A TV^

wuria division ot laoour. in aciuai mc ww ww-w.

socialist states takes into full account the fact that contempor-
production is the result of world development. The

economies of both systems need an extensive exchange of the
'"csults of economic and scientific activity. Economic advance in
e socialist states and consolidation of their co-operation are
*;Companied by increased mutually beneficial economic ties
^'th those capitalist states which display goodwill in regard to
9°"Operation. In the CPSU Central Committee report to the
4th Party Congress, it was made clear that "the Soviet Union
® prepared to expand relations of mutually advantageous
^■operation in every sphere with states which for their jwrt®.®L to do so. Our country is prepared to participate together

th^ rk4-VkA*> of'ot'Ac aH ifi oroblcins liKC the
.  . vxvj yjUT couiiLiy la ^ -r- ,

the other states concerned in settling problems like the
^^JJservation of the environment, development of power^ber natural resources, development of^transport and com-

hnications, prevention and eradication of the most danger-
-143
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ous and widespread diseases, and the exploration and
development of outer space and the world ocean." '
The^ economic and political consolidation of socialist states,

including the processes of international economic integration
within the world socialist system, far from preventing the
extension of economic relations with non-socialist states,
actually encourage the creation of more beneficial conditions
for this to happen. By accelerating the growth in their
economic potential, wider coroperation between the socialist
countries creates additional possibilities for them to take part
in the world division of labour and increases their export
resources and import requirements. It also helps to baulk the
pohcy of-embargo pursued by the reactionary elements of
unpenalist states in regard to the' socialist countries, and it
facilii^tes the activities of those businessmen in the capitalist
world who take a realistic view of the existence of the two world
systems and are prepared for mutually advantageous co
operation.

While^ doing all they can to streng[then mutual co-operation,
the socialist states do not isolate themselves from other

tiie Communique of the 25th CMEA Session
(1971). emphasised, "The Session declares any non-member
country of the CMEA may participate fully or partly in the
implementation of Ae measures envisaged in the Comprehen
sive Programme, The growing economic unity of the socialist

c  creating^a closed grouping. On the contraiy,accord great importance to the normal
development of economic relations between countries with

^ greater international division of
SSflSaKlT countries of the world and to a mutually
orodSn andTr?® which can both help to expancl

^ normalise international relations in generalMd to. mamtmn and . strengthen peace. ExpeAef^e has
demonstrate the viability of this course pursued K7he CMEA

V'V' agreement on co-operadon KeenCMEA and Finland was concluded In May I97T Thev
yntl

thereEore, with
types of relatio.., ?f p "fuSnoSomestic tcale. It exists not only as a sun. tS?dnd-!
' 24tk Congress of the CPSU, p. 38.
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productive forces, but as a definite system of economic
relations. The world economy today is, above all, a dialectically
contradictory interaction between two socially different world
systems which are to some extent connected and affect one
another. We refer here not so much to the world division of
labour which remains and develops, involving certain elements
of division of labour between socialist and capitalist world
economies, as to the world historic competition between them
which is bound to result in the victory of socialism.

It is clear that the policy of restriction and discrimination in
trade with socialist states, pursued by capitalist re^mes and
their closed economic groupings, is increasingly being recog
nised as fruitless both by the general public and by business
and political circles within capitalist countries. More and more
often one notes not merely the futility of imperialist plans to
baulk the growing strengtn of the socialist economy through
embargoes, but tilso the harm that this policy brings to the -
capitalist countries themselves. Lenin's idea is valid today that
"there is a force more powerful than the wishes, jhe will and
the decisions of any 01 the governments or classes that are
hostile to us. That force is world general economic relations,
which compel them to make contact with us".^
A wide-scale tendency is growing in capitalist states of

renunciation of a foreign trade boycott in regard to socialist
states and the acceptance of mutually advantageous economic
relations between countries in the two world systems. Among
the facts confirming this trend are the actions of several Latin
American states against the US-imposed blockade of socialist
Cuba. Participants in several inter-American economic confer
ences support the proposals to renew economic relations wiA
Cuba. This testifies to the fact that US pressure on Latin
American states no longer'has the same effect as it did in the
past, and that these states increasingly appreciate the need to
promote contacts with socialist states, including Cuba. The
Peruvian magazine Leo wrote: "The existence of a^ to
preate Latin American integration without Cuban participation
is impossible. The future of Latin America is associated with
Cuba." The normalisation of relations betweeii Cuba and
states which had previously broken off relations is now a sign

the times.
The expanding, economic relations between socialist and

t>ther states is a feature of the growing economic potential, the

V. L Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 33, p. 155.
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authority and the ideological and moral
mfluence of world socialism. At the dawn of Soviet history,
Lenm wrote: "No better proof of the Russian Soviet Republic's
material and moral victory over the capitalists of the whole
world caii be found than the fact that the powers that took up
arms ag&inst us ... have been compelled, against their will, to
enter iiito trade relations with us in the knowledge that by so
doing they are strengthening us." '

marked by signal achievements of
CMEA countries in a foreign policy aimed at consolidating the
cohesion of the socialist community, extending support to
newly independent states, thwarting aggressive imperialist
arcles and normalising the international situation. The
Lenmist forei^ poUcy of socialist states is among the major
factors which have made socialism the dominant direction in
human development.

Socialist foreign policy is a class policy which fully conforms
to the interests of creating favourable external conaitions both
tor economic and political construction in the countries of the

development of other states in
USSR and other socialist states do not pursue

py selfish aims and abhor any aspirations to create spheres of
influence or to subordinate the politics of any country to one's
own interests. The dominant principle of their foreim policy is
the campaign for everyone to have equal rights to fr£d?m2nd
mdependence. to peaceful labour\nd tV fight foHockl
progress all over the world. ® •
The socialist policy is against unprincipled compromises with

Sr"n ?7Th ?une L. I. BrezhnevMinister Fidel Castro of Cuba thar"K" '?
harbour any illusions abom V^l ^^^s-Leninists do not
imperialism and its aggressfv^a^Lf" essence of
Marxists-Leninists arf not fetaHsts^n r"®
Thev think it j regard to world events.
development in the in7er?stS DeoT'"T®'7 n
"Comiiiunists consideVTt the r Brezhnev said:
hopes of the peoples to fiX rn ^^"formity with the
step by sten to esfablicii 'o avert the danger of world war,wit& different social systSn7^aI!d7rf**®'^l"'^K
outstanding issues through neXiadon®W<^ resolution of

future^eallf peSull^
' V. I. Lenin, ColUcted Works, Vol. 31, p. 414.

The results of the talks between Soviet and US leaders in
Moscow in May 1972, of L. I. Brezhnev's visit to the USA in
June 1973 and of the meeting between Soviet and US leaders
in Vladivostok in November 1974 contained much of value for
the international situation. They bear witness that, despite the
radical difference between the Soviet and US social systems
and the great differences, even diametrically opposed nature
of their attitudes to a whole range of world problems,
improvements can be made to relations between them in the
interests of international peace. The two countries reached
several important agreements aimed at averting a nuclear war
and settling differences peacefully, and also at limiting
strategic weapons and restraining an arms race which is
diverting vast resources from peaceful construction. They

I i agreed on the possibility for promoting businesslike co
operation in various economic and scientific spheres. Both
sides noted the existence of objective conditions for furthering
economic co-operation and they mapped out measures en
couraging trade, credit and financial, scientific and technolo
gical co-operation.
Today, the economic ties of socialist states with the

non-socialist world, including the economically developed
capitalist states, have become an important and continually
operating factor in world economic aevelopment helping the
popular struggle for international security and social progress.
The Soviet Union has become one of the world's leading
trading powers. It has trade ties with more than 100 states, with
80 of them on the basis of trade and payments agreements.
The trade and other economic relations of the USSR and other
socialist states with many young national states are developing
particularly fruitfully. However, some progress is also being
made in relations with economically developed capitalist states
thanks to the defeat of imperialist cold war plans and the
mounting interests of these countries in contacts with the big
socialist market. The trade turnover of all CMEA members
with advanced capitalist states increased by 2.6 times in the
period 1961 to 1970, while the share of the latter in the overall
Volume of foreign trad'e of CMEA countries comprised 24 per
cent in 1970.

Other forms of economic co-operation, besides trade, are
trowing between states in the two world systems. Thus, the
oviet Union has helped to build an iron and steel plant fpr the

Rautaruukki firm in Finland; Soviet enterprises have helped to
rebuild the SaimaaKanal and have reached agreement on
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Soviet participation in building an atomic power station in
Finland. Conversely, Finnish firms have, since the war, helped
to build four hydroelectric power stations in Murmansk
Region. The Intergovernmental Soviet-Finnish Economic
Co-operation Standing Committee is studying other possible
projects in economic and technological collaboration. Such
TO-operation is also expanding between the USSR and Italy.
The Italian firm Fiat is working with Soviet enterprises in the
motor industry and building a motor works in the city of
Tdgliatti; Olivetti is helping to supply computers and the
Montedison company is supplying cnemical equipment.
The efforts to mcrease business contacts between states with

■ differing social systems are an important component of the
socialist campaign to consolidate peace and establish an
atmosphere of trust and mutual understanding among
peoples, to bridle the most reactionary and aggfressive forces or
imperialist states. The socialist states have initiated a number of
specific measures serving these aims. Of great importance was
&e mitiative of the USSR and other socimist countries to call a
European conference. The questions to be discussed at the
conferei^e included .European security arid the renunciation
of the threat or use of force in mutual relations between
European states; an expansion of trade, economic, scientific
and technological relations on equal principles and develop
ment of cultural co-operation between Europeian states
As the Soviet Foreign Trade Minister N. S. PatdUchev said.
The possibdiues for developing European co-operation are

immerise. The expansion of economic relations would enable
implement, through the joint
projects of a European scie intoe field of health, power, transport, water and air transport,

which would have a direct bearing on the welfare of everyone
on our contment. Such projects would include the construction

S®® pipelines, a uniform- system of internal waterways linking European rivers, power-
transmission lines and, on that basis, an integrated

European power system."' ' ' 6
aro already partly being realised. For.

iSn signed in late 1969 with the
inn nnn Mr delivery to Italy of more than
deliver natural gas and thedehvery to the Soviet Union of Italian pipes and other

hvestia, December 10, 1969.
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equipment for the gas industry. The USSR has also simed
agreements to deliver Soviet natural gas to Federal Repubuc of
Germany and France. It has signed agreements with
a number of West European states to deliver large-diameter
pipes and other equipment for the Soviet gas industry.
As is stated in the communique on the meeting of the Party

and government leaders of socialist countries in 1969 in
Moscow, "The socialist countries will continue persistently to
campaign for a situation in Europe in which tension gives way
to good-neighbourly relations, peaceful coexistence becomes a
universal rule of relations between European countries with
differing social systems and the striving of the peoples for
security and progress finds expression in solution of vital
problems facing this part of the world." '
The CMEA member countries are making great efforts to

extend business contacts between states with different social
systems and to create an atmosphere of trust and mutual
understanding. They have initiated specific economic, political
and cultural proposals intended to help to achieve that
objective. The wicie-ranging prog^mme of measures serving
the cause of peace and international security, outlined by the
24th Party Congress, is of particular importance.
The visits of L. I. Brezhnev to France and of George

Pompidou to the USSR made an important contribution to this
programme of peace and international co-operation; the
results of the visits raised Soviet-French co-operation to a new
and higher level. During the visits, both sides confirmed and
developed a wide coincidence of views in regard to European
affairs and they outlined new prospects for economic co
operation between both countries.
In conformity with the Franco-Soviet agreements on the

development of economic, technological and industrial co
operation, the countries are at present working out a
programme of expanding co-operation. Soviet-French co
operation is successfully growing in such important areas as the
peaceful use of atomic energy and outer space, colour
television, mutual supplies of industrial equipment and
consumer goods, scientific and technological co-operation in
the leading branches of industry. The increasing economic and
scientific contacts between the USSR and France are being
aided by a realistic French foreign policy^ on a number of
important international issues. This makes it possible increas-

hvestia, December 6, 1969.

^tim
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ingly -to pool^ efforts^ for the purpose of improving the
international situation in Europe and other parts of the world.
Economic relations between the USSR and Japan are

anomer example of the wide-scale opportunities for develop-
mg business co-opgration. A joint meeting of Soviet-Japanese
, J^P^nese-Soviet business co-operation committees washeld m February 1972. As the unanimously adopted joint

communique made clear, a useful exchange of opinion took
place on deliveries to Japan of Tyumen oil, the building of an
oil pipeline to the port of Nakhodka and an oil storage wharf,

Yakut coal, prospecting of the Sakhalin shelf
and gas and scientific and technological co-operation,

^e two sides also talked of implementing recommendations
.meeting for a general agreement on co-

Tan building a port in Wrangel Bay, on the delivery toJapan of industnal chips and pulpwood out of deciduous trees
defiveries of equipment, plant and

A? K delegation emphasised that
SLffi w-f committees of bothcountnes were intended for a period of 15-20 years; the very
tact of their long-term character should encouraee the
maintenance and consolidation of friendly and eood
neighbourly relations between the USSR and Taoan

cointri«X'°,nP.-T.°'^ businesslike co-operation with other
prS^ms' involveT ^ underestimate theproDiems involved. They do not, obviously reeard external
economic contacts exclusively from a ^ i • •
isolated from ^ commercial viewpoint,
S^le This f on internahonai
Se two oSosed I, anS competition between
economic co-operation an^the processes pf
them are dialerttrali« /- ? j- of labour between
essentially a form n7 ontradictory. This sphere of activity is
facinS vo„nT« struggle. Lenin Sescribed the tasksmust^manage. by t^S?g?dvant!r^T ^s follows: "We
capitalist world anH peculiarities of the

/ derive all the benefits that^"^ materials, to
economic positions amono- • i-^ ^^"sobdate our
sound" and " every effnri ?'^''^nge as that may
continuation of the7trii2le H'- ^ ^
This struggle has assnmf^ between capitalism and socialism,
nonetheless".' new forms, but it remains a struggle
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V. 1. Lenin. ColUcud Works, Vol. 32. pp. 309, 310.

It is hardly surprising that economic relations with socialist
states should be the object of attack from the more reactionary
forces which endeavour to prevent their development, and to
use them for foreign policy speculation. While they develop on
the basis of objectively existing requirements for raising tlie
productive forces, the economic relations between states with
different social systems reflect the economic competition of the
two systems and are an area of conflict of contradictory
economic laws. On the one hand, the lar^e orders of the
socialist states help capitalist firms to normalise the reproduc
tion of capital: on the other, the strengthening of socialist
positions in the world market undermines the basis of the
mechanism for obtaining superprofits by means of exploiting
the developing countries; it lacilitates the struggle of small and
medium-sized countries for their national interests and against
expansion of the largest imperialist powers.

It is evident that one cannot associate the integrational
processes exclusively with economic requirements without
considering their role in the two-system competition. Integra
tion is a means of increasing the efficiency of production and
of using to a maximum the advantages of integration within
the bounds of the socialist community. Furthermore, by itself
integration can fully conform to the interests of the socialist
states for their partners in integration are countries with a
similar type of social system. The socialist states, in establishing
close production contacts with capitalist countries, are bound
to take account of the need to safeguard the socialist economy
from the influence of the economic laws of capitalism and the
political manoeuvres of the imperialists.
While encouraging trade and other forms of economic

co-operation with capitalist states, the socialist countries fight
nniversally to extend the sphere of application of and the most
consistent adherence to general democratic principles of
international intercourse, both in their own interests and in
those of other states, especially developing countnes. They
expose and counterpose any attempts at diktat or arbitrary rule
On the part of the imperialist monopolies. They consider it
Worth employing, on a mutually beneficial basis, the. advar^
tSges of the world division of labour and of world scientific and
technological progress. .
The development of economic relations between capitalist

3nd socialist countries, howeve.r, cannot reach a pitch which,
for objective reasons, would lead to their economic coming-
together. It is impossible to create common proportions

m
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between the socialist and capitalist economies which would
embrace impoitsnt spheres of national economies and substan
tially affect their development, due to radical difference in the
principles and methods of conducting the economy, the goals
of production, Ae paths of improving production, and
objective economic laws. On the other hand, the very attempt
at such a coming-together could only have an adverse effect on
Ae socialist economy. Even the economically advanced capital
ist states feel the effect of the harmful aspects of international
capitalist economic relations with their anarchy and competi
tion. The socialist states are bound to take account of tnese

. deficiencies.
Despite their immeasurably improved economic potential,

Ae socialist states still face the task of strengthening their
technolo^cal and economic independence from the capitalist
world, of a reliable protection of their economy from the
anarchy of the world capitalist market and imperialist political
manoeuvres. To give but-one example. West German ruling
drclep 3 few years ago suddenly cut off their supplies of pipes
to the Soviet Union, hoping to wreak havoc with the Soviet
economy; it was only due to the Soviet ability quickly to
orgainise manufacture of pipes on a large scale that forced the
West German regime to abandon its attempts at sabotagine
trade relations with the USSR.
The socialist countries must not, therefore, drop their

raard; they must take all measures necessary to safeguard
themselves from any imperiaUst attempts at using economic
relations for political blackmail. With the world socialist system
m progress, the question of securing technological and
economic independence from the capitalist world can only be

'2' socialist states working together.
socialist states strive to develop economic ties

with all countries, including the industrial imperialist powers,
^  e main direction of their external economic activity is to
co-operate with fraternal states; this fully accords with the aim
of comprehensive strengthening of their national economies.

^ gradual change in the role played by developing statesrelations is an important feature of the
of Vw too. are involved in the process
rionin^f ® economic exclusiveness, the emergent interna-

? reproduction processes remain very
threcofthmv Th''®^ "i^ny sectors of

f ̂ I that the internationalrelations inherent in the world capitalist economy embody

/ '
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relations of exploitation of the developing states the
imperialist powers; they retain and even intensify the differ
ences in national levels of economic development. Only for a
few industrial states does the extension of mutual economic
relations serve to level out economic standards, but with an
accompanying increase in the unevenness of development.
The conditions of the world capitalist economy are such that
newly independent states are bound to experience mounting
difficulties in their attempts to improve their economy within
the framework of economic relations with the industrial
capitalist states.
The mutual dependence between industrial and economical

ly backward countries in the capitalist world is complex and
many-sided, but its basic feature is precisely that a main factor
of economic development in industrial states is their use of the
backwardness of a larger part of the capitalist world. It is
undeniable that stable international reproduction proportions
have formed between the industrial and backward sections of
the world capitalist economy; a break in economic relations
between these areas would lead to economic difficulties for
both sides. One also has to face the consideration that factors
operate in the world capitalist economy which tend to weaken
the dependence of the economies of industrial states on their
relations with economically backward countries. This is ex
plained by the growing importance of specialisation and
co-operation in the manufacturing industry for ensuring
extended reproduction of capital, partial replacement of
natural raw materials by synthetics and by a number of other
circumstances. The'evident trend towards concentration of the
external economic relations of industrial capitalist states in the
economically more developed regions of the world capitalist
economy certainly does not improve the position of the
developing states within the world capitalist system.
As the weakest link in the world capitalist economic system,.,

the developing states suffer simultaneously both from their
close ties with the industrial capitalist states, from their
obviously exploiting nature and from the trend towards
priority development of economic relations within the bounds
of the group of industrial capitalist states, and from integra-
tional processes 'within it. In the past, imperialism nad
prevented—and is today still trying to prevent—the creation
in the ex-colonies and dependencies of a firm national base for
economic development; it has isolated them from progressive
economic tendencies which would guarantee them an indepen-
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dent role in the world economy. It causes the developing states
considerable difficulties and, in the event of a restncted scale
of operation, even unequal economic relations between them
and the industrial capitalist states. The world knows, of course,
of the immense difficulties experienced by countries with a
monoculture economy when they have to suffer a cutback in
purchases of their products on the world capitalist market.
Therein lies one of the basic antagonistic contradictions of

the world capitalist economy; it stems from the vast differences
in economic levels and living standards between the two
opposing groups within the framework of the world capitalist
system; it stems also from the social essence of the international
economic relations inherent in it and increasingly undermines
the foundations of this system. At the present stage of the
world capitalist economy, this contradiction along with Other
capitalist contradictions has acquired new aspects and new
forms of manifestation. The newly independent states, natur
ally, cannot immediately free themselves from their "tradition
al* external economic relations or radically change the nature
of their participation in the international division of labour.
However, by remaining within the world capitalist economy
and still serving as an important field of activity for the
imperialist monopolies, they are increasingly becoming the
centre of centrifugal forces within that economy.
Their fight to have international economic relations reflect

their interests, to rid their relations with imperialist states of
their former colonial content and to chaqge the character of
the international division of labour in the world capitalist
economy is a form of the anti-imperialist struggle and a
manifestation of the contradiction between them and the
imperialist powers. The massive scope of the national libera
tion movement^ the transfer of the centre of the liberation
struggle to economic development, and the growth of elements
of social progress within this movement serve as an important
factor that is undermining capitalism and causing confusion in
the operation of individual elements of the international
mechanism for extended reproduction of capital; it is making
it necessary to reconstruct this mechanism.
The political and geographical reorientation of the external

economic relations of the newly independent states and the
priority development of economic relations with socialist states
could be the fullest and most radical resolution of the problem
m changing the status occupied by young national states within
the international division of labour. Such a solution is being
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prepared by the internal social processes within the newly
independent states which are creating conditions for them to
take the non-capitalist path of development, serving as a
preparatory stage for launching socialist reforms. This "does
not imply any self-isolation from countries of the world
capitalist economy, including the imperialist states. Thanks to
co-operation with the socialist countries, the anti-imperialist
struggle is acquiring a more solid basis; a more rapid and
consistent rupture with the unequal division of labour is
becoming possible between these states and the imperialist
powers.
At the present stage of world social development, "weak

links" are forming in the world capitalist economic system
within the zone of national liberation. Prerequisites develop for
accelerated social progress and for socimist revolution. A
qualitatively new balance of social forces is gradually arising in'
tne world capitalist economy. No longer is there a situation in
which the colonies and dependencies were the only object of
the exploiting activity of the monopolies of the imperialist
powers, when the centrifugal forces in the mutual relations
between them, growing with the increase in national liberation
movements, operated basically in the sphere of social and
political affairs and virtually found no outlet in international
economic relations.

The anti-imperialist struggle is today concentrated particu
larly on the economic front. Progressive national states are
consolidating their positions and starting to change internal
social relations, choosing the non-capitanst path of develop
ment, strengthening relations with socialist states and the
struggle to overcome the restrictions caused by their inclusion
in the world capitalist economy; they are opposing the unequal
external economic ties that emanate from that situation.
In the meantime the increasingly close economic co

operation between the socialist and young national states serves
as an effective means of anti-imperialist struggle. The division
of labour that is forming between them is becoming an
important factor in the revolutionary transformation of world
economic relations. The Directives of the 24th Congress of the
CPSU for the Five-Year Economic Development Plan of the
USSR for 1971-1975 envisage-a further extension of external
economic relations between the USSR and the developing,
states of Asia, Africa and Latin America. Meanwhile, with
many of them, Soviet trade and economic co-operation is
entering a new stage when one can already speak of firmly
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based mutually advantageous economic relations. Co
operation based on the principles of equality and respect for
mutual interests is acquiring the character of a stable cjivision
of- labour counterposed to the imperialist exploitation in
international economic relations. Thanks to help from .the
socialist states, more favourable conditions are forming both
for con^rehensive economic development in the newly
independent states and for progressive shifts in the social
structure of weir economies. The taking by several newly
emergent nations of the non-capitalist path of development
sigi^ies the formation of important social conditions mr the
beginning of their economic comihg-together with socialist
states on the basis of close collaboration in a spirit of equality,
mutual benefit and mutual assistance. Elements of this

- .economic approximation of these two groups of countries will
serve as an increasingly vivid example of the growing authority
of the socialist community, of its mounting role in international
affairs, as a witness to the disinteg^ration of the world capitalist
economic system, the appearance within it of increasingly great
revolutionising tendenaes that are leading to a radical change
in the status oi the yopng national states in the world economy.

Greater co-operation between the socialist and developing
states on questions of mutual interest helps to resolve many
problems of economic construction in the newly emergent
states. Conditions are maturing for organising the planned
division of labour between the socialist countries and those
n^onal states just bemnning a non-capitalist development.
The establuhment of dose production finks on a large scale
between the statics and the organisation of production
speaaiisauon and co-operation between them, especially in the
processmg mdustry and its modern branches of production,
may substantull)^ fadlitate progress in the liberated states from

non-capitalist development and
,P. em in their choice of the brand of industrialisationwhich most effecuyely comddes with their specific conditions.
Co-operation with sodafist states enables developing coun-

tties to use the possibilities of international exchange emanat-
mg h-om the extant production potential and from the
remaming one-sided., economic structure inherited from the

^  this even before they
form mdpstnal base in the most advantageous

®°dal nature of economic

ffSniilv ^°"ps of states, these ties willgradudly acquire a new material content reflecting the

If
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creation of modern material and technological basis whose
formation will take place in an increasingly dose and balanced
interlinking with the world socialist economic system. The
•specific type of division of labour between them and the
socialist states will grow into the socialist international division
of labour in pace with social progress and the transition of
these states to the solution of problems of socialist construction.
This process of the progressive transformation of the world

economy may be greauy encburaged by the joint forces of the
CMEA countries in providing credit facilities for the develop
ing states, furthering multflateral production co-operation
with these states, working out long-term forecasts and
programmes for their economic development.
The interests of both developing and socialist stateis,

therefore, require the furthter expansion of economic co
operation between them. It has a profound social content, in as
tnuch as it expresses the growing economic bond between the
world socialist system and the zone of national liberation, the
strengfthening alliance of the working dass—the leading dass
in the socialist states—with the working people of the newly
independent states for the saltfe of the loint anti-imperialist

and of world social progress. This co-operation is a
niajor factor facilitating the detachment of the national states
from the imperialist system of international economic relations
and it serves as a vital element in all material conditions that

guarantee the possibility of the young progressive states having
a socialist orientation.

History shows that socialism is intensifying its onslaught on
capitalism with every year. A firm foundation is already laid in
the world for further decisive victories of socialism. The
creation of the world socialist system and its increasing
transformation into the decisive factor of social development is
the greatest achievement of the international working dass.
The strengthening of the power and solidarity of the socialist
community brings closer the complete triumph of Marxist-
Leninist iaeas the world over. The prindpal historic trend in
the present epoch is towards the detachment from the world
capitalist system of one country after another and their
attachment to the world socialist System. This trend will
tiicreasingly determine the future of human sodety.
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THE EXPERIENCE
OF BUILDING UP PRODUCTIVE FORCES

WITHIN THE WORLD SOCIALIST ECONOMY

®  concerning the harmonious combinationunder socialist conditions of the all-round prosperity of each
® .growing unity of all nations find expression in

•  socialist economy. Socialism creates conditions
socifeto«. of the
By contrast with Soviet economic development when the

ment 7n^rhV"th encirclement, economic develop-ment m the other socialist states is proceeding in quite a

S Ae 'wo^ld "hT/ existence of the world socialist system
ranitaSm K*"® A ^"wcen socialism and
SaalistTtare h« changed in favour of socialism. Every

all j chance to use the experience and rely on
fraternal countries. This greatly

S^ber of^faT'^ its economic problems
economic socialist system extends the
SstOT^ mmuLf country. For the first time in
couSes ar?iho^r"°T relations of an entire group of
devSonment ^tiiDordmated to the tasks of common
mutuaF assistanr<» °f comradely co-operation and
relationsTepen sutes. " multifarious economic
study ̂ and^'^mfHea^* importance to the accumulation,
Sanrfo^mltir'^/'ock v'^^^^ -^-tilutionaryemnhasised It ic ^ A®, the fraternal Parties have
account of and important for them to take
building socialism Soviet experience of
situadon i^ wS ^ particular complexity of thenation in which this construction took place anH which

m
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inevitably coloured its particular forms and methods. Guiding
socialist construction in the Soviet Union, the Communist Party
of the USSR worked out and implemented basic principles,
based on Marxism-Leninism, of socialist social transformation
expressing the objective requirements of social progress and
the laws of the revolutionary replacement of the capitalist by
the socialist system. Therein lies the great historic se^ice of the
CPSU which has, in practice, made specific and implemented
the scientific forecasts of Marx, En^els and Lenin. The Party
has protected the purity of Marxist-Leninist teaching and
resolutely repulsed attempts by all' manner of deviationists to
distort the major principles of socialist construction. In its
Programme, the Party states: "As a result of the devoted
labour of the Soviet people and the theoretical and practical
activities of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, there
exists in the world a socialist society that is a reality and a science of
socialist construction that has been tested in practice. The highroad to
socialism has been paved. Many peoples are already marchinjg
along it, and it will be taken sooner or later by all peoples."
The countries that took the road of socialism after World

War II were able to use the experience accumulated by the
Soviet Union. Of course, the conditions in which socialism was
being built in the USSR were bound to put their imprint on the
Ways and means of practical implementation of the basic
principles of social change. The CPSU took strict account of
the specific situation and endeavoured to use the ways and
nteans which most fully corresponded to the situation and were
either the only possible approach or were most likely, in the
circumstances, to ensure the greatest success. However,
.despite the great variety of ways and means of socialist change
in the USSR, their content reflected the universal objective
laws of the struggle for socialism. The creative use of Soviet
experience by other socialist states, therefore, was an exceed
ingly important factor in their successful negotiation of the
transition from capitalism to socialism.
From the very oeginning, Lenin developed the theory of

socialist revolution and socialist construction as a theory of
Universal, international importance. His evaluation of the
national and international aspects of experience of revolutio
nary change in the USSR was an essential component of that
theory. He foresaw the historic significance of the experience
of the Great October Socialist Revolution and socialist con-

The Road to Communism, p. 463.
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structidn iir the USSR. The general laws of building a new
society were realised for the first time in the USSR. It is very
important to bear the following factors in mind: the acuteness
^ the class struggle at home and abroad and other conditionsot socialist reyplution and socialist construction in the USSR;
me nch experience of the CPSU in fighting various forms of
devmtionists for the purity of Marxist-Leninist theory. All this
pre etermmed the special contours of socialist change in the
soviet Union as regards many general laws of building the new
soaety and required an especially uncompromising consistency

resolution in their implementation and the forced solution
to a whole number of tasks.

summing up the early socialist experience in Russia and
®  .'ut®rnational communist and working-class move-

wnTi,! concluded that "Bolshevism has become the
international pro-. He foresaw that "certain fundamental features of

our revolution have a significance that is not local, or pecuUarly

S  ; T alone, but international" Based on this,certain very important questions of the

to the objective need
froS a I conditions of each country, to refrain
aoDroach tn /l«»t copying of any experience, to take a creative
S^nafi reiS'?™"® the ways and means of socialist
ind?llnSnT!5aKi ?• ^ situation and to make an
revXtion therefore, when a
message to Rpla if Ptigary, Lenin noted in a radio
would be a ^ ̂'together beyond doubt that it
details in the «ine "f .to mutate our Russian tactics in all
S wTr?voi? conditions of the Hungarian revolution. Imust warn you against this mistake."^

coile^Ve ^ iniinense part that would be played by the
deeper. ° socialist states, both for a
social develonmeni- f universally significant laws of
wa^ to'btTd possible variety of
one-sided anrvvcvo u ^0 warned many times against aPP ch to the problems of building socialism and

2 ru-j 'j?".'"' Worfei, Vol. 28, p. 116Ibid., Vol. 31, p. 21. •
Ibid., Vol. 31, p. 31.
Ibid., Vol. 29, p. 227.
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he emphasised the importance of an accumulation of experi
ence for resolving these problems in a few countries in
different conditions, indicating that "complete socialism" is
formed "by the revolutionary co-operation of the proletariat^
of all countries" and is created "by a series of attempts each
of which, taken by itself, will be one-sided and will suffer from
certain inconsistencies...".' Collective experience is necessary
for obtaining the most expedient means of revolutionary social
change and for the complete utilisation of the advantages of
the new system. ' .
With the appearance of the world socialist ̂ system, an

exchange of experience became possible on socialist construc
tion in different countries. This exchange is one of the most
important forms of socialist co-operation. The Communist and
Workers' Parties, which guide social development m the
socialist states, carefully examine the experience accumulated
by fraternal countries, extract from it those aspects which are
governed not by the unique and specific conditions of a
particular country but the most amenable general pnnaples oi^
socialist construction with prime account for the general laws
of building the new society. These facets of national experience
are creatively used by the ruling Parties of other socialist states
in their practical activity with account for local conditions; they
thereby find wider application and become internationalised.
As was underlined in the Central Committee report to the

24th Congress of the CPSU, "Successes in socialist construction
largely depend on the correct combination of the general and
the nationally specific in social development. Not only are we
now theoretically aware but ^so have beeri convinced m
practice that the way to socialism and its main features are
determined by the general regularities, which are inherent m
the development of all the sociaUst countries. We are also
aware that the effect of the general laws is manifested in
different forms consistent with concrete historical conditions
and national specifics. It is impossible to build socialism
withdut basing oheself on general laws or taking account of toe
concrete historical specifics of each countiy. Nor is it possible
without a consideration of both these factors correctly to
develop relations between the socialist states. ^
The world socialist system has today gathered and

to gather rich collective experience in tackling problems of

' V. I. Lenin, CoUecUd WbVfts, Vol. 27, p. 346.
^ 24th Congress of the CPSU, pp. 9-10.
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It includes the experience of the
socialist state which has built socialism

!!!«^®P£5iaI'y difficult arcumstances of capitalist encircle-Today, the socialist community also has at its disposal
of economic development of countries that

o  'S . revolutions, at very diverse stages ofsocial and economic development.
The treasure-house of collective experience of socialist

c^stru^on is also contributed to by countries in which by the
ume of the people's victory capitalism had quite deeply
penetrated into all branches of the economy, even though it

ensure an upsurge in national productive forces;

i'" Irom feu^lism to socialism,ypassing the capitalist stage of development; countries that
'"^®pendent states, though dependent upon

foreign capital and countries that had been colonies or

!  imperialist states; countries that had possessed
h.roi diveKified economy, and countries with a monocul-9^ importance, too, is the experience of
RpnS. reconstruction in the German Democratic
tria^ n " advanced indus-

,1 / ""e^en economic andpolitical development under capitalism and of the specific
historic conditions that developed at the end of the last war and
m Ae immediate post-war years, most states^ which beS^to
S the"sStiJt^uio socialishystem tofether
backward countries category of economicallyDacKward countries. Their experience has shown that thev

-could not overcome their backwardness through capitalist

?esoll?5;rmst'nf had SpSy'toresolve the task of socialist industrialisation, that is create a

JStd^agrSnlnm'^H^^^ and convert themselves from back-ward agrarian into advanced industrial states

id^s coSel^nin? ?h states has confirmed Lenin's

?roductivitv onTT"-= r" increase in labour
planned economir^ continual technologfical progress,
Leninist Drinrinl<»e constant observance of the
development nFmn °i i mterest and comprehensive

^  labour stimuli for the good of societv Bvenhancing popular political awareness and^control ove^tht
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measure of labour and consumption. A scientific elaboration of
economic policy and observance of the principles of socialist
economic management serve as a guarantee of the successful
economic development of the socialist states. At the same time,
the experience of fraternal states has shown how varied can be
the specific manifestation of socialist economic develppment in
individual countries and how important it is to take a creative
approach to specify tasks of industrialisation and the methods
of resolving them in a particular situation.
As historical experience testifies, economic prosperity under

socialism is inseparable from a socialist reconstruction of social
relations. The victory of popular government and the transi
tion to socialist construction have meant a real break in the
dynamics of the productive forces. It has become possible, in a
historically brief span, completely to overcome age-old back
wardness inherited from capitalism. By their practical achieve
ments in industrialisation, the socialist states have demon
strated that only the socialist path of development makes it
possible to ensure a rate of production growth that enables
them, in the lifetime of a single generation, to advance from
heing economically backward to economically advanced.
The dynamics of production of material values serves, to a

large extent, as an indication of the extent to which social
conditions in a particular country encourage the development
of productive forces and help society to master existing and
create new resources for economic aevelopment. Of course,
fhese new economic growth rates are a consequence of the
interaction of many factors, including those not connected with
the social nature of production in general or, at least,
Unconnected at the present time (for example, the self-
sufficiency of a country in natural wealth or particular features
uf demographic development inherited from the old regime).
hJonetheless, all other conditions being equal, it is precisely the
Social system that predetermines the degree of mastery over
production capacities and the dynamics of production efficien-

The dynamics of production depends, first and foremost,
un the social nature of production. ^
Rich practical experience, as well as theoretical analysis,

today show that the transition to socialism enables countries to
tise the vast reserves for expanding production.
Many facts may be adduced to prove this. For example, we

tUay compare the growth rate of socialist production with,that
capitalist and petty-commodity production that had existed
the same country earlier. Such a comparison can only be
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valid if it is made within a relatively short historical period in
which no radical changes were made to the techno-economic
foundations of world production. When we make such a
comparison, we can see the advantages of socialist forms of
economy. During the 1950s, for example, the European
wcialist countries developed their economies approximately
three times faster. than they had in the past under a
^°yrgeois-Iandlord s)^stem, even in the years of most favour
able economic conditions.
No less eloauent is the evidence in favour of socialism when

we compare the current CTowth rates of the productive forces
-m the socialist and capit^ist worlds. Between 1938 and 1971,
the volume of industrial production in the world increased
approximately 6.4 times, while that of the socialist states grew
by some 14 times and that of capitalist states only 4.6-fold.
While, in 1950, gross industrial output per head of population
in CMEA countries was just about equal to the average world
kvel, today it is over three times higher than the average world
ngiire. The world socialist' economy is superior in rates of
produ^on growth not only over the world capitalist system as
a whole, but also over the economies of the group of highly
industrialised capitalist ̂states. The average annual increment
in industrial output within the socialist community has, in
recent years, exceeded the whole annual output of France or
has approximated to the entire production of lapan. The
law-Koverned nature of the high and stable growth rates of
socialist produaion is an irrefutable historical fact. Lenin's
forecast has been borne out: "Nobody believes that any
important change can be achieved at a fantastic speed; but we
o belieye in^ real speed, speed compared with the rate of
.®y, any period in history you like to take—espe-aally u progress is guided by a genuinely revolutionary party;

^  speed we shall achieve at all costs."'stable production growth rates in
most ot th^ socialist states, particularly the USSR, have ensured
a steady increase in industrial production over the world
socialist system as a whole. The annual rate of increment of
^oss indusmal output in the socialist community between

tw, ̂  7.4 per cent. Despite the fact that1960s, several economically developed capital-
Sporadic high accelerated industrial

growth, the average annual rate of increment in CMEA states

V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 33, p. 392.
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was 50 per cent greater than in the industrial capitalist
countries. In the period 1966-1970, the aggregate industrial
output of CMEA member countries increased almost by 49 per
cent, which means they had achieved a level of industrial
production envisaged in the aggregate five-year plans of all
CMEA countries for that period. The industrial production
increment alone for the five-year plan period is approximately
equivalent to three-quarters of the present total annual
production of the Common Market states plus Japan, i.e., the
group of states which account for a quarter of the entire
industrial output of the capitalist world.
The rapid growth in national income is another important

index of socialist economic development. Between 1950 and
1970, the national income of all CMEA member states taken
together rose 4.8 times. The average annual rate of increment
of aggregate national income of CMEA states for 1951-1970
was 8.2 per cent, i.e., it exceeded by more than 80 per cent the
average annual rate of increment of national income in the
industrial capitalist countries. The rate of increase of national
income in the socialist states has considerably exceeded the
population growth rate; as a result, per capita national income
grew 270 per cent in the years 1950-1970. In the period
1966-1970, the aggregate national income of CMEA states
increased by 42.5 per cent, i. e., the rate of national income
growth exceeded the rate of population increase almost by 9
times.
The CMEA member states now belong to the group of

countries with a high national income growth rate, which has
been approximately double that in the industrial capitalist
states over the past two decades. For this reason, their share in.
world national income has steadily grown and is today aboiu a
quarter of that figure. Per capita national income in CMEA
countries is today 2.5 times greater than the world average.
In not one of the major capitalist states of Europe and North

America did per capita national income increase on such a
scale as in the CMEA member states, uken togethef, during
that period; on the contrary, in some capitalist counmes, its
growth was substantially lower. Between 1950 and 1970, the
national income of Britain rose by only L7 times, tnat of the
USA—by 2, of France—by 2.9, and of the FRG—by 3.5. By
comparison, the Soviet national income grew by 5.3 times in
that period. , ... 1 . • ' •
The CMEA countries have widely mobilised their existong

economic resources and not only achieved, in the 1966-1971)
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period, a rapid growth in production, but also attained a
certain imbrovement in many qualitative indicators of
economic development. Compared with the previous five
years, many countries increased productivity even faster,
improved the use of production assets and increased economic
accumulation. At the same time, they substantially improved
living standards. The total results of their recent economic
development have created a firm basis for a further sure
advance.

rapid economic growth of the socialist states, however,
<wes not occur automatically. The advantages being created by
the socialist social system are not realised in a spontaneous way;
they need a well-grounded economic policy that enables the
countries to use all resources in the most rational way. The rate
of socialist economic development does more than reflect the
progressive character of the new social system; it serves as an
indicator, to a greater or lesser extent, of the practical
utilisahon of the objectively existing potential of the advanced
social organisation of production. On this foundation, the
mling Marxist-Leninist parties are studying the problems of
the socialist economy with increasing profundity and taking
steps more fully to extract the greatest benefit and reveal
unused reserves on which basis they may bring into play fresh
and powerful factors for increasing productive forces
The rise of productive forces bears witness to the fact that, as

socialist society develops, greater attention has to be paid both
to quantitative growth and, in particular, to a qualitative
improvement of production. That means they need to
concentrate efforts on implementing scientific and technologi-
pl revolution, further to remodel sectoral structure and to
increase economic efficiency of production.
Further success in building socialism and communism

depends primarily on improved methods of economic manage
ment and on the practical use of socialism's economic laws. An

creative endeavour has been invested of late in the
CMEA countries to enrich the theory and practice of the
rational funcuoning of the socialist economy. Exceptionally
valuable experience is being accumulated for creating ad-
yanced methods of socialist economic management that are
^equate for exploiting the potential and meeting the require-
ments of developed socialist society.

particular attention to improved socialist
.Cn plans, they are increasingly takingconsideration the long-term trends in science and

technology, the possibilities for improving the efficient use of
production assets and the tasks of improving economic
proportions. They are perfecting economic management,
more rationally distributing the functions of economic guid
ance among various branches of management and
strengthening co-ordinated activity of each branch, irrespec
tive of the aepartmental subordination of individual enter
prises.
A great deal of work is under way in ensuring a closer link

between centralised planning and material stimulation of
production, a fuller use of the mechanism of socialist
commodity-money relations, an improvement in the operative
autonomy of enterprises and groups of enterprises with a
guaranteed uniform state policy in regard to principal
economic issues. The criterion of economic efficiency is
uppermost in evaluating the economic activity of an enterprise;
cost-accounting principles mu.st be more consistently im
plemented. The role of moral stimuli in regard to work is
growing, along with greater material stimulation.
The socialist experience testifies to the importance of a

comprehensive settlement of tasks of improving socialist
economic management by taking into consideration the
aggregate of economic and social problems of social develop
ment. Economic management will be increasingly based on a
science of management, a wide-scale use of mathematical
methods and the latest computer techniques. In their economic
development, the socialist states are successfully tackling the
most complex economic issues such as accumulation, creation
of a skilled work force, formation of a rational economic
struaure and changes in the part they play in the international
division of labour.
Accumulation is among the most acute problems confront-

mg economically underdeveloped states which are beginning
m industrialise. Before the victory of popular power, the
previously backward countries which now form the world
socialist system were unable to resolve this problem. It was not
simply a matter of the low national income'produced;-most of
it was appropriated by the exploiting classes and used for their
personal parasitic consumption within the country or Was
exported in the form of profits of foreign monopolies or
interest on foreign loans. The exploiting classes used onlv an
insignificant part of their income for productive pui'poses. The
flow of foreign capital was exceeded many times by the outflow
of resources. Between 1924 and 1944, according to incomplete
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statistics, over 1,000 million leva were extracted from Bulgaria.
In the same period, the es^loiting classes allotted to capital
investment no more than 4-5 per cent of national income every
year. Such a low level of accumulation did not create the

. material basis for overcoming the country's economic back
wardness.
During the years of popular government, the sharp increase

m the gfrowth rate of the entire national income has become the
basis for a further'systematic increase in accumulation funds;
social conditions now exist that encourage more efficient
accumulation. As a rule, the share of accumulation in the
national income of the socialist states is between a quarter and a
fifth. As the sqcialbt forms of economy are reinforced, they
become the basic source of funds for capital investment, while
the share of the funds provided by the people for the state
budget steadily diminishes.
The role of various economic sectors in creating economic

accumulation alters as a result of the growth of productive
forces. Initially, in the previously backward countries, most of
accumulation was inevitably mooilised in agriculture; as they
■overcame the ag^rian character of their economies, the role of
industry in creating accumulation grew and became dominant.
Thus, socialist industrialisation multiplies the sources of
accumulation and creates every possibility for a steady erowth
in capital investment.

The total capital investment in CMEA countries through
national income and depreciation funds grew almost 7 times
between 1950 and 1970, and doubled between 1960 and 1970.
to Bulgana, capital investment in 1970 exceeded the 1950
hgure by II times, in Czechoslovakia—4.6, in the German
Democratic Republic—9.1, in Hungary — 4.2, in Mon-
ttcmT" ^ Poland—5.4, in Rumania—13 and in theIJOOK b.4 tunes. The total capital investment in Mongolia
increased much faster than in other CMEA member states,
t nus, the rate of increment in capital investment for the

period was highest in Mongolia, RumaniaMd Bulgaria, and Ipwest in Czechoslovakia and Hungary.
jrrnwfi, f attributable to the dissimilar rates of^owth of national income, the different share of accumulation

income, the varying amounts of depreciation
via ^ redistribution of funds among countriesdisinterested aid. For example, the %h rate of
credit asciet u ^°*^Solian economy is diie largely tocredit assistance from the fraternal states. The relatively slow
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growth in Hungary may be largely explained by the lower rates
of national income growth.

The existence of the world socialist system has, to a large
extent, benefited settlement of accumulation problems. The
defence capabUity of the socialist states is ensured by their joint
efforts, especially the great contribution by the Soviet Union.
Each of the fraternal states, therefore, may apportion to
defensive objectives a smaller share of their funds than the
Soviet Union had to do when it was surrounded by capitalist
states. Nevertheless, the socialist countries are forced to ^end
certain resources on defence needs, which they must divert
from direct industrialisation needs. That these efforts are
necessary is due to the fact that the imperialist powers have
time and again nurtured their aggressive plans and did not
stop at various adventuristic schemes to halt toe changing
balance of power in toe world in favour of socialism. There
have been such facts as American aggression against North
Korea in the early 1950s, against the peoples of Indochina and
of Cuba, the formation of various US-sponsored military blocs
directed against the socialist states.

In coping with the accumulation problem within toe world
socialist system, member states are able to concentrate thmr
efforts on creating and expanding a number of sectors tor
which they have favourable conditions. There is no ne^ for
them to create all types of production, including m heavy
industry, without considering their own conditions; tms would
be an insuperable task for small and even medium-size
countries. At toe same time, thanks to the great mutually
advantageous trade with fraternal states, each socalist country
can satisfy its needs for those commodities which it does not
produce itself. This thereby diminishes the pressure on
financing the economy and greater efficiency is achieved in ^
utilising accumulated funds.

Finally, toe previously backward states are able tnuch moreto rely on foremn sources of accumulation for mdustnalisaUon
than toe Soyiet Union was able to do. Indeed, toe internal
accumulation of each country continues to remain a basic
factor of its economic deyelopihent, but fraternal co-operatton
and mutual assistance within the world socialist system find
their expression in toe offering of credits and loans onadvantageous terms and. in certain "^cumstances a so of
disinterested aid to countries which are having difficulties m ,
financing their economic programmes. That means thatcountry offering aid puts part of its own national income at the
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disposal of another country. Thanks to that, a country
receiving such credit, loan or disinterested aid is better able to
resolve its accumulation .problem.

more economically advanced socialist states, the Soviet
nion above all, are able to give such assistance to the fraternal

countries. Between 1947 and 1962, for example, Soviet credits
Md loans constituted virtually a quarter or all state capital
mvestment m the Bulgarian economy, almost 7 per cent in
o and b«ween 1950 and 1957,. 8 per cent in Hungary

1957, and 6 per cent in Rumania between
, , ^nd 1957. In the years 1958-1960 alone, Rumania was
•  ̂ cover almost one-third of her plant and machinery.,mports through long-term credits from the Soviet Union.

•  1 nc Hungary for its second five-year plan
ioi f u for approximately 14 per cent of^the
'  planned imports of plant and machinery in that

' n economic assistance given by socialist states to theMrean People s Democratic Republic between 1954 and 1956
^ average 23.6 per ceiit of^state budget revenues, and in

iQi?n ^®P"t)llc of Vietnam between 1955 and

of between socialist states pursue the objective
rprf-JvJnn- material and technological basis of countries
strf>nerth^«-^^ u particularly in creating and
the evnr»r»™f • branches of industry. They abhor
eronnmJ/. which takes place in the world capitalist
nor incJcf countries which offer credit facilities do
rerinienf terms that would be detrimental to the
national f attempt systematically to shift part of the
to evnan/t r?™ debtor-countries. They sincerely strive
economir^ii 1 ^ btiancial and material resources of the
the scale of developed states and, by helping to increase
of increasJriCT to facilitate the resolution of problems
the USSR of accumulation. From 1945 until 1967,
sum of soL 9!oOO mSrior^ubies'^''"'""
canno\'^^howeJer'°L°^"^M among socialist statesco-ooeratinn ' leading form of their economic
essential differenSH? FevH^ 'wading role in eliminating the
individual <!tat«c auu t)f economic development in
economic erowth nf "Sb credit facilities accelerate theit diminishes the }««developed countri^^
creditor-countries The^.^,! capital investment in theaggregate accumulation fund within
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the entire world socialist economic system remains static. It is
more sensible, therefore, for economic co-operation of the •
socialist countries to be based on accelerated growth of
productive forces in the economically less developed countries,
than on holding back economic development in the more
developed states. The former should increase their rate of
development through using every possibility most fully for
production accumulation and fbr exploiting the advantages of
the international socialist division of labour and other forms ofv-
economic co-operation among the fraternal states.
The stronger the socialist economies become, the less often

arises the need to render direct unilateral assistance; joint
efforts in resolving particular problems become more the
order of the day. Countries interested in receiving certain
minerals, for example, give credits to those countries which
possess those, minerals. They thereby receive guaranteed
sources of raw materials and make it easier for fraternal states
to expand inclustries with a long period of recoupment.
The major direction of socialist mutual assistance for

economic development is aid in increasing the efficient
employment of accumulated funds and all national resources.
This is encouraged by the delivery of sophisticated and highly
productive equipment and valuable raw materials, the ex
change of know-how and co-operation in personnel training.
The international socialist division of labour, which is increas
ing through co-ordinated national economic plans, is playing a
growing role in increasing the effectiveness of accumulation.
International specialisation and co-operation in production are
leading to increased growth rates of production with a smaller
expenditure of social labour both in individual socialist states
^nd in the world socialist system as a whole. The entire system
nf economic relations between the socialist states is therefore
aimed at guaranteeing increasingly advanwgeous terms of
national economic development for all states in the system and,
primarily, for those which had a burdensome economic legacy.
The countries of the world socialist system^ are tackling the

task of ensuring technological and economic independence
from imperialist powers in a new way. Without achieving such
independence, they cannot fully guarantee themselves "n™
Various acts of economic discrimination, of economic and ■
political blackmail by imperialist states and of other attempts by
Various means to harm the socialist economy. In the face of a
capitalist encirclement, the Soviet Union had to force the pace
of industrialisation so as to reinforce b,oth its defence capability
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and its technological and economic independence from the
capitahst world. This inevitably caused.tension in the economic
forces of the country and restrained living standards.
The countries which took the socialist road after the last war

ensure' their technological and economic independence of the
imperialist powers by joint efforts; powerful industry created
in the Soviet Union during the years of socialist construction,
in fact, has played and continues to play an important part in
resolving tnis task. All imperialist attempts to restrain
economic construction in the socialist states through economic
pressure have met with defeat. The US embargo policy, for
example, was unable to prevent Czechoslovakia developing her
iron and steel industry. With Soviet aid in delivering the
.necessary plant and proffering other technical assistance,
Czechoslovakia increased her iron and steel production at a
rapid J*ate. Back in 1937, the rolled metal output (excluding
pipes) in Czechoslovakia was 1,630,000 metric tons, and in
1948-—1,776,000metric tons, whereas inT953 it was 2, 733,000
metric tons, and in 1969 — 7,479,000 metric tons. The other
socialist states have also often had to contend, with imperialist
embargo. But, due to the close co-operation and mutual
assistance of countries in the world socialist system, embargoes
have not been able to halt their development.
Within the world socialist system, countries that inherited

economic backwardness from capitalism have an opportunity
of relying on the production and scientific potential of
industrially developed socialist states as a basis for their own
industrial development. The delivery of plant and machinery
and necessary raw and other materials, the granting of
blueprints, technological specifications and other technical
documentation, the exchange of experience, assistance in
training specialists are all playing an important part in
.enuring an economic upsurge in every socialist state.

By January 1, 1972, as many as 1,767 enterprises, installa
tions and other projects had been built, were under construc-

were to be erected in socialist countries with Soviet
technical assistance under intergovernmental agreements, of
which 1,141 were in CMEA countries; of these, 316 were in
Mor^olia, 246 in Bulgaria, 148 in Poland, 121 in Rumania, 81
m Hungary, 36 in Czechoslovakia, 34 in the German
Democratic Republic and 159 in Cuba.
Approximately four-fifths of Soviet plant deliveries are for

producer goods. For example, factories built with Soviet aid
were producing in Bulgaria in 1962-1963 some 92 per cent of
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all ferrous metal manufacture, 70 per cent of the non-ferrous
production, 60 per cent of the chemical products, 50 per cent
of the electricity and 100 per cent of the shipbuilaing. In
Poland, such factories accounted for over 20 per cent of all
electricity generated, 31 per cent of the pig iron, 29 per cent of
the steel, 23 per cent of the rolled metal and 100 per cent of the
motor cars and tractors. In Rumania, they accounted for 42
per cent of the electricity, 27 per cent of tne pig iron, 80 per
cent of the metallurgical coke, 40 per cent of the superphos
phate, and over 75 per cent of the high-quality rolled metal
and piping. In Hungary, they accounted for 20 per cent of the
steel, 40 per cent of the pig iron, 34 per cent of the rolled metal
and 50 per cent of the ball bearings. As many as 256 large
industrial enterprises and other projects, which are the basis of
Chinese industry, were built with Soviet technical^ assistance.

Enterprises that have been and are being equipped with
Sq'det aid are often the most important enterprises in. a
particular economic sector and comprise a considerable part of
all enterprises built during the years of people's power. Of riie
almost 500 large industrial enterprises commissioned during,
socialist construction in Poland, for example, about 100 have
been built through deliveries of equipment and technical
assistance from the Soviet Union.
The GDR and Czechoslovakia have also rendered consider-

3ble assistance to fraternal states. In turn, the previously
backward socialist states are beginning to deliver machinery,
plant and other manufactures to other, including industrial,
socialist states as they develop their own industry. They belp,
thereby, the overall economic progress of the socialist world.
Poland, for example, is making large deliveries to the Soviet
Union of complete sets of equipment for the chemical
industry. " " . . .i-
The economically more advanced socialist states are enabung

the fraternal countries widely to exploit the advantage of their
Science and technology. Between 1948 and 1968, the USSR
presented other socialist states with some 75,000 sets of
documentation, which included over 2,000 designs for the
construction of industrial enterprises and other economic
projects. The exchange of this documentation,^ including
licences and patents, is negotiated among the socialist states in
^ disinterested way, that is, they pay only the cost of preparing
the blueprints. This has had great importance in ensuring swift
scientific progress in the formerly backward states, especially at
the early stages of socialist industrialisation.
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According to estimates, the value of the scientific and
technological documentation givefl by the Soviet Union to

states is in the region of 12,000 million
rubles—if one takes the normal prices of the capitalist
market for comparison. In the same period the Soviet Union
received over 22,000 sets of doci^ments from fraternal states.
As a result of the gfrowing economic power of the socialis't

their scientific and technological co-operation, the
division of labour acquires increasing importance in carrying
out research and development. The need arises in the new
circumstances to introduce elements of cost accounting to this
*-0"PPcration between the socialist countries.
The establishment of socialist forms of economy has also

ensured the settlement of full employment of all able-bodied
people. Before the victory of popular government, chronic
^®™ploy™cnt in the towns and agrarian overpopulation in
the ̂ ^ages were characteristic features of the economic states
of the countries that have now taken the socialist road. On the

kv4 World War II, for example, urban unemployment andhidden agricultural unemployment in Poland covered a third
of the p^ulation. Millions oi working people emigrated from
Eastern Europe in the inter-war years in search of work. The
revolutionary reform of the social nature of production
enabled the state to ensure the use of financial and material
resources which has ended unemployment and agrarian
overpopulation. Socialist industrialisation has been a very
effective method of rapidly expanding the number of jobs in
non-agncultufal sectors, especially m industry. This haS
enabled them not only to guarantee work to the urban
population, but intensively to redistribute the employed
wtween agriculture and non-agricultural sectors in favour of

establishment of peasant co-operatives has, in
turn, helped to intensify farming and improve the use of
manpower in the countryside.

•  statistics published by ILO, the socialist statesin fyoU accounted for almost 42 per cent of the world total of
employed, although the share of those countries in world

P u only 34 per cent. This testifies to the fuller useot labour resources in the socialist states by contrast to capitalist
countries.

Some socialist states sometimes encounter problems in their
economic policy engendered by the fact that the presence of
onsi erable manpower resources does not correspond to the
ers rained sources for financing capital investment that
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would enable them more fully and effectively to use labour
resources. Bourgeois economists often maintain that economi
cally backward states with considerable labour resources
should make use of old-fashioned techniques and more widely
employ manual labour. However, what is advocated as
beneficial for economically, backward countries is, in fact, only
the commonplace ploy of imperialist monopolies to exploit
cheap labour in those countries and to preserve their economic
backwardness.

Socialist economists reject such ideas. They base their policy
pn higher productivity of social labour, which ensures a more
intensive increase in national income than the employment
level with stable productivity; it therefore also ensures a more
intensive process of accumulation which, in turn, provides
conditions for a more rapid creation of new and better-
equipped jobs.

Socialist economists, of course, do not underestimate the
importance of enhancing the degree of utilisation of society's
labour resources and they regard the presence of manpower as
an important potential factor in economic development. The
pconomic policy of socialist states stems from the need to
involve society's labour resources in production to a maximum.
They nonetheless attribute a particularly important role
precisely to increased efficiency of labour expenditure; they
recognise the optimum policy of boosting production which
expands through increased employment combined with higher
productivity, while the share of output received through the
latter should gradually increase.
A growth in accumulation from greater productivity, in

^urn, leads to a steady growth in economic demand for
manpower. The growth in employment in the socialist states is
accompanied by greater technological equipment and labour
productivity. By contrast to early industrialisation, the volume

basic production funds and the supply of electricity per
Ecrson employed in the industry of European socialist states
ad increased between two and four times by the early 1970s,
pommonly, between 60 arid 80 per cent of the annual
mcrement in industrial output and some nine-tenths of the
increase in national income are ensured through higher
productivity. . . . . ,
One of the major conditions for industrialisation is the

'i"aining of a national skilled labpur force and working men
^pable of creating a new, strong production apparatus and of
ensuring its operation. People's power has radically changed
6--I43
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the trade and professional structure-of the employed popula
tion. During the years of socialist construction, the number of
brain workers has sharply increased, including highly qualified
specialists. The proportion of the population possessing a
profession typical of modern mechanised production has
substantially increased. The level of qualifications of workers
has risen steadily, although, as the working class is constantly
replenished by former peasants and other sections of the
population without industrial experience, this has been an
extremely difficult task.
The achievements of the socialist-states in spreading general

,  education among the widest sections of the population and
creating, in a short period, a great number of qualified
personnel in difficult trades for industry, transport, mechan
ised farming, science and culture serve as yet another
indication of the settlement of vital problems in overcoming
economic backwardness. In Bulgaria, for example, where
illiteracy embraced a quarter of the population over seven
years of age in 1944, there now is universal eight-year
education and, in 1961, some 20 per cent of industrial and
office workers, had higher or secondary education (general or
specialised). In Poland, in 1962, only 21 per cent of the
industrial workers were without complete secondary educa
tion, while 50 per cent of their fathers and 56 per cent of their
mothers were illiterate. In recent years, approximately 70 per
cent of workers beginning their trade in various economic
sectors were, in Poland, graduates of three-year vocational
schools which had taken young people with an eight-year
general education.
The^ socialist states have many specialists with higher

education. Their total number in the CMEA member countries
was over 8.5 million in 1970, while people with specialised
secondary education numbered over 14 million. Tney have
overtaken most of the industrial capitalist countries in rates of
training specialists. Here, too, one sees the advantages of
mtefnational co-operation within the world socialist system.
The USSR, the GDR and Czechoslovakia have given much
assistance to other countries in training skilled manpower.
Many important economic problems still have to be tackled

^ socialist states substantially to increase the economicefficiency of social production, Tney include the creation of
economic conditions conducive to the introduction of up-to-
date technology, comprehensive mechanisation and automa-
tion of production. These conditions are being created by
strengthening the production capacity to optimum propor-
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tions so as to employ highly productive technology to the
utmost. The sociaUst states are creating a rational economic
complex in each country so as to guarantee the full utilisation
of all the production possibilities of a given country and, in
particular, of those conditions which encourage the develop
ment of certain sectors of production. This economic complex
is a necessary condition for achieving the maximum level of
social labour productivity in each socialist country. Just as
urgent is the task of better ensuring the growing requirements
of individual states for fuel and raw materials, caused by the
great differences between CMEA countries in their possession
of mineral deposits.
The resolution of these and other problems is the direct

urgent task of economic construction in the CMEA member
states. The rate of extended reproduction in the years to come
and the possibilities for economic growth and higher living
standards will depend on how successfully these problems are
tackled.
A guarantee that these problems will be successfully

negotiated is the fuller use of all internal resources of each
country and the increasing economic co-operation between
them; it is a matter of encouraging co-operation which is
mutually beneficial and does not replace any internal factors of
economic growth in each country, but, on the contra^,
increases Uieir action manifold. The experience of the
development of states within the world socialist system
convincingly shows that, without further strengmenmg
economic relations between them, they cannot properly fulfil
fhe economic tasks which confront them today or will confront
them in the future. In many cases, the optimum rates of
production can only be achieved on the basis of the interna
tional socialist division of labour. A rational economic complex
is being formed on condition that the countries partiapate in
tlie international specialisation of production. Trm fuel and
taw material problem is being resolved through the interna
tional exchange of fuel and raw materials and the extension ot
credit facilities from countries interested in receivmg these
commodities to develop the extractive industry in countries
that have the necessary minerals.
Economic analysis shows that a closed, self-suffiae

economy cannot be "regarded as a reliable support
extended reproduction. The incomplete nature of the raw
material base of many socialist states, the insufficient supply ot
metal for engineering from their own resources and several.
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Other reasons directly or indirectly, fully or partially, caused by
natural factors make the international di\ision of labour a
prerequisite for the normal process of reproduction. No less
obvious, however, is the fact that this division of labour is
objectively necessary, primarily because of the operation of
economic factors that determine the economic efficiency of
production. The very possibility and rate of extended repro
duction depend on them. The scattered nature of production
and the extremely wide range of articles in a small amount of
output of each particular type cause inordinately large
production costs and radically undermine economic emciency
for employing new techniques and technology; they so raise
the asset intensiveness and cost price of each unit product that
they reduce to nought the possibility of obtaining the
accumulation, necessary for broadening the production base.
The most propitious conditions for extend^ed reproduction

exist when a well-justified complex of sectors is formed in a
country, such as would enable it fully to use the advantages of
concentration and combined production on the basis of the
optimum scale of production capacity. But, in most cases, these
demands of modern rational economic management cannot be
realised without a consistent inter-state specialisation and
co-cmeration in production. From the viewpoint of the new
conditions for extended reproduction which have formed in
f"® world socialist system, the criterion for rational com-
prehentive development of each economy should be sought
not in the balanced nature of production and consumption in
certain types of operation within national areas, but, rather,
directly m the sphere of production and in efficient expendi
ture of labour.
The principle of developing production in a volume and

range that would correspond to social requirements should
j  ® criterion for determining ways of developing the

world socialist economy as a whole. Individual socialist states
ook upon .their national economy as a link in that world

upon themselves primarily production taskswhich they can resolve with the greatest economic effect. At the
same tim^ they are co-ordinating their plans in such a way as
o cover their aggregate needs in volume and range of output
through their total production.

«  j international division of labour enables them, first, to
of economically efficient sectors by obtain-

S  ® best conditions of the country for the production
p gramme on which it specialises internationally; it will have a
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g^uaranteed market in the fraternal countries for specialised
output whose volume often greatly exceeds internal require
ments; second, the international division of labour presup
poses a reliable system of delivery of manufactured goods
which are part of the programme of production specialisation
in other countries; it thereby satisfies the needs for far more
diverse commodities than the range of output in one particular
country. Of course, economic progress in socialist states will
mean an amended economic structure, particularly the crea
tion of new sectors and types of production which are of great
importance for scientiiic and technological progress. An
increase in the international socialist division of labour QO®s
not mean that the number of sectors existing in individual
states will not gradually increase. The need for internationm
specialisation, however, will increase rather than diminish, and
new branches will be created on the basis of this specialisation.

Intra-sectoral specialisation between countries will develop
even faster than inter-sectoTal specialisation. The trend
towards a balanced distribution of production programmes
between these countries will increase as the socialist states
strengthen their economic consolidation. The balanced co-
pperation of labour in the socialist community serves as an
important guarantee of success in building socialism and
communism. A scientifically substantiated determination o
the place and role of each country within the internanonal
socialist division of labour and of the basic profile oi
international specialisation of major sectors are an invariable
condition for attaining a high rate of economic growth and a
guarantee of a rapid economic upsurge in each socialist state.
In the process of co-ordinating plans, the CMEA countries

study production conditions on a mutual basis m each member
state, acquaint themselves with the, planned directions of
long-term development, compare the requirements for defi
nite products and the sources of satisfying them, elaborate
tasks and forms of economic co-operation and the most
efficient forms of division of labour among them. That is the
Way the basic production profile of individual states is agreed
ttpon within the system of international specialisation and
co-operation; each country has the chance
"tost rational proportions in its economy in the light ̂ f the
utilisation of advantages in co-operating with other CMl!.A
member countries. , , , , ,
The socialist community has solved the problem of foreign

markets, both for traditional exports of the economically less
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developed states (largely farm prqduce and products of the
extractive industry), and for commodities produced by new
sectors created during industrialisation (mainly manufacturing
mdustnes, particularly mechanical engineering). A guaranteed
market for selling commodities, which over a certain period
provide the industrialising states with a great amount of
loreim currency, is an important advantage of the world
socialist economic system.
No less important is the agreed mutual supply of viarious

mdustnal commodities, including manufactured goods,
among the socialist countries, undertaken on an equal and
mutually beneficial b^sis with particular account for the fastest
development of the formerly economically backward states.
or countries which are building up their national industry,

access to foreign markets with products from new sectors not
only increases their currency receipts, but also helps to
improve the production conditions in these sectors, opens the

"icreasing concentration of production, accelerates
technical progress and reduces cost price. At the same time,
prticipation in the international socialist division of labour

eacS^c^nt^'^'^ more rational proportions in the economy of
With close co-operation between fraternal states, each

participaiit creates and develops a complex of sectors which
most fully corresponds to its conditions and enables it to
augment productivity. Division of labour between socialist
states cannot be reduced to some countries developing their
natural wealth with due regard for the needs of^fraternal
states; it presupposes a wide utilisation by each country of the
bqnefitt of the processing of raw materials, up to and including
the obtaining and manufacture of complex goods. Intensive

economic structure of socialist states, therefore,
® multilateral development of productive forces, agreater degree of processing of raw materials, a growing share

conspicuous by its high level of technical
equipment, qualified manpower and efficient labour expendi-

for example, not only extracts non-ferrous^tal ores and delivers concentrates of these ores in large
fraternal states, it has also created its own
metallurgy and the electrical industry whose

products are also exported to other socialist states.
economic development in the socialist states

nrr,A t' ^ coiTect choice in structuring the nationalproduction complex and the economic efficiency of social
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production in each country largely depend upon how greatly
the possibilities for a rational international division of labour
have been taken into consideration. . . .
The question of an optimum economic structure in national

economies is increasingly being resolved by a harmonious
combination of multisectoral comprehensive economic de
velopment in each country coupled with international special
isation in production within the world socialist economic
system. The highly developed socialist states do not strive to
retain a monopoly of any particular branches of modern
industry; they are not disposed to exploit markets in order to
lord it over other states at a lower economic level.
In accordance with the requirements of states which had

inherited a backward agrarian economy, the highly developed
countries supply them with equipment for creatmg new
branches and provide them with a market for their new

' < products by co-ordinating economic plans and long-term
foreign trade agreements. When Bulgaria, for example, was
faced with the task of creating an advanced engineering
industry that would enable her to make bettpr use of her
labour resources and raise the economic effiaency of socia
production, the other socialist states, including me aqviet
Union, the GDR and Czechoslovakia, rendered and contmue
to render her help in increasing the serial production in
Bulgarian engineering and guaranteeing a market tor lu
products on a large scale. Their own production of such
commodities have, in several cases, been restricted or even
halted. The international specialisation of production within
the framework of CMEA countries is effectively helping to
increase the size of the foreign markets for the industrialising
countries. . , , • ^ a
The fact that the Soviet Union supplies both equipment and

raw materials is of prime importance for ensunng a.com
prehensive development of the manufacturing industry in me
fraternal states. Insofar as most CMEA
a narrow or incomplete raw material base, the USSR has
undertaken the great task of supplying materials, whwh
enable these countries greatly to overcome
on their own raw material sources. Many iron and steel P'ants
in CMEA countries are operating with ore;
Soviet oil has enabled them to create their own Petrochemical
industry. The share of raw materials is parttm^lariy weat m
Soviet exports to fraternal states, even though mis does not
correspond to the structure of the Soviet economy. In recent
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years, the.;USSR has supplied almost 100 per cent of all the
socialist states' import requirements for oFl, up to 90 per cent
for iron ore and 80 per cent for timber.
The close co-operation of the socialist states frees them also
o™ the need to develop a range of production that would be

cumbersome for One country; it enaoles the rate of develop
ment of individual sectors to conform to their economic
potential and, thereby, to obviate overloading of the economy.
In particular, the gulf between growth rates of producer and

goods production has been mostly much smaller in
all the post war socialist countries than it was during early
ooviet industrialisation. This was due to the ability of the
lormerly backward states to create their own industry relying

^  h^vy industry, plant and machinery imports fromand Czechoslovakia and many types of raw materials
and fuel imports from the USSR. Co-operation and mutual
assistance among the socialist states enable countries at various
stages of development to lay a basis for national industry and to
carry on extended reproduction even with a higher growth
rate for consumer goods production, because the priority
development of producer goods is ensured by joint efforts of
the socialist states 'throughout the world socialist economic
system.
The CMEA countries strictly observe the interests of

comprehensive economic development in each country and, in
particular, of expanding modern sectors of the manufacturing
industry produang means of production. They pursue a policy
of rational restnction of the range of production in accordance
with local conditions and possibilities, and also with the tasks of
increawng the economic-efficiency of production. At the same
me, t ey ensure a continual addition to the range of products

throughout the CMEA community by co-ordinating national
plans; they introduce new lines of production and increasingly
ruily satisfy the mounting requirements of all these ronntriesi  t_ . ain,! iin„icaaiiiuiytully satisfy the mounting requirements of all these countries

w" diverse manufactured goods.Wimin the socialist community, the economic ties between
^ch highly industrialised countries as the USSR, the GDR and
Czechoslovakia and the relatively less industrialised states serve
as a cruaal means of levelling up economic standards. These
ties are subordinate to the objectives of creating, in the former
economically backward states, their own industry and restruc-
unng economic pattern. The social and economic essence and
j. JF*- X® ° . .® division of labour between socialist states1  ers in principle from that in the capitalist world even when
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it would appear to be a division of labour between industrial
states and countries with a much less developed economic
structure. Thus, all the directions of the division of labour
between socialist states serve their overall improvement and,
above all, the acceleration of rates of development of countries
that still lag economically.
A characteristic feature of the development of countries in

the world socialist system is the steady levelling-up of their
economic development through faster economic growth rates
in the economically less developed countries and their raising
to the level of the advanced states. This process is an obvious
manifestation of the advantages of the socialist mode of
production and, especially, the advantages of the new type of
international economic relations that have formed between the
socialist countries.
The,gap is gradually diminishing within the world socialist

?ystem between the economically less developed and the highly
industrialised states in per capita industrial output. While, in
1950, per capita gross industrial output in Bulgaria was only 40
per cent of the Soviet figure, in 1965 it had grown to 70 per
eent and in 1970 was over 80 per cent. The respective indicator
for Rumania rose from 30 to 50 per cent in 1965 and almost 60
per cent in 1970. The Mongolian per capita output was, in
1955, about one-tenth of that of Soviet industrial output, while
in 1965 it had become one-fifth; in recent years, Mongolian
industry has continued to develop much faster. There is an
evident reduction in the gap in per capita industrial produc
tion between states that had inherited economic backwardness
from capitalism, on the one hand, and the GDR and
Czechoslovakia, on the other.
The balanced formation of economic relations throughout

the CMEA community takes place with careful account of
"lany factors. These include the size of territory and population
°f individual states, manpower and prospects for its growth
3nd rising qualifications, the capacity of the domestic market,
^aterial resources and the possibilities for increasing them,
l^lanners also take into account a country's natural resources
^hd its geographical location. They consider the existing
economic structure and production traditions. The socialist
Elates base their economic policy on the principle that-neither
hatural conditions nor historical traditions should completely
determine economic development. Naturally, each country
jhakes wide use of its own""natural wealth and relies on the
historical traditions of economic development which encour-

JI.U
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age its further economic growth. However, neither the
limitations of a natural raw material base nor the backward
traditions inherited from the capitalist past—like, for exam
ple, the agrarian character of the economy and the predomi
nance of cottage industries — are an insurmountable obstacle,
given the spcimist co-operation, for rapid economic growth in
each country.

During industrialisation, the socialist states did not avoid
mistakes and deficiencies in economic development. Several
countries, particularly during early industrialisation, took
insufficient account of local conditions, did not always make
allowance quickly enough in their economic plans for the latest
scientific and technological information, so causing temporary
imbalance between various sectors of the raw materials and
manufacturing industry, between industry as a whole and the
power industry. Despite the growth in agricultural output in
many countries, their farming still lags behind the growing
neecls of the economy. These growing pains, however, are
being overcome and the economy of the world socialist system
is steadily growing strong.
The economic structure of the socialist states has radically

altered during the building of socialism. The formerly
backward and agrarian states have become industrial-agrarian
or agrarian-industrial countries, have developed their
economies at a fast rate and are steadily reducing the gap that
separates them from the most advanced states of the world.
Tne successful industrialisation of the socialist states has led to
a change in the balance of industry and agriculture in the
aggregate output of these sectors. Today, the share of industry
in virtually all socialist states substantially exceeds the share of
agfriculture. The task of radically restructuring the economic
pattern has been resolved in a relatively short time — some
thing that is unattainable in capitalist industrialisation.
The sectoral structure of national income has also sharply

changed in the socialist states. Industry has begun to play a
leading role in creating national income in most countries.
New inter-sectoral proportions within the framework of

industry itself have developed and these encourage a faster
rate of extended reproduC&on. The Communist and Workers'
Parties of the CMEA member countries consistently adhere to
the practical advice of Lenin that "the raising of the
productivity of labour first of all requires that the material
basis of large-scale industry shall be assured, namely, the
development of the production of fuel, iron, the engineering
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and chemical industries".' Most s^ocialist states today have over
half their industrial output coming from production of
producer goods, while in some states this share is as much as
two-thirds or more. In 1970, the share of producer goods in
gross industrial output was 54.7 per cent in Bulgaria, 61.6 per
cent in Czechoslovalda, 70.2 per cent in the GDR, 63.9 per cent
in Hungary, 52.6 per cent in Mongolia, 66.3 per cent in
Poland, 70.4 per cent in Rumania and 73.4 per cent in the
USSR. •
No less important is the change in the internal structure of

the production of producer goods in these states. Before the
war, the share of this production was quite high in several
economically backward states, but it consisted of only raw
niaterial industries whose unprocessed output was exported to
industrial states. The producer goods sector in many states had
very weak or no manufacturing industries, especially the
production of implements of labour. In Bulgaria, in 1939, for
sample, labour implements comprised only 4 per cent of all
production of means of production. Nowadays, all states have
not only increased the share of producer goods, but have
developed a new diversified multisectoral structure. Most of
these countries created a modern engineering, chemical and
power industry only during the years of socialist industrialisa
tion. Everywhere these sectors are ensured priority develop
ment, as is required by the interests of technological progress
In all branches of the economy and in thejnterests of the rapid
growth of productive forces.
During tne period necessary for ensuring socialist industrial

isation and economic reconstruction in the CMEA countries,
the balance between rate of growth of producer goods and of
consumer goods normally showed a relatively high preponder-
?tice of the former oVer the latter. It was an important
indicator for improving their economic structure and
strengthening their material and technical base.
Expansion of the manufacture of producer goods, however,

is not an end in itself. Although a fall in the proportion of
consumer goods took place in total industrial output due to the
priority expansion of the manufacture of producer goods, the
absolute volume of production of consumer goods steadily rose
snd the range of articles constantly broadened. Several socialist
states started to manufacture clothing and footwear on an
industrial scale only during the years of socialist industnalisa-

V. I. Lenin, Collected'Works, Vol. 27, p. 257.
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tion. Not so long ago most of them produced no modern
durables at all.

The experience of economic development in the CMEA
member countries testifies to the special need today to consider
the very close interrelationship between the rate of growth of
producer goods output, the economic efficiency of their use
and the rate of extended reproduction. The part played by the
growth in output of means of production, as an accelerator of
the rate of extended reproduction, can be seriously reduced in
the event of a deceleration of the growth or a fall in the
efficient use of production funds. If this happens, demands
made on the growth rate of producer goods increase, but the
growth itself is less and less able to ensure a high rate of
expansion of social production as a whole. The pivot of the
problem, therefore, must be transferred from that of obtaining
priority growth rates of producer goods manufacture to

.  improving the techno-economic indicators' of the means of
production output and improving the utilisation of existing
production assets.
Another problem has arisen: expansion of the output of

consumer goods has more than ever become a condition for
the, adequate effectiveness of material labour stimuli, the
exjp'ansion of production and increase in its effectiveness. All
this has encouraged some CMEA countries gradually to bring
together their growth rates of consumer and producer goods
manufacture. This process has now become one of the main
structural problems in the economies of these CMEA member
states. Meanwhile, heavy industry, especially the output of
producer goods, remains the basis for economic development.
In accordance with this new approach to the balance of

growth rates of producer and consumer goods output, several
CMEA countries have in recent years increased the growth rate
of output of consumer goods to the level of that of producer
goods, and sometimes even exceeded it. In the USSR, for
example, during the 1966-1970 five-year plan, the output of
producer goods increased by 51 per cent and that of consumer
goods—by 49 per cent. In the I97I-1975 period, the
consumer goods growth is to be 44-48 per cent and the
producer goods growth is to be 41-45 per cent.
The improving stimcture of the socialist industrial countries

also finds its expression in the creation and extension of new
"upper tiers'* of production, a higher degree of raw material ,
processing, and development, through increasing use of
national raw material resources and a growing exchange of raw

//
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materials between the socialist states, of various manufacturing
industries, taking raw materials through consecutive stages of
processing to increasingly complex and valuable finished
products which requires considerable expenditure of highly
skilled labour. As a result, the sectoral structure of industry in
these countries is being enriched so as to ensure its comprehen
sive development. The share of sectors based on raw materials
of industrial production has sharply increased in the output of
processing industry, while the share of sectors processing raw
materials from an agricultural source has diminished. The part
played by various synthetic raw materials which are themselves
already a product of complex production processes is rapidly
growing. These shifts in the industry of socialist states testify to
the growth of their productive forces and the scientific and
technological progress in their economies.
The CMEA member countries today have mature branches

of industry on which depend the rates of scientific and
technological progress throughout the economy: engineering,
the chemical and power industries. A rapid expansion of these
sectors ensures, on an increasingly wide scale, the mechanisa
tion and automation of production and electrification and
chemicalisation of the economy.

Table 2

Growth in Industrial Output and in Major Industrial Sectors in
CMEA Countries*

(1970 as a percentage of 1950)

t^untry

Bulgaria
Gzechoslovakia
German Democratic

Republic
Hungary

Mongolia
Poland
Rumania
USSR

All industry

12 times

488

521

515

714

758

II times

089

Engineering ••

36 times

973

400****

799

18 times

26 ..

30 »

13 »

Chemicnl
industry •••

47 times

11 "

310*'**

20 times

17 "

50 '•

12 "

FJeclric and
heat power
genpration

24 times

5.77

277"**

609

21 times

972

23 times

996

* including stale and co-operative industiy.
•* Including metal processing.

Including mbber-asbestos Industry.
•*** As a percentage of 1955.
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The CMEA countries are consistently pursuing a policy of
priority'development of the engineering, chemical and power
industries. (See Table 2.)
The. correct determination of key sectors and lines of

production and of concentration of ways and means of
speeding; up th^ir development is exceedingly important in the
economic policies of the CMEA member countries. They
include sectors and lines of production that predetermine the
rate of growth of the scientific and technomgical revolution
and ensure the optimum structure of production in the specific
conditions of each country. The successful development both
of individual sectors and of the entire economy greatly
depends on improved proportions between sectors and the
creation of new progjressive lines of production. The aim is to
take better account of the specific needs of each country and
the possibilities of co-operation with other socialist states.
Thanks to close co-operation, the CMEA countries are

successfully negotiating a number of difficult problems
connected with their needs for electricity, coking coal and iron
ore, non-ferrous metals and various types of plant and
equipment. For example, the combined efforts to resolve the
fuel problem has, taken some pressure off the fuel balances
within these states. Co-operation in geological prospecting has
gfreatly helped to augment supplies of coal, oil and gas. Thus,
combined Soviet and German geological prospecting has
resulted in the discovery of oil and gas deposits in tne northern
and central areas of the GDR, which had only recently been
considered unpromising for oil and gas. Geologfists in Hungary
have helped to increase supplies of natural gas by as much as
20 times. Rich deposits of coal, natural gas and oil have been
discovered in Poland.
Among the particularly acute economic problems facing the

European CMEA member countries at the end of the 1950s
was a shortage of coking coal, which became a serious curb on
iron and steel development. On the recommendations of the
9th CMEA Session in 1958, several member countries took
measures to step up the rate of extraction of coking coal and to
Eroduce metallurgical coke, and also to ensure wider use of-
>wer-grade coals for charging. The USSR, for example,

expanded th^ capacit)^ of its coal and coke industry; Poland
stepped up its exploitation of coking-coal deposits in the
Rybnik coal region; Czechoslovakia expanded production
capacity in the Ostrava-Karvina basin. The exchange of coke
among CMEA member states between 1955 and 1965 more
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than doubled. Furthermore, the coal exchange for the period
1960-1967 increased from 18 million to 35 million metric tons,
i. e., a virtual doubling. Requirements for coal and coke were
largely satisfied in a relatively short period. . , . , ,
The question of ensuring progressive shifts in the fuel and

power balances of CMEA countries is also being gradually
tackled. ... , ,,
The less economically developed states witlun the world

capitalist economic system are usually forced to confine
themselves to extraction and primary processing of raw
materials that go for further use to the highly mdustnalised
imperialist states. By contrast, the extractive sectors in all
socialist states serve as a base for promoting the national
processing industry which is typified by a full and comprehen
sive utilisation and high degree of processing of raw materials.
In Bulgaria, for example, the extraction of ore of non-ferrous
metals has served as a basis for developing non-ferrous and
electrical industries. Hungary, which has rich stocks of bauxite,
was only able to set up advanced aluminium industry and
production of finished articles out of aluminium during tlie
years of popular government. The petrochemical industry m
Rumania, which was completely lacking under the bourg^is-
landlord regime, is now developing in leaps and bounds. 1 nis
increased level of processing is expressed in me mounung
value of finished products obtained from each unit of raw
material used. In Rumania, for example, the quality of oil
products improves with every year in me oil-rehnmgmdust^;
the country is now producing particularly valuable oil products
which are being used for further processing m the petrochemi-

The hSer industrial level of the socialist states is apparent
not only In an increasingly fuU and rational emploympt of
national raw material resources, but also in the creatmn ̂
several sectors which are processing largely
materials. These states which, in me past, often had no
opportunity of organising the extraction and processing of
even their local raw material, have now become '^rge importers
of raw material due to sociaUst industrialisation; they do nm
confine themselves to the processing of their own raw
materials. The imports of raw
ferrous and non-ferrous metals, iron ore, oil and
raw materials, enable these countries to develop a
of processing sectors at a faster rate than their national raw
material base would warrant. The iron and steel, petrochemi-
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cal and several other industries are based largely on imported
raw materials.

Soviet oil-extracting industry, for example, became a reliable
raw material base for the oil-refining and petrochemical
industries of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the GDR, Hungary and
Poland. The refining'of oil and the petrochemical industry in
these countries began to develop only with the commencement
of large-scale oil deliveries from the Soviet Union, especially
through the Friendship' pipeline. Thanks to that, they were
able to expand their prociuction of polymers and nitrogen
fertiliser. The expansion of .pipelines for transporting oil, oil
products and gas is of particular importance to the CMEA
countries* economies. Due to the close co-operation of CMEA
countries, a trans-European Friendship pipeline, consisting of
a single piping system, was constructecf in a relatively short
time and on a high technical level. The amount of oil
transported through the pipeline grew from 13 million metric
tons in 1965 to 18 million in 1967 and more than 22 million in
1968. A second stage of the Friendship pipeline is being built
and the amount of oil transported through it will be 50 million
metric tons in 1975.
In 1966, a gas pipeline was laid from the USSR to Poland; it

was extended to Czechoslovakia in 1967. A giant gas pipeline
connecting Soviet Siberia with Bulgaria went into operation in
late 1973.^ Thanks to deliveries of Soviet gas, the Bulgarian
economy is now able to rely on a powerful gas-based energy
source and has substantially improved its fuel balance.
Another important feature of economic development in the

CMEA countries is the consolidation of their electrical power
base, accelerated technological progress in this area and
extended international socialist division of labour in the,power
indurtry. The installed rating of power stations in the CMEA
member countries grew from 31.6 million kilowatts in 1950 to
217.8 million kilowatts in 1970. The overriding tendency in
economic development has become the priority growth of
j heat generation by comparison with the growthof all industrial production, thereby insuring greater electrical
egmpment per worker, which is a necessary condition for
higher labour productivity, and providing bigger supplies of
electncitjr to other branches of the economy.
Mounting attention is being paid to the construction of

atomic power stations in the CMEA member countries, along
with the further extensive use of thermal power plants, which
accounted for between 85 per cent (in the USSR) and 99.1 per
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cent (in Hungary), in 1967, of all electricity generated, and
along with the development of hydroelectric power stations
(for example, on the basis of the hydropower resources of the
Danube and its tributaries). The use of atomic energy for
developing electricity is largely being based on the Soviet
Union's experience, scientific and teimnical and production
potential. Atomic power stations will be built in the 1970s in the
USSR with a total capacity of 30 million kilowatts. In the period
1971-1975, these stations will account for 12 per cent of the
increment in Soviet electricity generation.

In accordance with the agreement signed in 1956, the USSR
had helped the GDR to build an atomic power station
commissioned in 1966; it soon reached its rated capacity of
70,000 kilowatts. A second agreement was signed in 1965 on
co-operation in building several atomic power stations in the
GDR before, 1980 with a total capacity of 2 million kilowatts.
The GDR is now building the atomic power station Nord-1
with a capacity of 880,000 kilowatts. It is envisaged further to
increase the capacity of this power plant and to build new
atomic power stations with Soviet collaboration. ^
Following the construction of the first atomic power station

with a rating of 150,000 kilowatts, Czechoslovakia intends to
continue to promote atomic power engineering. In 1970, it
signed an agreement with the USSR on joint construction of
two atomic power stations with a total capacity of 1,700,000
kilowatts. The USSR has also signed agreements with a number
®f other socialist countries on' the construction of large-
capacity atomic power plants. The Central Committee of the
®uiganan Communist Party, for example, announced plans
at its plenary meeting in* 1969 to develop its power industry for
the period 1971-1980. In particular, it. stated its intention of
creating atomic power stations with a capacity of 1.8 million
kilowatts between 1971 and 1980. The generation of electricity
from these stations will, in 1980, amount to 14,000 million
kilowatt/hours or one-quarter of the country's entire electricity
production. , . • r .

is likely that there will be a considerable extension of these
programmes and a further, more rapid increase in the role of
^omic power stations in augmenting electricity production.
The enhancement-of this role will oecome an increasingly
iniportant economic need due to the growing requirements of
the CMEA member countries for electricity, the shortage of
fuel and the falling costs of electricity generated at atomic
power stations, which makes them increasingly competitive by

-143
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contrast with thermal power plants using organic fuel. To
supply the atomic power industry with equipment and
specialists, the CMEA countries are implementing internation
al specialisation and co-operation m nuclear instrument
makmg, the production of protective technology and are also
co-operating in the training of the necessary personnel.

Mechanical engineering is today the leading branch of
industry in the CMEA countries. It is the base of comprehen
sive mechanisation and automation of production processes in
all sectors. It ensures technological progress throughout the
economy, creates
equipment and,
The formerly
machine-tool industry and production of equipment for
mining, iron and steel, the chemical industry, the auto
industry, shipbuilding, tractor and farm machinery produc
tion. They are now creating and developing such sophisticated
spheres as electronics at an accelerated pace. Together with the
rapid growth in output of engineering products, their range is
improving with every year. The nature of the shifts in the
range of engineering production testifies to the continual
qualitative ctianges in that area, its higher technological level
and the wide use of latest scientific a^ievements.
Many socialist states have reached the level of the most

advanced industrial capitalist states or are approaching that
level in their share of engineering in gross industrial output.
The proportion of engineering products in the aggregate
industrial gross output of CMEA member countries has
already exceeded 30 per cent. Thanks to that, the socialist
states are widely introducing into production sophisticated
techniques and technology, and manual labour is being
replaced by machines. A transition to comprehensive mechan
isation and automation is gradually being made in various
sectors. Mechanical power per worker is growing on the basis
of a faster increase in the amount of basic production funds, as
compared with the growth in the number of workers in
production.
Progress in mechanical engineering has led to important

changes in the commodity structure of trade between CMEA
member states. Deliveries of plant and machinery in their
mutual trade have grown mucn faster than the entire trade
turnover between these countries. Between I9j51 and 1970, the
amount of trade between CMEA countries grew 2.3 times
overall, while their mutual deliveries of plant and equipment
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increased much faster. In 1970 more than two-fifths of their
mutual trade turnover was accounted for by this group of
commodities.
The formerly backward countries had had virtually no

home-based production of plant and machinery at the time
popular regimes took power. Now they have created their own
modern engineering mdustry and even become exporters of
many types of engineering products. Bulgaria, for instance,
which had virtually no home-based engineering at the start of
socialist construction has now increased her share of plant and
machinery in exports to 29.1 per cent in 1970. Poland has
increased her share in exports from 0.6 per cent in 1948 to
38.5 per cent in 1970. In Rumania, the share of engineering
products amounted to 1 per cent in 1948 and 22.6 per cent in
1970.
Before the victory of popular regimes, virtually no socialist

'State had a developed chemical industry. Simple goods for
household use, sucn as soap powders, held a central part in
their chemical industry, as did their production of wood
chemicals and explosives. Branches of the basic chemical
industry, however, had not been significantly developed, nor
had their raw material base, and many primary materials were
imported. The share of the chemical industry in gross
inoustrial output comprised 1.9 per cent in Bulgaria in 1939,
2.7 per cent in Rumania in 1938. Although on the territory of
the GDR there was advanced chemical industry before the war,
and its share in gross industrial output was 10.6 per cent in
1937, the re-establishment and further development of the
GDR's chemical industry, however, required primarily a sharp
increase in the production of sulphuric acia, soda and other
substances. , , '
The socialist states did well in the first post-war decade^ to

expand the output of the main types of basic chemical
products. On that basis began a rapid development of many
branches of organic synthesis,, the production of plastics,
synthetic rubber, artificial and synthetic fibres. Today they are
expanding the production of n>ineral fertilisers.
The chemical industry is today of immense importance for

balanced economic development and for raising the ecimomic
efficiency of social production. This sector in the CMEA
countries has become an important lever of extended repro
duction, for satisfying the increasingly diverse requirements of
Society, and in economising on social labour. A stable balance
of growth has been achieved between the chemical industry
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and the whole of industry, by which the priority development
of the chemical industry is assured. While in 1950, the share of
CMEA countries in the world production of chemicals was 10.8
per cent, it had grown over 27 per cent in 1972. In recent years,
they have paid particular attention to increasing the growth
rate of the chemical industry, organic synthesis in particular; in
its share in industrial output most socialist states still substan
tially lag behind the highly industrialised capitalist countries.
The creation and consolidation of the material and tech

nological basis of socialism imply not only a priority develop
ment of socialist industry as • the leading branch of the
economy, but also a great increase in the productive forces of
socialist agriculture. The social and material prerequisites for
this are created through the organisation of peasants into
producer co-operatives and the all-round support of the
socialist state to the working peasantry. Industrial progress
increasingly provides the countryside with tractors, farm
machinery and mineral fertiliser; economic co-operation and
mutual assistance of socialist states reinforce the technological
basis of agriculture. These serve as important levers in
speeding up farm output.
A characteristic feature of farm development in these

countries over the years of socialist construction is the boost in
output with less manpower due to mechanisation of farm
work, application of chemical fertilisers on a growing scale,
better standards of farming and more efficient labour
organisation. The organisation of the peasantry into producer
co-operatives has normally been accompanied by an increase in
gross and marketable agricultural production. A study of
farming development over a long period has made it possible
to discern a trend towards alleviation of shortfalls in years of
bad harvest and of damage caused by drought. The measures
taken in the socialist countries to strengthen the material and
technological basis of farming and the introduction of the latest
scientific achievements will enable them steadily to reduce to a
' minimum the dependence of farming on the elements.

Improvements in technological equipment play an excep
tionally important role in better farming methods. Before,
popular government, the poor peasant farms virtually had no
mechanised equipment and the level of farm technique was
everywhere (with the exception of the GDR) very low. The
improvement in farm techniques during the years of socialist
construction has meant a real revolution in farming and has
considerably lightened the peasants' labour and raised their
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productivity. Soviet deliveries of tractors and other farm
machinery have played a very important part in the mechanisa
tion of agriculture in other socialist states, alongside ̂ the
creation of their own tractor and farm machinery production.
A very important direction in mechanising agriculture is the

increase in its power capacity on the basis of motorisation. The
provision of electricity is increasing in agriculture, but the
relative share of electrical motors in the overall capacity of
farming power sources still sometimes diminishes; that is due,
in particular, to the fact that the degree of mechanisation of
field work increases faster than that on the farms. The use of
draught animals is now restricted. . , . .
In addition to the greater use of motor traction, farming is

being equipped with modern machinery. Besides machines for
grain harvesting, farms are receiving machinery for other
cultivated crops on an increasing scale. The use of complex
harvesting machinery is spreading: combine harvesters for
corn, sugar beet and potatoes. Most of the socialist states are
achieving a high level of mechanisation of the major farm
work. A further increase in technological equipment in
farming is aimed, first, at completing the mechanisation of
basic field jobs and ensuring transition to comprehensive
mechanisation for all work in field-crop cultivation, including
the spreading of fertiliser and various unloading and loading
jobs; second, the steady mechanisation of work in livestock
rearing, horticulture and other branches of farimng.
An important factor in intensified farming is the increased

use of mineral fertiliser, pesticides and fungicides, and other
biological preparations. Before socialist construction began
mineral fertiliser was only used to any large ^ .
terrirorv of the GDR; in the oth^r .socialist states mmeral
fertiliser production only began during socialist
tion. In most of these states, however, the level of
mineral fertiliser, as with other chemical and micro-biolo^
farming appliances, is still much lower than m countries with
more intehirve farm production. The socialist states, therefore,
are steps to accelerate the development of the cheintca
and the micro-biological industry and to increase the supply o
'"B''e"er"so1l pr'eplm^n on the basis of mechanisation, »i^use of minerS and organic fertiliser, PtP.toved croP rom^^
and other agrotechnical measures are having a
yields. Comfarison of relatively long periods
possible to reveal stable tendencies in agncultural develop
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ment) shows that the socialist states have had a marked
improvement in yields, especially in grain. The increased grain
yields went some way to compensate for the reduction in
cultivated land which occurred in many countries after the
war. The average annual grain and leguminous plant harvests
between 1966 and 1970 were 26 per cent greater in the CMEA
countries than in the period 1961-1965. However, the task is
still to enhance the role of grain farming as the basis for
developing livestock breeding.

Livestock farming is an important branch of agriculture.
Despite the cattle reduction, which occurs in different
countries during bad harvests, there has generally been a
steady growth. Throughout the 1960s, the number of long-
horn cattle grew by 25 per cent in the CMEA member
countries. Alongside the increase in livestock in all countries,
much attention is being paid to improving the pedigree of
herds and improving their productivity. The growing con-

; sumer requirements are making greater demands on livestock
products both in aggregate and especially in range.
The socialist transformation of the countryside has created

conditions conducive both to higgler productivity of farm
labour and to a higher degree of its actual participation in
production. Many countries had an agrarian overpopulation
before the establishment of popular power. The tiny plo^ of
land on which/ the small and medium peasants toiled did not
allow them fully to utilise their own efforts. The co-operative
system has enabled the socialist states to involve all the
able-bodied population of the countryside in a more produc
tive social labour process, considerably extend the area of work
for each person and, at the same time, substantially lighten the
burden of labour. Rapid industrialisation has enabled them to
use in non-agricultural sectors a large part of the labour force
earlier tied to the land.
The strengthening of co-operative farming is also leading to

a further increase in the degree of use of manpower by a
gradual .overcoming of the marked seasonal nature of farm
labour. Livestock farming is developing as a branch of
agriculture in which people are engaged equally the whole year
round. The structure of sowing is becoming increasingly
extensive and early and late crops are being combined. Fruit
and vegetable growing is increasing, in particular by means of
hot-house farming. Finally, enterprises are being set up in the
countryside to process farm produce and to manufacture
building materials.
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As the material and technological base of socialism is
strengthened, agriculture will increasingly approach the
of industry. These two vital branches of the economy will be
more or less the same in technological equipment, skilled
manpower and the degree of social division of labour. "Lhe
essential differences between farm and industrial labour wiU
disappear. This will thereby ensure a more balanced and
harmonious development of the whole econoiny and a
correspondence of the development levels of its vital branches
to social requirements. At the same time, this will enctmrage
the gradual elimination of basic social and economic^ differ
ences between town and country and a further approximation
between the working class and the peasant^. r n u

Socialist production is progressing in the interests of all the
working people. The policy over national income use in the
socialist states is aimed at combining steady production growth
with a systematic increase, on that basis, of living stan,daras. In
spite of difficulties in solving the problem of accumuktion in
countries overcoming their economic backwardness, the abso
lute size of the consumption fund is increasing during
industrialisation. . , ̂
In recent years, the close connection between greater

production and higher living standards has been inci^asmgly
manifest, a feature characteristic of socialist society. B^wwn.
1966 and 1970, the aggregate consumption fund for all CMtA
countries increased by approximately two-fifths, while in
1961-1965 it grew only by a quarter. The increase in the share

'  * of accumulation in national income, which has occurred in
some countries during the current five-year per»od, does not
hamper the accelerated growth of
did in the previous five-year period because of the in^eased
rate of growth of the entire national income The real mcome
of the population is increasing,
don is in progress and more consumer goods are coming on to
^The^Iodalist states firmly hold
out the world in such indicators of well-being as social
insurance, health, education, the scale of
the sunn v of several commodities per head of popuia
tionlal/S by compamon with the highlycapitaliTaatel Thil^ applies htaheJ
Statistics as numbers of people studying
education) per 100 inhabitants, the
hospital beds per 1,000 inhabitants and the social insurance
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system. In a historically brief span of time, the socialist states
haveioined the leading groups of-countries with the lowest
overall and infantile mortality rate and the highest life
expectancy.

experience of developing various economic sectors
within the world socialist system testifies, with increasing
clarity, to the advantages of the new social system.

THE PRESENT STAGE OF ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT IN THE CMEA COUNTRIES

IN THE LIGHT OF LENIN'S IDEAS ON RAISING THE
EFFICIENCY OF THE SOCIALIST ECONOMY

In developing his theory of building a new, socialist society,
Riding the implementation of the programme he inidated for,
hfiilding socialism and analysing the initial experience of that
construction, Lenin attributed much significance to a consist
ent campaign for realising the advantages of the socialist
mode of production.
Lenin's plan for building socialism was.to have a comprehen

sive and rapid increase in the efficiency of social labour in the-
interests of the working people. He saw in this the historic task
nf the new social system. After the proletariat had won power
®nd as it socialised the principal means of production, Lemn
noted that "there necessarily comes to the forefront the
fundamental task of creating a social system superior to
capitalism, namely, raising the productivity of labour, and in
this connection (and for this purpose) securing better organisa
tion of labour".' , u •
The treasure-house of Leriin's ideas on graduaHy creating a

highly efficient socialist economy is very rich: from the
• fundamental idea that only advanced industrial production in
all economic sectors based on the latest scientific achievements
can be the material basis for socialism to.his pronouncements
Uh the role of the socialist press as a means of acquainOng
people with ways to introduce a new labour organisation.
Emphasising the prerequisites for socialist and communist
principles to triumph, Lenin wrote: "In the last analysis,
productivity of labour is the most important, the prinapal

V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 27, p. 257.
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thing for the victory of the new social system." ' He often
underlined the need not only to incre'&se the efficiency of live
labour but also to make an all-round economy of materialised
labour and employ all the means of production better. He
therefore set the task of comprehensively increasing the
efficiency of the socialist economy.

Still today, Lenin's ideas are a reliable guide to all
Marxist-Leninist parties leading their people towards socialism
and communism. In conformity with Lenin's ideas, the CMEA
member countries examine the task of improving the socialist
economy and increasing its efficiency as a basic link in the
chain of tasks for developing the new society and as a decisive
strategic direction of economic development. This task is a
focal point of the Communist and Workers' Parties in CMEA
countries; the ways it is implemented are regularly examined at
congresses of these Parties and plenary meetings of their
Central Committees which analyse a wide range of issues
concerning economic progress and the existing mcilities and
reserves in enhancing socialist economic efficiency. The CPSU
Central Committee report to the 24th Party Congress stated
that "...we must rely mainly on enhancing the effectiveness of

. production. In simpler terms, the crux of the problem is to
achieve a substantial increase of output and or the national
income per unit of labour and material and financial inputs" .2
At the present stage of building the material and technologi

cal basis of communism, the CMEA member countries are
tackling the important economic problems of further develop
ing their economic potential, improving the structure of
production and increasing its efficiency.
The CMEA countries have begun to tackle a whole set of

complex issues concerned with increasing the effectiveness of
production and intensifying it. The very emergence of these
issues is testimony to the maturity of socialist production and
reflects the requirements of a new and higher stage of
.economic development. In accordance with these require
ments, the Communist and Workers' Parties are working out
and implementing a more vigorous, flexible and effective

< economic policy, switching attention in economic and political
work to economic improvements and the creation of more
suitable conditions for substantially improving the efficiency of

' V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 29, p. 427.
24th Congress of the CPSU, p. 67.
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social labour expenditure and more fully realising the aims of
socialist production.
The 24th Congress of the CPSU, the congresses and plenary

meetings of the Central Committees of Communist and
Workers' Parties in the CMEA countries that were held
in-between 1970 and 1971 all stressed that firm foundations
were laid in the past five-year period for further improving the
socialist economy; they examined urgent theoretical and
practical issues involved in social and economic affairs, worked
out specific paths for a new economic advance. As the 24th
Congress directives stressed, the basic policy of economic
dev^opment in the country both for the immediate future and
for the long term is to ensure a comprehensive intensification
of production and an increase in its efficiency. The Communist
and Workers' Parties of other CMEA member countries
outlined similar tasks. At the 10th Congress of the Hungarian
Socialist Workers' Party in November 1970, it was noted that
the primary, basic and urgent requirement for all sectors in
the economic plans is to take an intensive approach and
to increase the efficiency of industrial production . These
tasks today lie behind economic strategy in other CMEA
Countries.
Economic successes attained by the CMEA member coun

tries in the past five-year period were mentioned at the recent
Esrty congresses in these countries; It was emphasised that the
plain result of economic development in the last five years has
°oen the further substantial strengthening of economic
potential, the improvement of production structure and the
J^se in living stanaards. This period was particularly importaru
because the CMEA countries vigorously elaborated and tested
^ays of further rationalising economic processes to conform to
present and future possibilities and requirements.
The essence of the changes reflecting economic improi^-

pients in. these states between 1966 anti 1970 consists in the
foil-Jowing; .
(a) the search for new methods o^ socialist econoimc

management which would enable the economies to
considerable progress in creating a more effective system

„  of economic management;
(b) greater reliance and employment of world scientific and

technological achievements in accelerating the develop
ment of domestic science and technology for the
purposes of actively participating in mapping new patlis
of the world scientific and technological revolution;
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(c) the increased rate of restructuring the economic pattern
and replenishing the range of goods in accordance with
the demands of scientific progress and tasks of more
fully satisfying society's needs.

The past five-year period has seen positive trends in the
economic efficiency of production. All the CMEA states have
had considerably higher labour productivity both in industry
and in the economy as a whole. In most countries, the rate of
productivity growth has markedly increased by comparison
with the 1961-1965 period. In the USSR, for example, labour
productivity throughout the economy increased by 29 per cent
in the seventh five-year period (1961-1965) and by 37 percent
in the eighth five-year period (1966-1970). Higher productivi
ty has also been achieved in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the
GDR, Hungary and Mongolia. Soviet industrial productivity
increased by 32 per cent between 1966 and 1970 by contrast to
25 per cent in the 1961-1965 period; the growth of industrial
productivity in other CMEA countries was 29.5 and 26 per cent
respectively (without the USSR).
Of no little importance has been improvement in certain

other indicators of economic efficiency, above all in the use of
basic production assets: in most of the CMEA states, the
output-asset ratio has either increased or has stabilised.
The positive economic shifts that took place during the

1966-1970 period enabled the CMEA states successfully to
meet the targets of their economic plans on all major issues and
to ensure a stable rate of economic g^rowth or even to accelerate
it by comparison with the 1961-1965 period. All the countries
maintained a comparatively high average annual increnlent in
industrial growth of 8.3 per cent, which was also typical for the
previous five-year period. In 1970, CMEA industrial output
exceeded the 1965 level by 49 per cent (the planned targets
had been to increase production by between 46 and 48 per
cent). Events have shown once again that socialism is in the lead
ia the economic competition between the two world systems.
Moreover, socialism's superiority over capitalism in rate of
industrial growth in the latter part of the 1960s even increased,
while the crisis phenomena at the beginning of the 1970s in the
USA and other capitalist states have underlined even more the
stability of socialist economic growth.
The more successful development of agriculture has had

great significance for an improved economic balance. In 1970,
the gross agricultural output of the CMEA member countries
exceeded the 1965 level by 20 per cent (the increase was 11 per
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cent in 1965 over 1960). Agriculture, however, is still subject to
the adverse effects of the weather and, in certain years, farm
output decreased in some countries as, for example, in Poland
in 1969 and 1970; while in the CMEA countries as a whole, the
average annual farm output in the 1966-1970 period consider
ably exceeded the 1961-1965 level. It has to be admitted,
however, that the improved rate of growth of agricultural
production was insufficient to fulfil planned targets in some
countries by comparison with the previous five-year period.
In the current five-year period, the rate of growth of

national income rose appreciaoly. Its size for CMEA countries
as a whole increased by 42.5 per cent (while the planned tar^t
was between 37 and 38 per cent) as against 34 per cent in the
previous five-year period.' , r n
In individual states, national income increased as follows: in

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the CDR, Hungary,
USSR, national income increased faster in the 1966-1970

period than it did in the previous five years, while in Poland
virtually the same increase was achieved and in Rumania the
hational income growth was slightly lower.
Thanks to the increased rate of growth of national income,

the CMEA member countries for the first time since 1956
managed considerably to increase the amount of absolute
growth of national income. • , , . u
The economic development achieved during the past

five-year period enabled the CMEA countries considerably to
raise living standards. Real wages grew and payments from
social consumption funds increased. Retail trade grew by 4b
per cent in the period 1966-1970 (as against 32 per cent in
1961-1965). In a number of indicators for living standards the
mrgets were overfulfilled. j »v,o
_In describing the dynamics of social .
CMEA countries in the 1966-1970 period, one should note the
f^ct that a large amount of work during the period, m
improving the structure and efficiency of production, was

It should be noted that the source of "f'
^«e. at a time when the rate of increase in gross
pember countries taken together remained virtually ^
band, an increased growth rate in agnculture
°n the other a ereater efficiency of economic management, tiiis was

In an IncSased =Hare ot n« o«»u. .n Jh. go.,
'"dustrial outDut of several countries. Between 1966 and 1970, in Hungary,for examplel^net industrial output grew 1.2 times faster than did gross
'ndustrial output. "
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associated with a far-reaching restructuring of the economic
mechanism, a certain departure from inter-sectoral and
intra-sectoral proportions and ~ "— - -ra review of theuAAu a xwA^,nr \,/i 1.11C range v*
commodities produced, so as to take into account society's
actual requirements. The positive results of this work,
assoaated with certain difficulties, were not always apparent
within the framework of the previous five-year period. The
final years of the plan, however, testified to the fact that the
trends conducive to economic growth are becoming increasing
ly widespread.

It is also of exceptional importance that the CMEA member
states, which in some years of the previous plan met with a
number of economic and political difficulties, were able to cope
successfully with their most acute manifestations and conduct
work in overcoming their consequences. That applies, above
all, to Czechoslovakia. It has managed to overcome the
consequences of the 1968 political crisis and to attain political
and economic consolidation. Consolidation in the economy has
meant the re-establishment and considerable strengthening of
the state-planned management and of basic proportions in the
economy. The setting in order of capital construction, of
foreign trade and^ of the consumer market were the main
elements in the endeavblir to consolidate the economy.
In recent years, Poland, too, has successfully overcome

certain disproportions which reached a head in 1970 (primari
ly those between the growth rates of production and consump-

In mobilising their economic reserves, the CMEA countries
have ensured during the past five-year period a rapid growth'
m scale of production and have created the conditions for a
further economic upsurge.
Recent Party congresses have put forward new five-year

comprehensive projgrammes for social and economic develop
ment. Fulfilment of these programmes will mean a great step
forward in building the material and technological basis for
socialism and communism and in satisfying the growing
requirements of individuals and society.
These new plans bear witness to the profound consistency of

economic policy in the countries which are invariably guided-
by high and stable growth rates for production and consump
tion. They envisage, as a rule, the retention of a relatively high
economic gfrowth rate. Industrial output in the CMEA member
cimntries is to grow by 50 per cent over the 1971-1975 period,
while real incomes of the population are to increase approxi-

of
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mately by a third. Improvements in public welfare are to be
even greater than previously. Thus, the mam task of the Soviet
1971-1975 five-year plan, as is stressed in the direcUves of the
24th CPSU Congress, is to ensure a considerable growth m the
material and cultural living standards of the Soviet people on
the basis of a high rate of growth in socialist
efficiency, in scientific progress and in labour productivity.

Table 3

Basic Indicators of Economic Gro^ in
CMEA Countries in 1971-1975

(as a percenlage of 1970)

Country

Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia

GDR

Hungary
Mongolia
Poland

Rumania

USSR

National
income

145-150

128

127

130-132

130

138-139

168-182

139

Gross
industrial
output

155-160

134-136

134

132-134

156

148-150

168-178

147

Gross
agricultural
* output•

117-120

114

112.5

115-116

122

118-121

136-149

120-122

over 1970).

,  ■ .n ?S:rSSarCon"«n^^^
to aim to overfulfil the plan.

A distinctive feature of the planned dJe«ives for 19? 1-1975
and the economic and political tasks indicators
for that, period is the growing
of social production and to social deve p > P , CMEA
public w&fare. The race ofcountries in the previous and the prese^ guarantee economic

consistent policy of removing p creating conditions
strengthening rational *°j"ijsation of opportunities for
conducive to an increasing y f_f,rn the latest achievements
greater efficiency, that emanate, from the latest acme
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of science and technology and improved ways and means of
economic management.
Thus, the CMEA countries are today comprehensively

strengthening the socialist economy; the process of improving
socialist relations of production continues. They are ensuring
the systematic e_xtension of production and their economies
have attained, as a rule, a more balanced nature, an even
development of industry and agriculture, of the processing
industry and of fuel and raw material sectors; they have
accelerated the output of consumer goods. Higher productivi
ty in all spheres is a stable trend in socialist economic
development. The countries have achieved important suc
cesses in a further improved use of materialised labour
and are consistently and effectively pursuing a policy of
increasing the effective use of production assets and capital
investment.
The present stage of social development in the CMEA

countries sees the implementation of important measures for
the more consistent use of the advantages of the socialist mode
of production. Thanks to the achievements of the previous
stages of socialist construction and the strengthening socialist
economic system and powerful production apparatus, it has
become possible to resolve new and more complex tasks in
intensifying social production, radically to improve socialist
management methods and carry out scientific and technologic
al revolution. This has meant that the CMEA states have
begun to create social and material conditions for a substantial
improvement in the economic efficiency of production and an
accelerated growth of public welfare.
Th§ existence of the socialist community and the close '

collaboration of its members create favourable conditions for
using the most effective methods of economic development
and for gaining the greatest growth in output with a given
expenditure of ei^uipment and labour. When the USSR had to
exist in a capitalist encirclement, it had to use all means to
create, in a short time, all sectors of industry and to ensure its
defence capability and economic and technical independence
of the hostile capitalist world. That task was solved by the
heroic labour of the Soviet people. Its accomplishment was
helped by the fact that the USSR has a large territory and
population and vast natural resources. Nonetheless, it required
the selfless efforts and sacrifices from the Soviet people. A
smajler or more backward country would have had to suffer
even greater stress and, perhaps, it could not have achieved its
goal. :
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By virtue of the existence of the world socialist system, the
possibilities for economic growth in each socialist state are
much greater both because each country can rely on the selfless
support of fraternal states and because it has the chance,
through this co-operation, to select the most effective ways for
economic growth. Many economic tasks can now be tackled in a
different way, with account for the resources and potential of
the entire socialist community. That, of course, does not imply
that the socialist states can slacken the pace in using all their
internal resources. Fraternal assistance cannot replace the
efforts of each country, although it may ease the problem of
economic growth. Co-operation with other socialist^ states
enables each country much more fully and sensibly to utilise its
internal resources and to attain the greatest economic effect. It
is aided both by the direct fraternal assistance through
equipment and credit, and through the international division
ot labour and other forms of co-operation within the socialist
community. Nowadays, the part played by the economic
co-operation of the CMEA countries in their economic growth
is increasing sharply, due to the socialist economic integration
programme. . . , u
At the current stage of economic development, tpe CMl^

states are more and more demonstrating the advantages of the
socialist social system with its unity of interests between society
and the individual, the planned nature of production and high
effectiveness of material and moral stimuli for l^our, and the
direct link between economic growth and that oi public
welfare. At the same time, the superiority of the world socialist
economic system over the capitalist system is becoming
increasingly obvious. . i
The CMEA member countries have set themselves new

economic tasks, whose resolution will ensure a substantial
increase in the provision of all elements of
"lore fully employ all resources of society. This involves
essentially a more complete and consistent application o
^cialist economic laws at all stages of ^Vh^g^^jfJhat
This has become necessary as well as possible. J
m the early part of the 1960s, it became necessary to take steps
to change the balance between extensive and intensive sources
of production growth in order to avoid a iower rate of
economic development. It was essential to
tendency to a slower growth rate or a fall in the return on
expenditure of materialised labour, especially p
investment, to bring planning and economic management int
8-143 ■
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line with the new conditions, and to increase the effectiveness
of material stimulation. The time had arrived for a certain
regrouping of resources in economic development and for a
new approach to certain specific economic tasks and the means
of achieving them, with account for the demands of present-
day scientific progress, the mounting possibilities of socialist
society and the changed conditions of extended production.

Intensification of social production, which is intended to
raise the efficient use of all social resources to a qualitatively
new level, is increasingly becoming the decisive direction of
economic development in the CMEA states. Growth in
economic efficiency in using all factors of production must
therefore play an increasing role in expanding output, while
the part played by increased expenditure of live and material
ised labour must diminish. More effective use of social labour
in the intensification of production must, therefore, outstrip
the greater total expenditure of labour, both live and past. We
have to take into consideration not simply expenditure on
means of production, but also expenditure on research and
development in creating new technology, and expenditure on
training new personnel. Naturally, the CMEA member coun
tries are doing all they can to increase labour productivity of
manpower already involved in the production, to improve the
use of existing production assets and to put aside more funds
than ever not for building new enterprises but on modernising
existing ones.
Today, the part played by extensive factors of extended

production in the CMEA countries, i. e., the role of
quantitative growth in material elements of the production
process, substantially changed by comparison with the earlier
stages of economic development. Over a long period, these
factors have greatly helped to boost production. Their use has
led to the elimination of many social and economic problems
and disproportions, and has served to increase the scale of
consumption. They have accelerated the rise in economic
efficiency. During the 1960s, however, the increased rate of
growth of live and materialised labour used in production only
partly compensated for the unfavourable shifts in the dynamics
of efficiency. It made it more difficult to resolve certain
problems of social development.

.• That, of course, does not imply that extensive sources of
extended production are already exhausted or that their use
will be restricted in future. The number of employed will
continue to grow; the increase will be made possible thanks to
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the natural growth in the able-bodied population and the
increasing exhaustion of manpower reserves among house
wives. Production assets will also expand at the expense of that
part of national income which comprises the accumulation
fund.

It is important, however, to avoid increasing expenditure of
social labour to a degree that cannot be recognised as fully
rational, since such increase, while multiplying the possibilities
of future economic growth in some directions, restricts them in
others. Thus, an increase in the share of production accumula
tion inhibits the use of material stimulation of manpower
because of the falling share of the consumption fund and the
non-production accumulation fund; an increase in the labour
force by means of the wide-scale employment of housewives in
production somewhat weakens efforts for mobilising reserves
in increasing productivity of people already engaged in the
economy.
The first reason, therefore, that called for the need to

enhance the role Of intensive methods of increasing produc
tion at the present stage of economic development in the
CMEA member countries, consists in the tendency that
appeared in the first part of the 1960s, to reduce the role
played by elements of intensive development due to unfavour
able changes in the efficiency of production and the growing
role of elements of extensive development in extended
reproduction; that made it more difficult to maintain a
iiigh level of growth of national income and of living stand
ards.
Many CMEA countries during the 1960s had an increased

growth of employment in material production, while the rate
of increase or productivity grew on a relatively small scale.
Simultaneously, another tendency appeared: a process of
expanding the total social fund of working time was objectively
confined to a narrower framework, due to measures taken or
intended to be taken in several countries for reducing the
Working week; it is becoming difficult further to increase the
employment of women. A reduction in^ the efficiency of
employing resources accumulated made ̂ it necessary to in
crease the rate of growth of the accumulation fund in order to
maintain a high growth rate of production; that, however,
clashed with the tasks of increasing living standards. There
fore, the manifest tendency towards a certain enhanced role of
dements of extensive development did not "stem from any
extension in possibilities for using these elements, but was
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caused simply by a relatively restncted use of elements of
intensive ̂ ievelopment.
The second reason is that real possibilities appeared for

accelerating the growth in economic efficiency and, on that
basis, enhancing the part played by elements of intensive
development in extended reproduction of the social product.
These possibilities arose as a result of scientific and technologi
cal revolution, the work undertaken in CMEA countries to
reinforce the scientific principles of economic planning, the
ability to use cost factors for influencing production and the
enhancing of moral, and material interest in the results of
production, and also as a consequence of the growing
economic consolidation of those countries. The conditions for
further intensification of extended reproduction are thereby
being greatly increased. The creation of opportunities for
improving social production means, at the same time, the
emergence of a social requirement for them to be realised. A

... further increase in production efficiency has today become
also an invariable condition for resolving a whole number of
social and political tasks and for raising the standard of living.
It is also a necessary requisite for further strengthening the
positions of socialism in the competition between the two
systems. It is an important aim of economic planning and
management in the CMEA member countries fully to utilise
the existing and future opportunities.
The CMEA countries are intensifying economic growth,

first, by accelerating scientific and technological progress,
transforming techniques, technology and production organisa
tion with due regard for the possibilities of increased efficiency •
of expenditure of live and materialised labour, which are being
created through the latest scientific achievements. That
presupposes an increase in the share of capital and current
outlay on the scientific and technological preparation of
production and the training of skilled manpower, that is, on
working out more effective technical and technological, and
also planning and organisational, principles of production, and
on the appropriate training of the work force.
Second, intensification requires a fuller and more rational

use of manpower and means of production through improved
organisation of production and labour, elimination of absen
teeism and idle-time, through an increasing degree of loading
of existing equipment and a continuous supply of raw and
other materials etc., and also through reducing expenditure of
fiiel, raw materials per unit of production, through com-
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prehensive utilisation of raw materials; in other words,
through an increased output of use values for each unit of raw
and other materials used in production.
Third, intensification presupposes the implementation of an

active structural policy whicn is necessary for making an
effective balance between branches and lines of production,
for the rational allocation of capital investment. One condition
of intensification is the increased share of capital investment
earmarked for modernising existing enterprises and reduang
the share of capital investment for new construction. The
priority use of capital investment for removing bottlenecks and
disproportions that hamper increased efficiency of various
sectors of production acquires considerable importance.
Also of economic importance are the concentration of
capital investment and the reduction in construction time-
limits, and the accelerated commissioning of production
capacities.
Fourth, one of the major ways to intensify social production

is more widely to employ non-investment factors of economic
growth, which would ensure expanded production without
additional investment or with a relatively small investment
which brings greater efficiency. The range of these factors is
extremely wide. They include improved organisation of
production, of labour directly employed in production and of
managerial activity, the development of specialisation, co
operation and combined production, the creation of a more
favourable moral and psychological "microclimate" at each
enterprise through strengthening the educative role of super
visory personnel, and more psychologically satisfying working
premises.

Fifth, the problem of intensifying economic growth should
not be regard^ only in connection with a single stage of social
production, of the process of production itself isolated from
nther stages of reproduction. The above-mentioned scientific
3nd planned preparation of production acquires immense
significance in resolving the problem of intensification, i. e.,
fhe stage of reproduction preceding the stage of production
itself. Already tne very shift in allocation of forces^ and nieans
between the two stages for the benefit of the scientific and
planned preparation of production requires^ an increasing
Economic significance, insofar as economic efficiency ihcreas-
'ngly depends upon scientific and technological development
3nd science-based plans. That applies, in part, also to the stage
of circulation.
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The realisation of these plans fQ.r intensified economic
growth in the CMEA countries requires considerable improve
ment of a whole system of guiding the social and economic
development of socialist society. Meanwhile, it is important to
ensure the comprehensive nature of work in this sphere and
not to be restricted to improving certain areas only. The
problem of raising the scientific level of economic and social
management and of increasing the effectiveness of this
management has become a key issue in the activity of the
Communist and Workers' Parties in the CMEA countries. The
Parties are paying greater attention to enriching and improv
ing the ways and means of running society and are having
greater success in resolving urgent economic and socim
problems, further restructuring social relations in the light of
requirements for strengthening socialist society.
There are, in our opinion, two dominating tasks among the

entire complex of problems: first, a fuller development of the
planning mechanism and of maintaining an optimum balance
and rate of extended reproduction with the employment of
direct and indirect economic planning methods; second, the
increasing use of material interest and moral stimuli in work,
of the heightened social and production activity of working
people, by consistently combining the interests of society,
of each enterprise and each worker. Resolution of these
tasks will open up wide possibilities for rapid scientific and
technological progress and return on expenditure of social
labour.
The CMEA countries are today tackling, on a wider scale

than ever, the tasks of optimising a whole complex of economic
proportions, more consistently applying criteria of economic
efficiency and selecting the economically most rational version
of development.
The etficiency of social labour expenditure is greatly

predetermined at the stage of economic planning. In spite of
the fact that radical modernisation of the principles of all
planning, through implementing mathematical methods and
computers, is only just beginning, one can say with assurance
that large reserves will be found here for acceleratingEroduction. For example, in considering planning, economists
ave come to the conclusion that a plan in whose compilation

optimum, decisions are determined by linear programming can
normally enable a country to increase economic efficient by
10-40 per cent, by contrast with a plan compiled by traditional
planning methods. ''
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The Communist and Workers' Parties in CMEA member
countries are bent on improving the whole of their planning.
The fact is that today it is no longer possible to conduct
planning on the basis of the existing structure, techniques and
technologies of production, through a simple extrapolation
of existing trenas of economic development. Planning will
more and more be based on scientific forecasts of
economic development, of the factors of economic growth and
the m^or economic sectors, with account for u^isiiig the
laws of nature and the consequent results for improving
production techniques and technology. An invariable con
dition of planning is a careful economic analysis that ensu
res the most effective ways of scientific and technolpgical
progress.
In improving the mechanism of socialist management, one

must, on the one hand, guard against underestimating the
ufecisive role played by state planning, the principle of
democratic centralism in manag^ing the economy, against
overestimating the possibilities for maintaining an cmtimum
balance only on the oasis of cost factors and against idealising
"economic self-regulation". On the other hand, one must
avoid notions associated with an underestimation of commodi
ty-money relations under socialism, of the objective demands
of the law of value which is causing social and economic
complications (weakening of mianpower interest in the de
velopment of certain sectors as, for example, in agriculture, the
emergence of imbalance, weakening of the community of
mterests of various social groups); one must guard ag;ainst
making a fetish of the forced methods for increasing
fedistnbution of the national income between sectors and
enterprises, a rigid centralisation of economic management,
that were typical of the period of launching socialist industrial
isation; one must take steps to ensure an equivalent exchange
nf labour activity between sectors and enterprises. Both the
former and the latter fallacious ideas are capable only of
damaging social production in the socialist states. A consistent
campaign against them- is a necessary condition for full
utilisation of the possibilities for further intensifying economic
development in the CMEA countries.
•  In recent years, the CMEA member countries have been
utore closely linking the problem of increasing economic
efficiency of production with that of economic growth rates.
One may describe a proper approach to the problem of growth
rates roughly as follows:
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1. At high rate of growth of social production is not an aim in
itself at the present stage of socialist economic development; it
must be obtained through greater economic efficiency. The
striving to increase economic growth rates without a corres
ponding increase in efficiency would ultimately produce
nothing positive. Indeed, it might be possible, in a very short
time, to raise the tempo of production by sharply increasing
the share of production accumulation in the national income at
the expense of the consumption fund and non-productive
accumulation. Such an increase, however, would be short-term
and would be achieved at the expense of scientific and
technological progress and better living standards (after all, a
higher standard of living is an important stimulus for
improving production). Therefore, tne foundation for a
higher rate of economic growth is today, more than ever,
efficient expenditure of social labour; a growth in output of
certain types of production, which is not accompanied by an
economy on forces and means of production or by a qualitative
improvement in that production, cannot satisfy the interests of
rapid economic development.
In his speech at the 1969 International Meeting of

Communist and Workers' Parties L. I. Brezhnev, General
Secretary of the CO CPSU, said: "While being fully aware of
the importance' of preserving high rates of general economic
growth, we embarked on a course of building up the most
advanced national economy in the world both for economic
efficiency and for its scientific and technological level." ' A
similar attitude was taken in the materials of the Communist
and Workers' Parties of other CMEA meinber countries. The
Ninth Congress of the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party,
held in 1966, stated that "the rate of growth of the nation^
economy and, consequently, the standard of living dej^nd
primarily not on increasing the volume of industrial produc
tion but on the extent to which we manage to produce more
cheaply, with less material and labour expenditure, com
modities for which there is a demand at home and abroad, on
the extent to which we shall be able to improve the efficiency or
work in employing capital investment and organising
trade—in other words, improving the use of all economic
means".
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' International Meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties, Moscow 1969, p

2. Behind the economic policy of CMEA countnes lies an
orientation on optimum economic growth rates which pre
clude excessively high rates not based on a country s real
potential and which sharply restrict opportuniues for increas
ing popular consumption; they preclude reduced growt
rates caused by the underemployment of existing poten-
tialites, reduction in economic efficiency and an extenuon or
consumption that would undermine future economic

The average annual rate of increment of aggregate national
income in the CMEA countries has changed over recent years
as follows: 10.7 per cent between 1951 and
between 1956 and 1960, 6.1 per cent between 1961 and 19b5,
and 7.3 per cent between 1966 and 1970. That means that, m
practice, in the latter half of the 1950s and, specially in Ae
first pak of the 1960s, the CMEA member
normally had to reduce the national income growth rate as^a
result of chanced prospects for using various factors of
economte powti In'ihe Second hajf of the
managed to cope with a slowdown in natiorial mcorne £OWth
rate. Identific and technological
economic management and greater economic ̂o-operation are
all leading, in^the long term, to 'he creation of sound
conditions for a substantial increase in the rate of nationa

*"?"ThfTodSist economy is faced with ̂ he jmpormnt^ask of
ensurine not only optimum average annual growth rates orsocial preduction. but also relatively ann^l mcre^^^^
Durinc the years of socialist construction, the CMEA countneshave elperirnced marked fluctuations -.f
short-term periods. This was caused
the annual size of farm output (as a result of y®"® °;g°°°
had harvests) but mainly because of "ups and downs m
industrial growth rates which were, to some extent by^fh a chalge in af"'XUrSi" piS iSS U
ma"po"er!7n efMent usn of
more or less beneficial economic balance as. for e^mp^e m to
correlation between fuel and power
and other industrial sectors, on the other. A bet^^^^^
balance, capital investment planning deoenilence of
mg oapin,f expenditure 'I SrnlSa^
farming on the elements, and t vctaWlitv makineit
reserves are all producing greater economic stability, maki g

/'
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Sos^ible to pursue a more consistent policy, and are preventing
uctuations in the growth rate of Tiational income.
The Communist and Workers' Parties in CMEA member

countries are mobilising the working people for further
improving the socialist economy by drawing attention to
unresolved tasks. At each stage of socialist and communist
construction, the specific economic situation is carefully
analysed, ways for improving the use of existing resources are
sought and it is ensured that the economic policy conforms to
the objective requirements of improved production. The
balanced management of the processes of extended socialist
reproduction is basCd on finding and using all the oppor
tunities for a quantitative growth and, especially, a qualitative
improvement in the productive forces in accordance with
criteria and aims determined by the social nature of the
socialist mode of production. An analysis of factors and
conditions of economic development in each socialist state has
prime importance in this.
Certain factors of economic growth today require more

detailed description.
The CMEA countries, taken together, had a slower popula

tion growth during the recent five-year period. Total popula
tion increased between 1965 and 1970 approximafely by 5 per
cent, by comparison with 6.7 per cent in 1961-1965 and 7.7 per
cent in 1956-1960.

In the 1966-1970 period, however, the CMEA countries
simultaneously had a higher growth rate in the able-bodied age
range of the population than in the 1961-1965 period because
larger numbers of young people born after the war, when the
birth-rate went up, were entering production. That meahs that
the share of able-bodied people in the whole population
noticeably grew; this was manifest only in some CMEA
member countries.
The combination of this increased natural increment in

able-bodied people in several countries with a higher degree of
employment caused a higher rate of increase in those
employed in CMEA economies (excluding the USSR) in the
last five-year period. While, in 1961-1965, the growth rate of
employed throughout the CMEA countries somewhat lagged
behina the growth rate of total population, in 1966-1970, the
former indicator considerably exceeded the latter. To a
somewhat lesser extent, the rate of increase of the employed
surpassed the rate of increment of the able-bodied population.
Thus, the extent of employment in the economy markedly

'h'l-
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increased. In the last five-year period the high rate of growth
in those employed, which substantially exceeded the growth
rate for the previous five years, was characteristic, especially
for the Soviet Union.
The increase in employment of the able-bodied population

in these states during the recent five-year period restricted the
possibility of making much use of this source in increasing
overall employment. By the 1970s, employment in a number of
CMEA states (USSR, Czechoslovakia and the GDR) had
reached a level which complicated a further increase. While at
the start of the previous five-year period, the Soviet Union had
88 per cent of the able-bodied population employed in social
production and studying, in 1970, the degree of employment
of the able-bodied population was 92.4 per cent.
The attraction to production of able-oodied women from

housework plays an important part in increasing employment.
/At the begfinning of the previous five-year plan, the USSR had
*^9 per cent of women of working age either emplo)^ed in
production or studying. In recent years, a reducnon in the
oumber of able-bodied housewives has continued, 3nd the
share of those employed in social production or studying

•  among the total or able-bodied women has increased even
more. As a result of the high degree of employment, the
possibilities for increasing employment in the economy in the
immediate future will mainly be restricted to the natural
growth in the able-bodied population.
Most other countries (Bulgaria, Poland and Rumania) have

^ortain opportunities to raise the employment level in the near
future. These opportunities will, perhaps, be used in the
current decade. Bulgaria, for example, intends to raise the
share of those employed in the economy among total labour
resources from 81.6 per cent in 1970 to 82.7 per cent in
If one includes all pupils and students of workmg age, the
degree of employment of labour resources in Bulgaria in social
production and studying will be close on 90 per cent in ̂ e
mid-1970s. Bulgaria and Rumania, therefore, will completely
overcome the trend towards a declining degree of employment
?f able-bodied women in social production by means of
mter-branch redistribution of labour and the rural-urban
"Migration; theV will also exhaust the labour force among "rban
^omen due to that. One may expect that, in the latter half of
the 1970s', these two countries will reach as
employment as today exists in the USSR, the GDR and
Czechoslovakia.
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Along with the sharply reduced opportunities for increasing
the share of those employed among the able-bodied popula
tion in certain CMEA member countries, other countries are
being faced bv a factor which is hampering increased
employment, that is, a slower rate of increase in the
able-bodied population. In this connection, it is possible that '
between 1971 and 1975, the rate of increment of those
employed in the CMEA member countries, taken together, will
not be greater than it was in the period 1966-1970.
In the 1971-1975 period Bulgaria, for example, is intending

to involve another 184,000 people in the economy through the
natural increase in- the working population and through
the work of former housewives, while in the 1966-1970
period 252,000 people were involved in the economy from
these sources. The flow of workers from agriculture
into non-agricultural spheres is also slowing down. In
accordance with the possibilities that exist in Rumania, a pro
cess of redistribution of manpower between agriculture
and non-agricultural production is being accelerated in
favour of the latter. The number of industrial and office
workers in the Rumanian economy was to increase by
more than a million people between 1971 and 1975 on this
basis.
In the 1976-1980 period, the rate of employment growth in

the CMEA countries should be affected by the following two
factors:

(a) a slowdown in the rate of increase in the number of
people of working age and an absolute reduction in the
natural increase in able-bodied population (this factor will
begin to operate earlier in most European CMEA member
countries and later in Mongolia) and,
(b) the impossibility of further increasing the degree of
employment in many states which will reach its limit (as
applied to a g^ven stage of social development).
In examining the problems associated with the labour

resource balance, it is important to emphasise that the
manpower situation will be basically determined not by using
manpower reserves and not by the dimensions of natural
growth in the able-bodied population. The many varied
processes of re-allocation of existing manpower have played
and continue to play a decisive role. In other words, the
economic requirements for manpower for new and free jobs
will be mainly covered from sources unconnected with an
increase in the overall number of employed.
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Today, the CMEA countries are increasingly experiencing,
in one way or another, a lack of manpower in various economic
sectors. It is becoming more and more difficult to attract fresh
workers into production so as to increase the planned volume
of output bearing in mind, in particular, that enterprises
cannot always manage to ensure a planned increase in
productivity. The lack of manpower is primarily due to the fact
that several CMEA countries nave exhausted those sources of
employment increase in the economy and those opportunities
for redistributing them between individual sectors of the
economy which had earlier enabled them, virtually without
cease and on a large scale, to cover the needs of industry and
other non-agricultural sectors for extra manpower. The need
has arisen in recent years to limit temporarily the scale of
redistribution of manpower between agriculture and non-
agricultural sectors in favour of the latter, so as to prevent any
adverse effect on agricultural growth. The task is mcreasin^y
to encourage young people from the village to stay pn the
^f6rm. It is necessary considerably to improve the material and
technological equipment of agriculture in order to achieve a
substantial reduction in farm employment. A number of
complex problems also arise in further increasing the level of
female employment: a number of important factors must be
taken into consideration, including the impact of greater
female employment on the birth-rate figures. The need is
growing for a rapid extension of the sphere of social
satisfaction of household needs as a condition for the further
attraction of women into employment.

ft is also important, in correctly evaluating the economic
uianpower situation, to note the fact that up till now the use of
obvious manpower reserves predominated (elimination of
Agrarian overpopulation, attraction of women into social ̂
production, not to speak of the abolition of unemployment in
the very early years of socialist construction) and, to a lesser
extent, the use of such manpower resources formed from the
existence at enterprises of a larger number of workers tn^n
necessary with a better employment of existing techniques and
unproved labour organisation.
The former system of -planning and economic management

^hich had played, on the whole, a positive role in resolving
Uiany important economic tasks, nonetheless resulted in
insufficient interest by enterprises in improving economic
efficiency and, in particular, created an aTtificially high
ifcmand for manpower. Enterprises often tried to use extra
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manpower to expand output, rather than the reserves to
achieve higher productivity. In many cases, the result was that
the number of people emplpyed at enterprises steadily
exceeded their manpower requirements determined by op
timum use of labour and the potential for-raising productivity
without any substantial capital investment through strengthen-
ing labour discipline, improving labour organisation, and so
on.

In the course of the economic reforms at present under way
in the CMEA states, conditions are gradually being formed for
boosting output of enterprises without increasing their man
power or even by reducing it and transferring excess labour to
other parts of production. For the mechanism of socialist
economic management greatly to stimulate an economy of
manpower, however, one needs to gain experience, to conduct
economic experiments on a large enough scale and to reach a
higher level of organisation of production and labour. It is
evident that, over the long term, a redistribution of workers
among branches and enterprises will significantly increase.
This process will accelerate in line with scientific and
technological progress and with increasing economic efficien-.
cy. The manpower redistribution for increasing productivity
will take, place in the CMEA countries with account for many
factors. First, they aim to prevent any artificial hindrance on
redistribution of labour between enterprises or on improving
the efficient use of manpower. Second, they are taking steps to
see that any release of workers does-not lead to a lower level of
employment or of living standards. The possibilities for
removing or averting any shortage of manpower will, there
fore, increase over the long term.
In evaluating the prospects for increasing live labour

expenditure in material production, one has nonetheless to
consider a number of factors that militate against this. The
evident trend in the CMEA member countries at the end of the
1950s and beginning of the 1960s towards a smaller share of
material production in the total number of employed and a
corresponding increase in share of the non-productive sphere
will have a considerable influence on the rate of empltwment in
material production, as well as the above-mentioned specific
features of increased labour resources in the near future and
certain changes in the extent of their involvement in social
production.
Moreover, the shorter working week which has been

introduced, is being introduced or will be soon introduced in

) /
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CMEA countries, will result in a decline in the social aggregate
fund of working time which may be compensated by an
increase in the total of employed only over a number of years.
Obviously, the CMEA countries will cut their working week
further over the coming 20 years. It therefore follows that they
will, in one way or another, show a tendency to a slower rate of
growth in the aggregate social fund of working time spent in
material production or to a stabilisation or even reduction in
this fund; as a result, the economic importance of higher
productivity will be even greater.
The changes in the social productivity of labour within

CMEA states, calculated by the size of national income per
person employed in material production,^ testify to the
considerable achievements in raising productivity. The figure
for 197,0 was, on average, 3.8 times higher than in 1950. The
productivity growth rate in Rumania, Bulgaria, the GDR and
the USSR was higher than this average, while that of
Czechoslovakia, Poland and Hungary was lower.

If we compare the average productivity growth r^e per
3nnum in the first five-year span of the 1960s and the two
previous five-year periods, it is apparent that the^ growth
rates have fallen. This slowing down has also brought a lower
growth rate of social production. The production growth rate
could have remained the same or even increased if the lower
productivity growth rate had been compensated by a faster
growth in employment. However, the opposite occurred^ in
ttiost states and the numbers employed in material production
slowed down or even diminished. The part played, therefore,
^y extensive sources of expanding production declined
somewhat but the influence of intensive sources, too, did not
rise as it should have done. As a result, the early 1960s saw a
temporary decline in the rate of productivity growth.
With the exception of Rumania, the CM^ states had a

faster productivity growth rate in the recent five-year penod
(1966-1970) by comparison with the 1961-1965 period. The
average annual increment in social productivity amounted to
6-0 per cent in 1966-1970 as compared with 5.2 per cent in the
1961-1965 period, including 6.2 per cent against 5.3 per cent
in the USSR, 8-3 per cent against 7.1 per cent in Bulgaria, 5.6
per cent against 4.1 per cent in Hungary, 5.2 ^famst
3.9 per cent in the GDR and 5.7 ppr cent against 1;4 P^^ent m
Czechoslovakia. They therefore overcame 'he ""^en^
V'ards the slowing down in productivity growth that had taken
place in the 1961-1965 period by comparison with the
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1956-1960 periocf; Plan targets for labour productivity gjrowth,
however, often remain^unfulfilled, and one of the major tasks
of economic development is to further accelerate the growth of
labour productivity.
That will enable the CMEA countries to improve the balance

between the shares in the increase in national income gained
from higher productivity and increased numbers employed in
material production.
The CMEA economic policy is aimed at obtaining a rational

balance between these two sources of production growth so as
to ̂ arantee full employment of all existing labour resources
and the implementation of advanced techniques and technolo
gy, organisation of production and realisation of all pos
sibilities for higher productivity. The CMEA member coun-.
tries therefore set themselves the goal of ensuring that the
growth rate of the social product increases faster than the
growth rate of numbers employed in the economy. Higher,
productivity thereby plays the major part in expanding th^'
scope of production.
Higher productivity played a smaller part in the 1961-1965

period in ensuring higher national income in the CMEA
countries than it did in the 1956-1960 period,'despite the fact
that some countries (Bulgaria, the GDR, Hungary and
Rumania) had fewer people employed in material production ■
in 1965 than'they had in 1960 and, consequently, the entire
rise in national income was due to higher productivity.
Therefore, the task of enhancing the part played by productiv
ity growth in boosting national incoirie has acquired even
greater importance.
Several vital conditions are being created in the CMEA

countries for enhancing the part played by higher productivity
in increasing national income. In the recent five-year period,
the influence of a change in total employment on the
production of national income diminished by comparison with
the previous five years in Czechoslovakia and the USSR. In the
USSR, the increase in employment in material production
produced, in 1966-1970, only a 13 per cent rise in national
income as compared with 17 per cent between 1961 and 1965.
Correspondingly, higher productivity in 1966-1970 produced
87 per cent of the national income increment by comparison
with 83 per cent in 1961-1965. In Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland
and Rumania, however, the employment figures for the recent
five-year period produced a greater effect on national income
growth tnan in the 1961-1965 period. The two following
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circumstances must be taken into account when evaluating this
fact.

First, any enhanced effect of changing employment figures
on a higher national income was due to a faster growth in
numbers employed in material production during the previous
five years, by comparison with the earlier period in Poland
and, renewal of that growth, in Bulgaria, Hungary and
Rumania. These changes in employment are, to a large extent,
natural, insofar as they either reflect changes in the nurnbers
of the working population actually employed or they show an
improved use of existing labour resources. Any extension of
possibilities for a substantial increase in employment or
-fealisation of these possibilities naturally affect the balance
between shares of national income increment obtained either
through higher productivity or through higher employment,
with a tendency for that share of national income^ growth to
increase which is ensured by higher employment in material
production. . . . i- n*
Second, growth in social productivity, m fact, generally

increased during the recent five-year period rather th^
slowed down by comparison with the earlier five-year period.
Consequently, a certain reduction in the share of national
Income increase, obtained through higher productivity, was
generally unconnected with any slowing down in its growth.

It follows, therefore, that although there was a tenden^ tor
the share of national income growth obtained from mgher
productivity to fall in the recent five-year period, this tendency

manifest in the conditions of accelerating both growth in
productivity and growth in employment. Under the cir
cumstances, the shifting balance in the role played by the two
factors in increasing national income—changes in productivity
and'^ employment-are due to the fact that the rate of
productivity growth increased insufficiently to compensate for
the increasing influence on national income of the growth in

StatScTfor the entire economy show the very diverpnt
proportions in the growth of net output as a
ftigher productivity and of higher employment wl^ich
are devefoping in individual spheres of material producoon.
fu farming, for example, the increase in net putP"^/®
normally ensured exclusively by higher productivity wth
Jower employment. In industry, a more or '"s large part
nf the increase in net output usually comes from a larger
Work force.

9--M3
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development during the socialist period has seen
e large-scale mcursion of extra manpower into industry and

a high productivity growth. Between 1951 and 1970, the
number of industrial workers increased 2.9 times in Bulgaria,
58 per cent m Czechoslovakia, 20 per cent in the GDR, 2.2
S™es 116 per cent in Poland, 2.0 times in

mama and 2.1 times in the USSR. At the same time, labour
grown quickly: the volume of net

mdustnal output per worker increased between 1950 and 1970
tunes Czechoslovak industry, 2.1 in Hungarian, 2.2 in
^  j Rumanian. This caused a rapid growth inindustrial production. r &

created in industry in Rumania, Bulgaria
-lo'rn. fu increased at its fastest rate between 1951 and
crrnurrk countiies which had a higher productivityCTowth and employment growth than in other CMEA coun-

oTft, industry had the slowest national income
fmni ' of. increase in productivity and^ployment in industry were lower than in most other CMEA
member countnes.

gfrowth rate, estimated on the basis of net

wit^^i-hA iQKK ioca"? ™ 1961-1965 period by comparison
and Hiitia period. Czechoslovakia was most affected
nrodiirtJu^^'^ » . footed by this slowdown. The higher
mdustrv ATi^ oomaded with the higher employment rate in
mannowpr w Romania, while in Poland growth in industrial
nrof^irtivlH faster with virtually a stable rate of increase in
mcrease in f these two countries had a faster
betwee^ TssI """"

1 ^ slower productivity gtowth rate, Czecho-
GDR had a ® Of employment in industry, while»the
consideraht employment. In the USSR, a
time with a i ^ ™ 'fte employment rate coincided for a:  .. ^ lower productivitv orrniAJih yat« arari o slowertime with , i *.""" employment rate coincid

increase in productivity growth rate and a slower
lower oridnS,^"®' output. Finally, while Hungary had a
colild not substam™!!^ increased employment rate, this
in^ease ^^e rate ofTATiwL" net industrial outnut remained virtnallir tKe caine

a—-a.;r uv-turreu in the V

in the years 1964-1965.

employment"Dictu^^^ P™<f"ctivity and industrialP oyment picture substantially changed in several states.
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The tendency for a certain decline in the productivity growth
rate was largely overcome and the growth quickened. At the

-  1. _ 1 a AM Ann n1/WfTVisame time, however, several countries had a lower employment
increase rate than in the period 1961-1965. All the same, the
increase in net industrial output somewhat accelerated because
the fall in employment rate was covered by a higher
productivity rate.
Typically, higher productivity plays the dominant part in^

increasing industrial production in the CMEA countries.
According to preliminary estimates, Hungary h^ a 67 per
cent increase in net industrial output, Poland a 76 per cent
increase, Rumania-—89 per cent and Czechoslovakia 80 per
cent over the period 1951-1970 thanks to higher productivity.
For certain periods, however, some counories owed a large l^rt
of the national income growth created in industry to higher
employment in that sector. Between 1966 and 1970, for
example, higher employment ensured 34 per cent of the
growtn in net industrial output in Hungary, 39^ per cent in
Poland, and 27 per cent in Bulgaria and Rumania. Nonethe
less, several states had a declining role in higher employment
for ensuring a growth in industrial output, while the part
played by higher productivity grew. . , , • r
To evaluate the essence of any changes in the correlaoon of

shares in the national income received through higher
productivity and employment, one must analyse the spemfic
economic situation in each country. Thus, an increasing share
of national income growth from higher productivity may be
explained both by a higher productivity growth rate and a
slowing down or halting of the growth in employment due to
the ei^austion of labour reserves. A fall in this share
imply both a worsening of the productivity situation and an
increase in employment, due to a faster growth in the
able-bodied work force. '
In spite of the specific features of the economic situation in

each CMEA country, they all reach a stage when they need to
increase the share of output growth through higher prqducuv-
ity. A further increase in that share would create conditions tor
accelerating the socialist extended reproduction and raismg
living standards. The Communist an,d Workers Parties,
therefore, mobilise all efforts to the fullest employment of aU
opportunities for increasing productivity through greater
mechanical power per worker, improved techniques and
production technology, higher qualifications, optimum inten
sification of the labour process, improved labour organisation
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economic structure. ResoIu.tion of this task should
be helped by the economic reforms to raise the effectiveness of
stimuli for improving production and, at the same time, for
speeding up scientific and technological progress.

.P™^"ct|vity comes mainly from raising tfie level ofec noogical Muipment. The amount of basic production
^se s or each employed worker in material production
increased, between 1953 and 1970, 4.9 times in Bulgaria and,
•  ̂ j 1970, 2.0 times in Czechoslovakia, 2.2 timesm tne CDR and Hungary, 1.6 times in Poland, 3.7 times in

Q  times in the USSR. The introduction of. newana tne better employment of existing technology is the most
important factor affecting the productivity growth rate;
oreovCT, the growth in the size of the basic production assets

employed person is increasingly secondary to
XI, technological level of these assets.

techniques and technological decisions that
construction of plant and machinery play an

Sr. V" mcreasing productivity, and not an increase
^ "umber of pieces of obsolete equipment. Employment of

^^1 u and development has an increasing
Sr. ?!,<. productivity, more so than simply the growthasset-tq-man ratio in general.

manual work still maintains its importance,
on afi#.w »/.• ̂  technological re-equipment of labour
all wnrlf basis. As much as two-fifths to three-fifths of
nartiali,/ ,« employed in industry run by mechanised or
^inf>rvS» echanised labour or by workers who control or
eninlovAri • ̂  "^"ning of plant and machinery; the rest are
inc&dp a ttianual operations. It is true that the latter
control K ° .skilled workers responsible for quality
So a larcr/!^ snare is not great (approximately 5-7 per cent),
manu J are engaged in Lw productive
olant and while, moreover, even among workers servicing
Sre?o,^fnar,H^''u"®'^ " a relativefy large group of
materialc f ^ beavy physical labour (manual labour with
manno«r«r°'^ machines and installations, etc.) The share of
grea? engaged in automated production is not yet very
automation *anS^°^^^u^ in the CMEA countries to improve
attach ereat labour. In particular they
the degree of ^"'^Sing the gap that exists between
processes Un till basic and auxiliary productionP ocesses. Up till now, one-tenth or more of industrial
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production workers are engaged in intra-factory transport and
servicing work without employing technical auxiliary facilities.
Alongside the implementation of measures for the com-erehensive mechanisation of production, CTOwing attention is
eing paid to using methods of small-scale mechanisation of

auxiliary jobs capable of producing a considerable economic
effect.
The Communist and Workers' Parties of the CMEA

countries base their-approach on the large size of reserves for
an increase in production efficiency. The 24th CPSU Congress
and the recent congresses of fraternal Parties have all noted
new targets in the tight to improve the socialist economy. In
the current five-year period, they intend to consolidate and
develop positive trends in production efficiency that were
manifest in the previous five-year period. All states except
Rumania intend somewhat to increase labour productivity in
industry and some also to increase the share of output growth
obtained from this factor. The productivity growth in Soviet
industry is to be 39 per cent during the^ I971-I975 period as
against 32 per cent in the 1966-1970 period, 47 against 40 per
cent in Bulgaria, 30-32 against 29 per cent in Czechoslovakia,
35 against 32 per cent in the GDR and 32-34 against 20 per
cent in Hungary. . v u
This indicator of intensive development shown by the share

of national income growth obtained from higher productivity
will be relatively hi^ in the present five-year period in all the
above-mentioned states, except Poland; it is to be approximate
ly between 80 and 95 per cent (including 80-85 per cent in the
USSR and 95 per cent in Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia). The
GDR plans not to increase the numbers employed in material
production, despite the overall increase in the economy as a
whole, and to obtain the entire increment in national income
due almost entirely to higher productivity. Thus, m indust^,
the share of output increase obtained from higher productivity
will in many countries be higher than in the previous five-year
period and will amount, as a rule, to about 70-90 per cent
(including 87-90 per cent in the USSR). These states are to pay
particular attention to improving the relationship between the
rate of increase in productivity and wages, which somewhat
worsened in the previous five-year period.
The production potential of society today^ increasingly

depends on the amount of accumulated past labour and the
ef^ctiveness of its employment. Conditions are being created
for sharp weakening of the dependence of the rate ot

.  I
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produclTOn expansion on the size of live labour participating in .
production, on the number of workers; and the dependence is
growing of this rate on the total of past labour involved in the

process and on the extent to which this labour,
enmodied in plant and machinery, production buildings, fuel'

®rid raw materials, is used rationally.
Toe predominant trend in the changing share of accumula-

don in national income over the years of socialist construction
nas been to increase this share, although the relationship
TCtween acramulation and consumption has not been static; it
nas changed depending on the development conditions of each
state and in conformity with the tasks confronting them. The

have based their economic policy on the notion
,uiat higher living standards demand a preliminary big increase
in the amount of accumulation that guarantees a correspond-
wg production expansion, inasmuch as consumption cannot
increase without creating material prerequisites, if the level of
production and consumption in suosequent years is not to be
threatened by decline or stagnation.
With the transition to socialist industrialisation and economic

restructunng at ̂ e beginning of the 1950s, it was necessary to
increase the share of accumulation which, in several countries,
was accompanied by a slowing down of the rate of increase of
e consumption fund. After that relatively short period, a

growth in national income normally enabled CMEA
to ensure an absolute increase in the consumption fund ; ;

n wim a relative stabilisation or even increase in tne share.of ^ * iV

( in national income. Furthermore, most countries
®^3re of accumulation for several

tu enabled them to increase living standards fasterthan the growth of national income.
end of the 1950s and the beginning of the 1960s,

naHnnof' mcrease in the proportion of accumulation in
van»/i f again occurred everywhere. The picture

I  subsequent years. In the USSR,
n>r of accumulation in 1961 exceeded 28
iQiin. ^vitig achieved its maximum in the period after
ner r«.n«- .f and 1969, it varied within the limits 25-28

o f" j years of the recent five-year plan it
in 197m to increase somewhat (up to 29.4 per cent
accumiilaHr. o S^fia m the 1960s, periods of a high share of
comSS?v^?. 'I Pr aWated withV" of a
-but npiT •? accumulation (up to 18 per cent), .P  o s of high accumulation predominated. In
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Hungary, the highest share of accumulation occurred between
1962 and 1964 when it reached 27-28 per cent which only
yielded to the figures for 1951 and 1953, while it straightened
out on a lower level in the years 1965-1968, but it took an
upturn in 1970. Poland has had a slow but relatively steady
growth in this share (from 24 per cent in 1960 to 27 per cent in
1970), i. e., in recent years, the share of accumulation has
remained at its highest level since the 1950s, with the exception
of 1953. A noticeable increase in the accumulation share in
national income took place in Rumania during the 1960s.

''Accumulation in the GDR has been distinguished by a gradual
(though with some fluctuations) increase m its share through
out the post-war period. In 1950, the GDR earmarked only 8.5.
per cent of the national income for accumulation, but, in
recent years, the share has been approximately 22 per cent
(23.1 per cent in 1970).

Czechoslovakia has had a rather different development.
From 1962 to 1965 it had a rapid fall in the share of
accumulation (from 18.4 to 9 percent), while it again increased
between 1966 and 1970. .
So the tendency for an increase in the proportion of

accumulation, that predominated in the late 1950s (and the
accompanying trend towards a changing balance between
production and non-production accumulation in favour of the
former), has led to a situation where a larger share of national
income has, in recent years, normally been apportioned to
production accumulation in most CMEA countries than
throughout most of the 1950s and the early 1960s. Elsewhere,
this share has stabilised at a relatively high level or has
diminished marginally. In certain years, however, a number of
states had a fall in this share due to increasing consumption,
insofar as one of the goals of economic poli^ has been to
eliminate, as far as possible and within certain bounds, the
effect of fluctuations in the rate of national income increase on
the rate of increase in standards of living. This is due to the f^t
that the resolution of social and economic tasks advanced by
the Communist and Workers' Parties today (including in the
immediate future) is impossible' at the present Icveh and
.character of effectiveness of accumulation without maintaining
3 high proportion of production accumulation. '
Although, since the end of the 1950s, the CMEA countries

have often had a faster accumulation increase as compared
with national income increase, the effect of a higher propor
tion of accumulation on national income growth rate has often
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declined. National income increased more slowly during the
1960s than it did in the 1950s. Admittedly, the substantial fall
in the growth rate of national income at the beginning of the
iQRo^ but in the second half of the1960s, the average annual growth in national income, which
had exceeded that of the first half of the 1960s, was lower than
the average annual increment for the late 1950.S and, even
more so, for the early 1950s. Since an increase in the volume of
national income had slowed down, the accumulation fund also
began to increase more slowly despite the growth in its
proportion in the national income.
An analysis of the relationship between the growth rates of

productipn accumulation and national income demonstrates
tiiat during the period 1956-1965 (especially 1961-1965) an
unfavourable trend towards increasing the share of production
accumulation in national income ivhich guaranteed every
per^ntage of national income growth took place or, in other
words, towards a decline in the amount of relative growth of
national income per unit (each percentage) of the share of
production accumulation in the national income.

virtually all CMEA member countries suffered a reduction
m the relative average annual increase in national income per
one per cent of the proportion of production accumulation in
e national income throughout the three five-year plan

periods—from 1951 to 1965.
Thus, a fall in the indicator expressing the relationship of

national income growth to the share of production accumula-
lon testified to the sharp fall in the effectiveness ofaccumula-

1 he halting of this process in most states is an important
new feature in economic development; in some of them, the
evel or accumulation effectiveness has even increased some-

^  u chronological delineation here is conditional
•  beginning of the process of better accumulationiciency, m fact, is really towards the final years of the

previous five-year period). This improvement in the indicator
o accumulation effectiveness, however, is still s^  v., small and doesy^ ensure a sufficiently high level of efficiency.
iQfirP. accumulation had a double load during the

^  tbe share of production accumulation was'-O'bpensate for the diminishing effectiveness of
^  investment and the .output-asset ratio; it was alsoensure a further expansion of production. A

thp of the output-asset ratio could substantially reduceonomic load on production accumulation since part of
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the effect from increased accumulation would not be destroyed
Ijy a fall in the effectiveness of using operating assets, and the
entire growth in accumulation could be circulated so as to
speed up the rate of growth of national income. An increase in
tne output-asset ratio would be equivalent to an increase in
production accumulation. In the circumstances of a fall in the
assets-output ratio, even a stable share of accumulation would
ensure a higher rate of growth of national income. Moreoyer,
with a growth in the output-asset, the rate of growth of
national income could remain unaltered or increase even in the
event of the share of production accumulation falling.
An increase in effective use of accumulated assets is today

becoming a prime task. Most CMEA countries believe it
necessary to ensure the growth in national income mainly by
increasing the efficiency of social production. This is under
standable, because any sharp increase in the share of
accumulation in the national income could lead to a slower rate
of growth in the consumption fund, at a time when the CMEA
countries have at their disposal considerable reserves for
expanding production by a more rational use of accumulated
assets. Therefore, the Communist and Workers Parties, as a
rule, do not consider it possible to have a forced increase in
capital investment through a sharp increase in the share of
accumulation in the national income.
The plans for 1971-1975 noted that every effort should be

made to improve the dynamics of capital intensiveness and
asset intensiveness. It was planned, in particular, to follow ̂
more consistent policy in concentrating capital investment on
construction projects already begun. Bulgaria, for example,
did not intend to build any new enterprises until all the
capacity of the existing fac(pries through reconstruction,
technological modernisation and improved shift system is
exhausted. The task was to bring up the share of funds
earmarked for reconstruction and modernisation to no less
than 35 per cent of the sum total of capital investment in
material production. The GDR underlined the need sensibly to

'employ modernisation and reconstruction at enterprises so as
to increase production without building new capital-intensive
projects; it regarded it as important in capital construction to
complete new construction in the shortest possible bme. A
reduction in the excessively growing scale of unfinished
construction and in the periods for building enterprises was
to considerably help to enhance the effectiveness of capital
investment.

m
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Marked progress is being made in reducing material
expenditure in production. In Bulgaria, for example, a
reduction in material expenditure willlead to a slight increase
in the share of national income in the aggregate social product
(it declined between 1966 and 1970, although at a slower rate
than in the period 1961-1965).
A similar change in the relationship between the growth rate

of national income and of aggregate social product is to take
place in Hungary. A noticeable reduction in material expendi-
toe is planned for Rumania. In the USSR, the 24th Congress
directives provide for a cut in .the level of expenditure of fuel,
power and certain types of raw material by 7-10 per cent, and
of rolled ferrous metal for engineering by 18-20 per cent.
The problem of increasing the effective use of accumulated

resources is also being tackled hy countries that have an
im:reased share of accumulation. Despite the increasing scope
of the accumulation assets, the focal point of the problem of

CMEA countries is now the sphere of
effective accumulation.

accumulation policy of the CMEA countries increasing
ly takes into consideration the fact that the greatly improved
standards of living and, correspondingly, the more advanced
requirements of the population are producing a need to
accelerate the growth or consumption so as to ensure the
proper action of levers for materially stimulating the work
torce. The problem of the optimum upper limit of accumula
tion acquires immense importance in this connection. It
depends on many factors: the possible structure of the material
composition of accumulation assets at a certain stage, the
interests of concentrating capital investment and, by no means
least, the tasks of such an increase in consumption which
largely corresponds to the scope of expanded production,
insofar as any long-lived considerable lag of consumption from
growth in production engenders factors that adversely affect
tne efficiency of production.
The problem ot combining a further growth in the welfare

ot all sections of the population and heigntened stimulation of
, orkers efforts to expand production and, especially, to
increase economic efficiency has become more acute than ever,
ue to the present-day objective requirements of social

important aspect of this problem is that, due
achievements in socialist production, it is now possible

necessary to speed up and manifest, in each
rete situation, everywhere and always, an indissoluble link
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between the interests of society and the long-term and
short-term material interests of the work force and of each
worker.

At the same time, the tasks of material stimulation of
workers have become more complex and many-sided
because of the growing requirements and demands of the
population. Above all, the effect is growing on economic
development of the standard of living, i.e., primarily the size o^,
the consumption fund (and also the fund of non^roduction
accumulation which a country has at its disposal). The growth
in the consumption of assets becomes an increasingly impor
tant, factor encouraging the development of social production.
This has several causes.

First, a qualitative improvement in manpower is becoming a
far greater condition for higher production than before; tnis
presupposes increased outlay on raising the educational and
skill level of workers, improving the organisation of health and
leisure.
Second, raising the qualitative indicators of production also

acquires special significance for ensuring economic growth; it
can only oe implemented by more widely applying material
incentives and raising living standards.
Third, the interrelationship between growing earnings and a

higher degree of material interestedness becomes more
complex at a certain level of material welfare and culture in a-
situation of rapid growth in popular requirements urged on by
scientific, technological and cultural development. The effect
of a small growth in income diminishes and a noticeable
increase of interest in labour efficiency is only achieved with a
substantial income rise. Consequently, the problem of the
growth rate in the consumption fund, keeping pace with rising
uving standards, does not lose its importance from the
viewpoint of stimulating economic progress; in fact, it increases
in importance.

Fourth, in pursuing reasonably profound economic reforms,
the following salient aspects of the interconnection between
rising welfare and improving qualitative production indicators
appear: the consistent observance of cost accounting changes
the growth in a factory's costs for payment per worker into a
factor that encourages manpower economy, better employ
ment of specialists and a campaign for a more efficient use of
production assets. . .
Due to these and other .reasons, increased expenditure on

manpower reproduction is becoming more than ever a decisive
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direction of social expenditure for promoting production.
While the share of production accumulation in tne national
income is relatively CTeat, the possibility appears at a certain
fairly high stage of development of productive forces, with a
wide-scale intensification of production, for using a change,
within certain" limits, in the correlation of the production
accumulation fund, on the one hand, and the consumption
and non-production accumulation funds, on the other, in
favour of the latter as a powerful lever for accelerating
economic growth. This, of course, presupposes the existence of
a fairly efficient system of material stimulation of enterprises
and workers.
From what we have said, we may conclude that in the near

future a rise in the consumption fund will be increasingly both
a social task and a method tor expanding and improving social
production in the CMEA member countries.
Economic development in the current five-year period is to

bring a considerable increase in living standards. In Bulgaria,
for example, real incomes are to increase by 25-30 per cent,
in Czechoslovakia by 28 per cent, in the GDR by 22 per cent, in
Hungary by 25-27 per cent and in the USSR by 30.8 per cent.
Living standards will be raised not only by increasing real

.incomes, but also by improving the provision of consumer
goods. The plans place high priority on far-reaching housing
programmes.

Social consumption funds will everywhere increase faster
than wage funds. Special attention is being paid here to
improving the material situation of large families. It is
planned to increase pensions and grants and in so doing more
fully to take account of the growth in incomes of the working
population.
Any,improvement to the socialist economy is', of course, not a

spontaneous automatic process. Temporary hardships are
inevitable sometimes and many obstacles have to be overcome,
u exceedingly important, and increasingly so, forthe Communist and Workers'Parties to conduct creative work
in guiding social development, which enriches the collective
expenence of the socialist countries and enables them confi-
dently to move ahead and widely to utilise the inexhaustible
objecuve (mportunities of the new social system.
As stated earlier, it is particularly important for the CMEA

countries to increase the return or accumulated assets.
conomi^s look primarily to those reserves for increasing this

return which exist in the sphere of capital construction.
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All CMEA countries had a marked downturn in the average
annual rate of increase in capital investment in the 1961-1965
period by comparison with trie previous five-year period. On
the whole, the rate of growth was approximately halved; the
greatest fall was in Czechoslovakia and the least—in Poland
and Rumania. This decline was largely due to the slower rate of
the accumulation fund under the impact of a lower rate of
increase of national income, which was not compensated by an
increased share of the accumulation fund. In the 1966-1970
period, growth of investment in all CMEA member states
accelerated (approximately by one-third for these countries as
a whole), by comparison with the 1961-1965 period. This was
mainly attributable to the increased growth rate of national
income and, in some countries, to the increased share of
accumulation. The biggest acceleration of annual average
investment growth rates in the 1966-1970 period over the
previous five-year period occurred in Czechoslovakia (3.6
times) and in Hungary, while the slowest increase occurred in
Poland and the USSR.
A number of complicated problems are at present being

tackled in capital investment. In particular, the CMEA states
are diversifying their processing industry; the expansion of its
production capacity requires a corresponding extension of the
raw material oase; they are tackling the important economic
task of improving farm production. As a rule, any structural
change aimed at speeding up the rate of growth and enhanced
priority of a parti9ular sector presupposes the creation of
certain conditions by concentrating efforts and resources so as
to accelerate growth of several other sectors, too, like those on
the level of which the growth and economic efficiency of a
given sector depends, and also, those which ensure a further
utilisation of the output of a given sector if that output is not
destined directly for non-productive consumption. Demands
on the total capital investment in the economy are also growing
apace with the steady exhaustion of possibilities for increasing
employment and the consequent heightened compensatory
role of capital investment. , • .
The principal direction of the steps being undertaken in the

CMEA member countries, which are aimed at improving the
effectiveness of capital investment, is to campaign against the
unjustified spreading of capital investement, to cut down on
time-wastage and to reduce costs of construction, to improve
the technological structure of investment, and so on. They are
achieving a rapid growth in basic production assets. The USSR,
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for example, had a sixfold increase in basic production assets in
1970 over 1950, Rumania—4.2 time^, Hungary — 2.6, Po
land— 2.5, the GDR and Czechoslovakia—2.3; in Bulgaria,
the 1970 figfure was 4.7 greater than that of 1952.
The 1960s were marked almost in all CMEA countries by a

more rapid growth in the asset-to-worker ratio than in the
1950s. Tnroughout the 1960s, however, there was a tendency
for some states to have a slower growth of this ratio largely due
to a faster increase in employment figures. In present condi
tions, when production technioues are rapidly improving, the
dynamics of cost indicators of tnis ratio are becoming less indi
cative than they were earlier at a more stable scientific and
technological level. Novyadays, a growth in the qualitative level
of technology which cannot and must not be accompanied by

.a corresponding increase in its cost is playing an increasing
role.

The gfrowth in the asset-to-worker ratio is not an aim in itself.
It must ensure a steady increase in labour productivity. In
certain countries at certain stages of economic construction,
the relationship between the growth rates of this ratio and la
bour productivity is different due to such factors as changes in
the balance of expanding production by means of more inten
sively utilising existing production capacity, modernising exist
ing enterprises and constructing new enterprises; changes in
the correlation between the more asset-intensive and less asset-
intensive sectors in the country's economy; a growth or
reduction in the intensive use of basic production assets; a
particular economic efficiency from introducing new tech
niques and technology.
The coefficient of change in the asset intensiveness of the

increment of social labour productivity, expressing the rela
tionship between the growth in the asset-to-workpr ratio and
social labour productivity for the entire period I95I-I970. was
^  more than a unit in Bulgaria and the USSR, close to a,unit in Hungary and less than a unit in Czechoslovakia and
Rumania. Throughout that period, the coefficient underwent
substantial oscillations in many CMEA countries. The overri-
iQfi^ coefficient to increase in the1961-1965, period as compared with the two previous five-year
penods, with a subsequent decline in the 1966-1970 period.

'  the favourable changes attained by many countriesin the recent five-year plan period, much still has to be done to
See that the growth in materialisetl labour being used in mate-
nal production in the form of basic production assets per

\ \
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worker greatly helped to increase the efficiency of live labour
expenditure.

Steps are being taken towards that end in the CMEA mem
ber states; they are intended to encourage an improvement in
the interrelationship between the gfrowth rate or the asset-to-
worker ratio and that of labour productivity by improving the
techno-economic characteristics of newly commissioned equip
ment, reducing the number of workers required for a given
magnitude of production assets, and making fuller use of these
assets. In evaluating any shifts in the correlation of growth ra
tes of labour productivity and the asset-to-worker ratio, one
has to remember that the employment situation in material
production has a considerable effect on this correlation. When
the rate of employment slows down, a growing share of the
increment in assets is used to compensate for this slowing
down, and this helps to promote a tendency towards a priority
growth rate for the asset-to-worker ratio.
The dynamics of efficient use of basic production assets,

expressed in the correlation of the growth rate in national
income and these assets, bear witness to certain positive
changes in the use of the production apparatus by CMEA
states in the recent five-year period.
Over the period 1951-19'70, growth in national income

surpassed growth in basic production assets in Czechoslovakia,
the CDR, Hungary, Poland, "and Rumania and, conversely,
lagged behind the growth in these assets in Bulgaria and the
USSR. The dynamics of the output-asset ratio improved in
most CMEA countries in the 1966-1970 period by comparison
with the previous period. It either grew or its decline was hal
ted and tne level stabilised.
The changing role of shifts in the output-asset ratio and the

size of Ibasic production assets in ensuring higher national
income is one of the indicators of economic efficiency. Most
countries in the 1961-1965 period had an increase in national-
income only by augmenting the size of the basic production
assets, while the efficiency of their use diminished and this had
an adverse effect on the rate of CTOwth of national income. In
the subsequent period, favourable changes in the correlation
of shares m the growth of national income, obtained tfhrough
an increase in basic assets and in the efficiency of their
employment, occurred in Bulgaria; Czechoslovakia, the CDR,
Hungary and the USSR. In Czechoslovakia, the CDR and
Hungary, the renewed increase in the output-asset ratio
brought a saving of part of the national income. In Bulgaria, /.
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a reduction in this ratio was only^slowed down and the compen
satory role of the increase in the size of assets was maintained
even though it somewhat declined.

Thanks to an increase in efficient use of basic production
assets during the recent five-year period, an increase in nation
al income of 37 per cent was obtained in Czechoslovakia (the
remaining 63 per cent was obtained from increasing the size of

,  the basic production assets), . 28 per cent was obtained in
Hungary and 9 per cent in the GDR. In Poland and the USSR,
efficient use of assets remained virtually the same and the enti-
re growth in national income was assured by the increase in size
of the assets. Efficient use of assets fell in Bulgaria and Ruma
nia, and an increase in the size of the assets ensured in the for
mer a 130 per cent increment in national income and a 151 per
cent increase in the latter (i.e., an increase in the size of the
assets, first, compensated the adverse effect of a reduction in
their efficient use on the development of the national income
and, second, ensured their furtner growth).

Phenomena signifying a lower efficient use of production
assets and capital investment were partly caused by the
objective demands of economic development. The CMEA
member States directed their efforts to overcoming the unjust
ified gap, that had arisen in several cases, in the growth rates of
the extractive and processing industries and in metallurgy and
mechanical engineering. That required more investment in the
extractive sectors and in industries generating electricity
which, as a rule, are distinguished by great capital intensiveness
and a Imv output-asset ratio. This was bound to have an ad-
vme effect on the efficiency of expenditure of materialised
labour in the economy as a whole, but was an obvious economic
necessity.

The construction of new enterprises has acquired a wide sca-
-le m CMEA states. But a certain period is necessary in order to
exploit fully the production capacity of these enterprises. It is
true that they often infringe upon the time limit set for exploit
ing new production capacity, as a result of which the commis
sioning of new enterprises often has an adverse effect on the
dynamics of the output-asset ratio for a protracted time.

I however, be wrong to explain the unfavourabletendencies in the output-asset ratio exclusively by the misuse of
basi^c production assets. The indicator of this ratio in the first

1950s was not only influenced by changes ineriiciency of assets actually employed, but also by the
commissioning of assets that were either unused earlier or

were used less than fully. The last circumstance, although it
meant a better use of production assets than existed in the
country (including inactive), but was not connected with more
efficient exploitation of existing assets. The very comparison of
the dynamics of national income with the dynamics of the basic
production assets is conditional and, on the basis of this
comparison, it is difficult to judge any changes in the level of
efficient use of assets since the dynamics of national income is a
result of the sum total of production expenditure. The
dynamics of the output-asset ratio, being only a single element
determining the efficiency of social production as a whole,
does not provide a complete picture of the dynamics of that
efficiency, since in certain conditions a drop in the output-asset
ratio may be covered by advantages received from reducing
particular elements of output cost price.

Finally, a tendency towards a reauction in the output-asset
f i ratio is manifest in the CMEA countries in circumstances of a

rapid growth in the asset-to-worker ratio; that signifies a change
in the correlation between expenditure of live and materialised
labour in favour of the latter and it causes a heightened action of
that tendency. At the same time, in cases where the number of
employed diminishes or where the rate of growth falls, a cer
tain proportion of the growth in basic production assets is used
for compensating for this loss or fall in growth with consequent
negative results for the dynamics of the output-asset ratio.

The trend towards a fall in the efficient use of production
assets and towards a reduction in the effectiveness of capital
investment are serious dangers, although in eyaliiating the
causes of this tendency one must remember that its individual
nianifestations are largely inevitable, and others may be
avoided. Economists of the CMEA countries are faced by the
task of finding the most expedient ways of more extensively
nioving to a non-capital-intensive type of technological prog
ress.

Better use of raw materials, fuel and power is also a major
problem in improving the efficiency of social labour expendi
ture. In the economically advanced countries, more than half
of the gross social fund of working time is spent on extended
reproduction of raw materials and fuel. A more economic use
of circulating assets is an important way of improving the
efficiency of social production. Ift effect, one cannot consider
really highly productive work in which a large amount of out
put is produced per unit of working time but raw materials are
Used uneconomi'cally. Mounting attention is being paid in the

10-143
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'CME^ states to a reduction in the use of raw materials and
fuel. They are tackling the task of the all-round intensification
of employment of fud and raw material resources, increasing
the vjuue of output per unit of raw material expended.

^''^P^'ovements to the branch and intra-sectoral structure of
3nd the introduction of sophisticated techniques

and technology have enabled the CMEA countries to resolve
many important problems in enhancing the efficient use of
raw materials ana fuel. In the 1963-1967 period alone, for
example, the specific expenditure of fuel per unit of generated
®'®^^"city from power stations.included in the industrial grid
fell.in Bulgaria by 12 per cent, Czechoslovakia—IS per cent,
the GDR—17 per cent, Hungary—8 percent, Polana — 9 per
cent and the USSR—13 per cent. All the same, despite the
considerable successes of the CMEA countries in reducing
expenditure of raw materials, a comparison with advanced
production indicators testifies to the still great unused poten
tial for saving in this area. It is possible to manufacture more
plant and machinery from the present stocks of iron and steel,
to generate more electricity from existing coal stocks, etc. The
extent of metal used in mechanical engineering may, there
fore, be increased with the introduction of advanced technolo
gy no less than by one-quarter. The introduction of new equip
ment and technological methods is destined to play a big part

{"^creasing the rational use of raw materials and fuel; they
will enable the CMEA member countries more rationaJIy to
employ objects of labour, increase the quality of raw materials,
transfer to new forms of fuel and raw material resources,"espe
cially the use of synthetic substitutes.
.  despite certairi positive tendencies in the qualitative
indicators, the CMEA countries are faced by the task of

"P the, campaign ■ to improve economic efficiency.
Today more than ever the rate of growth of social production
depends on the rate of growth of economic efficiency. An
incre^e in output of any product which is not accompanied by
a saving on manpower and materials and by a qualitative
improvement in that product cannot essentially conform to the
intereste of a rapid development of the socialist economy.
Rapid scientific and technological progress in the CMEA

countries, improvement in the economic mechanism of socia-
ist ecqnomic management and an extension of economic co
operation between these states have enabled them to create
irm roundations for a further rapid growth both of social pro-
uction and of living standards, and for improving economic
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balance. For these purposes, the Communist and Workers'
Parties in the CMEA countries are mobilising the efforts of
their people to comprehensively improving the use of all re
sources in developing social production.
The increasing of economic efficiency is essentially an

international task of all fraternal states. Its resolution will
greatly be helped by the measures outlined and already being
implemented to bring the socialist economies even closer.
Economic co-operation among the socialist states is becoming
an increasingly important factor in improving the employment
of labour and material resources.
In achieving a more complete realisation of the advantages

of the socialist mode of production, the peoples of the soci^st
states are fulfilling Lenin's behests in building the new society.

n



SOCIALIST ECONOMIC INTEGRATION-
EMBODIMENT OF LENIN'S H>EAS
OF A WORLD CO-OPERATIVE

Lenin s forecast that socialism will accelerate the world
I^ocess of economic internationalisation is becoming reality in
the world socialist system. Lenin laid the foundation for a real
ly -scientific theory of the economic consolidation of peoples
setting out to build socialism; he defined the main and decisive
iraturp of the integrational processes of the future, stated the
obstacles and difficulties in the way of economic unity and
showed a principled approach for aealing with them.
Lenin saw this growing economic unity as an urgent histori

cal necessity and a natural feature of the new mode of produc
tion on an international scale. Soon after the revolution, he
wrote that "the whole of society must become a single workers'
co-operative.... Now all we need is a single will to enter with an

single world co-operative".' His idea of world
socialism being established and developing was based on
projects for a firm alliance between socialist states, on the
need tor increasingly more solid links between them in all
.spheres and on the growing community of interests between
them, not on the prospect or an isolated existence of individual
soaalist states. He said; "I am profoundly convinced that more
and more diverse federations of free nations will group them-
se yes around revolutionary Russia. This federation is invin-

b^onete grow quite freely, without the help of lies or
present stage of the world socialist system is witnessing a

rqng trend towards economic unity of the socialist states and
consolidation. Although reproduction of thecia product is taking place mainly within national boundaries

2 X'.V Collected Works, Vol. 28, p. 333.Ibid., Vol. 26, p. 481. .
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and although internal resources are predominantly the sources
for extended reproduction in each countiy and that it is largely
within the bounds of national economies that certain vital
proportions are ensured for extended reproduction (between
production, accumulation and consumption, for example),
nonetheless, the process of reproduction in each country is
gradually losing its relatively closed character. That is not a
consequence of some subjectively determined economic policy;
it is an objective need of social development, an expression of
the progressive trend in the internationalisation of the socialist
mode of production, of the expansion in scope of socialised
labour which transcends national boundaries.
The trend towards socialisation of production on an interna

tional scale, caused by the modern level of the productive
forces, serves to increase the effectiveness of production and
the productivity of social labour. By contrast to capitalism, this
trend occurs under socialism not as subordination and enslave
ment of one country by another, but as friendly and equal
co-operation. Production internationalisation along the lines of
mutually advantageous co-operation and fraterrial assiistance is
one of the major advantages of the world socialist economic
system. How successful this process is, therefore, greatly
oepends on the economic consolidation of each socialist
country and the overall strength of the whole socialist world.
In the Main Document published by the International Meeting
of Communist and Workers' Parties Tasks at the Present Stage of

\ the Struggle Against Imperialism and United Action of Com
munist and Workers' Parties and All Anti-Imperialist Forces the
Parties stressed that it is necessarv that "on the basis of the
socialist countries' fundamental interests and aims and of the
Marxist-Leninist principles underlying their policy, the socia
list system shoulu place greater reliance on the international
socialist division of labour and voluntary co-operation between
them, which rules out any infringement of national interests,
and ensures the advance of each country and consolidates
the might of the world socialist system as a whole .

If one attempts, even sketchily, to express the essence of the
two aspects of economic internationalisation in the socialist
world, one has the following: an internationalisation of
productive forces and of relations of production (in the sense
of the formation and promotion of international relations of

P- 23.
International Meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties, Moscow 1969,
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pro'duction of a socialist type). It is clear that the first aspect
means increasing conversion of national natural proportions of
reproduction into elements of larger international proportions

the basis of a more far-reaching internationar division of
labour. TTie second aspect means greater co-operation between
fraternal peoples on the basis of mutual benefit and inter
nationalist mutual assistance, their joint efforts in production
development which are to lead historically to the overcoming
of national-state forms of the process of creating value and
removing national-state boundaries of its redistribution. To
evaluate the present-day state and prospects for co-operation
between socialist countries, one must correctly establish the
extent of maturity of conditions for these two aspects of the
economic intemationalisation process to develop from a lower
to a higher stage.

Productive forces are gradually acquiring an international
character. At the present stage of the world socialist system,
however, the productive forces, even those that have outgrown
the boundaries of individual countries, remain nations-state
forces according to the social form of their use. The interna-
tion^ socialist production relations, forming in the process, are
precisely inter-state, not extra-state relations. Being essentially
relations between citizens of different socialist states, they
manifest themselves as relations between these sovereign states
on the siibject of exchange of activity in the spirit of equal
co-operation, mutual assistance and mutual benefit.
Under the present circumstances, the national-state frarrie-

work of socialist ownership has not outlived its usefulness
and even, to a certain extent, serves today to stirhulate
production activity by virtue of the so-called self-sustained
status of individual states. The levels of productive forces have
not yet grown to a degree that would make these bounds of
ownership an obstacle in the way of further development. The
emerging partial conflicts between the socialisation of produc
tion that tran^ends the bounds of individual states and the
national-state isolation of ownership of the means of produc
tion may be resolved and are being resolved quite successfully
with the aid of various forms of economic co-operation bet
ween states that are sovereign owners of the means of produc-

^1?"' therefore, there are-requisite condidons withinthe world socialist economy for internationalising the produc
tive forces with national-state ownership being predominant.

It would obviously, be wrong to put a brake on the .
intemationalisation of productive forces and the formation of

/
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international reproductive proportions by referring, though
quite justifiably, to the absence of sufficient prerequisites for
overcoming national-state ownership of the means of produc
tion and formation on a wide scale of international socialist
ownership. At the same time, one must bear in mind that the
trend towards production intemationalisation is certainly not
yet a trend towards a complete elimination of the isolation of
national economies and the developing of all basic economic
proportions into international ones. It is also evident that one

• cannot artificially speed up the pace of overcoming national-
state ownership on a wiae scale because disregard for the
degree of maturity of objective condidons can only lead to
difficulties and contradictions whose resolution would only be
made possible, to a certain extent, by a return to the initial

i, situation. None of that, of course, obviates the need for
extending economic co-operation of the socialist countries, but
it does engender specific demands on the forms of that
co-operation and, to a certain extent, it complicates it because
of the need to take special account of the harmonious
combination of interests of countries with different levels of
productive forces' development that do not always coincide on
individual specific issues. . . ■
The problems of world socialist economic development,

which result from the status of individual countries as sove
reign owners of the means of production, given the growing

■  interrelationship and interdependence of the proce^es of
reproduction taking place in these countries, are resolved as
economic co-operation of the fraternal countnes is ejuended
and improved by harmoniously combining national and inter
national interests. The wgys to resolve such problems corres
ponding both to the national interests of each country and to
the overall interests of the socialist community presuppose,
first, that a more balanced economic deyelopment and greater
economic efficiency in each country should not be detrimental
to economic advance in other states. Second, the fratern^,
level to strengthen the world socialist economy, satisfy the
needs of fraternal countries and the interests of economic
consolidation of the socialist community. Given close econoniic
co-ordination in the-socialist states, they will find it quite
possible to even out the comparative advantages and disadvan
tages with which the participation of each country is associated
in such a complicatecfendeavour asa revision of proportions in
order to obtain an optimum structure within the framework ot

i'<h
■ 0^'
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the entire world socialist economy, and to attain the best
possible effect.
The essence of internationalisation of productive forces is

today above all in the internationalisation of the conditions for
improving production. Thus, a further concentration of pro
duction often presupposes an increasing supplementing or the

d'Y'S'O" of labour by an international division oflabour; technical progress in each country increasingly requi
res the application of the attainments of world science and
technology, and so on. This trend is leading to an even greater
interrelationship between the processes of extended reproduc-
pon in the socialist states, but it does not yet cause their merger

■into a single process of reproduction.
It is top early to speak about a single process of extended

reproduction within the world socialist economy. These proc
esses are under way in a relatively independent manner within
individual states.

This independence is manifest particularly in the fact that
the means of production and results of production in each
country are a national achievement. Countries exchange pro
ducts and services on the principle of repaying each country
the costs on a scale which is recognised as socially necessary
internationally. This is explained objectively by the existing na
tional-state boundaries of the socialisation of the means of pro
duction within the world socialist economy.

This is only one, although the most important, expression of
the independence of the processes of reproduction in each
country. This independence is also manifest in the specific
naturp of the national-state framework of natural economic
propdrtions, which do not directly express the value aspect of
reproduction.

.  isolation within the national-state framework, however,
m the processes of distribution of concrete labour is less stable

Ik" ^ isolation of the processes of distribution of abstractlabour. Part of the physical proportions are already losing their
isolation. As economic co-operation of the

socialist states develops, there arise an international interrela
tionship and interdependence of many intra-state physical
I^oportions; the international economic proportions uirm on
that basis. Of course, the existence of ownership of the means
of production by individual states is bound to have a
considerable effect on the formation of these proportions. The
internaupnal physical proportions of reproduction are formedunder the great influence, for example, of the need for a stable
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balance of payments in each countiy. It is true that such forms
of co-operation between the socialist states as loans and credits
and the system of multilateral accounts can substantially widen
the opportunities for forming the rational international physi
cal proportions of reproduction and weaken the influence of
factors that emanate From the national-state ownership of the
means of production.

One can talk of a single international procep of extended
socialist reproduction only when all states maintajn^ directly,
throughout the entire world socialist economy (or, initially, on
the scale of a group of countries), the necessary proportions
for extended reproduction between different elements of the
aggregate social product, both in natural form and in value.
This can only be achieved completely by overcoming national-
state isolation of ownership of the means of production and the
result of labour, i.e., in the long term, as a result of a lengthy

'historical development which will lead to integration of natio
nal economies and the establishment of uniform ownership
throughout the world socialist economy.

Despite the existing difficulties, the process of economic
consolidation of the socialist states has advanced a long way.
Economic co-operation between the CMEA countries is
steadily developing. Valuable experience is being accumulated
in combining efforts to tackle vital economic problems. The
socialist countries are enriching and improving the forms_ of
co-operation so that it fully corresponds to the growing
economic requirements of the fraternal countries.

The main directions of that wor weye agreed upon at the
23rd (Special) Session of CMEA in April 1969 in which Party
and Government leaders from member countries took part.
The Session adopted a scientifically substantiated plan of eco
nomic co-operation for the long term. On its basis, tney worked

' out a long-term programme for extending the international so
cialist division of labour in production, scientific and technolo
gical progress, in the sphere of services, improving joint plan
ning activity, and wider application of money-commodity inst
ruments. They also paved the way for a comprehensive elabc>
ration of the issues of co-operation which cover research and
development preparatory to production, production itself, the
circulation processes, including credit facilities to aid commo
dity circulation. They therefore made it possible more success
fully to tackle tasks that arise in connection with ensuring a rea
lly mutually complementary nature of national economies, tor
creating a close Hnk between them while observing optimum
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proportions in the econotpy of each country and for all the
CMEA countries taken together, for the purpose of a maximum
increase in the economic efficiency of social production.
The 1969 International Meeting of Communist and Wor-

kers' Parties noted that the socialist states were continuing to
promote economic co-operation in that area just as in the sphe
re of economic development of individual states; they were
putting the emphasis on quality, on greater efficiency of social
production and economic ties. "This task," L. I. Breznnev said,
"is served by the economic reforms being carried out in the
European socialist countries. The same aim is pursued by the
comprehensive long-term programme of further socialist inte
gration, whose mmn lines were defined at a special CMEA
session held recently in Moscow."'
The 24th CMEA Session in May 1970 analysed progress in

carrying out the resolutions of the previous session on drawing
up a comprehensive programme tor improving co-operation
and deyeltming socialist economic integration. On hearing the
Executive Committee report, the Session noted that consider
able work had been done by CMEA working groups and bodies
in preparing the comprehensive programme. The Session re
commended member states and empowered the Executive
Committee to undertake measures for completing that work
successfully. At the same time, the Session recognised the need
to pay particular attention in the near future to specific issues
of co-operation in material production. Thus, the work in
compiling the long-term comprehensive prograpime of social
ist economic integration of CMEA countries is closely connec
ted with the tackling of specific issues of economic co-opera
tion which may be resolved in the short term.
The 25th CMEA Session that took place in July 1971 adop

ted, in accordance with the decisions of the 23rd (Special)
CMEA Session, the Comprehensive Programme for the Further Ex
tension and Improvement of Co-operation and the Development of
Socialist Economic Integration oy the CMEA Member Coun
tries. The Programme defines the aims, the principal directions
and basic tasks of further consolidation and interlinking of the
economies of member states. It was dictated by the general
desire of CMEA countries more closely to combine efforts for
resolving important social and economic problems in each
co-operating state, for a comprehensive increase in economic

145.
International Meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties, Moscow 1969, p.
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efficiency and for attaining the highest scientific and technolo
gical standard and for improving public welfare. The Pro
gramme reinforces and develtms the tried and tested princip
les of international relations of the new, socialist type: socialist
internationalism, respect for state sovereignty, for independ
ence and national interests, non-interference in the internal
affairs of states, complete equality and voluntary activity,
mutual benefit and comradely mutual assisttince.
The Programme formulates the methodolomcal basis and

major directions for utilising various forms or inter-national
economic co-operation and, above all, the international divi
sion of labour so as to increase to the maximum the economic
efficiency of social production in the CMEA countries. It
envisages the creation of necessary conditions so that economic
co-operation should develop with the greatest effect for each
member state. These conditions are, principally, as follows:
(1) greater co-operation in planning activity and a stronger

planned nature or economic ties;
(2) better organisational forms and legal grounds for co

operation in production, science and technology and trade;
(3) wider, more efficient and flexible use of money-

commodity relations in all spheres of internatiqnal economic
co-operation.
Due to the comprehensive approach to problerris of co

operation, the integration programme takes into consideration
afi the major factors which affect international economic
relations—from a guarantee of the purposive and planned
nature of international production proportions to the use of
cost levers that stimulate the precise implementation of obliga
tions which each CMEA countij takes upon itself, iihproye-
ment of qualitative indicators of production, etc. Meanwhile,
the programme is consistendy based on the leading role of
planning in co-operation, on the recognition of various joirit
planning activity as the main methodf of co-operation. This
completely corresponds to the essence of the socialist econo
mic system and enables CMEA countries more widely to use its
advantages internationally. .. .
That the Comprehensive Programme will be realised is also

ensured by such measures as the creation of new ad hoc
collective bodies for co-operation,-especially the CMEA Com
mittee for Co-operation in Planning and the CMEA Commit-
tee fbr Scientific and Technical Co-operation, expansion of the
activity of'the two CMEA international banks (the Internatio
nal Bank of Etonomic Co-operation and the International In-
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vestTnent Bank), the creation of inte.r-state economic organisa
tions and international economic organisations and associa
tions. The more the various points of the integration program
me on the basic directions of co-operation are put to practice,
the wider the field of joint action aimed at improving the effi
ciency of national economies, and the more effective will be the
results of these actions.
The integration programme envisages more effective co

operation in all spheres: in industry and agriculture, construc
tion, transport and communications, science and technology,
foreign trade, international credit and currency relations, and
various international services. At the same time, CMEA
countries firmly believe that the focal point of their integration
is material production (in contrast to tnc primacy of the market
in capitalist integration), timely study of various versions of
international specialisation and co-operation, a deliberate and
well-founded choice of the most rational version with account
for the sum total of economic tasks and interests. This choice
is made on the basis 6f many criteria: current economic
efficiency, long-term and global interests of the socialist
fraternity, such as its steady consolidation and the levelling-up
of economic standards in the socialist countries.

Finally, the member states believe, as is made clear in the
Comprehensive Programme) that a major condition for im
proving the efficiency of international economic co-operation
IS a comprehensive approach to reproduction and its various
stages. An analysis of accumulated experience shows that issues
of international specialisation and co-operation of production,
co-operation in science and technology and in the sphere of
circulation (for example, improving price formation in the
world socialist market, issues associated with delivery condi
tions) may be resolved with maximum economic efficiency
only if they are examined with account for their close inter
connection and interdependence, rather than in an isolated
way. Thus, over the long term, economic co-operation will
increasingly be made up or joing comprehensive measures that
embarce the entire cycle—research and development prepara
tory to production and capital construction — production it-
s®" — trade (including agreement on commodity prices)—ser
vices connected with production or personal consumption of
exported commodities in another country (repair, etc.) in
individual sectors of production or types of goods, rather than

of relatively isolated acts of a production
and foreign trade character.
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In a speech to the 7th Congress of the Socialist Unity Party of
Germany, L. I. Brezhnev called socialist economic integration a
central link in the development of world socialism. The
following important law of world socialist economic develop
ment is becoming increasingly manifest today: economic
progress in each socialist country is increasingly dependent
upon progress in bringing together the socialist cpuntries
economically. Greater agreement on economic progress be
tween socialist countries and their joint action in production,
science and technology opens up before them new and great
opportunities for attaining their economic goals in the shortest
possible time and with the least expenditure of effort and
resources.

Integration is an exceptionally important step forward in the
formation and utilisation of plannea co-operation of labour; it
is a new and powerful factor of economic development in

'6ach socialist country and the whole economy of world socia
lism overall. The promotion of socialist economic integration
is practical proof of irreversible progress in establishing and
strengthening the world socialist economy. The promotion of
integration in the socialist world shows that global progressive
trends in world productive forces which require the economic
consolidation of ever larger territories and the unification of
greater economic potentials are being placed, on an increasing
ly wide scale, at the service of socialism. At the same time,
integration testifies to the development and improvement of
international socialist production relations and the emergence
of new opportunities and advantages.

Socialist integration acts today as the most important link m
the historical process of discovering and promoting the
international nature of the objective laws of the socialist mode
of production, as the path tt> a fuller and more consistent use
of these laws both in mutual economic ties between socialist
states and in each individual national economy.

Integration is particularly helpful in tackling the entire
complex of problems in strengthening the unity and cohesion
of the socialist countries in both economics and politics.
The experience of implementing integration >vithin the

CMEA group of socialist countries is a principal and decisive
aspect of the collective experience accumulated by the socialist
Countries in developing the world socialist economy as a whole.
Promotion of economic integration on the scale of this group
of countries is not simply a special feature of the contemporary
stage of their mutual coToperation. It is a practical testing of the
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ways and means of realising the general law of development of
the world socialist economy, which is bound to interest the
non-CMEA socialist countries. Many of these countries, of
course, are co-operating in one form or another with CMEA.
Some of them regularly send observers to the meetings of
various CMEA bodies. Yugoslavia has an agreement with the
CMEA countries on participation in the work of several CMEA
bodies. Non-CMEA countries are displaying increasing interest
in extending co-operation both with individual CMEA countries
and with CMEA itself as a collective organ. The 26th CMEA
Session in July 1972 examined Cuba's membership application.
The Session unanimously approved the Cuban application.

Prerequisites will gradually mature for expanding the field
of practical realisation of economic trends towards ever greater
consolidation of the world socialist economy; the need for all
socialist countries to unify their economic efforts will increase
and CMEA experience will play an immense part in promoting
economic co-operation among them.
The influence on the whole world development increases

with every passing year of the progressive trends under way in
the socialist community, particularly those which strengthen
economic relations between socialist states. Socialist integra
tion, by multiplying the possibilities for economic advance, acts
thereby as a powerful factor in boosting world productive
forces. It is particularly important to emphasise that integra
tion is to play a great part in qualitative economic improvement
in these countries, expressed in gfreater efficiency and signifi
cance for intensive factors in extended socialist reproduction.
Integration will therefore serve more fully to demonstrate in
practice the advantages of the socialist mode of production. In
the years to come, the part played by integration will rapidly in
crease in consolidating the economic basis of world socialism,
and in ensuring the triumph of socialism over capitalism in
the economic competition between the two opposing social
systems.
The international importance of socialist integration, how

ever, is far-reaching. It is one aspect of the world revolutionary
process as a whole, which consists of the efforts of the peoples
in the socialist community to build socialism and communism,
the struggle of the working class and all working people against
monopoly oppression and capitalist exploitation in general, the
fight of the young national states, the dependencies and
colonies to achieve or consolidate their national independence
and against imperialist tyranny. Being one of the most impor-
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tant and efficient factors strengthening the socialist communi
ty, socialist integration simultaneously also increasingly affects
and will continue to affect positively the positions of other ma
jor revolutionary forces of the present day. It is destined to
play an important role in the revolutionary processes in the ca
pitalist world, in direcdy helping to aggravate the general cri
sis of capitalism, expanding the possibilities of social and natio
nal liberation transformations and enhancing their power of
attraction to the masses.

Socialist integration above all expresses improvement of the
ways and means of economic co-operadon of the soci^ist
countries and an improvement in its efficiency: it is becoming
yet another new factor in the revolutionising impact of socia-

■  lism on the rest of the world—an example of equal and mu
tually beneficial economic ties among the peoples, an example
of their close co-operation'and mutual assistance. Socialist inte-

//gration provides the world with a model for resolving very
complex international economic problems, .including those
connected with the need to eliminate the deep-going divergen
ces in levels of development between countries and bnging
backward countries up to the level of the advanced all this in
the interests of the working people. Socialist integration is to
day serving as a vivid example of the pracdcal implementation
of Marxist-Leninist ideas of a commonwealth of free natmns,
of the harmonious combination of national interests and of the
joint efforts of various countries to achieve an overall economic
advance.
The processes of socialist integration leading to better econo

mic collaboration among socialist countries and guarantee
ing greater efficiency for all states involved will result in a
further growth in the attractive power of socialist principles of
international economic relations and, thereby, of the socialist
social system in general for the peoples of the capitali^ part of
the world. The organisational and economic-politic^ basis will
grow stronger and the scale of joint measures by socialist
Countries will grow greatly in applying concerted efforts to
tackling vital problems of improving their national economie^
implementing the scientific and technological revolution and
intensifying economic growth. . , r v

1  It would oe wrong to consider that the example pf the socia
list countries in promoting a new type of international econc^
mic relations is important only for the economically backward
part of the capitalist world. The example of the socialist coun
tries contains a genuinely democratic alternative to capitalist
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integration for the group of industrially advanced capitalist
countries,^ too. Integration in that sector of the capitalist world
economy IS subordinate to the interests of reproducing the ca
pital of the largest international monopolies, is used by the mo
nopolists for encroaching further upon the social rights and li-
ving standards of the working people, it ignores the multiplici
ty of economic and social problems and needs of individual
countnes and tramples upon their national interests. The in
ternational communist movement counterposes to integration
on a monopolist basis a programme for confining the power of
monopoly capital and stamping out tendencies dangerous for
the cause of peace, which are engendered by closed economic
and political groupings and are used by imperialist circles for
consolidating military-polidcal blocs. The democratic alternati
ve put forward by Communist and Workers' Parties in the capi
talist countries is backed up by the foreign policy of the socia
list countries which demonstrate their readiness for the widest
international economic co-operation on the basis of mutual be
nefit and equality of all sides; conviction of this alternative is
being stren^hened by the example of socialist integration.

Socialist economic integration is not a result of some
subjectively chosen policy of the socialist states. It is neither a
"challenge to the West" nor a reaction to the Common Market
and the furtherance of other integrational trends in the group
of capitalist industrial states. Integration in the socialist world is
a manifestation of the laws of its development, the practical
realisation of the possibilities and requirements for a more
mature socialist economy. The effect that the strengthening
economic co-ojjeration of the socialist states, the ..growing
process of socialist integration have on world economic
relations and political changes in the capitalist world both in its
objective content and in the subjective motives of foreign poli
cy of the socialist states is not directed against any country in
particular, or group of countries in the capitalist world, and
does not have any negative effect on the world market and the
-world economy in general; it does not disorganise them. On
the contrary, this influence helps to develop international eco
nomic ties, to a certain extent consolidates the international
market and serves to ensure the genuine national interests of
all states and the consolidation or peace.
For the first time in history, a systematic mutual co

ordination of major economic proportions of individual coun
tnes is taking place; on those proportions depend both
quantitative and qualitative indicators of production develop-

/ /

ment. The national plans for economic development are
increasingly being compiled in close connection with the basic
directions" of the international socialist division of labour.
Co-ordination of plans through bilateral and multilateral ties
enables the states more finly to consider the economic
requirements in each CMEA country and to concentrate
efforts on joint resolution of key problems.
Work in co-ordinating the plans of CM^A jqountries is

constantly being improved. The states are switching from an
agreement on individual, mainly quantitative incficators of
growth in major sectors to joint elaboration and mutual
co-ordination of a number of important economic proportions.
As well as the assurance of agreed commodity deliveries and
their mutual tying-in in the process of co-ordinating plans,
more and more attention is directly being paid to production.
The task of guaranteeing a more balanced economic develop
ment in each member state and within the framework of CMEA
as a whole is more and more consistently being tackled by co
ordinating the allocation of productive forces and achieving, on
that basis, a higher economic efficiency of production. The
joint planning activity of the CMEA countries is aimed at unco
vering reserves for accelerating production, for the maximum
use of the advantages of international economic co-operation,
especially the division of labour between these countries.

Co-cordination work has been considerably improved. Co
ordination is done while national plans are being compiled and
before work is culminated on them and they are confirmed.
According to CMEA resolutions, member states held mutual
consultations at the early stages of compiling draft plans for
1966-19.70, with a preliminary determination of main direc
tions of economic development of the national economies as a
whole and for the most important sectors. Recommendations
3re worked out on a wide range of questions of great economic
importance to CMEA countries, as well as work to co-ordinate
plans and analysis of problems during this work which crop up
m the course of co-operation.

These recommendations are intended primarily more fully to
ensure the satisfaction of the requirements of CMEA countries
for various types of raw materials, fuel and other materials,
plant and equipment. They encourage the introduction of new
schemes, new process charts, and so on. Attention is being paid
by CMEA bodies to greater international specialisation and
co-operation of-production in engineering, chemical and other
industries. Recommendations are being made in standardising

'1-145
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and raising the quality of mutually delivered output. CMEA
homes help to promote trade between member countries and
Aeir scientific and technological co-operation. Analytical work
in methodology and statistics occupies an important place in
their activity. CMEA bodies include scientific and research
establishments, such as the CMEA Institute on Standardisation
and the International Institute of Economic Problems of the
World Socialist System which was set up by a decision of the
24th CMEA Session in May 1970. The latter's task includes a
far-reaching theoretical, methodological and applied elabora
tion of economic problems associated with economic integration.
The basis is gradually being laid for a wide system of

international specialisation and co-operation of production
More detailed specialisation and co-operation of production
over the CMEA area enable countries to increase the volume of
production, reduce its costs and improve its quality. The initial
experience accumulated by member countries in that sphere
convincingly testifies to the fact that the international socialist
division of labour brings a great economic effect bofh for each
participating state and for the world socialist system as a whole.
The member countries use joint efforts to outline and im
plement the ways of resolving many important problems for
accelerating major industries and more fully satisfying the
needs of each country for the products of these industries.
The first steps have been made also in co-ordinating capital

investrnent in items that are of mutual interest to CMEA
countries; they are gradually gathering experience in co
ordinating capital construction plans. In 1962, for exampl6^
the member states exchanged lists of major projects whose
construction was outlined for 1964-1965. These lists included a
total of 270 projects. At a result of mutual studying of the ca-
pit^ construction plans, member countries showed an interests
in international co-ordination for building 162 projects. They
worked out a possibility for avoiding unnecessary parallel worlc
m constructing identical enterprises, increasing the capacity of
enterprises marked down for construction on the basis of
international specialisation, and also the possibility of satisfying
the demand of individual countries for a certain output by
means of a fuller employment of enterprises that alreacfy exis-

other countries, rather than by building new enterprises.
The agreement on capital investment for 1964-1965 was, in

fact, made largely on an isolated basis, without co-ordinating
other parts of economic plans. Not all the conclusions made
during this work could have been immediately emjiloyed in
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practice, because that demanded a fairly serious revision of the
plans of individual states. Accumulation of experience in
co-ordinating basic capital investment in CMEA countries in
the extractive and processing industries was continued in the
periods 1966-1970 and 1971-1975. The states interested in
resolving specific sectoral problems took steps in creating
production and technological sector associations, co-ordinating
the use of production capacities and their further eiftension.
The Comprehensive Programme envisages that co-ordina

tion of capital investment m individual projects, that are of
mutual interest and in which considerable concentration of
resources are necessary for resolving technologfical and econo
mic tasks, would also' be implemented during the process of
co-ordinating the plans. The aim of that co-ordination is to
create optimum production capacities for a fuller satisfaction

, of the requirements of interested countries and for ensuring
''stable mutual foreign trade relations over a long term. The
member countries will use forms of economic and scientific-
technical co-operation which will stimulate construction by
joint effort of enterprises to produce goods in short supply.
A certain part in resolving fuel and raw material problems is

being played by the credit facilities arranged by countries
interested in receiving fuel and raw materials, in creating
enterprises of these capital-intensive sectors by countries which
have the relevant natural resources. Special-purpose credits of
fraternal countries earmarked for increasing the extracting of
types of raw material in short supply already haVe been
important for resolving the raw matenal problem. Thus, with
credit facilities from Czechoslovakia, the extraction of natural
sulphur and copper in Poland and the potassium salts in the
German Democratic Republic have been increased. Credit
assistance from the GDR, Poland and Czechoslovakia has
enabled Rumania to build in the Danube delta a plant for
producing cellulose from rushes. Creditor-countries receive
these raw materials both as part of the credit deal and as
normal trade. _

The M'orld socialist market has been considerably consoli
dated and now plays an ever increasing role in economic
development of the fraternal countries. Growth in trade
among CMEA countries testifies to the extension of economic
relations between them and to the development of a new, socia
list international division of labour. This growth exceeds the
growth rate of foreign trade of the capitalist countries. The
foreign trade of CMEA countries is rapidly expanding on the
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basis of an all-round economic upsurge. In 1970, the volume
of trade exchanges, which accounted for over 60 per cent of
the entire foreign trade of CMEA countries, amounted to
more than 33,000 million rubles ̂ nd exceeded the 1950 level
by more than 7 times. Bulgarian foreign trade with CMEA
countries increased, between 1960 and 1970, 2.9 times,
Czechoslovak—2, GDR — 2.1, Hungarian — 2.6, Polish — 2.8,
Rumanian — 2 and Soviet—^2.3 times.
The volume of trade between some CMEA countries

approximately corresponds to that between the largest capita
list countries or even surpasses it. Already by 1967, for
example, trade between the Soviet Union and the German
Democratic Republic was almost double that between Britain
and the Federal Republic of Germany; Soviet-Czechoslovak
trade in that year was approximately equal to that between the
USA and France or more than 1.5 times greater than that
between Britain and France. The average annual rate of in-/,
crease of foreign trade of CMEA countries comprised 10.4 per
cerit in the period 1951-1970, while that of all capitalist coun
tries increased only by 8.2 per cent, and the foreign trade of
the industrially advanced capitalist countries increased by 8.9
per cent. The share of CMEA countries in world trade in
creased from 6.5 per cent in 1950 to 9.7 per cent in 1970.
However, the growth rate of foreign trade between CMEA

countries does not yet correspond to their possibilities for
expanding external economic relations, especially through
extending specialisation and co-operation of production. The
growth rate of foreign trade of the' CMEA countries virtually
coincides with that of their industrial output, while many
capitalist countries have a faster growth rate for foreign trade.
In the period 1961-1970, mutual trade between CMEA
countries expanded approximately on the same scale as did the
aggregate output of their industry. The mutual trade of Com
mon Market countries increased twice as fast in the same
period as their industrial production. A tendency appeared in
the 1960s for a cut-back in the growth, and even a slight
reduction, in the share of the CMEA countries in world trade.
A gradual realisation of the Comprehensive Programme of
socialist economic integration is enabling the CMEA countries
to accelerate their economic co-operation and their foreign
trade ties.
The commodity structure of CMEA countries' foreign trade

is being improved. The share of plant and equipment in their
exports (within the framework of trade exchanges) grew from

mi'
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22 per cent in 1950 to 40 per cent in 1972. In fuel exports, the
share of oil, petroleum products, electricity and natural gas is
increasing, while that or coal is decreasing.

Export and import operations within the bounds of mutual
trade are being more closely co-ordinated with the need to
expand production, improve its sectoral pattern and economic
efficiency. The agreed mutual deliveries of commodities,
through increasing international socialist division of labour,
are vital to the success of the economic plans of each CMEA
country.
Through their mutual trade, CMEA countries thernselves

largely satisfy their needs for imports and for disposing of
their export resources. This applies not only to coal, oil, iron
ore, cotton and other raw materials. In the preceding five-
year period, the socialist countries satisfied over 95 per cent of
their needs for plant and equipment through their own pro
duction and mutual exchange. xt7 a
The Comprehensive Programme envisages that CMEA

member countries shall take measures closer to co-ordinate
their five-year national economic development plans with their
long-term trade agreements, drawn up with due consideration
for the consensus of opinion reached during the co-ordination
of national economic plans.
For that purpose the CMEA member countries shall;
stipulate the basic reciprocal commodity deliveries for the

whole period covered by long-term agreements, in the agree
ments themselves as well as in the five^ear economic
development plans of the countries concerned;

carry out measures to enable the exporters and importers
opportunely to conclude long-term contracts for the sale of
contingents of commodities to be delivered in accordance with
the long-term, trade agreements;
expand the practice of concluding long-term contracts prior

to the signing of long-term trade agreements and yearly
protocols on the trade turnover, a practice facilitating the
conduct of trade negotiations and hastening the signing of
lor^-term trade agreements. - i
The CMEA member countries shall build up addiUonaJ

capacities for the production of export commodities within the
framework of the international socialist division of labour and
increase the production of commodities to attain a fuller
satisfaction of the requirements of the socialist market, t^ing
into account that the expansion of the trade turnover and the
improvement of its forms depend on the development of

■i
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material production, co-operation in the commodity exchange,
and the improvement of the monetaTy-financial relations
between the CMEA member countries. This will create
prerequisites for the balancirtg of the foreign trade of every
one of the CMEA member countries with that of all the other
CMEA member-countries on a multilateral basis.
The CMEA countries will in future differentiate reciprocally

delivered commodities into the following groups:
(a) main kinds of commodities for which long-term trade
agreements and yearly protocols establish fixed quotas in
terms of quantity, and for which other important delivery
terms are established by agreement:
(b) groups of commodities or commodities for which long-
term trade agreements and yearly protocols establish quotas
only in terms of value, while the concrete nomenclature is
agreed upon between buyer and seller;
(c) commodities for which no quotas are fixed.
In promoting foreign trade and the international socialist

division of labour, the CMEA countries signed in October 1963
an agreement to set up the International Bank of Economic
Co-operation (IBEC) and on the transfer, after January 1,
1964, to a system of multilateral settlements and the crediting
of mutual trade in transferable rubles — the collective currency
of the socialist countries. With account for the operation of this
system, the CMEA countries are having multilateral trade talks
as well as bilateral negotiations for concluding yearly protocols
on reciprocal commodity deliveries. A number of important
advantages of the multilateral setdements for all types of
commercial and non-commercial payments have already ap
peared; this is in contrast to the earlier system of bilateral"
settlements. Multilateral settlements make it possible for each
IBEC member to have a balanced budget with all other mem
ber countries, to reduce the credit needs of countries and to
ensure rapid and uninterrupted setdements.

It is envisaged that, with the consent of all'members of the
Bank, other countries may join the agreement on multilateral
settlements jf they share its aims and principles iand undertake
commitments according to the agreement and the Bank's
Rules. With agreement among interested countries,^the IBEC
can conduct transactions with non-members using the trans
ferable ruble. By decision of the IBEC Council, the Bank can
also offer credits to countries when they make settlements on
overall trade with IBEC members. The Bank is already car
rying out various operations in a freely convertible currency.

,  ''1
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To promote these operations, in 1966 the Bank converted p^rt
of its capital into gold and freely convertible currency. The
Bank presents its members with credits in that currency on
more advantageous terms than those in world money markets.

Scientific and technological co-operation is also being
extended among CMEA countries. It embraces both the
exchange of information and the co-ordination of research,
division of labour in promoting scientific progress with
subsequent exchange of results, joint research, etc. The overall
plan for co-ordinating major research undertaken by CMEA
countries in 1966-1970 included over 50 key problems and
some 200 themes. With account for the long-term sectoral
plans for co-ordinadng research in that five-year plan, howe
ver, the CMEA Standing Commission for Co-ordinating Scien
tific and Technological Research and the various sectoral
standing commissions co-ordinated work on more than
700' themes. . . a u j-
As well as co-ordinating major research, CMEA bodies

engage in many other forms of scientific co-operation. For
example, the CMEA Standing Commission on Electric Po\yer
regularly organises an exchange of experience among special
ists, holds meetings on specific issues with visits by participants
to relevant power objects. The CMEA Standing Commission
on the Chemical Industry organises the work of interMtional
teams of experts from the CMEA countries. In 1968, tor
example, an international team of experts was working on pro
ducing polystyrol; it provided a comparative evaluation ot the
state of various types of production and prepared proposals
for improving their techno-economic indicators.

Co-operation is under way in research and development
organisations; interested parties are creating joint orgam^-
tions for implementing research and development work. The
26th CMEA Session in July 1972 noted that member countries
had formed 20 co-ordination centres, seven scienufic co-ordi
nation councils, two international scholarly bodies and one
scientific production association. Among the new organisauo-
nal forms of co-operation, co-ordination centres, in whose
work over 500 research and design organisations take part,
are most popular. Co-operation has expanded in scientific and
technological forecasts, in co-ordinating scientific and techn^
logical research, in mutual exchange of scientific achievements
and advanced experience. The CMEA Committee for '
fic and Technical Cooperation, set up at the 25th CMEA
Session, is responsible for.the solution of these issues.
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Scientific and technological co-operation serves as an in
creasingly important instrument in implementing the current
scientific and technological revolution m the economies of the
CMEA countries. By more closely co-operating in science and
technology, the member countries are increasing the efficiency
of research and development work and reducing the periods
for resolving complex scientific and technical problems.
CMEA countries have established several international

economic organisations, such as the Central Distribution Board
(CDB) of the United Power Grids (Nfir), the Bureau for
Co-ordinating Freight, the Freight Waggon Pool (FWP), the
Organisation for Co-operation in the Iron and Steel Industry
(Intermetal), the Organisation for Co-operation in the Bali-
Bearing Industry (OCBI), etc. The CMEA countries are acti
vely taking part in the work of international economic organi
sations in which other socialist countries also participate, such
as the Organisation for Co-operation in Railways (OCR). These
organisations help to promote the corresponding sectors of the
economies of the socialist countries. For example, they are
successfully using ^He Freight Waggon Pool of the CMEA
countries which had, in 1964 (at the time of its establish ment),
92,000 units (double-axle vehicles) and 180,000 units by the
beginning of 1972. This enabled them to cut down empty runs
by 15 to 16 per cent. In the preceding period, the pool was
completely renewed, and empty runs have continued to be
reduced.

The CMEA countries are gathering experience in using
various organisational forms of joint productibn activity. The
se include agreement by national bodies of two or more count
ries on a production programme for certain manufactured
goods or operations, or for a specific use of one or another
economic project in a particular territory as the property, and
under the exclusive control, of one particular countiy in order
to satisfy the needs of another country or several other states.
A second important organisational rorm is ad hoc organisa

tions of two or more countries for the regular co-ordination of
production programmes of several enterprises or for the use of
economic enterprises in different countries—with each enter
prise remaining the property, and under the control, of the
state on whose territory it is located.
In the' first instance, we refer primarily to the participation

of enterprises of different countries in concerted international
specialisation and co-operation of production (without special
international bodies for supervising and controlling specialisa-

//
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tion and co-operation in each specific instance). In a similar
way, they organise undertakings for exploiting fuel and raw
material resources, created with the use of specific-puroose
credits of another country and delivering to it part of the
production in a prearranged way.
Economic enterprises located on the territory of two or more

countries and separated by state boundaries into sectors that
remain the property of individual countries operate^ in the
same way (e. g., transport systems, the DruZhba oil pipeline,
the gas pipelines between the USSR and Poland, and oetween
Rumania and Hungary). Joint exploitation of these enterprises
by the countries on whose territory they are located is ensured
by the agreed activity of corresponding organisations of
individual states, in association with specific national sectors of
the given enterprise (as in the case of the use of international
railways). . . , ,
In the second instance, we refer to the vap'ing degree of

joint economic management by a number of countries in a
specific sphere of production, while maintaining their national
ownership over co-operating enterprises. This is the principle
behind the work of such international production combines as
Interkhim, Intermetal and the Organisation for Co-operation
in the Bail-Bearing Industry. For the time being, the activity of
these combines is basically one of co-ordination. This would
cover the Central Distribution Board of the United Power
Grids (Mir) in Prague that supervises the international
redistribution of electrical power within the bounds agreed
Upon by participant-states, through international power trans
mission lines that remain the property of the country through
whose territory they pass. • r ,
Third, there exists an organisational form of socialist

economic co-operation where joint undertakings are created of
two or more states which are located on the territory of one or
several countries and are their common property. This form of
co-operation has not yet become very widespread.
The joint Polish-Hungarian Haldex Company is an example

of joint economic management bas^d on joint control of an
enterprise owned by two or more states. Haldex was set up
by Hunearyand Poland to process coal dump waste on Polish
land and the extraction from it of coal and otl^r materials
useful in. industry. Haldex enterprises are the cornmon
property of Poland and Hungary. In 1964, the company had a
conrtant capital of 197 million zlotys and it was continuing to
grow thriDugh new investment. Botn countries equally provi e
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the capital and cover running costs of the company, and
equally partake of the profits, distributing equally trie ex
tracted coal whose cost is roughly 40 per cent lower than that of
coal extracted from deep Polish mines.
The rapid development of the productive forces and the

work carned-out by the Communist and Workers' Parties of
the CMEA member countries to improve economic manage
ment are producing new and growing requirements presented
by liational economies to international economic co-operation
among the fraternal countries. The CMEA countries are
fradually overcoming certain imbalance that had developed
etween opportunities and requirements of production de

velopment in these countries, on the one hand, and the degree
of rational planning of their economic ties and forms of
co-operation and its rate of expansion, on the other.
There is an obvious need to take account more fully and

concretely of the specific characteristics of economic develop
ment of individual countries, more consistently to implement
the principle of strict economic and political substantiation of
any measures in international economic ties between CMEA
member countries. It is now clear that the dependence of
economic efficiency of production on the extent of economic
co-operation among the socialist countries has grown. Without
its expansion, we cannot resolve the paramount economic
problems, such as the.^ formation of optimum proportions
Detween sectors, the optimalisation of production capacities
and an- economically justified technological re-equipment of
production, the setting-up of new and more progressive key
sectors and lines of production, a massive renovation of the
range of production structure, a balancing of manpower, etc.
Tne tried and tested basic principles of co-operation among

countries of the world socialist system have been fully justified.
The advantages of the new type of international economic
relations have been demonstrated in the main, decisive
spheres. The prearranged principles of mutual economic ties
betwejen socialist countries are the basis of co-operation in the
future, too. \
Today, however, these principles must be promoted and

made more specific; new important decisions must be made
and carried out. The CMEA countries set themselves the ?iim
of raising co-operation to a qualitatively new stage, corres
ponding to the present level of the productive forces and
improvement of tne socialist mechanism of economic manage
ment. The necessary objective conditions exist to achieve this

i I
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and are to be found in the multisectoral economy in each
country, the growing volume of production, the accumulated
experience of co-operation, etc., and such subjective conditions
as the awareness of fresh potential for co-operation and the
readiness to take appropriate measures through joint effort.
The main task in economic co-operation today is com

prehensively to improve economic efficiency. Economic ties
among CMEA countries are intended even more to pronmte
scientific and technological progress, improve economic hal-,
ance and obtain higher productivity of social labour. The
possibility is now growing and the need is becoming ™ore
insistent to subordinate economic co-operation to the tasks ot
improving economic efficiency. Co-operation must tully take
into account the demands that emanate from the needs of the
contemporary scientific and technological revolution. It muM
serve as a paramount factor in improving the sectoral and
inter-sectoral economic structure of the fraternal countries,
remove any shortages or imbalances, and reduce the costs per

"The^prS)l"ms of the quality of technologyj^length of life and
other specifications of exchanged products, their conformity to
the beit world standards have also become vital to greater
co-operation. ' . , •
The economic reforms being carried out in many soaabst

countries are playing an important part in promoting
economic co-operation and economic efficiency. Better ways
and means of economic management are leading to a greater
.account of the possibilities for an international socialist division
of labour and to a greater combination of the comprehensive
development of national economies with international special
isation of production. A fuller and more consistent use of value
factors In all economic activities makes it nece.ssary to pay
more attention to the questions of economic justification for
international specialisation and co-operation o pro uc
an^i to the profitability of foreign trade transactions.

All of this will have a very favourable impact on thedevdopLnt S consolidation of^ economic hes among
socialist countries. The efficiency of
co-operation will increase through strengthening Ae mat^
interest and responsibility of enterprises ^nd orgapisa^
associated with foreign economic re ations aipong socialist
countries. A wider use, of economic levers for ensunne Ae
timely fulfilment of trade contracts will reinforce the stabilitjj
of these ties.
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A new and higher phase, a phase of socialist economic
integration is beginning in the process o"f the internationalisa-
tion of CMEA countries' economy; this is evident in the
measures for extending co-operation between these countries
that have already been implemented and, in particular, are
being worked out at present.
The Communist and Workers' Parties proceed from the

assumption that the extension and improvement of economic,
scientific and technological co-operation and the development
of socialist economic integration is a process of the internation
al socialist division of labour, the drawing closer of their
economies and the formation of a modern, highly effective
structure of national economies, the gradual drawing closer
and evening out of their economic development levels, the
formation of deep and stable links in the key branches ojf the
economy, science and technology, the expansion and consoli
dation of the international market of these countries, and the
improvement of money-commodity relations—this process, as
emphasised in the Comprehensive Programme, being regu
lated by the Communist and Workers' Parties and the
governments of the CMEA member countries purposefully
and according to plan.

International economic integration in the world socialist
system is a special phase of the internationalisation of economic
life in which the national economies of sovereign socialist states
become mutually dependent and complementary in a much
more essential way. That is done in the spirit of tne principles
of socialist internationalism and on tne basis of mutual
advantage and assistance.
Economic integration in the socialist countries has three"

mutually connected aspects.
(1) A concerted and planned restructuring of their produc
tion pattern, the formation of stable and efficient production
and other economic ties and the wider redistribution of
production resources among countries on a mutually
advantageous basis. In the course of integration, therefore,
the countries gradually optimise their reproduction balance
both within each country and within all co-operating
countries, as applied to the conditions and potential of the
entire economic complex of these countries.
(2) Integration means the creation and improvement of a
sufficiently mature international apparatus of economic
co-operation in which extensive use of different organisa
tional forms (international organisations in various spheres
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of activity) plays an essential part, as do legal contracting
institutions, the formation of joint funds for ji"ance and
materials (in the form of international banks and funds, ana
also in the form of combined resources for establishing joint

(3)^Yntegration presupposes an active part played by dom«-
tic econfmic poficy in helping to extend economic re^
with fraternal socialist countries, a greater adaptation of
internal economic mechanisms to the needs of
co-operation, serving the interests of each socialist country
and the world sociafist system as a whole.
The CMEA countries are working on the fo^o^^JS

ways and means of further extending and improvmg
economic, scientific and technological co-operation and de
veloping socialist economic integration. mutual

the conducting of multilateral and bilateral mutual

ploducrion.Yoint%S
agreed-upon sectors of industry and spec fic lin«
production, and exchange of experience with a v^ew^^^^^
improving the systems of planning and economic manage
*"Tsystematic extension of international specialisation and

the prospecting \nd mining of minerals, Ae building of
industriaT projects and conducting V, ^f
mSra£ri"m^

develoDiiig existing and setting up uy mic
tries of new internatmnal economic o/f^"'^^"^'^cientific

raising the material responsibility of the parties tor me
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non-fulfiJment or inadequate fulfilment of mutual commit
ments.

A single international reproduction process will ultimately
come into being as a result of the deep-going changes within
the world socialist economy, which will stem from the
integrational processes, from the relatively independent repro-
tit^on processes within national.state boundaries.
/^®^ttnctioning, for over two decades, of the Council of

Mutual Economic Assistance, and the use by member countries
of such progressive forms of co-operation as co-ordinated

■ P .p' systematic specialisation and co-operation of productiontestify to the gradual accumulation of certain important
®''®'ti®iits of integration within the world socialist economy. At
the same time, it is evident that the world socialist system and,
in particular, the CMEA countries, essentially stand at the very
beginning of integration, from the point V)f view of the
complicated and many-sided nature of the processes of
integration. Life itself today dictates the necessity for further
and more rapid development of the integrational processes.
The Comprehensive Programme emphasises that further

deepening and improvement of co-operation and develop
ment of socialist economic integration will continue in
accordance with the principles of socialist internationalism and
respect for state sovereignty, independence and national
interests, non-interference in the internal affairs of countries,
complete equality, mutual benefit and comradely mutual
assistance. These Marxist-Leninist principles of inter-state
relations of the new type correspond to objective requirements
for reinforcing socialist construction in eacn country and to the
conditions for promoting the world socialist system; they help
to establish a firm basis for wide and fruitful international
co-operation. At the same time, the CMEA countries base their
policy on the principle that socialist economic integration
®™3nates from complete voluntariness and does not involve
the setting up of supra-national bodies, does not affect internal
planning nr the financial and self-sustained activities of
enterprises and organisations in individual socialist countries.
At the present stage of socialist economic integration, under

way largely in the CMEA member countries, it is of vital
importance for members to co-ordinate their economic
ptmcies, especially those aspects of them which have a direct or
indirect effect on the terms of economic relations between
them. This co-ordination comes from the need for mutual
adaptation of national economic mechanisms if states are to
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participate in international economic co-operation, so that the
operation of these mechanisms should not create complica
tions; on the contrary, they should help to expand that
co-operation and improve its efficiency. That is a vital earnest
of further co-operation among socialist countries and, at the
same time, a method of extending it in the most rational way.

It is patently apparent that the more the mechanisms of
socialist economic management in the various countries are
brought closer together the more fully this task will be,,
resolved. Of course, the major principles of socialist economic
management are important for all socialist countries. It is
possible, however, that significant differences will continue in
the short run in specific forms and methods of economic
management due, first, to the prevailing differences in
economic management in individual countries and, second, to
the need for further seeking and testing more rational forms in
order tp manifest the overriding principles of that economic
management. The growing similarity of economic manage
ment in individual countries will be necessary and inevitable,
but it can only be justified if it reveals and spreads the mo«
rational ways and means of economic management in each
country on the basis of the accumulation and analysis of
diverse collective experience and the best cognition of generm
laws of the socialist mode of production; the way, in which
conditions of economic management, especially levels or
economic development in the socialist countries, will apprdxi-
mate to one another, will also be important.
In adopting the Comprehensive Programme, CMEA coun

tries have expressed their conviction that the economic
functions of socialist states, on the basis of democratic
centralism and planned economic management, will be pro-
luoted under the guidance of the working class and its parties.
For the purpose of helping to use accumulated experience,

the CMEA countries believe it necessary systematically to
exchange experience on questions of improving planning and
management systems on the basis of the Leninist prinaplw of
socialist economic management, and, primarily, m regard to
the role and functions of state planmng, with account for Ae
specific conditions of each country and for |he further
promotion of co-operation among member countries. ,
The creation of a more mature and effiaent international

mechanism of economic co-operation between socialist coun
tries has an important place within the process of integration.
It has to guarantee, m particular, more effective planned
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development of international economic ties with strict account
for value factors, regular and effective contacts at various levels
between economic bodies of individual countries, definition of
their mutual rights and duties and the wider employment of
material incentives, including financial sanctions for violating
obligations. The Comprehensive Programme points out that
economic and technological co-operation of CMEA countries is
based on the general laws df socialist construction and the
fundamental principles of socialist economic management, on
an organic combination of co-ordinated plans as a principal
method of arranging co-operation with a wider employment of
money-commodity relations. Signatory countries are striving to
improve such organisational forms of co-operation as the
various international production, commercial, scientific and
technological organisations, joint enterprises and institutions.

Integration also implies greater mobility of resources for
expanding production in respect to the interests of all
participating parties. In this connection, it is necessary further
to elaborate the problems of labour migration and the
redistribution of material and financial resources. For exam
ple, the countries have to extend the use of international credit
and enrich its forms, pool the resources of various countries to
create, for example, special joint funds in certain necessary
cases. These funds may be used both for resolving specific
problems of importance to each participant country depending
on its contribution, and for creating a more or less wide range
of conditions that entourage co-operation and prepare the way
for the desired specific economic effect. Clearly, to obtain the
best result from economic co-operation, the countries miist
ensure a firmer link between their monetary systems and the.
transition to convertibility, as conditions are created.

The essential feature of integration, in regard to which
organisational and analogous integrational measures are
subservient, is an optimum economic balance, in each country
with account for the possibilities of international co-operation.
That presupposes a more rational international specialisation
and co-operation in production and the development of
science and technology, an expansion in trade among socialist
countries and its greater efficiency for all countries.

That presupposes a movement to a qualitatively new stage of
co-operation rather than piecemeal improvements in the
system of economic co-operation. The CMEA countries have
set themselves new tasks in economic development, the
resolutio.n of which entails more efficient use of all available

^1?
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resources. They therefore have fully to utilise the oppor
tunities which the modern revolution in science and technolo
gy is presenting, and also more fully to employ the economic
laws of socialism in strengthening the scientific basis of
economic planning and mastering the cost levers for influenc
ing production and enhancing the moral and material interest
of industrial workers in their labour.

CMEA countries are carrying out a scientifically substan
tiated set of measures for further extending and improving
long-term economic co-operation, based on the forecasts for
advancing science, technology and production and the analysis
of laws for strengthening the world socialist economic system
and providing for the extension of the international socialist
division of labour, the development of trade associated wim it
and wide-scale employment of other forms^ of co-operation.
The tasks for improving all their work in economic co-
oper|>,tion emanate from consideration of the demands of the
current revolution in science and technology, the need for
closer co-operation between national economies and the tasks
of competition between the opposing world social systems.

The work in extending economic co-operation and socialist
economic integration fully embodies the Leninist prmciples
and ideas of building a comprehensively developed socialist
economy and the fitil realisation of progresswe tendenc^s
inherent in the internationalisation of economic life and the
combined efforts of peoples building the new society. ^

Co-ordination of economic plans and economic policies is
fhe main means for establishing stable and mutually adyan-
tageous economic relations between CMEA counmes. They
attribute particularly great importance to the co-ordination of
economic plans in improving the existing, and in seeking
out new and more effective methods and forms of economic
co-operation. j

The 23rd CMEA Session passed a resolution to expandconsiderably joint planned activity. In order to ensure a
comprehensive resolution of co-ordinated problems, the jointplanning activity of CMEA countries has to cover research and
design, production, circulation and capital investment. Theco-o?dination of plans is a conunuous process; « wiU be
implemented by the planning and economic agencies of CMEAcountries at all sta^ges of planning; the co-ortlinatipn ofive-year plans will be supplemented by the co-ordinaubn ofplani for^a longer peAod. The P^ntiftc mounding of
co-ordination will greatly increase by virtue of it being based on
I2_ 143
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^int forecasting of scientific, technological and economic
development of the key economic sectors.

It is considered expedient to take a new step forward in
expandmg joint planning activity and more closely co-
OTdinatmg individual sectors and lines of production within
the CMEA community. To achieve that, the CMEA countries

planning of certain interlinked branches
of industry and lines of production. At its 44th Meeting in
Dec^ber 1969, the CMEA Executive Committee recom-
mended members to carry out joint planning for the period
1971-1975 to cover certain types of metal-cutting lathes,

"-computers, a container transport system and sheet-metal
rolling stock and pipes in short supply. Thanks to the joint
planning of certain industries and lines of production, the
member countries will more rationally use existing production
capacities and capital investment assigned to expana them, and
will more fully satisfy their own requirements in the most
Important types of inaustrial output.
The co-orainatiqn of plans and measures to extend interna

tional socialist division of labour is to be based not only on
compiling balances between production and consumption of
certain types of output, but primarily on scientific and

, economic research that will enable 'them to reveal progressive
trends in world productive forces and to ensure a higher
technological level of production and economic efficiency.
The agreement on basic tasks for employing economic

accumulation is crucial for promoting planned economic
development and improving the efficiency of expenditure of
social labour in each country. Co-operation among the
countries,, therefore, is being extended to that sector of the
economy in which the prospects for change in the sectoral
structure of national economies are most ukely, and whose
possibilities for accelerating economic development are deter
mined in the long term. Due to a concerted policy on capital
investment, it will become possible to co-ordinate the creation
of new production capacities and not to confine mainly to
co-ordinating the use of existing production capacities, as had
normally been done up till now.
The co-ordination oi capital investment plans supplemented

by a planned allocation of funds by individual states for
finanang construction of enterprises in other countries in
whose production the creditor-state is interested, is enabling
them to create a more stable basis for harmoniously co
ordinating production programmes over the long term. That
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co-ordination is to ensure a most efficient use of accumulation
ip key sectors of the CMEA countries' economy, the involve
ment of particular enterprises marked down for construction
within the system of rational international specialisation,
account for the main directions of scientific and technological
progress, so as to encourage a location of productive forces
within the framework of CMEA which woiild bring the
greatest economy of social labour both on a national ana on a
community .scale.
The 24tW CMEA Session paid particular attention to issues

concerning further co-operation in planning activity and
greater co-ordination of economic plans. The Session ap
proved proposals to improve co-operation in planning and
envisaged mutual consultations among CMEA countries on the
basic issues of economic policy, exchange of experience and
co-operation in forecasting within tne most important
economic, scientific and technological areas, and the co
ordination of plans over a long term in the key sectors of the
economy and lines of production.

It set the aim for considerably enhancing the part played bv
planning bodies in the multilateral co-operation of CMEA
countries and underlined regular co-operation among the
central planning bodies of these countries within the CMEA
framework'for the purpose of finding effective solutions to the
most tenacious comprenensive problems of co-operation in the
major economic spheres. Such issues primarily include a more
radical tackling of the fuel and raw material problem, the
introduction of advanced technical processes in the key.
economic sectors, the creation of new types of equipment and
sophisticated machine systems in conformity.with the require
ments of progressive technology, and the development or all
types of transport communication.
The direct finks between departments and economic organ

isations that have been forged on a planned basis over the last
few years will greatly help to improve all aspects and directions
of joint planning. . • r a
In its analysis of the improvmg co-operauon of CMEA

countries in planning, the 26th CMEA Session, w^tich took
place in Tuly 1972, summed up the achievements of the newly
formed CMEA Committee tor Co-operation m Planmng.
Interested parties drew up joint production plans for certain
types of metal-cutting lathes and for creating a material and
technical basis for a container transport system; they con
cluded corresponding agreements.
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The Session recommended its' members to work to co
ordinate plans for the following five-year period (1976-1980).
They did so already in the period 1972-1974 to be able to
ensure the timely conclusion of long-term economic agree
ments. They would co-ordinate plans for 1976-1980 on a
bilateral and a multilateral basis and in mutual concert with
work bein^ carried out in co-ordinating plans for the much
longer period of up to 1990.
CMEA countries are taking steps more consistently to

implement the principle of combining co-ordination of plans
as a leading principle in developing co-operation and a wider
use of money-commodity levers. The mechanism of money-
commodity relations will function even more rationally
thereby helping to form stable and effective relations in
specialisation and co-operation of production, expanding
trade among them. They will improve the methods or mutum
trade among member countries. The part played by these
relatioris in stimulating economic co-operation will grow
considerably. They are, for example, working on such
important problems as stimulation of a greater output of
commodities for which there is considerable demand on the
world socialist market; they are helping to cover the costs
associated with specialised production and to improve price
formation on the world socialist market so as to enhance the
interestedness both of exporters and of importers in taking
part in international specialisation of production and in the
realisation of specialised output.
The CMEA countries are studying the problem of selecting

the best methods of joint financing of scientific research; this is
particularly important with the increasing international social
ist division of labour in promoting science and technology.
These methods must ensure the material interest of coiintnes
in combining their efforts in research and design and using
their results. Together with the continuing practice of
gratuitous broadcasting of research results by one country to
another, they are also considering a similar system whereby a
certain part of expenses required for research are defrayed.
This would enhance the material interest of countries in
promoting scientific and technological collaboration.
For the purpose of expanding mutual co-operation, the

CMEA countries will more vigorously utilise monetary rela
tions and international credit. The operations undertaken by
the International Bank of Economic Co-operation of socialist
countries is being extended and improved, as, too, is the system
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of multilateral settlements in transferable rubles; they are
taking steps to enhance the part played by short-term credit in
stimulating trade and fulfilling mutual obligations. Work
is going on to establish an economically sound balance
in the purchasing power of the currencies of different
CMEA countries. Special monetary funds are to be
created by interested parties so as to finance various econom
ic measures. .
The 23rd CMEA Session took a decision to create an

International Investment Bank. Consequently, at the following
24th Session Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the German Democr^
tic Republic, Hungary, Mongolia, Poland and the USbR
approved draft agreements for setting up an International
Investment Bank and drawing up its Charter, Rumania
subsequently joined the agreement. The Banks mam en
deavour is to offer credit primarily for implemeriting measures
associated with the international socialist division of labour.
Such credit is intended to" encourage international specialisa
tion and co-operation of production, expansion of tl^ raw
material and fuel base in the joint interests of the Banks
members, the construction of projects in other areas of ̂ "tum
interest to all countries. The International Investment Ban
will also give credit for building other objects that serve to
promote national, economies and for other purposes deter
mined by the Bank Council and corresponding to its tasks. By
mid-1972, the International Investment Bank had already
given CMEA countries credit for building and modernising a
score or more industrial projects. ,
The principle of agreement is increasing in promoting

economic relations among member
paying increasing attention to legal aspects of
«)-oplration. The need has matured to
agreements on specialisation of production ^
of specialised output. The countries regard it expedient to
work out a number of measures aimed at
economic responsibility of parties for the
obligations and for the further improvement of the work of
arbitration boards and the procedure for examining disputes
between economic organisations of CMEA
council on legal issues has been set up m view of "Je further
extension an! improvement of economic
oration and the need regularly to study and elaborate lega
3SDcct^ of th^t collsborstion. . . .

Llations are being extended between ministries, economic
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, bodies, associations and other organisations of interested
member countries.
The 24th CMEA Session noted that close co-operation had

been established between central planning agencies and
departments for science and technolog)^, ministries, banks and
other -organisations. It recommended its members to ensure
favourable conditions for expanding direct links between
ministries, departments, economic and other organisations.
The Session approved the principles, procedure, organisation
al, economic and legal conditions for establishing direct links
on the basis of contract relations. It also approved the
enhanced material interest and responsibility or parties in
establishing such Unks. This creates the necessary legal and
organisational prerequisites for a more consistent implementa
tion of one of the most important requirements of economic
relations among socialist countries—that of the stability of
such relations. The document The Basic Principles of Interna
tional Socialist Division of Labour states that the interrelation
ship between the economies of individual countries, based on
the division of labour, must be firm and stalple, since any
infringement by even one country inevitably leads to dishar
mony in; others.

It is becoming increasingly important to improve and enrich
the organisational forms of economic co-operation. The role of
CMEA in arranging this co-operation and working out its
scientific foundation is becoming substantially greater. In
terested member countries, basing themselves on the beneficial
experience of such international production organisatibns as
Intermetal and OCBI, are to set up new international
production, research and trade organisations. The 24th CMEA
Session approved possible organisational forms and functions
of international economic organisations set up by member
countries and helping to reinforce and improve econpmic,
scientific and technological co-operation. Further, the Session
recommended that member countries ensure favourable terms
for these international organisations to be formed and to
operate. All these measures will enable them considerably to
extend international specialisation and co-operation of pro
duction and to improve the efficiency of their mutual
economic relations.

Socialist economic integration is a new type of integration,
free from the inadequacies of capitalist integration. The nature ;
of integrational processes and their effect on national interests
and sovereignty of the countries involved in them are radically
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different, depending on whether integration occurs in capital
ist or socialist conditions. Under capitalism, these processes
take place in extremely contradictory forms, lead to acute
conflicts among countries and increase the uneven economic
development of states. Under socialism, on the other hand,
integration ensures the harmonious unity of interests of all
member countries, accelerates the rise of productive forces
in each of them and facilitates the levelling-up of their
economic standards through raising ,the^ economically less
developed countries to the level of the highly industrialised
at the same' time as a rapid economic advance takes place
for all. . • u u

Socialist integration occurs in full conformity with me
principles of socialist internationalism, complete equality,
voluntary involvement, mutual aid and benefit for all co
operating countries. It does not imply any privileges for one
country at the expense of another. It does not imply any
infringement upon the national sovereignty of any state, since
the cornerstone of socialist integration is the utmost co
ordination of the interests of all participants, the harmonious
combination of interests of each country with the overall
interests of the community. . .
The principle of national and state sovereignty--a pnnaple

of the complete autonomy of a socialist nation and its state on
its own territory and its independence in foreign rela
tions—remains untrammeled in the socialist community under
the circumstances of socialist economic integration. At the
same time, new forms of that sovereignty app^r, associated
with international economic co-operation and the increa^ in
tile economic interdependence of individual states. These
forms include participation in joint plamiing, membership oi
collective international organisations, and so on. In such cases,
all questions are decided by each countiw independently, but
not individually, rather, together with other participants on an
equal basis with them. The principles which govern the achvity
of international socialist organisations presuppose reliable
guarantees of equality of all participants and respea for th«r
sovereign rights. Even in the setung up of joint bodies for
supervising certain sectors of production,- Acre are no
"supra-state" organs, but agenaes acting on behalf of and
unifer the instructions of member states and operaung within
the bounds of the powers which these states have given them.
Strict observance of the voluntary nature of decisions by each
country, naturally, does not excuse it from the need consistent-
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ly to fulfil its voluntary corhmitments and to bear material
re^onsibility in the event of not fulfilling them.
The socialist countries are aware of the fact that socialist

economic integration will for a long time take place with the
continued existence of a national-state organisation of the
economy and of the sovereign rights of each state in economic
development. The implementation of integrational measures is
therefore a manifestation and not a restriction of their
sovereignty. In the world today, only the increasing political
and economic unity of the socialist countries makes it jjossible
to observe in any genuine way their national interests. The
rationally implemented economic coming-together of the
socialist countries, including forms which presuppose joint
economic work by-several countries in certain sectors or the
economy, cannot clash with the national and state sovereignty
of socialist countries if it is understood correctly. The essence
of sovereignty in the economic sphere is supremacy in tackling
economic problems for the purpose of boosting national
productive forces; it is also the unlimited right to use national
resources in the most rational way. Insofar as economic
consolidation contributes to the creation of an optimum
economic complex in each member country and greater
efficiency of social production within it, it does not undermine
but, rather, strengtnens the sovereignty of socialist countries.
This springs from the very essence or socialist social relations

which have been affirmed ooth internally and internationally,
and from the objectively formed and strengthening interrela
tionship between the development of each country and the
welfare of the entire community. To renounce the use of the
advantages of jointly tackling economic problems would be, in
effect, to renounce the implementation of the sovereign rights
of a country to employ its natural resources more efficiently. In
such a circumstance, it would be a matter not of observing
sovereignty, but of impinging upon the national interests oi
one's own country, just as it woiild be a departure from socialist
internationalism. ,.

It is natural that only countries which have an interest in
joint economic measures will participate in them, while
uninterested states may refrain from participation without
hindering interested states in implementing loint measures
necessary for their economic development ana which do not
militate against the interests of any other country. It is clearly
sensible to foresee the possibility of integrational processes of
varying intensity, depending on the readiness of various

/!
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countries to participate in them, which would guarantee a
greater co-oraination of interests of individual states.
Among the problems of international socialist integration

that demand greatest attention is - that of extending the
participation of relatively less economically developed states.
The world socialist economic system has the potential to

overcome differences in economic levels by a rapid advance of —
countries that had inherited economic backwardness. Cer^^n
results have already been attained in that direction. The
countries economically backward before have developed at a
faster rate and their share in the aggregate economic potenual
of CMEA countries has markedly risen. A modern multisector-
al economic structure has formed virtually in all these
countries and the economy has acquired an industrial charac
ter. Participants in the 25th CMEA Session made the Po»n"hat
the higher rate of economic development attained by the
erstwhile industrially backward countries, by comparison with
the average growth rate in CMEA member countries, are, on
the whole, leading to a gradual leyelling-up of economic
development standards. It takp a long-time, however to
overcome essential differences m economic ^
countries and, until now, these differences have been hamper
ing to a certain extent the development of co-operation among
socialist countries. . . . ,

It is these differences in the levels of economic ̂development
that are one and, evidently, a major objective ̂ ^son for many
complex problems and non-antagonistic contradictions that
have emerged as the socialist countries draw closer together
Ko^oSfy. They may be seen as both a mamfestanon and a
consequence of the still insufficiently high degree of int^-
naSlfsadon ot production within
Therefore the maior. aims of steady implementationsocuS economic integration, of 'pP";;'".? J'^XaSCal

socialist division of labour and its efficien y | .jajuj
evening out of the economic
countries- this is at the same time, a factor that encourages
Seated integration. It is pnly in this process that many
§SS'of£uTrresotvy;ifS^^^^^^^
S jriorm i^ncr^asiEgl? f^o^^le circum^tanc^^^^^^
realUina all the' advantages of the international socialist ,,
division of labour and other
among the socialist countries and for bnngmg their natio

'Ifik
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econpmies closer together. From this viewpoint, the CMEA
countries attribute great significance to concerted efforts
aimed at removing obstacles from the path of economic
integration; such obstacles are due to the existing differences
in economic levels among individual states. Integration, in
turn, will extend the possibility of mobilising the internal
resources of each country aQ_d will speed up the process of
levelling up standards of economic development.
The Comprehensive Programme of socialist economic

integration therefore envisages that, at the request of the
. Mongolian People's Republic, member countries will pay
particular attention to ensuring accelerated growth and
greater efficiency of the Mongolian economy. The Programme
notes that to create an optimum complex within the Mongolian
economy requires considerable capital investment and assis
tance from other CMEA countries.
In weighing up the economic position of the Mongolian

People's Republic and the specific issues associated with it,
- CMEA member countries have agreed among themselves and
with Mongolia to take special measures on a multilateral or
bilateral basis aimed at accelerating development and improv
ing efficiency of the Mongolian economy with account for its
natural and economic conditions, and also aimed at further
extending and improving co-operation and development of
socialist economic integration.
The set of agreed measures includes the joint construction

and operation of industrial and other projects in Mongolia
through assistance with finance, material and technological
means and labour power, and also the rendering of assistance
in exploiting designed capacity and attaining the techno-,
economic indicators, of the work of enterprises built by
concerted efforts of CMEA member countries and envisaged
in the corresponding projects. Mongolia will receive various
credits on preferential terms and for long periods, specified in
particular agreements. Where need be, advantageous foreign
trade prices will be used on agricultural produce and
processing industrial goods in order to improve the productivi-
, ty of agriculture and the processing of certain types of minerals
and timber. It also envisages effective assistance in promoting
science and speeding up scientific and technological progress ,
in Mongolia, comprehensive, assistance in training Mongolian
specialists and commissioning specialists and skilled operatives
to work in Mongolia at preferential wage rates. Individual
countries will help Mongolia on an unrequited basis.
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The 26th CMEA Session that took place in July 1972
reported that several special measures aimed at accelerating
development and increasing economic, scientific and tech
nological efficiency in Mongolia had been carried out.
The CMEA countries are fulfilling the historic task of

providing a pattern for tackling problems that arise in foreign
economic relations as a result of the different levels of

- economic development and effectively using such relatipns for
levelling up standards. This has become possible within the
world socialist system, inasmuch as the motive force of the
development of mutual relations between the socialist coun
tries and, in particular, of the processes of internauonm
socialist integration is not the competitive struggle (as is the
case within the world capitalist system), but co-operation and
routual assistance by fraternal nations and the harmonious
interests of all countries, including those that are economically

/jess developed. . .. u » .
Fraternal co-operation in the socialist world gfuarantees

account for the interests of all fraternal countries, irrespectiye
of their economic levels. Based on the pnnaple of socialist
internationalism and common interests of the whole communi
ty, the socialist countries are bound to pay special attention to
tne interests of economically less developed countnes. They
strive to see that the less developed economy should beneiit
more quickly from international specialisation and co
operation of production and other forms of co-operation, it is
clear that the principal method for overcoming differences in
economic levels cannot be a simple redistribuuon of resources
among countries. , • h.
A growing burden Ues today upon the economic^ly more

advanced socialist states whose job it is to .
. utilising the scientific and technolo|ical achievement and

creating more complex Unes of producuon,
expenihture on strengthening the defence capability of the
entire socialist community. Vy to Se
possibilities for accumulation in these states
great detriment of each socialist state. Therefore, although the
problem of credits and loans given ̂ 7/^®
the economically less developed socialist states does not bse its
importance the main factor is to employ all forms ot
co-?peration and, above all, international specialisauon ̂ d
co-oSerotioH S production, so as to increase the economic
effic?ency of the less developed countries. InternaUonal
socialist integration has its greatest effect on the developme

'M
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®  economies so as to obtain optimum structures,accelerate scientific and technological progress, increase the
® uniform production, reduce its costs and increase the

ertectiveness of capital investment.
,  ̂ extending the international socialist division of
aoour IS both to reduce expenditure on various output in each
socialist country and to locate the various branches of
production within the socialist community so that output has
the lowest costs over the entire community. This approach,
owever, has nothing in common with the priority develop
ment or me productive forces in countries which already today
nave a higher level of economic development and where
ecnnological levels and labour productivity are high. The
socialist countries constantly pursue another task—that of
X ending the international socialist division of labour—i.e., to
e p to level up economic development of all members of the

community. ^
The two above-mentioned tasks may be harmoniously
ombined because the socialist countries, in extending the
ernatiorial socialist division of labour, are not simply

a apting themselves to the production capacities and condi-
lons of individual countries. They are, with increasing
;  pursuing a course for purposively and concertedly
counr^^"^ the economic conditions of production in each^
thpm '^^'.^P^uuing its production capacities and co-ordinating
TherAf^ u advance of all fraternal countries.each country and in the whole community,

consciously created for improving the
.,,_i social production. The whole work in creating
intArAc?" ts being based on a strict account for the
imnrr, of each country and the tasks of more rapidly
vAlrtT, the economic level of the economically less de
veloped countries. •

dAVAl',i^'*^i integration never counterposes an economically less
snrSaiic?^ ^ "tore developed state. A highly industrialised
rn.fkr.A,. cannot confine its participation in economic
lono- fA-^ without harming its own interests, especially
sor«i;®»'™^ interests, and also the common interests of the
less countries that are still relatively
ornrACBA^ oped cannot stand aside from the integrational
the Socialist economy without hampering
use t>.A®?i® economy and forfeiting the chance to
labour international socialist division ofviously, one cannot wait because of certain difficul-
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ties engendered by differences in economic levels, until they
are all levelled up and, in the meantime, limit one's participa
tion in socialist integration. It is, on the contrary, important to
develop co-operation among fraternal socialist contries inten
sively and rationally, by increasing the part played, through
joint efforts, of all forms of co-operation as factors encourag
ing efficient use of internal resources.
The more active involvement of economically less developed

countries in international specialisation and co-operation of
production may be ensured! also by special stimulatory
measures employed for intensifying the international socialist
division of labour. This circumstance may be taken into
consideration in forming prices for special products. However,
this presupposes vigorous employment by economically less
developed countries of the techno-economic advantages of the
international specialisation and co-operation of production so

/^s to reduce costs and the initially established advantageous
foreign trade prices.
In principle, one has to be guided, of course, by ensuring a

stable and ever-increasing material interest in internauonal
socialist division of labour for all member countries without
exception—both the highly developed and the economically
less developed. Each country must receive an economic
advantage from joint economic measures, although, in the
interests of encouraging the development of the economically
less developed countries, they may receive a share of that effect
that surpasses their share in corresponding expenditure.
Thus, an increasingly consistent observation of mutual
benefit in international economic relations, a policy tor
reinforcing economic expediency in this sphere, too, does
not reduce the importance of mutual assistance and
disinterested help in boosting the economy of less developed

^^^Scialist economic integratiori enriches 'he forms and
methods of economic co-operation among fraternal states.
That means that it increases the arsenal of means tor
improving efficiency of each national economy, enabling each
country to take part in forms of co-operation which would
most fully correspond to its conditions. In ̂ aranteeing a more
intensive development of the international socialist division of
labour, integration makes possible more than at any time in the
past a greater efficiency of economic relations, which is an
important condition for strengthening the world socialist
economy.
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,  The Commuimt and Workers' Parties of CMEA countries
combine efforts io tackle the problems involved ki comprehen
sively promoting economic co-operation of their countries and
of strengthening the world socialist economy; they thereby
display a realistic, strictly scientific and profound approach to
implementing socialist, economic integration; they oase them
selves on the need for a "consistent, continuous and swift
resolution of specific integrational problems as favoura
ble conditions for this have been created. The CMEA member
coun^es, which are forming an economic nucleus of the world
Moahst system, are governed by the fact that socialist economic
mtegration has exceptional importance for solving mafty
salient problems of building a developed socialist society and
communist construction, for ensuring the increasing success of
socialism in the struggle between the two opposing world social

without exaggeration that the course of
world development in the near future will in no small measure

the extent to which the present forms and
memods of economic integration of the countries of the world
Baalist system will be effective. The Communist and Workers
arties of the CMEA countries are putting into practice with

mcreasing success Lenin's behests in strengthening the
^TJ^^^.HP^hion of fraternal countries and improving the
world socialist economy.

SOCIALIST ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION
AND EFFICIENT SOCIAL PRODUCTION

Economic co-operation among nations building socialism has
an important place in Lenin's conception of socialist economic
progress. Lenin said that it requires "economic expediency <tnd
internationalist and democratic instinct and consciousness .
"Under socialism." Lenin wrote, "the working people themsel
ves will nowhere consent to seclusion merely for the ... purel)'
economic motives." Lenin regarded economic internationali-
sation as an invariable condition for efficient operation of the
socialist economies.
These instructions of Lenin's are more than ever relevant,

because conditions have matured within the world socialist
system and the need has strengthened for wider and fuller
employment of the enormous potential for greater economic

,  ; efficiency in every socialist state; these prospects open up due
to international economic co-operation within the world
socialist system. The socialist countries are expenenang, \fith
increasing force, the closest interrelationship between
economic growth in each country and firmer economic
contacts with fraternal socialist countries. .
to build communism in each counti^ necessitates socialist

countries' co-operation in economics, foreign policy, culture
and defence. . . , , , ,1,,.

Participation in the division of labour P^motes 'he
economies of all socialist countries, large and small. Admitted
ly, the larger states are less dependent on the foreign market.
Their intfrnal needs are so great that they can create mi
optimum scale of production capacities and develop specialisa-,>

' V. I. Lenin, ColUcUd Works, Vol. 23, p. 68.
^ Ibid., Vol. 22. p. 339.
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tion and co-operation basically within the confines of their own
territory. Nevertheless, these countries, too, are interested in
the international division of labour, since an economic rift
between them and other countries would adversely effect their
ecom^ies. They can with profit acquire certain products
elsewhere if their production is economically more efficient in
another country.
As the socialist economic system grows in strength, each

country sees a growing association between international
socialist relations of production, expressing the social nature of
socialist economic co-operation, and intra-state socialist rela
tions of production. The higher-the social progress of the new
society within national boundaries, therefore, the more fully
wi ' the opportunities of international co-operation be realiseu

K  community and, consequently, the higherwill be ̂ the role played by .that co-operation in national
economic prosperity.
The growth of productive forces in each, socialist country

accompanies an expansion of its external economic ties. A
country that possesses a great economic potential is better able
o  iscover and implement rational methods for tackling
economic problems that require joint effort. Meanwhile, it
ecomes possible more evenly to spread costs among co-
perating states so as to carry out measures in international

co-operation and economic benefits accruing from it.
InrV ̂  fuel and raw materials, which are eitherng or in short supply in a given state, grows as it extends
e scope of production and its sectoral structure. Although,

on the whole, the degree of self-sufficiency in the
processing industry, including engineering, greatly increases
y contrast with the initial stages of industrialisation, the
ssortment of items necessary for the economy rapidly

certain stage of development, it becomes
fu increase the assortment of native

f  uction, especially if it entails creating more and more new
° Production with a small volume of output that cannotscale. The growing demand for imports causes

exports. At the same time, the growth in
mnH ^ need to have economically efficient
WhL" Production equipped with up-to-date machinery,

fnr country creates the material and technical conditions
rrpasAc highly concentrated production, it usually in-
vrtliimo \ tieed to export, because an econbmica'lly viableo production is likely greatly to exceed the capacity of

IQQ
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the home market. In order to raise the growth rate of national
income and more fully satisfy social needs, each countty has to
increase exchange of various consumer values with other
countries and curb the expansion or even restrict the material
structure of its own social product. . .
This does not mean that the socialist countries passively sit

back and wait for a higher economic level with wider
opportunities and more efficient economic co-operation. Nor
does it mean that/the economically less developed countnes
can, without harming their own economic, restrict tneir
participation in the international division of labour and other
forms of co-operation. A direct dependence exists between
efficiency of social production in each country and the use ot
all opportunities for co-operation, particularly the division ot
labour. The more timely and active the involvement of an
industrialising country in fraternal co-operation, therefore, the
more fully, and rationally can it exploit its own resources.
Althou& the growth of productive forces in every sociahs

' country is based above all on mobilising its own interna
resources, it is vital for every country to employ eiaernal
factors of economic growth as well. The !
have arisen and are growing strong in the world socjahrt
economy for greater importance to be given to th®se externa
factors in strengthening national economies and for bnn^ng
the less developed economies up to the level of the advanced.
This is ensured by the steadily expanding process of economic
consolidation of the socialist countries, especially the CMEA
countries; this is taking place against a background of mutual
co-operation in promoting the national economies.
Althoueh industrialisation and modernisauon of the

economie! of the CMEA countries during ̂ he 950s was based
largely on their mounting economic cp-operaUon it was
accomnanied by a number of essential defects that testified to
poor use of the advantages of international socialist specwlisa-
tion and co-operation of production. For example, th
earlv 1950s some countries tended to create a wide range
branches and lines of production without a realistic account of
the potential of each country and the prospects for extending
the Siternational socialist division of ®
unwarranted duplication in the Production of identical c^
modities in the various countries. On the one hand, this was
due to the lack of experience of international co-operation inproduction and the obvious insufficient theo^reticaldabora^^^^^
of problems involved in division of labour; on the other hand,
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there was the lack of a production base necessary for
si^cessfelly extending the international, socialist division of
labour. The problem was that the People's Democracies were

. only just creating it in that period.
j ° one example, economically unjustified duplication

existed in the first half of the
i950s a factor that still prevails in CMEA countries. Hun
garian economists, for example, have analysed their country's
economic progress during the first five-year plan (1950-1954)
and concluded that no proper account was taken of the
country's economic resources and the great potential in, a

f®.*! organisation of co-operation with the USSR and other
socialist countries. The five-year industrial programme showed
Signs of autarky: some branches of industry developed in
numerous directions without proper account for the existing
resources of fuel and raw materials, manpower and production
experience, and also the interests and opportunities of other
countries of the .socialist camp.'
So the natural growth of the sectoral structure in each

country occurred without proper co-ordination of production
-  A® ̂  result, economically unjustified duplicationU^ed in the .production of identical products in various

creation and strengthening of multi-sectoral
maustnal complexes were not accompanied on the right scale
y  n etticient international intra-sectoral specialisation of

far?t, the processing industry, and particu-
rr>nc;!r^ r ̂ "g'neering, was structured without sufficient.  for the internal production capacity of raw

other goods or for more rational versions of

nrJ\^ ®®v^ral cases, countries lacked conditions for native-
^ fcrrous metals on a large scale and yet they

/u tr branches of engineering..  ..'■"^"g". CMEA countries encouraged internationalpecialisation in the processing industry, tney often did not
j tendency towards irrational expansion of the

nf j products in cases associated with, excessive scatteringvolume of output of identical products_  ow economic indicators of production. In the German
for example, restriction on the range of

■ wqc particularly engineering where it
was Jr* j j overall range of goods of world engineering,garded as an acute economic need, even though the

See Periodica polytechnica, No.2, 1959, p. 164.
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variety of economic production in the GDR expanded by
11,000 items in the period 1964-1966 alone.

The tendency towards excessive diversification in the
processing industry is still due largely to a desire to cover
expanding internal needs by native production rather than
by more intensive partidpation in the international socialist
division of labour. This is the reason for the irrational scale
of output of identical products corresponding to the limited
volume of the home market of relatively small countries; it also
bears witness to the continuing weak part played by the
international division of labour in rationalising the range of
products, which is an important means of enhancing econom
ic efficiency. The CMEA countries are today paying enor
mous attention to working out and implementing rational
schemes for international production specialisation -_3pd
for strengthening the effectiveness of various forms of joint
planning activity.

The greatest mutual dependence and complementing of
national economies has occurred in inter-sectoral specialis^
tion, deliveries of fuel, raw materials and certain semi-finishedEroducts from one country to another, mainly from the Soviet

^nion to the European members of CMEA. This specialisation
is basically due to the differences in the amount of resources of
minerals, hydropower and timber. Often, the long-distance
transportation of fuel and raw materials involved in this
specialisation has been and remained inevitable and economi
cally justified. This includes, for example, Soviet-Hungarian
co-operation in the production of aluminium, in which the
alumina extracted in Hungary is transported tOy sources of
cheap electrical power in the USSR, and the resultant
aluminium is sent back to Hungary. According to estimates,
this co-operation results in lower production costs of
aluminium over the two other possible arrangements, by
concentration of all stages of aluminium production from
bauxite in Hungary or the transfer from the Volga to Hungary
of electrical power needed for smelting aluminium from
alumina. . , - i-

But even here, in the sphere of inter-sectoral specialisation,-
there have been poorly justified international production
contacts, especially as a result of beginning blast-furnace
production on the basis of long-distance transport of iron ore
and technological fuels obtained from the USSR. a

The'need for closer co-ordination of effort in GMJiA
countries in economic progress was already apparent by the
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iiiid-19565. A great deal of work in pron^oting and improving
international socialist division of labour was done on that basis.
The CMEA countries are drawing up and carrying out

measures for resolving more rationally problems concerned
with supplv of fuel and raw materials, the formation of
economically more efficient inter-sectoral specialisation. These
incliide the replacement of unprocessed raw material de
liveries by deliveries of raw materials that have undergone
mitial treatment (iron ore rollings instead of raw ore),
replacement of deliveries of raw materials by semi-finished

- moducts (cast iron in plac.e of iron ore), and improvement of
the sectoral structure of the processing industry in countries
with a narrow raw material base (primarily a greater share of
the less metal-consuming branches of engineering). Of even
greater importance are the steps being taken, or outlined, to
ensure^ intensification and improvement of the intra-sectoral
specialisation of production. Agreed distribution of produc-
^1?" P'"®S'"^nimes of certain industries among CMEA countriesshould serve to reach that objective; of special import are
production programmes in engineering with the employment
of specialisation forms according to a range of items, individual
parts and procesises.
The CMEA governments are focusing attention on the need

^ore fully to use economic advantages obtained from a deeper
division of labour among them. The document The Basic
Pnnciples of International Socialist Division of Labour states that
economic effectiveness of that division of labour finds its
ultimate expression "in the rapid growth rates of production
^ k ^"Vest ptisfaction of the needs of the population ine^h country with minimum expenditure of social labour".
This can be obtained by realising the advantages of the
international socialist division of labour manifest directly in
various sectors of production (production concentration to
optimum limits, improved employment of production
caMcities and consequent lower costs of production), and
within the framework of the entire economy: formation of an

f^nnomic sectoral structure, use of existing favoura
ble conditions for priority development of certain sectors, and
cutUng down the effect of adverse local conditions.
How IS it possible to economise on labour expenditure

greater international socialist division of labour?

fii result of that division of labour, conditions develop ine process of manufacture of various products on an
optimum scale and for the economically justified introduction
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of highly productive technology. This lowers production costs,
improves quality, economises on labour as a result of higher
productivity directly at certain sectors of production.
Lenin noted the importance of production specialisation for

higher labour productivity: "To increase the productivity of
human labour in, for instance, the making of some part of a
whole product, the production of that part must be specialised,
must become a special one concerned with mass production
and, therefore, permitting (and engendering) the employment
of machines, etc."' He is here stressing the point that
specialisation leads not only and not so much to concentration
in general—the concentration of manpower and production
assets at individual enterprises—as mainly to concentration of
production of identical products which plays a particularly
important part in increasing labour productivity.
In jpining the system of international sociahst division of

labour, each country receives great additional possibilities for
concentrating production and creates favourable conditions
for technological re-equipment. In many countries, optimalisa-
tion of production capacities, especially in engineering and
iron and steel industries, greatly depends on how widely the
advantages of internationm specialisation and co-operation of
production are used. The international socialist division of
labour paves the way for resolving the objective contradiction
between the need for a rationally high concentration of
production, which creates . conditions for increasing its
economic efficiency, and the existing capacity of the home
market which is often insufficient to cope with batch and mass
production. Frequently, the capacity of national markets,
particularly in small and medium-sized countries, does not
encourage the output of production on an economically viable
scale, alfliough these countries may have attained concentra
tion of production of identical products at a small number of
cnterprwes. The opportunities are also restricted for internal
specialisation of production within the bounds of individual
countries. As a result, an opportunity to change to batch and
mass production for improving economic efficiency often can
Only be done through international specialisation. Only
specialisation of production on an international scale allows a
widening of the market for a particular branch of industry,
^hich would justify the creation of economically optimum

V. I. Lenin; Collected Works, Vbl. 1, p. 100.
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productiori Capacities. By extending the international division
of labour, socialist countries increasingly use, for raising
efficiency of production, the dependence of the level of output
expenditure on the development of concentration and special
isation of production, and on the possible scale of the market
for that output. Here lies one of the major reserves for
™proving production in the socialist countries.
The work of CMEA agencies in standardisation is doing

much to promote the international socialist division of labour.
Recommendations on standardisation were adopted by
CMEA agencies: recommendations for machines,
equipment and instruments, for electronic techniques,
radio electronics and- communications techniques, for
metals and metal produ.cts and for chemical products and
rubber-asbestos commodities. They were intended to
ensure the replacement of parts and aggregates of
machinery, equipment and instruments produced in CMEA
countries, to step up serial production and improve quality.
^  toohnical standards and methods or testing products. The prerequisites have been created, therefore, for
replacing a number of assemblies and parts of lathes, lorries
and buses, and chemical equipment. All that helps to pro
mote international specialisation and co-operation of pro
duction in CMEA countries and to expand exchange of
commodities among them. For example, standardisation has
meant a threefold reduction iri the number of types of
sea-going vessels, an almost fourfold drop in the number of
types of river craft, a more than fourfold reduction in types of
refrigerators and a 2.3-fold reduction in types of freight and
passfenger rail stock. The best possible conditions
therefore been created for serial production, reducing cost and
shOTtening the time for building vessels and increasing their
technical standards. The consistent realisation of these condi
tions presupposes a more rapid account of the appropriate
recommenaations on national standards and reduction in the

,  time of their introduction.
The CMEA governments. attach great importance to the

(  co-ordinated development oif international specialisation and
''°'^P®ration of production, the international socialist market

•  material and technical basis of production, so as toobtain an all-round increase in economic efficiency. As Lenin
once wrote, "The dimensions of the market are inseparably
TOnnected with the degree of specialisation of social labour...-
But this specialisation, by its very nature is as infinite as
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technical developments."' Elsewhere he wrote: "Technical
progress must entail the specialisation of different parts of
production, their socialisation, and, consequently, the expan
sion of the market." ̂
The access to the very large Soviet market is vital to the

economic development of small and medium-sized socialist
countries. Deliveries to the Soviet Union of many products,
including those of industries of paramount importance to;
national economies, like the engineering and chemical indus
tries, do much to encourage growth of production and its
concentration. Between 1945 and 1968, for example, Poland
delivered to the USSR equipment for 15 sugar refineries, 11
yeast works, a large consignment of chemical equipment, some
80,000 freight and passenger waggons and over 500 vessels.
More than 60 per cent of the Bulgarian engineering industry is
currently producing equipment for the USSR, and four-fifths
of the capacity of the Bulgarian canning industry is concerned
with Soviet orders.

International specialisation of production greatly reduces
the need to restructure production to meet the requirement
of a country for certain types of production whether it is
equipment for a particular factory or consumer durables of
definite trade-marks. International specialisation frequently
enables a country to prolong the production^ of a particular
product because it can work for several countries rather than a
single one. . .
Dependence of the level of production concentration on the

degree of involvement in the international socialist division of
labour is already often fairly well defined in several industnal
branches in CMEA countries, especially in some sub-branches
of engineering. Working for export encourages specialisation
and concentration in farming, as well.
Thus, the international division of labour guarantees to

create a mass and batch production in various industries and
thereby helps to increase economic efficiency. Industries that
Actively participate in the international speciahsation of
production' usually develop at markedly rapid rates.
By extending the international specialisation of production,

individual CMEA countries deliberately avoid producoon of
certain commodities, preferring to import them, and halt their
home production because they have become an object ol

' V. I. Lenin, ColUcUd Works, Vol. 1, p. 100.
2 Ibid., p. 101.
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specialisation of other countries. As a-,result of agreement
between Poland, Rumania and Bulgaria, for example, Poland
no longer produces certain types of gear-cutting lathes.

International specialisation makes it possible greatly to
increase economic efficiency. That is why tne CMEA countries
have worked out a programme to cover their needs for ball
bearings by joint effort. If each state were to attempt to
manufacture all the ball bearings it needed, this would be
extremely difficult to achieve technologically and extremely
unprofitable economically. Therefore, each country will pro
duce ball bearings required in a large number, while various
countries will specialise in producing rolling contacts used on a
conmaratively narrow scale in individum states. Work on
production specialisation for ball-bearing manufacture, begun
in the first half of the 1960s, was continued through
1966-1970.

2. Higher efficiency of expenditure of social labour by
means of the international division of labour is also obtained by
improving the structural balance. This entails an economy on
^bour throughout the country by virtue of the international
division of labour bringing about a greater degree of proximity
^ ri optimum structure that would make it possible toallocate labour and material resources by sector with the
greatest economic effect.

Division of labour between socialist countries encourages
progressive shifts in the sectoral economic structure. Interna-
honal specialisation and co-operation of production acquire
increasing importance for improving several basic economic
proportions in each country. Depending on how much a
country participates in international specialisation and co
operation, its economic rationale for the proportions in the
economy of individual countries will increasingly depend both
on an inter- and intra-sectoral scale.
Due to the international socialist division of labour, the

countries parbcipating in it can, in shaping the structure of
their economies, more fully take account of the natural and
economic conditions of production. This division of labour
enables them to obviate and remove any deviations from the
PP^'^'^m-sectoral structure. As the division of labour extends,

possible to concentrate material-consuming lines of
production in countries that have at their disposal the
necessary raw materials and to reduce the load on the raw

tiase of countries where resources of raw materials are
small. It is possible to avoid widespread development of
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particularly power-consuming production without a sufficient
power base. A correct division of labour can help to overcome
any lag in development of the more progressive branches and
lines of production. The efforts of socialist states in increasing
economm efficiency of production by. improving the sectora
structure of the economies, therefore, can bring the right
results only if careful account is taken of the possibilities that
emanate from greater international specialisation and co
operation of production. The CMEA countries extend the
international socialist division of labour by co-ordinating plans,
agree on and implement measures intended to secure an
efonomically rational balance between individual sectors and
lines of production which encourage the maintenance of a hig
rate of extended reproduction. nivyrpA
The increasingly close economic co-operation of CMEA

countries is apparent in the formation of certain international
com'fnon proportions in production. A whole number of
internal economic proportions of CMEA
ing increasingly interconnected and interdependent wit
strict observance for voluntary agreement, equality, mutua
benefirand assistance and full respect for the sovere^
each country. They are becoming component parts of the
economic proportions on an international scale.
By joint effort, the socialist countries are ensuring a balance

between the extraction of coking coal and ore and the
requirements for them in the iron and steel industry, betweenSrSfng of metals and the.development of =n|;neen^j

National economic proportions are losing their closed

rfficSy*'' PSC S * eS'emTtentific Ind tech-
becomes more rational. The usk of maintaining an economi-S;KSnceb«„eense^

S:Sb\re^^ir„re7pe";dS:;;^ TsSir^^^^^
nomic plans.
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,  socialist countries do not set out to co-ordinate the
tormation or any economic proportions. For a long period of
tune, national economies will still remain independent
economic umts, and the process of forming a whole series of
proportums occurs basically or exclusively within a given
country. This applies primarily to proportions in distribution

tne national income, to the non-productive sphere, not to
proportions formed in material proouction. But tne role of the
eronomic proportions formed on an international scale Will
eadiiy increase. The united economic efforts of socialist

rountn^s will be an increasingly important aspect of their
economic development, an increasingly vital factor in tackling
e economic problems that confront them. The internationm

economic proportions that are being formed systematically
no in a conscious way within the socialist community

-  increasingly express the marked progressive historical
en ency towards economic consolidation of socialist coun-

-  tries.

3. An economy on social labour is also obtained because the
m  u of labour enables each country to bePJI ea by the export of commodities whose output requires

Smr, on the native production of other,
°  commodities. Each country thereby is able to expand

j  of goods for whose production it has or is
favourable conditions through further

ran K ®oaalist division of labour. At the same time, it
r*»str; ^ output of several commodities so as rationally to

fr? variety of products or to refrain from producing
favn. f°r. whose manufacture it has insufficiently
favourable conditions.

enV^^ international division of labour and the foreign tradetugged on its basis can increase the consumed national
lilPomA />♦ a. .t ^in/Yfcm t — *-«ix mx-i cddc

de value oLxPS'cSSed'fS*' ̂
a m,™ -r—,-" ■^"■v.uiaicu 111 terms of th

^ili?
m::'-

iii tt:/;; '

e internal prices oftiountry, 1. e., with account for the national level of
stiairn P™^"^tivity. This results from a rational commodityand imports, taking into consideration

national level of labour productivity (in
tionaMa.^^i^°^ °f industry) from the mean interna-y® ^"^d, consequently, differences in the national and
t?aH^ of individual commodities. This foreign
irirnmo ^ i ^ increase in consumed national
nn«>rat:' dif^rs from the effect obtained in creditP  ons, because it does not involve an inevitable reduction

Wldi"
lii';;,

J
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in the national income of another country. At first glance, such
an effect may appear to be fictitious since, in estimating
exports and imports in foreign trade prices in the event oFa
foreign trade balance, its balance would be equal to nought; in
the event of a passive balance, a balance of payments deficit
occurs for the,country which has to cover it by some means or
another. In actual fact, however, we refer to a perfectly rem
increment in consumed national income by comparison with
the income produced. ^ n l u u

By virtue of this, the international division of labour through
foreign trade contacts of each socialist state will increasingly
become a source of economic accumulation, whose role will
steadily rise. . j- • i-

By co-ordinating economic plans and extending specialisa
tion and co-operation, the CMEA countries make exchange of
activity between them not simply a means of covering deficits,
overcoming temporary difficulties, maintaining certain natura
proportions in the process of reproduction (for example,
between the requirements of the processing industry and
the existing quantity of raw matenals). Such exchange o
activity is today acquiring an even widerbecoming an important source of increment of national
*"wkh a careful study of the opportunities
mutually advantageous co-operation, trade
countries can be constructed so as iniported commodiOes meach country have greater value than exports from Ae
viewDoint of efficient labour expenditure in a given country.Th^e advantag^^^ from foreign trade by one countij should
certainly not be accompanied by any losses from foreign tradeby S partner It is wfong to imagine that only a countiy withhigh labour productivity throughout its econom>; ¥frlm internftional traie. By co-prdinating their ^

""Ce'SIational division of labour
turnover has a big impact on the
departments of coun-£o-operat.on and mutual as^^^^ development for
lndMTu\toLXtrS"o la" t?e' basis fo? a national industry and
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to implement extended reproduction even when the rate of
CTOwth of consumer goods industry (Group B) surpasses
that of producer goods, because the priority development
o  producer goods is guaranteed over the entire world
socialist economic system by the joint efforts of fraternal
countries.

Division of labour makes it possible to reduce the depen-
ence of proportions between the consumed means of

production and consumer goods on the balance between the
means of production and consumer goods being created in a
given country. In some states, the share of tne means of
productioni in the gross national product may be higher than in
e  consumption, while in other states, the opposite may
the case. This may be due to relatively temporary factors, as,

3 great difference in economic levels; it may also
uue to inore stable differences in natural and economic

conditions of production, including differences in structure
eiiperately created and reinforced as the international
ivision of labour extends so as to raise the economic efficiency
national economies. In both cases, the reduction of the

a ove-menuoned dependence may be encouraged by the
creation of more favourable prerequisites for extended
reproduction in each country. .msion of labour enables each state to reduce the depen-

nee of the balance between individual types of consumed
eans of production on the balance between individual types
Pioneer goods (and likewise with consumer goods). In one

•  proportion between the means of production used
nrn/i ® of production for manufacturing means of
rnn " ^ j means of production for manufacturingsumer goods may deviate from the proportion between the

■  actually produced of one type and of the
j 1., yhis deviation may also be both unavoidable and
-rt* created in the interests of enhancing the economicefficiency of production.
_  sucn possible deviations, a country may achieve a
^ ̂  economic efficiency of social labour expenditure in
ovpi- I and II of social production; this may occur
jj . . world socialist system as a whole. International
inrhwvT ? labour and international specialisation enable
Hgti ^ sometimes to have an extended reproduc-
_  1,^^. . possessing the necessary share of means of
mpanc*" social product. International exchange ofot production for consumer goods enables each country
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gradually to create an optimum structure of its own production
and to ensure an optimum balance between the rate of growth
in Departments I and II. This optimum structure, however,
does not imply a gulf between the relations of these two
departments on an international scale and the transition to
closed intra-state proportions between them. Moreover, the
Communist and Workers' Parties of CMEA countries
have often formulated tasks for rational economic man
agement; these demand that in presenpday conditions
the priority growth of producer goods and the accel^ated
development of progressive sectors in each county should
become a fully efficient factor in national economic grcwth
only if it occurs on the basis of the international socialist divi
sion of labour. . .. .
The important issues of the world socialist economic

development include the problem of a rational aim scienUfi^
approach to the restructuring of economies which inherited
from capitalism a backward mono-cultural economy.
In the econpmically less developed countries, agncu ture is

invariably the major source of accumulation for a fairly long
period, although these countries gradually extend their
potential for increasing investment in farming itself. 1 nis, in
turn, encourages the process of accumulation within farm
production. The worm socialist economic system is free ot
many factors which operate in the world capitalist economy
and which cause the unequal status of countries with a narrow
agrarian and raw material bias in international specialisation,
hamper the dismantling of the mono-cultural nature of their
economy. In particular, the world socialist system does not
harbour the danger that close ties of some countries with the
international socialist market will lead to
dependence on other countries, or that they will be a brake on
economic nroeress. The market is free of a spontaneous playof prices and speculation. The formerly bacWard countries
are now able relying on agrarian and raw material sectors andmodernising InS elpand?ng them, steadily to progress to a
wider economic structure, as they reinforce the basis of their
national economic accumulation, especially to promote indus
tries concerned with producer goocfs This Prcsupposes rapid
progress on a modern foundation of several other industries
that serve to satisfy popular requirements. They thereby
overcome factors inherent in agrarian-raw material countries
within the world capitalist economic system,
techno-economic level of export industries, in the mam, and
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the grgat backwardness of sectors supplying the population
with consumer goods (including the detention of^ a natural
economy).

Despite the apparent facility and practicality of such an
approach, its simplicity is only ephemeral. In practice, many
0 jective and- paramount economic factors can prevent this
appenmg and, sometimes, force a country to create a

multisectoral economic structure even when its economic
accumulation is extremely limited; this somewhat deflects it
rom consideration of current economic efficiency. A good

1 ustration is the problem of employment. When an excess of
^anpower exists in agriculture and it is impossible to make
uch impression on increasing the degree of employment of
.  sector and guarantee employment for

freed from the land by mechanisation (by extending the
under cultivation and changing its structure, increas-

. o. ® of livestock breeding, etc.), it becomes necessary
■  f^okiing the employment problem to develop a variedp ocessing industry, especially those sectors which require less

capiul investment per working place.
and rates of restructuring the economy for

.• entries that inherited economic backwardness from capital-
depend on the sectoral structure of farm

nn -K-'i??"' of accumulation obtained from it and the'uf^cs of increasing it by additional investment. They may
depend on the export status of farm production,

A  P"oe level for its products in foreign markets.
in«r ̂  ®*Port quota of agriculture and suitable (not preclud-
j ® ® possibility of economic accumulation) conditions for

j  factors in economicP  ®"d sufficienr guarantees of its requirements in
On fh' P™ducts through imports. This has a dual significance.^  one hand, the more favourable positions or a country

world market with a commodity that has become its
_  ' - make it easier to resolve the problem of

I industrialisation. On the other hand, they
in/-i-a ®®®d to force industrialisation for the purpose of
Li ®®'ng the dcCTee of a country's self-sufficiency. Unfavour-

coriditions of traditional products encourage a
^  ̂ accelerate the creation of its own production of
tiinUio^ commodities, to reduce its dependence on oppdr-
to obtaining currency earnings for their imports and
lines f ^'^'cntion to economic efficiency of newly formed
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The fact that industrialisation plays a very important part in
accelerating and strengthening socialist socio-economic
changes and in reinforcing the leading role of the working
class has a great deal of meaning for fixing the rate of
economic restructuring.
The possibility of a "gradual" approach to economic

restructuring in a less developed counti^ also depends on the
economic potential of the entire socialist community, on the
level of industrialisation reached by most socialist countries
and on the balance between the two departments of social
production and the share of progressive sectors on the scale of
the whole world socialist economy.

Similarly, the labour productivity level iri farm production
should remain completely dependent on deliveries of products
of the leading industries; by itself, it is virtually incapable Of
directly helping to increase efficiency of production in other
sectors. It can only do this indirectly, mainly as a source of
accumulation for the import of vital machinery, raw materials
and fuel. This factor also motivates the formerly agrarian
countries to create their own processing industry as guickly as
possible, especially sectors of Department I of industrial
production, because too great a load—as a source or
accumulation for industrial imports necessary for developing
agriculture and other existing sectors and consumer im
ports—is put on agriculture and on the foreign trade of farm
produce by maintaining the priority role of agriculture. Even
with relatively high farm productivity (which is not m the least
typical of economically backward countries), it is far from
beine able to cope with this problem. • • j • i
That is not to say that national economic upsurge, industrial

isation or higher productivity of social labour always entail a
hasty renunciatioA of the leading role given to a particular
branch of agriculture or to the extractive industry m conditions
of international capitalist division of labour. Socialist countnes
differentiate between such a leading role of a parncular sector
caused simply by a low level of productive forces and a leading
role which IS based on advantageous natural conditions,
production traditions and the intensive character of produc
tion in that sector and enhanced demand for its products on
the world market. In the second case, to renounce internauon-
al specialisation in promoting a given ®o«or and traditional
lines of production could only restrict opportunities for the
rise of productive forces and harm the entire world socialist
economy.

/, i
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Further development of agriculture "(or a certain sector of
the extractive industry) as a leading economic sector presup
poses its technical reouilding and simultaneous growth of a
number of branches of industiy which process agricultural and
mineral raw materials to the level that is regarded as
economically expedient, the utilisation of processed waste, and
also satisfying the needs of sectors of international specialisa-

for various types of equipment and fuel.
economic approach is only acceptable with an increase

in the techno-economic level of all existing sectors and an ever
greater employment in them of achievements of modern
science and technology with assistance from fraternal coun-
tnes. At the same time, the economic complex may increasingly
be supplemented by sectors unconnected with this traditionally
narrow base of international specialisation. Many of these
sectors should, in turn, be included in the international
division of labour, widening the type of international special
isation of production in the given country. The whole complex

that form around the sector which determines the
traditional type of international specialisation for the country
will gradually become only a part of the multisectoral economic
complex.

It is a knotty problem to determine what is the rational
development for each stage of a range of sectors created in
ci^ntnes dealing with a backward, mono-cultural economy-
I he resolution of this problem demands a circumspect analysis
ot many factors.. There is the obvious need to avoid harming
the traditional sector which determines inevitably, for a fairly
ong time, the type of international specialisation of the
country, to use comprehensively its export possibilities and to
increa^ the economic efficiency of production within it. On
the other hand, no less obvious is the short-sightedness of
attempts to encourage economic progress by concentrating all
f  ̂"tl resources to expanding production in that
traditional sector without account for its overall effectiveness

other sectors.nd at the cost of the great damage done to all
th • c that have recently been set up. The interests ofthe rise of productive forces dictate the neea steadily to form av.. steadily t
multisectoral economic complex. The range of sectors in such a
complex cannot be identical in all countries; it must be
determined by strict account, for example, of the size of
population and the capacity of the domestic market and, in
particular, on the degree of involvement of those sectors in the
international division of labour.

;ia
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■A unique and relatively narrow economic complex is today• ^ - dilu IddLiV^I^ liaiiV^TT

being established in the Mongolian People's Republic where it
is felt inexpedient for the moment to create a national
multisectoral engineering industry. Y. Tsedenbal has de
scribed the economic tasks of the MPR with reference to the
existence of the world socialist system and the growing division
of labour among socialist countries which enables this country
to avoid unprofitable and inexpedient capital investment for
developing a whole range of lines of production: it is felt best
to rely on co-operation with other socialist countries concen
trating labour and material resources primarily on economic
sectors for which the most propitious natural and economic
conditions exist. That certainly does not imply a one-sided
economic growth; on the contrary, it is only in this way that
Mongolia can swiftly obtain a comprehensive economic de
velopment.

Despite its limited resources, Mongolia, in 1961-1970,
increased' the volume of basic production assets by 170 per
cent, industrial output 160 per cent, and agricultural output 14
per cent. By 1970, the share of industry in the national income
nad increased since 1960 from 14 to 20.6 per cent.^ In
conformity with the specific natural and economic conditionsof Mongolia, priority in the sectoral structure of developing
industry is going to the light and food • industries and the
livestocK processing industry. At the same time, Mongolia is
creating and expanding many other industries—coal, oil,
non-ferrous and rare metal ores, non-ore minerals, electric
power engineering, oil refining, building materials, metal-
Working (largely repair and maintenance). The export pros
pects of these sectors are growing: since 1968, Mongolia hasneen exporting to the Soviet Union spare parts and standards
for lorries. . . .
' The possibility of forming relatively narrow economic
complexes within the world socialist system has nothing in
common with the retention of a mono-cultural economy m the
industrially backward countries in the world capitalist system.Such a complex presupposes the implementation of measure^
that ensure tetter economic efficiency, the full and rational use
of labour resources, the growth in their '"achine-to-worker
tatio and, as a result, higher living standards. It entailseconomically justified participation in the '"te^-^f'^nal social
ist division of labour subordinated to the tasks of effective use
of national resources. It is evident that the formation of such a
complex is possible only within the world socialist system on the
W—143
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basis of the advantages of equal and mutually beneficial
economic co-operation among the socialist countries and their
fraternal mutual assistance. As the necessary conditions are
created and local conditions changed, the relatively narrow
economic complex will expand and improve.
The problems of forming a rational economic complex and

its involvement in the international division of labour have vital
relevance for a country like Cuba.
Cuba is tackling the problem of more fully using her

favourable natural conditions for expanding farm production,
above all of sugar cane and several other products, particularly
citrus fruits. Livestock breeding is also being developed.
Agriculture is acquiring a multisectoral character and should
be able to satisfy the country's basic agricultural needs,
especially for food.'
Cuban farming is developing along intensive lines. It is being

technically re-equipped with aid from other socialist countries.
In 1969, for example, Cuba had 50,000 tractors, while it had
only 5,000-6,000 before the revolution. She is creating her
own industrial base (production of fertiliser and farm machin-
ery) in order to consolidate the'material and technical base of
agriculture. It is klso ensuring the growth of industries
processing agricultural raw materials. These include, above all,
•5 of sugar and other branches of the foodindustry, and also light industry using predominantly local raw
The production of sugar is regarded as a sector which

should be economically completely efficient, largely determin-
'•oe export profile of the Cuban economy. One condition

for this is the widespread mechanisation and higher agrotech
nics level, and especially firm economic links with the socialist
countries, which safeguard Cuba from the detrimental effect
of capitalist market condition and speculation of the
monopolies of imperialist powers. At the same time, Cuba is

u  fho possibilities for creating several other sectors on
I  pf the sugar industry, in particular, the possibilities of"Widely usmg sugar products for developing certain branches of

the chemical industry.
Tbe Cuban economy will increasingly use other natural

wealth, especially the reserves of non-ferrous metal ores and

"f vf noting that before the revolution, Cuba had to import 30 per, , "i®'" entire internal food requirements despite the existence of reservesoi tarm land and favourable natural conditions Tor farming.
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non-ore minerals. An iron and steel base is developing by
expanding and modernising the Jose Marti factory in Havana
and two enterprises atta^ed to it. Cubans attach great
significance to strengthening the power industry.

Additionally, as a result of the US instigated economic
blockade of Cuba and in order fully to eliminate technological
and economic dependence on American imperialism, the
Cuban people resolved several urgent specific problems such,
as manufacturing spare parts for plant that was previously
imported and several industrial consumer goods for household
use.

At the same time, the Cuban people proceed from the fact
that in future socialist industrialisation will embrace a wider
area and Cuba will develop a modern industry in an optimum
complex. To a large extent the mono-cultural character of the
Cuban economy has already been overcome, although sugar
{•roduction retains its very important economic significance,
ndustry is developing and agriculture is rapidly becoming
varied. While, earlier, sugar cane comprised almost 80 per cent
of the gross national product of the country, soon its share will
be 20-25 per cent. In a speech he made at the end of 1969,
Fidel Castro made the point that "our country is entering a
new stage of economic development, a more complicated stage.
We are confronted with colossal needs in all spheres—in
construction and in industry. We are entering a phase of real
industrial development.
"Enemies of the revolution tirelessly reiterated all kinds of

absurdities that Cuba had attempted accelerated industrial
development but then had to give up and remains a countij
with a mono-cultural economy. It is very easy to shatter their
illusions, for Cuba has never been less a mono-cultural country
than it is today....
"Quite correctly we directed our main efforts into agricul

ture. It was necessary to gfuarantee primarily the food
sufficiency for our people. That was absolutely crucial. At the
same time, however, we constructed large power stations,
industrial plants, cement works; engineering factories and
fertiliser plants! Obviously, they do not yet completely satisfy
all our internal needs. But, m the near future, industrial
development will occur at the same rapid rate as farming has
developed in recent years." '•

Granma, November 5, 1969.
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Experience of development in the world socialist system
testifies to the fact that with close co-operation every country
can build an economic structure in the interests of fully
employing all production resources and increasing the produc
tivity of social labour.
The developing international socialist division of labour is

increasingly influencing the sectoral structure of production in
CMEA countries, thereoy helping to create sectors and lines of
production that are specialised oh an international scale. The
socialist countries, however, do not regard their participation
in international specialisation and co-operation merely as a
means of widening, the range of sectors of the national
processing industry and supplementing the assortment of their
products, although new sectors will increasingly be created
precisely as specialised spheres on an international scale and
largely by virtue of that specialisation. The extention of the
range of sectors and production is not an end in itself. Creation
of new branches and lines of production is aimed at increasing
economic efficiency and is likely only with a consistent
delineation of proauction programmes among co-operating
coiintries. This task is being resolved by using the advantages
of internatip|ial specialisation and co-operation.

It is obvious tnat a desire simply to possess one's own
production of as wide an assortment of products as possible
.cannot have any economic justification for a country develop
ing in a situation where it can call on the assistance of other
members of the world socialist system. The striving of each
country fully to cover all its needs at the expense only of, its own
production would be economically unjustified within the
socialist community and, in many cases, simply impossible.
Such a policy would lead to an increase in the share of scattered
smaU-scale production; this would entail holding back labour
productivity and the development of the country's productive
forces. Therefore, a really rational economic complex that

a high rate of economic growth can only develop on
*"®^3sis of careful account of bom the internal conditions of
each country and all the possibilities of co-operation with
fraternal countries.

International specialisation and co-operation of production
are more and more becoming a decisive direction of mutual

of fraternal countries in economic progress andthe basis of many joint measures for improving the effective
use of national accumulation, reducing current and capital
outlays per unit of output in each country. The principle of
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mutual benefit underlies the measures for co-ordinating plans,
for specialisation and co-operation of production within the
socianst community. Socialist economists are faced with the
task continually to improve methods of economic analysis with
the aid of which the division between countries of production
programmes will become an increasingly effective means for
economising in national manpower, and to find increasingly
reliable economic levers to guarantee each country increasing
benefit from international co-operation. At the same time,
where necessary, socialist countries render selfless assistance to
one another in tackling various economic tasks. This includes
establishment of the international system of specialisation and
co-operation of production.
The trend is increasing in CMEA countries to a division of

labour in certain lines of production and manufactured
products within the framework of each sector. Here, interna
tional specialisation of production is not reduced to specialisa
tion in the output of ready-made goods that are fully produced
in a single country; it includes, on an increasingly wide scale,
specialisation in the production of individual parts and
assemblies and the performance of certain technical opera
tions. The mutually beneficial close production co-operation is
being strengthened even more on the basis of that varied
specialisation.
The need is increasing today more"widely to change from

specialisation of goods that are already the object of regular
mutual exchange between many CMEA countries, which are
suppliers of that product on the international socialist market,
to specialisation in the production of manufactured goods,
whicn up till now have only been the objects of exchange on a
small scale between CMEA countries (exchanged only between
a few countries or exchanged between many countries but in a
Very small quantity by contrast with the volume of their
•production and consumption or have virtually not been
exchanged at all); the aim is considerably to expand interna-
tionai specialisation and co-operation of production and to
realise its advantages in an increasing number of sectors and
production lines.
A distinctive feature of the present state of international

specialisation,within the CMEA countries is the fact that, in
many cases, it is manifest in a far greater measure (although
still quite insufficiently) in active participation in the interna
tional division of labour, i.e., along the lines of export,,
production, than in passive participation in division of labour.
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i, e., along the lines of using imports to cover internal needs.
This is particularly apparent m the processing sectors of
indust^, and, especially, engineering. Yet the interests of
specialisation require that the CMEA countries along with the
expansion of the export of engineering goods in mutual trade

• should also step up the import of these commodities.
They are only CTadually overcoming the still fairlv common

situation where me export orientation of particular sectors
depends not on the volume of production that exceeds internal
demands but on the objectives of obtaining currency earnings
for paying for essential imports. As long as this happens, there
is bound to be a more or less firm trend to restrict imports,
especially commodities of the processing industry, at the
expense of expanding home production; a vital stimulus may
be the difficulty in ensuring the necessary scope of exports due
to the growing internal demand for exported commodities and
to the high cost and low quality of exported goods.

All the CMEA countries are experiencing a need to promote
specialisation and they are working to develop the internation
al division of labour. The present level of international
specialisation does not yet correspond to the requirements of
the rise of productive forces in the fraternal states. Many
potential advantages of division of labour have not yet
realised in practice. The degree of involvement of CMEA
countries in international specialisation and co-operation of
production even in a sector like engineering is stul relatively
small. According to statistics publimed by the Czechoslovak .
Foreign Trade Research Institute, Czechoslovakia exported
only 28.4 per cent of its engineering production in 1966 and
imported only 20.8 per cent of all the engineering products its
economy needed. A comparison with West European countries
that are similar to Czechoslovakia in size of internal market and
level of engineering development indicates that Czechos
lovakia participates less intensively than these countries in the
international division of labour in the engineering industry. In
1966, for example, the share of exports in engineerir^
products in HoUand was 49.3 per cent, Belgium—58.4,
Sweden—37.0, Switzerland—66.2 and Austria—40.5 per
cent; the share - of imports in the supply of enmneering
products comprised 57.1 per cent in Holland, 65.3 in Belgium
35.3 in Sweden, 57.3 in Switzerland and 57.8 per centum
Austria.
As the CMEA countries develop the international socialist

division of labour, they increase the economic efficiency of
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exchange of activity among them. If one or another sector is
necessary for the comprehensive development of a country's
economy or for resolving other economic tasks (for example, a
higher employment level), it is created even when the initial
level of labour productivity in it is lower than that in the same
sector in other countries. The involvement of such a sector in
the international division of labour encourages more efficient
production within it. Moreover, the comparison of labour
productivity levels in analogous sectors elsewhere cannot give
any sound indication of the economic efficiency of exportable
commodities produced by a country in which tne given sector
has a lower level of labour productivity. Economic efficiency
may be determined only with account for the particular^
commodities being imported for currency earnings obtained
from the export of. crommodities of a given sector, and
depending on many other factors.
This dbes not completely remove the need to increase labour

productivity in those exportable jsectors in which productivity is
lower than in other countries participating in international
trade. It is not simply a matter of higner laoour productivity
being dictated by the interests of tne exporter enterprise,
because the results of its economic activity are determined,
naturally, in isolation from further operations with the
currency receipts that the state receives. It is a matter especially
of wanung to see that each sector exporting its commodities
should ensure not only a particular economic effect but also a
direct currency profitability.
In a situation of developed international socialist division of

labour, relying on a sufficiently high level of productive forces
within the world socialist system, certain permissible parame
ters will undoubtedly exist for deviations from the productivity
level, in a particular branch of production in any one state from ^
the levels reached in the same sectors elsewhere. They may
depend on the amount of transport costs in importing goods of
the given sector from other countries, the amount and the
recovery period of capital expenditure on expanding their
production in a county which could export them, and
expenditure necessary within the importer state for transfer
ring to other sectbrs manpower engaged in the production of
those commodities and there may be several other factors.
That criterion will have a growing effect on improvements of
national economic complexes.
For a fairly long time; however, that criterion will apply to

rather limited bounds, first, because of the short supply of
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several types of product both in individual states and the world
socialist system as a whole; second, the still incomplete
exhaustion of reserves of manpower in many states; third, the
limited nature of material resources; fourth, the great gaps in
economic levels of individual states which cause difficulties in
promoting commerce between them, and the inadequacy of
their export resources and import capacity for arranging a
consistentiy rational international exchange of activity.
Extended international division of labour produces a need to

reach a higher labour productivity level in sectors that
determine the type of international specialisation of a given
state's national economic complex, by contrast with the
productivity level in the same sectors of other countries which
had served their home market until then. This need is already
being felt today; international specialisation and co-operation
of production within the socialist community and its effective
ness for all participants very much depena on the extent to
which it will be considered.
The international division of labour extends with the

creation of sectors that are new for various countries and with
the existence in each country of a certain complex of sectors.
The formation and development of a national complex is an
overriding principle in regard to the international division of
labour; a basis for international specialisation is laid during the
development of that complex. Hence the need to avoid an
abstract approach to problems of enhancing the international
division of labour, to take into consideration existing produc
tion capacities and the interests of its complete employment. At
the same time, with a careful analysis of the specific situation,
higher economic efficiency of production in many instances
cannot be achieved without reforming economic programmes
and overcoming the difficulties associated with them.

It is of great importance to the socialist countries, especially
the small and medium ones, to be able gradually to move away
from building projects that require smaller expenditure and
more rapid recuperation of investment towards the building of
P^oj^cts that demand more considerable economic effort, to be
able to face the objectives of industrial reconstruction of the
economy and radically to change the direction of production in
favc^r of those lines of production for which favourable
conditions exist and which, at a given moment, may to a
greater extent facilitate a rapid increase in economic accumula
tion Close collaboration frees the socialist states of the need to
promote an extremely wide-scale complex of lines of produc-
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tion, enables them to plan for higher growth rates of individual
sectors in accordance with tlieir economic potential and
thereby to obviate overloading their economy, which could
have a bad effect on the growth in efficiency of social labour
expenditure and of living standards.
Tbat by no means implies any retention of the extant

economic structure or a slowing down of structural changes.
On the contrary, the international division of labour encour
ages progressive changes in the economic sectoral structure, a
rational assortment of products which brings greater economic
efficiency of social production. Thus, the international socialist
division of labour has promoted a rapid development of
engineering in Bulgaria. By the end of the 1960s, Bulgaria was
specialising, within the CMEA framework, in the production of
approximately 130 types of engineering products. This
, specialisation created m several sectors the conditions for a
profitable exploitation of special assemblies and automatic
lines. In several products, Bulgaria is manufacturing enough
to enable her to satisfy a large part of the import requirements
of CMEA member countries. For example, Bulgaria has now
become the No. 1 European producer and the No. 2 world
producer of electric trolley cars, while she leads the world in
their exports.
A growing amount of mutual deliveries of engineering

products is taking place on the basis of far-reaching structural
changes and, particularly, of a rapid increase in engineering
exports from countries that used to be backward and agrarian.
The correct dovetailing of the individual socialist economies,

which is a principal sign of their economic coming-together, is
of great importance to the greater international socialist
division of labour. The world socialist system does not accept a
dovetailing based on radical differences in levels of develop
ment and sectoral structures. The dovetailing of economies of
an industrial and a backward country in capitalist conditions is
inseparable from relations of domination and subordination; it
serves the interests of the more powerful partner which strives
to preserve the backwardness of the other country. Under
socwlism, economic relations between industrial and formerly
economically backward states are a means of promoting the
national economies of the less developed countries, are based
on the principle of mutual benefit and selfless assistance from
the industrial states.

Nonetheless, a great divide between economic sectoral
structures hampers the use of the advantages of the interna-
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tional socialist division of labour and it reduces die oppor
tunities for mutually beneficial co-operation both for industrial
and for economically less developed countries. The basis for a
genuine dovetailing develops not by radical differences in
economic sectoral structures but by a multisectoral structure,
the existence in each state of basic economic sectors with a
variety of different subsectors and, especially, a differentiated
assortment structure of production within each sector.
The present economic complexes' structures of CMEA

countries cannot fully be termed complementary. This is
Plainly due to the difierences in their economic levels, to the
insufficient degree of development in many states of major

^ industrial sectors which serve as the springboard for participa-
* tion in international economic co-operation. The features of
sectoral structure of socialist countries which hamper their
economic rapprochement cannot be reduced to features
caused by an insufficiently high level of economic development
of many of these countries. An. inadeq^uate differentiation
among states of assortment structures of production, inade-
Suate account for the efficiency of various directions of
evelopment of production sectoral structure, economically

unjustified duplication within the confines of subsectors ana
'lines of production in various states also prevent complemen-

development of national economies.
The lack of sophistication of sectoral structure, manifest in

the absence or inadequate development of major industrial
Sectors, and a consequent low level of productive forces in a

^ mven country may be overcome as the country attains a higher
level of economic progress. But, an unjustified duplication of
production programmes in various states cannot be removed
p automatically and, in certain circumstances, may even

- increase. Much work is required in encouraging international
specialisation and co-operation through co-ordinating socialist
economic plans, if these deficiencies are to be removed or
averted.

•if^^ of sectors involved in international specialisation^{j every year. A rational inter-sectoral specialisation
will be maintained with the difference, however, that at present
It IS- still dictated by an insufficient economic development in

countries and their contemporary production pos
sibilities; in the future, it will depend on the advantages of the
international division of labour with increasing evening out of
economic developmetit levels; the effect of factors caused by
the capitalist legacy wjll completely disappear. At the same
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time, the strengthening of all socialist economies will tend to
improve their sectoral structures and will be accompanied
primarily by the creation of modern sectors that have great
importance for scientific and technical progress.

Co-operation of socialist states will increase within the
framework of each sector. Both old and new sectors will
develop in each country on the basis of international co
ordination. Intra-sectoral specialisation will predominate over
inter-sectoral one in the process of the international socialist
division of labour. Intra-sectoral specialisation will itself,
improve: thus, countries will increasingly change from special
isation in individual finished goods in the engineering industry
to specialisation in the production of individual parts and
assemblies.

The international division of labour is a vital factor helping
to even out,economic levfels of the socialist countries. This
process, however, does not mean that all differences in sectoral
structures of national economies will disappear nor that all
countries will have an identical balance between industry and
agriculture, between the extractive and processing industries.
Naturally, in countries with a large agricultural area and
favourable soil and climatic conditions, farming will play a
more important part than in countries with a small farm area
and inpropitious natural conditions. Likewise, countries which
have many mineral deposits suitable for economically efficient
processing will direct a larger part of their labour force and

. V material means to this area than will countries that do not have
important mineral deposits. Consequently, the share of the
extractive industry in total industrial production will be higher
in some countries than in others.
The complementing of sectoral structure and expansion of

assortment structure of production in CMEA countries are
often associated with economically unjustified duplication
which hampers greater international division of labour. This is
by no means caused by the requirements of foreign trade but
by internal requirements or, to be more exact, obstacles in the
way of satisfying internal requirements by means of commodi
ty imports. . . - ,

Despite the wide-scale international economic contacts and
the high share of exports in engineering output, the extremely,
wide range of engineering products manufactured in the
German Democratic RepubUc and Czechoslovakia stems large-^
ly from internal requirements, and this is a major reason for
the small share of serial production.. However, the wide range
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is itself inevitably causing a limited scale of production of
individual tipes of output which has to forfeit a size that, from
the techno-economic standpoint, is optimum, because produc
tion capacities (whose expansion is limited by the existing
capital investment and manpower) is used in a scattered way
and prevents a larger scale of production.

To overcome such deficiencies, the CMEA countries are
working out policies for mutually agreed economic develop
ment in which each country would be able to promote exports
of specialised output anti, thereby, increase the currency
reserves for the imports of manufactured goods it does not
produce.

The CMEA countries pursue a policy of rational restrictionof assortment structure of production with account for local
conditions and opportunities and the tasks of increasing
economic efficiency. This they do with strict account for the
interests of overall economic development of each country
and, particularly, for extending in any country modern sectors
of the processing industry concerned with producer goods. At
the same time, through co-ordinated national plans, they
ensure the constatit complementing of output range over the
whole community and the development of new types of
output.

Specialisation creates favourable conditions for speeding up
the growth in production of corresponding output. The snare

SE^cialised products in the aggregate engineering output of
CMEA countries and in their exports of these goods is rising.
A®,^ '"^sult of decisions on international specialisation, BulgariaIS developing the production of many types of electrotechnical
gimds, vessels, farm machines and equipment for its canning
industry; Hungary—the weak current electrotechnical indus-
t^i instruments and equipment for the food industry; the
German Democratic Repuolic—rolling and chemical equip-
ment, , plant for cement factories, metal-working machines,
precision engineering and optics; Poland—waggons, ships,
certain types of heavy engineering equipment, metal-working
tools, plant for the electrotechnical industry and the motor
industry; Rumania—-equipment for extracting and refining
oi , for the paper industry and farm machines; Czecho-
sovakia- metal-working tools, rolling equipment, power and
c emical plant, machinery for sugar refineries, diesel engines,
e c. One example of specialisation in parts and assemblies is the

e ivery from Czecnoslovakia of shafts for ship engines
manufactured in Poland, several assemblies^and engines for
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combine harvesters manufactured in Hungary; deliveries from
Poland to Czechoslovakia of forgings for the manufacture of
stem turbines and turbo-generators, and so on.

The sector specialising on an international scale does not
develop in isolation from other sectors of the country's
economy or from the resources and requirements of that
economy. As a rule, it is either based on existing natural
resources of raw materials or is closely connected with other
sectors by serving them. This association with the prevailing
economic complex is an even greater encouragement to make
international specialisation of a particular sector an important
lever for full and rational use of national resources.

Thus, the type of international specialisation of Bulgarian
engineering industry will increasingly be determined by
several engineering sectors closely connected with the
economic conditions of the country. Among them are electrical
etigineering and electronics, which are based on the extraction
of non-ferrous metal ores in Bulgaria and on Bulgarian iron
and steel industry (Bulgaria is a country with greatest per
capita production of lead, zinc and copper). To the USSR
alone, Bulgaria delivered in the period 1966-1970, 83,000
electric trolley cars and motor trolley cars, 140,000 electrotel-
pheres, 675,000 different types of electric motors and a large
amount of other engineering output.

The fact that these sectors require much manpower with less
capital investment per working place than in other sectors tells
in favour of specialisation in Bulgaria. This is important
because Bulgaria has resolved the task of utilising labour
resources more fully and, over the long term, the share of
agriculture in total employment will continue to fall.

Bulgarian engineering will specialise, in particular, in the
production of farm machines and plant for tne food industry;
this is due to the great demand for these products from the
domestic market and to the favourable conditions for promot
ing these sectors and their great export importance.

Czechoslovak engineering is orientated mainly on com
modities that require considerable expenditure of highly
skilled manpower and a high degree of processing of ferrous
and non-ferrous metals (weak-current electrical, engineering,
complex metal-working machines, plant for the textile indus
try, and so on). Czechoslovak engineering, however, specialises
internationally in several sectors of metal-intensive heavy
engineering (manufacture of iron and steel equipment and
power plant, equipment for the chemical industry and so on);
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this is justified by the presence of an advanced iron and steel
bSSe and accumulated productioa experience.

Although sectors engaged in international specialisation are
intended to produce an output on a scale that considerably
exceeds the capacity of the internal market, contacts with that
market can play an important part in promoting the specialised
sector, dn tne one hand, the existence of production capacities
and experience associated initially with the need to satisfy
internal demand serves as a base for involving the sector in
international specialisation; on the other hand, the internal
consumption of part of that output will continue to encourage
a study of its operational characteristics and ways of improving
it.

The manufacture of equipment for the brown coal industry
in the GDR is a good example of a sector moving into the
foreign market vmich originally was created for satisfying
interrial needs. Because of the need rapidly to increase
extraction of brown coal in the GDR during the first five-year
plan period, engineering sectors were developed to manufac
ture a variety of plant for open-cast mining and the briquetting
of coal. Subsequently, the production capacities created and
experience accumulated were used for satisfying the require
ments of fraternal socialist states which also were substantially
expandirm their extraction of brown coal. Nowadays, the
German Democratic Republic satisfies, virtually completely, all
the requirements of CMEA countries for equipment for the
brown coal industry.

The economic effect of concentrating production of identi
cal commodities, which lies behind the advantages of produc
tion specialisation, is very considerable.

Hungary and the USSR, for example, have signed an
agreement on co-operation in the proauction of buses and
lorries. Hungary is to produce special-purpose buses and
lorries with carrying capacity of 8 and 12 tons, on the basis of
unified assemblies. The substantial serial production is assured
by large orders from the Soviet Union and other countries.
Due to the export deliveries, the serial production of buses is to
increase from 2,300 in 1963 to 2,900 in 1966 and from 6,000 in
1970 to 11,000 in 1975.

The Ikarus bus works is to become the biggest such
enterprise in Europe outside the USSR. Already by 1970, the
serial production was virtually double that achieved in recent
years by the largest bus works in Western Europe (3,500 buses
annually).
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The economic benefits of Hungarian automobile production
also increased due to the Hungarian-Soviet exchange of parts
and assemblies. The Soviet Union is delivering front axles,
cardan shafts, mechanical gear boxes, shock absorbers,
springs,, etc. Some Hungarian assemblies and parts are being
used in the Soviet motor industry, and this enables Hungary to
increase the serial production of that output.

CMEA agencies are working out recommendations for spe
cialisation and co-operation of productioh. These
recommendations are intended to ensure a fairly high
concentration of production of specialised types of output.
A wide range of^ plant and equipment is covered in the
recommendations on specialisation: metal-cutting lathes and
forging and press equipment, basic equipment for open-cast
mining of ores and non-ore minerals, rolling equipment,
chemical, technological and oil-refining equipment, basic types
of plant and machinery for mechanising construction and road
building, for the textile industry, sea-going, transport and
fishing vessels.

During the co-ordination of plans for the development of
engineering and extending international division of labour
wiriiin it, CMEA countries had a chance to get acquainted with
each other's national production programmes; they specified
the range of products and the size of mutual deliveries of plant
and equipment. All the same, a large part of recommendations
only ratified the status quo, avoiding any strengthening of
economically unjustified duplication in the production of
individual types of engineering products in the CMEA
countries. Therefore, the concentration of production covered
in the specialisation recommendations is still not very high and
its output does not yet correspond to optimum limits.
Nevertheless, the specialisation recommendations in several
commodities enabled countries to remove duplication and to
increase the level of concentration.

While they co-ordinated their engineering plans for
1966-1970, they established that the production of certain
engineering goods was exceeding the total internal require
ments of CMEA countries and the possible volume of exports
to other countries. This includes certain types of metal-
working machine tools and electrotechnical plant. At the same
time, they noted the existence of underemployed production
capacities with unsatisfied demand for corresponding types of
output. This enabled them to improve the use of engineering
capacities.

J
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In the current period, the CMEA countries intend substan
tially to step up"activity in co-ordinating the development of
en^neering and promoting international specialisation and
co-operation within it. This will be encouraged by greater joint
planning of several lines of engineering production, a more
concerted approach to technological development, capital
construction and marketing in the process of extending the
international socialist division of labour in the engineering
industry, the further standardisation of basic parameters of
plant and machinery, definition of their typical specifications,
the ensuring of the interchangeability of various mechanisms
and assemblies. Work on specialisation and co-operation will

much be based on results of special techno-economicvery muvn uc u<tacu un icauiLa ui apccioi
research in various groups or types of products. The practice
of making mutual engagements in specialisation and co
operation in the form of agreements on specialisation and
co-operation or.contracts on deliveries of specialised products
will also play an important role. These contracts establish the
, rights and duties of parties and the conditions and guarantees
for implementing specialisation and co-operation.
The foundation is gradually being laid in the CMEA

countries for an economically viable solution to the problem of
developing the motor industry by overcoming, on a co
operative basis, the irrationally small production that exists in
many CMEA countries. The USSR, for example, has con
cluded agreements on production co-operation in motor
output at Its Volzhsky Motor Works with a number of socialist
states. Thus, Hungary will supply certain car parts to be used.
in the assembly of naif of the motor cars planned to be built at
the Volzhslw Motor Works. These supplies will be paid for by
export to Hungary of finished cars.
The CMEA countries have started joint development, along

the lines of international co-operation, of the production of
electronic computers and plant for atomic power stations.

Iron and steel production in the CMEA countries may serve
as ati example of successful co-operation. Large-scale iron and
steel plants have been constructed or are being expanded
through mutual deliveries of modern equipment, mainly from

■ the Soviet Union, due to, scientific and technological _ co
operation and often through regular supplies of raw materials,
especially from the Soviet Union. Sucn plants include the
Lenin Iron and Steel Works and the Kremikov Plant in
Bulgaria, the Dunai Wasmu in Hungary, the Ost Plant in the
GDR, the Lenin Plant, the Boleslaw Bierut Plant and the
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high-grade steel Warszawa Plant in Poland, the Galati Plant in
Rumania, the Kuncic Plant and the East Slovak Plant in
Czechoslovakia.

Soviet supplies of raw materials for the iron and steel
industry are of particular importance to the CMEA countries.
Deliveries of Soviet iron ore today account for between 47 and
84 per cent of the needs of individual CMEA countries. Their
overall production of steel grew 1.5 times faster than the world,
rate in the period 1951-1970. Per capita steel consumption has
increased in all the CMEA countries taken together from 132
kilograms in 1950 to 394 kilograms in 1967. Success in
guaranteeing the supply of metal to all CMEA countries is
evident in the fact that since 1962 all CMEA countries taken
together have become "net" exporters of rolled ferrous metals.
Exports of rolled metal now exceeds imports. Measures
intended to ensure higher efficiency of metal use in the
economy are today vital to the development of the iron and
steel industry. Tnese measures include improving metal
quality and increasing production .of economical types of
rolled metal. CMEA countries are also focusing attention
On improving techno-economic indicators of iron and steel
production. To this end, they are applying concentration
of ores, oxygen-convertor production, continuous steel
ladling and other more productive units and technological
processes. . i • j

International specialisation in the iron and steel mdustry
encourages production growth in the iron an^ steel industry
and higher economic efficiency as well as better satisfaction of
metal requirements of indiviaual states. In conformity with
CMEA recommendations, Hungary has extended production
and supplies to other CMEA countries of sheet rolled metal,
the GDR —of high-grade rolled metal, Poland —of hot- and
cold-rolled sheets, Rumania —of steel pipes, the USSR—of
shaped and sheet rolled metal, and Czechoslovakia—of
shaped rolled metal, rolling stock and hot-rolled bands. In the
years to come, CMEA countries will co-operate even more m
the iron and steel industry, improving the structure of the
production and consumption of rolled metal ^nd pipes,
co-operating in processing ingots and bars for further
treatment, developing production in Bulgaria of manganese
alloys and in the USSR of definite types of ferroalloys with the
intention of exporting them to interested member countries of
CMEA which help to promote the capacities of ferroalloy
production and otner items.

15 — 143
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As international socialist division of labour increases, on the
other hand, the countries take more complete account of their
conditions for promoting iron and steel production and
expand production co-operation between the iron and steel
industry and the engineering industry of different countries.
Thanks to- Soviet dehveries or ferrous metal products, in many
CMEA countries the rate of development of engineering has
exceeded and continues to exceed tne rate of growth of their
own iron and steel industry. In Bulgaria, for example,
engineering began to grow even before a native iron and steel
industry was created. Cast iron imports from the Soviet
Union enabled Bulgaria to start establishing its own iron
and steel industry not from an organisation of blast furnace
production, but from the construction of open-hearth fur
naces and rolling mills. Shortly after, Bulgaria established a
complete metallurgical cycle, even though the country con
tinues to complement its resources of ferrous metals by Soviet
imports.
The needs of the CMEA countries for metals are still not

fully met. It is therefore particularly important to complete the-
construction of giant iron and steel works in Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia and Rumania, and to increase metallurgical
capacities in other countries. Much attention is being paid to
increasing metal output in the Soviet Union. The complete
cycle of iron and steel production, however, is developing
primarily in countries which possess their own ore or coking
coal. Such countries as Hungary and the German Democratic
Republic do not plan widely to promote the iron and steel
industry, especially the further expansion of blast furnace
production, oecause they have virtually no metallurgical raw
materials. The shortage of ferrous metals in the European
socialist states will increasingly be covered not by expanding
the smelting of cast iron with raw materials transported from
afar but by increasing the imports of rolled metals and cast
iron. .
In this connection, it will be exceedingly important for the

/ fraternal countries to have a large iron and steel works built in
the USSR, with the participation of interested countries, which
will supply member countries of Intermetal with semi-finished
goods and finished products. In its role in increasing economic
efficiency of production in the gfiven countries, this works will
stand alongside such economic giants of international impor
tance as the Mir integrated power grid or the Druzhba
trans-Europe oil pipeline.
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On the other hand, the part played by international
specialisation is growing directly in steel smelting and in the
production of rolled metal; on this basis, exchange is
increasing of different types of steel, the contours and volume
of rollecf metal. This enables countries more fully and
rationally to exploit the production capacities of iron and steel
works and to improve their techno-economic indicators.
Interest in greater co-operation has retmired the creation of
special organisational forms. In 1964, Hungary initiated an
agreement signed by itself, Czechoslovakia and Poland on
creating the Intermetal, an organisation on co-operation in Ae
ferrous metal industry. Subsequentiy, the USSR, Bulgaria and
the GDR affiliated to the organisation; Rumania and Yugos
lavia are also currently partiapating in the work of Intermetal.
The organisation is intendea to co-ordinate the production
structure of rolled metal at enterprises of participant-states on

' / the basis of a quarterly agreement on production programmes,
to assist the full loading of production capacities, facilitate an
increase in the production of items in short supply, a rational
distribution of reserves, co-ordination of capital investment in
the iron and steel industry, etc.

According to estimates, specialisation of production of rolled
metal in Intermetal countries is already enabling them to
increase the degree of employment of production capacities by
3 to 7 per cent (depending on the type of rolled metal) and to
lower the production costs by 2 to 5 per cent. Intermetal
organises an exchange of information on using production
capacities, excess and deficit rolled metal in various countries
arid thereby helps to increase mutual deliveries, and'to
improve the use of plant. In 1968, for example, some 400,000
tons of ingots supplied from other countries were rolled at
temporarily underfcaded miUs of other countries; the same
number of^ finished commodities was produced from slabs.
Systematic specialisation of rolled metal production is

expanding between members of Intermetal. In 1968, it
involved the production of 53 commodities. The work on
specialisation is increasing: thus, in Bulgarian mill at the Lenin
Irpn and Steel Works will be specialising in the production of
shaped and angle iron for the Soviet Union. Various exchange
operations are practised with the Intermetal aid. In 1969, for
example, the Soviet Union received froiii Czechoslovakia
calibrated steel and delivered small and medium rolled steel, it
received cold-rollpd sheet metal from Hungary and supplied
her with slabs. While, in 1965, the exchange of metal products
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iMtween Intermetal states amounted to 950,000 tons, in 1971
this had risen to 2,200,000 tons. Intermetal is working out
proposals to implement joint capital investment in the
development of an iron and steel base for member states.

the chemical industry, CMEA countries
proceed from the fact that it would be inexpedient to introduce
international specialisation of production in individual groups
pi large-tonnage products. Restriction on the range of states
producing, for example, plastics, concentrating production in
a few states and satisfying the requirements of others through
mpqrts would not achieve any worthwhile economic effect.
Plastics are becoming a product of increasingly mass consump-

u t. market of individual states can completelyabsorb the production of chemical plants at optimum capacity.
International conveyance of a large amount of plastics
requiring high transport expenditure would be completely
unjustified, ̂ he production of plastics, chemical fibres,
mineral fertilisers, lacquers and dye-stuffs will continue to
develop in all CMEA countries.

•  does not mean that there is no place in the chemicalindustry for international specialisation of production. Special
isation is necessary within tne bounds of virtually every group
of cf^mical products in the output of certain types, sorts and
hj^nds, since the requirements of one country for a given type
of chemical product are less than the optimum volume of
production. At the same time, the range of types and sorts and
brands of each chemical product necessary for the economy of
any country is already today very wide and continues to
increase. It is an economically impossible task for. many
countries to- create their own production of this entire
assortment. Therefore, only by means of international special
isation of production can each country solve the problem of
supply of cnemical products in the whole necessary assortment
and, at the same time, assuring the optimum scale of
production of any type of product.

example, CMEA has recommended producing isoprene
rubber in three countries, chloroprene rubber in three,

Kv. • two, thiocol rubber in two, chlorinated
^  two, and polyurethene rubber in two countries. Theeach of these special brands is produced on a scale

sufficient not simply to cover the needs of the producing
country, but also to satisfy the needs of other countries.

Since 1962, the CMEA Standing Commission on Agriculture
fias been conducting international tests on chemical plant
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Krotection agents. On the basis of the results of those tests,
eld between 1962 and 1964, recommendations were made

on the wide-scale use of 37 most effective agents, 15 of
which are made in Czechoslovakia, five in the GDR, three
in Hungary, seven in Poland, one in Rumania and six in
the USSR.

Irrational duplication in the production of various types of
chemicals in the CMEA countries has been greatly restricted in
recent years; at the same time, the assortment of chemical
products manufactured by these countries has greatly been
enriched. This has enabled each state to increase the volume of
production of identical products and to obtain considerable
economic effect.
According to the estimates of Czechoslovak economists., the

increased capacities for the manufacture of polyvinyl chloride
// products from 12,000 tons to 25,000 tons a year makes it

fiossible to reduce capital investment per ton of annual capacity
rom 4,233 to 3,919 krone, production costs of a ton of
output—from 3,035 to 2,915 krone and expenditure of labour
time of production workers on producing one ton of output
(including storage and dispatching work)—from 16 to 11
hours. In increasing the capacity of production of cord from
artificial silk from 5,000 tons to 33,000 tons a year, capital
investment per ton of annual output fell from 18,160 to 8,570
krone, costs of production of a ton of output—from 10,600 to
8,600 krone, and expenditure of labour time per ton of
oumut—from 130 to 70 hours.

The international production organisation Interkhim is
destined to play an important part in further promoting
international socialist division of labour in the chemicm
industry of several CMEA countries. An agreement on its
establishment was concluded in 1969 between the USSR,
Bulgaria, Hungary, the German Democratic Republic, Poland
and Czechoslovakia. Interkhim began work in early 1970 and
is arranging international co-operation in research, production
and marketing small-tonnage chemical products with the
object of increasing the efficiency of international socialist
co-operation.
The production of consumer goods in each country is largely

aimed at the home market. Nonetheless, here too, there are
quite extensive possibilities for rational international specialisa- ;
tion, particularly in the production of consumer durables
(above all in engineering), where international specialisation
would mean a considerable increase in serial production in
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individuM countries with a sensible restriction on types of
products.
A situation arises in the light industry where the domestic

market presents a demand for an ever-increasing assortment
of products and. demands an increasing variety of models and
types. Yet the production of goods in the desired assortment in
every country can only be much less than the optimum volume.
Hence the expediency to extend international exchange of
consumer goods; this would make it possible to increase the
volume of production of similar products in each country and
to enrich the variety of commodities on home markets. CMEA
countries also take into consideration the need to create in each
country such capacities in the light and, especially, food
industry which would ensure the complete processing of local
agricultural raw materials. The volume of these capacities may
surpass the volume of the domestic market and, in such
circumstances, the states agree on international specialisation
of such sectors and the realisation of their output in the
international socialist market.

Alongside the exchange of consumer goods envisaged in
trade agreements, the CMEA countries are developing an
exchange of these commodities implemented through com
modity funds of the internal market of each country for the
purpose of increasing even more the variety of goods offered
m internal trade. Such exchange commenced back in 1958.
An assortment exchange of goods of the planned fund of the

domestic market from current production embraces a large
number of basic groups of commodities of the light industry.
In recent years, this exchange has particularly helped to-
expand the supply of cloth on domestic markets of CMEA
countries. For example, in Czechoslovakia, cloth obtained by
an assortment exchange comprised about 9 per cent of the
total internal market fund of woollen textiles and some 6 per
cent of furnishing fabric; these supplies amounted to 19 per
cent of the market fund of furnishing fabric in the GDR.

It is felt that in order greatly to enrich the assortment of
commodities offered on internal markets and rationally to
increase serial production, an assortment exchange should
grow to_ about 30-35 per cent of the internal market funds.

Conditions are' steadily being created for international
specialisation of production in the light industry. Specialisation

w^ in the production of technical fabrics, transporter
ribbons and footwear fabrics. Specialisation of the production
of these and similar products is made easier because their
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production and demand in various countries and also the raw
material requirements are established and balanced much
more easily than with many other light industry products. For
example, recommendations have been worked out to prepare
specialisation in the production of various articles of technical
fabrics, mainly filtration fabrics from chemical fibres for the
chemical, sugar and dairy industries, tarpaulin, safety clothing
and safety footwear. It is intended to specialise and co-operate
in the production of certain selected articles of mass consump
tion and in certain sub-branches of the light industry. A ̂stem
of specialisation and co-operation in the light industry
guaranteeing optimum volumes of production is to be
implemented on the basis of accumulated experience.

It is thanks to the international division of labour that each
socialist state is able to overcome the adverse effect on
economic development of the uneven location of natural
wealth over the socialist community. A lack of various types of
fuel and raw materials, the narrowness or incompleteness of a
natural fuel and raw material base can be compensated by
appropriate supplies from fraternal socialist countries on
mutually acceptable terms. Thus, because of the uneven
location of natural resources within the world socialist system,
the socialist countries do not have to reject the development in ,
each country of a wide range of sectors using various types ot
fuel and minerals.

It is obvious, however, that it is necessary m many cases to
pursue joint measures on a mutually acceptable basis. In
particular, to reduce a country's efforts in expanding its
extractive industry with account for the import needs of
fraternal states, tnere is evidently a need more widely to
involve the material and fingnaal resources of countries
interested in obtaining certain types of fuel and raw materials.
Both the export and import of minerals and agricultural raw

materials from fraternal states have played and continue to
play a big part in the industrialisation of the formerly
economically backward countries and in the further develop
ment of industry in the industrially more advanced countries^
thereby encouraging them to use their labour resources and
production capacities. ,
Thanks to the specialisation of individual countries in

exploiting their natural wealth, the socialik countries have
organised a wide-scale international co-operation for their use.
Thus, the ferrous metal industry of many CMEA cquntnes is
based largely on Soviet iron ore supplies and their oil refining
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industry uses Soviet oil. T^eir production of artificial fertiliser
is often based on widespread use of potassium salts from the
GDR and phosphorus-rich raw materials from the USSR. The
aluminium industry of Poland, the GDR and Czechoslovakia
processes Hungarian bauxite and alumina. Due to the
intensive exchange of fuel and raw materials, individual
socialist states are successfully developing the processing
sectors of industiw and strengthening their power base, despite
their lack or small scope of extraction of many types of fuel and
raw materials.
A wide range of issues associated with greater sufficiency of

fuel and power with minimum outlay are oeing resolved in the
process oi co-ordinating plans for developing a fuel and power
base. In this connection, the Chairman of the Council of
Ministers of Poland, Piotr Jaroszewicz, has said, "For us
socialist countries, which are carrying out industrialisation with
a great deal of effort, while our initial level 20 years ago was
much lower than that of West European countries, the virtually
complete attainment of 'raw material integration' is a vital
condition for rapid economic development." '

Inter-branch specialisation has a great influence on the
groportions between the extractive and processing branches
oth within one country and within the whole group of CMEA
member countries. The mutual association between the Soviet
extractive industry and the processing industry of the Euro
pean CMEA states is apparent, for example, in the existing
stable proportions between the Soviet ore-extracting industry
and the iron and steel industries of many socialist states,
between the oil-extractive industry of the Soviet Union and the
oil-refining and petrochemical industries of those states, and at
a higher stage of processing—between Soviet iron and steel
industry and the engineering industries of other CMEA
countries.

Soviet oil is the basis, for example, of the large-scale
oil-refining and petrochemical plants in Schwedt in the GDR,
Plock in Poland, Bratislava in Czechoslovakia, Szazhalombatta
in early 1966, satisfying half of the GDR's own requirements
in early 1966, safisfying half of the GDR's own requirements
for petrol and 45 per cent for diesel fuels.
The USSR bears the brunt of the fuel and raw material

supplies to CMEA countries. The share of these products in
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' Zycie gospodarcie, No.21, 1966.

aggregate Soviet export to other CMEA countries is increasing.
At the same time, it is raising its share in the overall volume of
mutual fuel and raw material deliveries of CMEA countries. IL
believes firmly in the need further to promote by joint effort
the fuel and power and the raw material base in order to
ensure that the fuel and raw material requirements of all
countries in the community are met on mutually acceptable
terms.

The share of fuel, minerals and metals in the raw material
exports of Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Poland is also
relatively high; this is because these countries have an
advanced extractive industry of great export importance (in
Hungary—bauxites, in Poland—coal, etc.) and a fairly insig
nificant role of agriculture in shaping the raw material export
structure. The German Democratic Republic has a high share
of chemicals and fertilisers in her raw material exports due to
the very high share of the chemical industry in its gross
industrial output by comparison with all the other CMEA
countries and to the existence of rich deposits of potassium
salts. Bulgaria and, to a lesser extent, Rumania and the Soviet
Union have a relatively high proportion of vegetable and
animal raw materials in their total raw material exports.
There is a marked tendency in the CMEA countries to fuller

internal use of existing fuel and raw material resources. This is
evident primarily in the expanding geological prospecting and
growing extraction of raw material and fuel. At the same time,
some countries are increasing the share of domestic consump
tion of fuel and raw materials and, correspondingly, reducing
the share of these commodities destined Tor export (in some
cases, exports of certain types of fuel and raw materials are
diminishing in absolute terms as well as relatively). The part of
these products which is no longer exported is being employed
internally for the production of exported finished products..

Overall, the growth in mutual deliveries of raw materials,
fuel and other materials among CMEA countries has some
what slowed down of late. The problem of fuel and raw
material supplies of most socialist states has become more
acute. That is largely due to the restricted nature and
non-comprehensive character of their own resources of fuel
and raw materials in many countries, while their own economic
demands are growing for an increasingly wide variety of these
products; it is also due to the unsatisfactory rate of reducuon in
expenditure of fuel and raw materials in the production of
various products.
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The essence of the raw material problem lies in the fact that
the existing economic conditions of production and exchange
of fuel and raw material products within the world socialist
system often do not encourage sufficiently a full employment
by each country of its resources for satisfying both its own
requirements and those of other countries. In all types of fuel
and raw materials, it is not a matter of the absence of reservp
within the bounds of the entire world socialist system in
general, but of the lack of the right economic stimulus to
exploit them.
^ The mechanism of international co-operation is still insuffi-

cientiy sophisticated for exploiting the fuel and raw
material sources in the most effective way; this prevents a wide
international redistribution of capital investment (on the
principle of credit or in the form ofxreating joint enterprises)
m the fuel and raw material sectors so as to make investment as
much as possible wherever they give the greatest economic
effect. Nevertheless, the' increasing pooling of efforts of
socialist countries, the extending division of labour and
improving the system of material interest of countries can go a
long way to, facilitating the development of a fuel and raw
material base for the whole community, expanding the
potential for international specialisation in exploiting deposits
located more advantageously.
The following figures bear witness to successful co-operation

in taclding the energy problem. In 1955, exchange of
electricity among CMEA countries occurred basically through
five lines supplymg, in the main, individual border regions and
amounted merely to 562 million kilowatt-hours. Expansion of
co-operation in ttiis field was encouraged by the creation of the
Mir integrated power system. The first stage in its establish
ment was the construction of inter-system transmission lines
with a voltage of 220 kilowatts between the power grids of the
GDR and Czechoslovakia, the GDR and Poland, Poland and
Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Czechoslovakia. The power grid

, of the Western regions of the USSR was linked up with the
{'oint systems in 1962. Subsequently, the Rumanip and
Bulgarian grids were switched in to the parallel work with joint
mds. Mutual supplies of power amounted, in 1963, to more
than 3,000 million kilowatt-hours, in I964-—4,500 million, in
1965—-over 5,000 million kilowatt-hours. In 1966, the parallel
operation of power systems had 14 lines and the overall
Electricity excnange during the year was 5,800 million
kilowatt-hours; in 1972, it had reached 20,500 million
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kilowatt-hours; at the beginning of I97I, the Mir grid had
power stations with a total capacity of some 55 million
Mlowatts.
The establishment of the Mir integrated power grid has

enabled the CMEA countries to econoinise on capitm invest
ment in the power industry since the national power grids can
now exploit fewer reserve capacities thanks to mutual assis
tance in possible danger periods and the non-coinddence of
maximum load periods in different countries. The peak-
loading of joint power systems is lower than the sum total of
peak loading of the power systems of individual countries. This
is due to the difference in their geographical location and the
consequent different growth of loading in a given period of
time, and to the difference in the sectoral structure of
electricity consumption. The physical difference between

,/ the total maximum loads of individual power systems and
the joint maximum load within the Mir grid was, in 1967,
1.8 per cent of the established capacity of the power stations of
the joint power grids.
The different share of hydroelectric and thermal power

stations in individual countries is also of importance. For
example, in Poland hidroelectric stations play a smaller part in
electricity generation than in Czechoslovalda. During the rainy
yiring season of 1962, Poland had a shortage of electricity and
Czechoslovakia increased its generation of electricity at hyd
roelectric stations and was able to come to Poland's assistance.
Here is another example of mutual assistance: because of the

severe frost and snow in the winter of 1969, Czechoslovalua
experienced difficulties in supplying its power stations with me
requisite amount of fuel; this had an adverse effect upon the
generation of electricity. .During these temporary difficulties,
me USSR and the GDR rendered Czechoslovakia assistance
with electricity supplies.
Each CMEA country has considerable untapped oppor

tunities for increasing farm output for the purpose of
expanding domestic consumption and economically viable
exports of certain products. The expansion of co-operation in
strengthening the material and technical base of farm produc
tion and the specialisation in the output of farm products are
to serve as an increasingly important factor in promoung
agriculture in CMFA countries. . j
In that connection, one should note the opinion ̂ iced in

Czechoslovak litefature that even for countnes like Czechos
lovakia and the GDR; which have a relatively small area under
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cultivation per head of population, the present passive
involvement in the international socialist division of labour in
agriculture (i. e., their operations on the international market
for farm produce basically as importers) is caused not by the
overall size of farm lands but by the inadequate use of these
lands and 'other natural conditions.

It would, it seems, be wrong to regard a country's
participation in the international division of labour in agricul
ture, both in the short and long term, only as a secondary
factor complementing the effect from wide-scale industrialisa
tion and- the creation of a multisectoral processing industry.
Improvement in economic indicators in farming has an
important independent significance for raising the productivi-
P'lP labour and national income, whidi can and mustfully be manifest in foreign economic ties.
A number of recommendations were worked out in 1958

and 1959 for international specialisation in the output of
various types of farm produce (vegetables, fruits and grapes);
these were approved by the 12th CMEA Session in 1959. They
were based on the prevailing differences in soil and climatic
conditions and intended to encourage fuller employment of
potential for-increasing certain types of farm produce in order
to satisfy the requirements of socialist countries. Bulgaria,
Hungary and Rumania expanded exports of vegetables, fruits

gJ'^pes, both fresh and processed, from 596,000 tons in
1955, 1,448,000 tons in I960 to 1,905,000 tons on average for

1966-1967 (evaluated in fresh products).
Agreements were made in 1964 and 1965 on the volume of

deliyenes among CMEA countries of high-quality seeds,
sowing materials of farm cereals, pedigree livestock and

period 1966-19707 In 1966, mutual deliveries

?  seeds and sowing materials amounted to some
p i !? centners. The German Democratic Republic androland, which have the most favoui-able conditions and

growing seed potatoes, annually supply other
t.-M£A countries with 55,0,00-66,000 tons of high-quality seed
potato; Bulgaria, Hungary and Rumania supply the German
Democratic Republic, Poland and Czechoslovakia with hybrid
maize seeds, and so on.
In the course of co-operation in seed-growing, the CMEA

countries carried out several measures intended to encourage
more high-quality varieties of cereals with higher yields. As a
result of international tests, over 70 new varieties and hybrids
o cereals, raised by plant-growers of these countries, have
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been introduced in conformity with local conditions. This has
greatly helped to increase the harvests of wheat, maize,
^nflower seeds, sugar beet, etc. For example, Bulgaria,
Hungary and Rumania now have a widespread sowing of a
winter wheat known as Bezostaya 1, which is a Soviet
plant-growing. In 1967, 84 per cent of the entire sowing of
winter wheat in Bulgaria was made with this variety. The use of
this variety of wheat has led to an increase in yield of
approximately five centners per hectare. The complete
replacement of local varieties of sunflower seed by oil-rich
varieties of the Soviet plant-growing has enabled Bulgaria to
increase the average oil-bearing yield of sunflower seeds from

u  cent in 1956 to 44 per cent in 1966. As a result, due tothe replacement of varieties alone, an extra 50 million litres of
sunflower oil was obtained. The introduction of winter and
spring wheat and potatoes in CMEA countries, raised by the

//plant-growers in the GDR, varieties of winter barley and sugar
beet from Hungarian plant-growing, varieties of sugar beet
and potatoes from Polish plant-growing, and varieties of
vegetables from Bulgarian plant-growing are all playing an
important part in CMEA farm production.
We can see that co-operation in agriculture has also become

an important factor in increasing its production and efficiency.
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LENINIST THEORY OF IMPERIALISM
AND THE GROWING CRISIS

OF THE WORLD CAPITALIST ECONOMY

Marxist-Leninist parties are turning their attention to the
new phenomena and processes at work in the capitalist world.
Ihey stress the importance of such a study for determining the
programme of anti-imperialist struggle, oasing themselves on
:{J® notion that "the Leninist theory of imperialism provides

to an understanding of the specific features disting-
ui^ing imperialism at its present stage of development".'

oigns of imperialism's decay have increased of late and its
nature as the final stage of capitalism is even more manifest,
directly bringing society to socialism. Its general crisis is
deepening as the capitalist system further declines and its
mternal contradictions become more acute.
^J^'omporary capitalism is not only no longer the only

world social ^system, it has completely relinquished the
nistoncal initiative and is forced to adapt itself to the new
situation and conditions of struggle between the two opposing
world socwl systems. The internal processes of development in
the capitalist countries and their international ties and foreign
policy are experiencing the ever-increasing impact of the
CTowing might of world socialism and its attractive force for all
downtrodden and exploited people, the strengthening interna-
oonal worlung-class movement, the disintegration of the
colonial system and the fight of the young national states for
compile independence and social progress.
At the same time, contemporary capitalism is increasingly

Deing affected by the scientific and technological revolution

p. 141.
International Meeting of Communiit and Workers' Parties, Moscow 1969, i
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which, on the one hand, opens' up new possibilities for
economic advance and, on the other, exacerbates all the
contradictions of the capitalist mode of production. The
Central Committee report to the 24th Party Congress noted:
"The features of contemporary capitalism largely spring from
the fact that it is trying to adapt itself to the new situation in the
world. In the conditions of the confrontation with socialism,
the ruling circles of the capitalist countries are afraid more,:
than they have ever been of^ the class struggle developing into
massive revolutionary movement. Hence, the bourgeoisie's
striving to use more camouflaged forms of exploitation and
oppression of the working people and its readiness now and
again to agree to partial reforms in order to keep the masses
under its ideological and political control as far as possible. The
monopolies have been making extensive use of scientific and
technical achievements to fortify their positions, to enhance the
efficiency and accelerate the pace of production, and to
intensify the exploitation and oppression of the working
people. ' .
Tne far-reaching shifts in the world capitalist economy

reflect the considerable changes within the mechanism of
extended reproduction of capital on a national and an
international scale. These changes are a consequence of the
mounting lack of conformity between capitalist social relations
and the requirements of the development of productive forces
and the needs of social progress in general; at the same time,
they widen the gap even more. Under the impact of these
changes, shifts are occurring in the dynamics ana proportions
of world capitalist production; the terms and scale of
international movement of commodities, capital, scientific and
technical information and labour force are changing;, some
relationships between national economies are weakening, while
others are growing strong; the power balance between various
monopoly groupings and states is changing.
The devdopment of the world capitalist economy shows how

\right Lenin was to criticise the opportunist theory of "ultra-
imperialism", "general exploitation of the world by interna
tionally united finance capital", the transfer from "nationar* to
"supra-national" organisation of capitalist society. This oppor-
skunist theory put forward in an open or masked fotm
apologetic views to prove a reduction in the uneven develop-

24th Congress of the CPSU, p. 20.;
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ment of the world capitalist economy and_,to play down the
contradictions within it. Events have again shown that the
uneven economic and political development and aggravation
of contradictions are inherent in capitalism and a law of its
development.
An irrnjortant aspect of world capitalist economic develop

ment tocfay is that the social process of disintegration of that
econom); is to some extent running ahead of the disintegration
of the international capitalist mvision of labour. This is
apparent primarily in the fact that a zone of national liberation
has arisen with a group of yo.ung progressive states having an
opportunity for non-capitalist development, even'though they
are still mostly linked economically to latter-day capitalism in
which the dominating role belongs to the imperialist states.
The newly independent countries have not yet overcome their
economic dependence. Such a situation is nistorically natural
and, for a certain time, inevitable, because the establishment of
a new national economic sectoral structure in the developing
coimtries, rise of their productive forces and a complete break
with predatory foreign economic ties are all impossible within
the old social structure of their economy but presuppose their
substantial advance along the road of social progress. It is,
however, important to underline somethirjg else: within the
world capitalist economy, despite the continuing "traditional"
unequal international economic ties, qualitatively new elements
of social development are being accumulated which bring
closer to realisation the prospect of a further decline in that
economy.
The downfall of colonialism dealt a severe blow to im

perialism. It led to certain shifts in imperialist exploitation by
virtue of the need to adapt the system to the loss of direct
political control over the former colonial possessions. That
does not mean, however, a complete loss of control by
imperialist monopolies over the resources of the developing

does it mean an end to imperialist exploitation
of these countries. At the same time, imperialist exploitation

a new face. Neo-colonialist methods are now
.accessible to big and small capitalist states at a time when
.colonial empires have crumblea, large imperialist states have
lost monopoly possessions of "their" colonies and when small
economically advanced capitalist states have accumulated
surplus capital. The countries that previously had no colonies
are today involved in exploitation of economically underde
veloped states on a neo-colonialist basis. The economy of these

,  I-
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states has become more than ever an arena of penetration
and competition of monopolies from various imperialist states.
Neo-colonialism has acquired its own brand of "collectivism".
One of the principal manifestations of the aggravation of

contradictions in the world capitalist economy today is the
growing struggle between the two tendencies, revealed by
Lenin, in capitalist economic development. Imperialism, Lenin
wrote, displays a tendency, inspired by the existence of
monopolies, to stagnation and decay, a disappearance to a
certain extent of the motive cause "of technical and, conse
quently, of all other progress". This tendency towards
stagnation and decav "in some branches of industry, in some
countries, for certain periods of time ... gains the upper
hand".' In making this point, Lenin warned against absolutis-
ing the tendency, against ignoring the whole complexity and
contradictory nature of imperialist economic development. "It
would "be a mistake to believe," Lenin wrote, "that this
tendency to decay precludes the rapid growth of capitalism. It
does not. In the epoch of imperialism, certain branches of
industry, certain strata of the bourgeoisie and certain countries
betray, to a greater or lesser degree, now one and now another
of these tendencies." ̂
An understanding of these tendencies provides the key to

comprehending the processes of the development of produc
tive forces of the world capitalist economy and the reasons for
the unevenness of their growth. While capitalism in the
inter-war period had a sharp cut-back in production growth
rate by comparison with that attained in the last decade of the
19th century and the first decade of the 20th century, despite
the 1900-1903 crisis, capitalist states in post-war period have
attained considerably higher rates of growth. Within the group
of economically most developed capitalist states, the average
annual increment in the gross national product in the last two
decades—i.e., in the 1950s and 1960s—exceeded 4 per cent,
while in the period 1913-1950 it was only 1.9 per cent and in
1870-1913, it was 2.7 per cent.
In the second-fourth decades of the 20th century, the

average annual rate of growth of world capitalist industrial
output was approximat^y four times less than the growth
observed in the previous two decades—that is, in the period of
establishment of the highest stage of capitalism—imperialism.

' V. I. Lenin, Collected Works,.Vol. 22, p. 276.
^ Ibid., p. 300.
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The capitalist world underwent a number of grave economic
OTses: 1920-1921, 1929-1933 and 1937-1938^'Hie period since
1950 has been generally characterised by a considerable
acceleration of capitalist economic growth: average annual rate
<u growth in industrial output reached a record level typical of
the two decades aLthe turn of the century. True, the world
capimlist economy has continued to be dogged by great
instability. It experienced an economic crisis in 1957-1958 and
suffered the effects of crises in Western Europe in 1952-1953,
m the USA in 1953-1954, in many economically highly
oeveloped capitalist countries between 1964 and 1967 and at

u 5"°, 1960s and beginning of the 1970s. On thewfiole, however, these states achieved considerably higher
economic growth rates since the war than in the inter-war
penod.

conclude that Lenin's writings on the two
f H r capitalist economic development remain

ij'L period of the general crisis of capitalism. Itwould be wrong to speak of the ability of contemporary
imperialism to ensure an uninterrupted advance of the
productive forces without crises and depressions, or about a

.steMy slowing down, in economic development within the
^pitaiist world. As mentioned at the International Meeting of
Commuimt and Workers' Parties, "We cannot afford to ignore
tne tact that the imperialism of our day still has a powerful and
^ighly developed production mechanism. We cannot afford to

modern imperialism makes use also of the
possibilities placed before it by the increasing fusion of themonopolies with the state apparatus. The programming and
orecasting of production, state financing or technological

progress and scientific research and steps aimed at achieving a
certain restriction of market anarchy in the interests of the

iggest monopolies are becoming more and more widespread,
n some countries this is leading to a certain enhancement of

® ^"^^v^ncss of social production." 'Fhe last two decades have seen concentrated efforts by
nance capital and the state apparatus of imperialist countries

economic growth, to curb and avert
caused by the very nature of the capitalisty m, and to ensure the greatest possible economic stability,

inance capital is employing objective factors engendered by

p. Meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties. Moscow 1969.
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scientific and technological progress and stimulating rapid
development of the productive mrces. Moreover, wimin the ^
extended reproduction of capital today, the role has increased '
of the competitive struggle of the largest international
monopolies which have the full power, of the state machine
behind them; this is stifling the tendency towards stagnation
and increasing the tendency towards an accelerated develop
ment of production. Also, the economic policy of finance
capital and of the state apparatus it controls is being formed
under the increasing influence of the class struggle on a
national and a world scale and is dictated by an urge to weaken
economic processes which are especially fraught with social
upheavals, a striving to oppose world socialism during
economic competition between the two rival social systems so as
not to discredit utterly the capitalist system in the eyes of the
nations of newly emergent countries.

All this has had a certain influence on the situation within
the world capitalist system. The cyclical production slumps
have been less marked of late than it was in the inter-war
period. Cyclical contractions in American production did not
exceed 5 per cent in the 1950s, and 1960s; yet, the US
economy experienced frequent crises in the post-war yeap.
Since the mid-1950s, the economically developed capitalist
states have usually retained mass unemployment yet they
have had for a long /period approximately three times
less the number unemployed than in the period 1929
to 1938.

Nevertheless despite the accelerated development of pro
ductive forces in the capitalist world at the present stage and
the reduction in unemployment by comparison with the 1930s,
as in several other superficial manifestations of the historical
instability of the capitalist mode of 'production, ailments of the
capitalist economy nave been very obviously manifest in recent
years. In 1971, the increment of industrial output in the
advanced capitalist countries amounted only to 1 per cent,
while it was 8 per cent in the socialist states. It is not accidental
that the USA, a capitalist country which has reached a very
high level of productive forces and which, it would seem, has
accumulated the greatest material conditions for further
economic progress, invariably should lag behind the economicgowth rate of several industrially developed capitalist nations.

ne can see more clearly today tnat the USA has become a sort
of epicentre from which waves of economic disruption go put
to the whole of the capitalist .world.
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Unemployment sharply increased in the capitalist countries
m the early 1970s. At the 20th Congress of the French
Communist Party in December 1972, it was noted that in
France the number of officially registered rejected applications
fo^work was up to 400,000, i.e., a figure unprecedented since
1945. The French National Statistical Institute put the
unemployment figure at 800,000. Today the world capitalist
economy is experiencing an unprecedented acuteness of
radical social contradictions and a very rapid increase in the
processes of socialisation of production, formation of a
correspondingly centralised apparatus of economic manage
ment, i.e., processes which affirm Lenin's thesis about the
historical place of imperialism, of imperialism as capitalism in
transition or, more precisely, as moriound capitalism, creating

V. conditions for the revolutionary emergence of socialism,the higher social and economic formation.'
Account for the possibilities of accelerating production

development under capitalism does not imply an underestima
tion of revolutionary prospects. The progress of science,
technology and production in the capitalist world brings closer
socialist transformations in social relations insofar as this
progress, despite the hopes of capitalist apologists, is leading to
the deepening of the fundamental contradictions in capitalist
society and is ensuring wider objective and subjective prere-
ouisites for the victory of socialist revolution and the successful
building of socialism.
Of course, the grave economic crises and other severe in

fringements upon extended capitalist reproduction processes
exacerbate social antagonisms and can be a great accelerator of
revolutionary movements. Marxist-Leninist philosophy, how
ever, does not tie down revolutionary changes to periods of
stagnation or decline of capitalist production. It associates
prospects for world revolutionary change not only and not so
much with various economic upheavals, with periodical
profound upsets in the mechanism of capitalist reproduction,
as with the steadily growing acuteness of the wnole set of
contradictions immanent in capitalist society, even though
capitalist countries may have managed temporarily to play
down the various manifestations of tnese contradictions and,
now and again, avert economic upheavals. Therefore, im
perialism in the epoch of the current scientific and technologi-

I  V
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' See V. I. Lenin, Collected tVorfci, Vol. 22. p. 302.

cal revolution, imperialism employing its achievements on a
fairly wide scale is "the eve of proletarian social revolution" in
an even greater measure than it was when Lenin wrote about it
in his preface to the French and German editions of his work
Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism.
Present-day capitalist economic development is even more

prone to unevenness and instability than ever. The capitalist
states regularly display a sharp cut-back in growth rate oy,
absolute reduction of the volume of production, and this
testifies to the chronic cyclical character of capitalist economic
development. Throughout the period 1961-1969, the annual
increment in industrial production in the USA fluctuated
between 9 per cent and less than 1 per cent. At the other pole,
Soviet industry developed fairly evenly: the annual increment
in that period fluctuated only between 7 and 10 per cent; as a
result,,/Soviet industrial output increased 2.1 times and US
production only 1.6 times. In the Common Market countries,
taken together, annual industrial growth between 1961 and
1968 was between 1.7 and 7.7 per cent and only in 1969
reached a high level of 10.7 percent; during the 1960s, CMEA
countries had a growth rate of between 7 and 9.5 per cent. The
cyclical nature of the capitalist economic development is today
evident not only in economic crises accompanied by reduced
production and profound sporadic economic upheavals, but
also in a frequent alternation of relatively high growth rates
and low rates, a mounting economic instability. In the FRO, for
example, industrial output in 1966 increased by 1.6 per cent,
while in 1967 it diminished by 1.7 per cent, and in 1968 it
increased by more than 11 per cent; in Britain, in 1966, the
industrial production grew by 1.8 per cent, in 1967 fell by 1
per cent, in 1968—increased by 4.5 per cent, and in
1969—increased by 3.5 per cent. In 19?0, the volume of
industrial output in the USA diminished while that of the
USSR grew by 8 per cent.
The Central Committee report to the 24th Party Congress

said: "Even the most developed capitalist states are not free
from grave economic upheavals. The USA, for instance, has
been floundering in one of its economic crises for almost two
years now. The last few years have als,o been marked by a grave
crisis in the capitalist monetary and financial system. The
simultaneous growth of inflation and unemployment has
become a permanent feature. There are now almost .ei^ht
million unemployed in the developed capitalist countnes.
' 24th Congress of the CPSU, p. 2D.
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.  beg^ning of the scientific and technological revolutionin the econ(^ically developed capitalist slates is facilitating aradical overhaul of production, out it is also extending the
spr^fe of manifestation of existing social contradictions; it is
makmg them more acute and sometimes changing the

, manifestations themselves and producing new contradictions,
ror example, automation of production, irrespective of the
stage of the economic cycle, is becoming an increasingly
important factor behind unemployment. A growing impover-
uhment of the countryside is accompanying the growing
fusion of agriculture and industry through the organic
conmosition of capital and' the accelerated growth of labour
productivity in,farm production.

The scientific and technological revolution throughout the
world capitalist economy is producing more and more new
elements in the contradictions between the economically
aeveloped and the developing, countries, and also among the
economically developed states themselves. One of the most
acute contradictions in the contemporary world capitalist
economy is that between the enormous possibilities for trie rise
of the productive forces, created by the scientific and
echnological revolution, and the obstacles in the way of

involving the developing countries in the stream of world
scientific and technological progress, which are put by the
system of international economic relations of the capitalist

^bp fact that, essentially, a larger part of the populationot the capitalist world has to stand aside from modern progress
in science, technology and production has become one of the
major sigpis of the historical insolvency of the world capitalist
economic system.

The development of an antagonism between labour and
papital nationally and internationally occurs today under the
increasing ii^uence of world socialism and the offensive class

of the proletariat. This forces capital to make certain
ocial concessions to the working people and encourages the

Ae^worki growing cfegree of exploitation of
7"!?® jbght of the working people against capitalists has
cnea a new stage. Acute class battles have broken out in an

increasing number of countries. Massive worker action for
po itical and economic rights is becoming a permanent and
^ asive factor of life in the capitalist world. I^pular political

developing even in countries which, for manyy  s, nave languished under extreme reactionary repression,
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such as Spain. The scale is widening and the efficiency
increasing of methods of struggle used oy the working class.
The prestige and impact of Communist Parties among the
working people are growing and so, too, is the striving among
various contingents of the working class for unity of action.
The anti-monopoly front of the working class, the peasants
and other democratic sections of the population is becoming
strong. , ,

One indication of the pressure put by the working people on
the capitalist class is the growing scope of the strike movement.
While the number of workers in capitalist states is now
approximately double what it was before the war, the number
of strikes has increased by 3.5 times, according to official
reduced statistics. In 1959, 36 million people went on strike, in
1966 — 44 million and in 1969, over 60 million. Despite
bourgeois "theories" of class peace, there is an obvious
upiiving in the strike movement in the highly developed
capitalist states.

Strikes are becoming an increasingly mass phenomenon. In
the decade 1960-1970, the capitalist world was shaken by over
250 large national strikes. In Italy, which had a reasonably high
economic level of activity and an industrial output increase of
10 per cent in 1969, the class struggle had not died down!
Strikes involved up to 90 per cent of all manual and
mental workers, even though only some 40 per cent of the
work force is organised in trade unions. The national strike
of November 196.9 in Italy acquired particular scope. In
countries where a reformist faction predominates in the trade
union movement, there is an evident move towards more
active struggle against monopoly capital. For example, .in Bri
tain in 1969, 90 per cent or all strikes were so-called "wild
cat" strikes that were not sanctioned by trade union lead
ership.

The growing scale of class struggle is apparent, too, in the
national liberation zone. Entire continents are entering a stage
of social reform. The national liberation and class struggles are
being combined more and more fully. A distinctive feature of
mass social movements, working-class strikes and various
political acts by working people has been their clearly defined
stand against the domination of imperialist monopolies, the
arbitrary rule of US finance capital, the local oligarchy in
cahoots with them, and for democratic reforms in politics and
the economy, for nationalisation of enterprises belonging to
foreign capital and local monopolies.
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Isolated improvements in the living standards of working
people, which occurred in the fifties and sixties in the
economically developed capitalist states, are by no means a
direct consequence of the rise of the productive forces; they
reflect above all the results of the class struggle that is taking
place against the backcloth of the two-system competition and
the changing conditions of manpower reproduction which,
being connected with the requirements of capital reproduc
tion, presuppose heightened demands on the level of educa
tion of worxers. With the aid of social manoeuvres and
individual concessions, "monopoly capitalism ... tries to avert
social and economic upheavals fraught with the greatest
danger to the bourgeois system",' as was noted at the
International Meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties.
Therefore, despite the constant price rises and mounting cost
of living which have eroded any hard-won nominal wage
increases, average real earnings in the economically developed
capitalist states nave on the whole risen since the war. By the

- mid-1960s, in the major capitalist states, average real wages of
workers in the processing industry exceeded the pre-war level
by between 15 and 50 per cent. It goes without saying that any
improvement in living standards in the capitalist states does not
occur automatically; it is the result of fierce class struggle.
The existence of the world socialist system plays an

'™portant part in this because it clearly demonstrates the
radically new social standards, the guarantees of a working
man's confidence in the future, the elimination of poverty and
rightlessness, a high level of social insurance, health system and
education. The socialist system has become an important factor
affecting the course of the class struggle in capitalist countries.
At the same time, despite the substantial social gains of
working people in the economically developed capitalist states,
. contradictions are growing between opportunities for®®tisfying popular needs created by accumulation of national

wealth, the existence of a production apparatus and the real
satisfaction of these requirements, between the living stan
dards and the objectively existing requirements of the
population.
Average figures greatly underestimate the real situation of

working people in capitalist countries. Even by pfficial

p. 141.
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statistics, between 30 and 35 million people in the United States
are living "below the bread-line". We know that the length of
the working week in economically developed capitalist coun
tries has shrunk from between 90 to 100 nours at the end of
the 18th and beginning of the 19th centuries and 60-72 hours
at the turn of this century to between 40 and 45 hours today.
Behind these average figures which reflect the success of the
class Struggle, however, there lurk great differences in the,
length of the working week among different sections of factory
and office workers. In the United States in 1963, with an
average working week of 40.7 hours, 19.7 per cent of the
workers had a working week of 49 hours or more, 40.5 per
cent worked 40 hours and 15.7 per cent were only partly
employed or had a working week of less than 30 hours.
The requirements of a modern production apparatus, the

far-reaching changes in the capitalist mechanism of ̂ its
operation, the growing acuteness of economic and political
contradictions in capitmist society and the course of competi
tion between the two opposing world social systems are causing
the rapid development of state-monopoly capitalism and of the
growing economic role of the capitalist state. Lenin analysed
Ae initial stages of this process, but now state intervention in
the economy is increasing at particularly rapid rates. Between
30 and 40 per cent of the national income of econommally
developed capitalist states is passing through the state budget.
The capitalist state is striving not only to influence the cyclical
pattern of the economy in its critical phases, but also to exert ari
increasing long-term influence on the processes of capital
reproduction on a national and international scale, resorting,
in particular, to the programming and forecasting of market
and production trends. The growing tendency towards state
regulation of the capitalist economy essentially reflects serious
inmngements upon the mechanism of economic growth on a
capitalist basis and the deepening crisis of the capitalist system.
The requirements of the development of the productive

forces are clashing more and more with the capitalist mode ot
distribution of the national income; the requmernents tor
realising the social product are clashing with the level and
growth rate of popular consumption. This clash is acquiring
particular acuteness at a time when scientific progress is
making it possible to move from capital-intensive to_capital-
neutral and capital-economic technological progress. The role
of personal consumption objectively rises, thereby, in tackling
the problem of realisation and in ensuring the use in
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.of _ni3terial and human resources. The capitalist
mode of distribution of national income, with its innerent
tendency to reduce the share of workers' incomes, has become
an even more obvious obstacle in the way of production
development.
There is a growing lack of coincidence, revealed by Lenin,

Mtween the expanding sources of accumulation being created
oy the growing productive forces and the increase in the mass
01 surplus value, and the actually realised accumulation in the
torm of capital investment, that is, a relative excess of capital is
CTowmg and the contradiction between the existence of this
.relatively excessive capital and the vast unsatisfied demands for
investment is becoming increasingly blatant. A contradiction is
gfrowing between the interlinking and interdependence of
econoimc processes, on the one hand, and the arbitrary nature

economic proportions, the multitude of
pojects of economic management guided by narrow interests
fv! ® profit and mutual competitive struggle, on theotner. In these circumstances, there is an evident stalling of the

^pitalist economic mechanism apparent in regular slumps,
budget deficits, monetary crises and inflation.
otate-monppoly capitalism is trying to come to grips with the

novel situation, trying to intervene in national income distribu-
uon, stimulating modernisation of production and other
investment activity. The monopolies and the state apparatus
under their control are raising the level of centralisation of
production control. The state is endeavouring to affect the
movement of global economic relationships; to regfulate, for
example, in the interests of extended reproduction of capital,
e movement of nominal wages so as to guarantee a faster

growui rate of labour productivity growth.
it IS nonetheless becoming even more evident that state-

monopoly capitalism is exacerbating to the extreme the basic
OTptradicUon of the capitalist mode of production—that

ween the social nature of production and the private mode
Pt appropnation.

State ectmomic regulation which, in certain circumstances,
an^ sharp crises, is incapable, first, of fully avoiding them
riri/ii of nursing baclc to health a capitalist economyled with contradictions. Many capitalist states are ex-
penenaiip; a chronic sickness of their ecdnomic mechanism, a
torm of creeping crisis".

r  adapt capitalism to the new sUuation are aink in the process of its disintegration; they are partly

based on methods which are incompatible with the nar
ture of the capitalist mode of production and presage its
impending doom, which will be a result of the maturing
all-embracing socio-pplitical crisis, a result of the mass
revolution ary struggle of the working people led by Marxist-
Leninist parties.
In a situation of acute economic and political contradictions,

the part played by the military-industrial complex increases in
the economically developed capitalist states; this complex is an
alliance of the biggest monopolies with the military elite and
the most reactionary circles in the state apparatus. The
influence of this complex on the political and economic affairs
of the major imperimist states entails the militarisation of the
economy, a strengthening of internal reaction and a threat to
international peace. Escalating military business means a
burden of enormous unproductive outlay and a growing
imbalance in the economy. Military expenditure in the
economically developed capitalist states comprises $ 100,000
million. The United States directs approximately one-tenth of
all workers and one-fifth of engineering and technical
personnel to military production. More than 60 per cent of all
research in the United States is done for military purposes, 40ger cent in Britain and some 30 per cent in other West
uropean countries. . . rr
Miutarisation of the capitalist econoniy has a big effect on

international economic relations within the capitalist world and
leaves a spreading imprint on international trade and credit
relations. According to George Thayer, author of the book The
War Business. The International Trade in Armaments, the cost of
armaments and military equipment cast upon the world
market by the leading impenalist powers since 1945 has
amounted to $ 59,000 million; Of that sum $ 50,000 million
went on supplies from the United States.
The development of the world capitalist economy and the

coming together of the national economies of capitalist states
are linked with the international migration of capital, its
international intertwining, the creation and strengthening of
international monopoly groupings, and so on. Capitalist

■ monopolies are trying to subordinate to their interests the
ever-widening internationalisation of production, to weaken
the pressure of the growing productive forces on the narrow
confines of capitalist forms of economy, to ease the acute
antagonistic contradiction between Ae social nature of produc
tion and private capitalist, appropriation.
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The rate of concentration and centralisation of capital
increases with the internationalisatidh of economic affairs
within me world capitalist system; an international intertwin
ing ot national" capitals takes place and the big international
monopolies expand even more.

Along.side these developments, international forms of state-
monopoly intervention in the economy occur. All this distinctly
extends the bounds of concentration and centralisation Q.f
capital beyond individual national private capitalist and
state-monopoly finance groups. As a result, the contradiction
steadily becomes more acute between the social character of
production and the private form okappropriation; it moves to
a new, even wider foundation. Nevertheless, the international-
i^tion of economic life under capitalism cannot do away with
tne contradiction itself, it only creates, in the final count,
conditions for even greater acuteness.
Therefore, the social manifestations and consequences of

tne internationalisation of economic affairs within the world
ppitalist system are complicated and contradictory. For
individual capitalist monopolies, such internationalisation
(^ens up new possibilities of economic manoeuvring, widens
the sphere of capital operations, encourages intensification of
capitamt accumulation and, in particular, plays down the
contr^iction between the needs of capital reproduction for
individual monopoly groups requiring an expansion of
production volume, and the possibilities of realisation on
national markets, During the process of economic inter
nationalisation, however, there is no substantial improvement
in the conditions of reproduction of all social capital. That, is
pnmanly due to the inaoility of internationalisation radically to
solve the problem of realising production, a problem that is

'n the capitalist economic system.
Although internationalisation does facilitate a partial and

emporary smoothing of some antagonisms in the economic-
a y developed capitalist states, the samie economic internatio-
na isation simultaneously reproduces them again and
again to a higher degree and with a greater extent of
acuteness.
Among the many consequences of this process, the principal

and decisive consequence is that the contradiction between the
mounting potential for the growth of productive forces and
t e restncted use of this potential—due to the capitalist
re ations of production—ultimately intensifies even more,
eing essentially a factor for economic growth, capitalist forms
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of internationalisation become a curb on growth at a new and
even higher stage of the productive forces' development.
Economic internationalisation within world capitalism thereby
acquires a social meaning which clashes with its progressive
historical designation.
The increasingly intensive international concentration and

centralisation of capital is largely based on a greater interna
tional division of labour, international specialisation and
co-operation in production, scientific and technological prog
ress. The division of labour has become the basic content of
international monopolist agreements. Such agreements shape
the readiness of various monopolies to specialise their produc
tion, to have a division of labour in research and design, and to
exchange licences. It is these agreements on delineation
of production programmes that have become dominant
in the partition or markets among international mono-
polife.s. The number of such agreements is rising very
rapidly. . .. . .
A division of labour between industrial capitalist countries is

developing with increasing alacrity today. The process, typical
ly, has new forms and new distinctive features. International
monopolies employ world market forecasting and purposely
intensify and reorganise international production specialisa
tion in their own interests. They use tne state apparatus to
regulate world commodity markets and ensure terms favoura
ble for foreign economic expansion and the increasing
dependence of the economically less developed countries.
They employ regional and inter-regional trade and economic
organisations to stimulate the international market.

International monopolies and the state capitalist apparatus
more and more resort to an agreed line on several aspects oi
social policy, striving by joint effort to consolidate their
positions in the class struggle. International monopoly capi
tal is more and more frequently forced to reckon with
the consequences of shifts in the world capitalist economy
due to the class struggle in the capitalist world and to
economic competition between the two opposing world social

^ hISiIv developed state-monopoly capitalism has become a
necessary condition for the operation ofthe complex system of
international specialisation and co-operation within the capital
ist world at the present level of the productive Jorces and
capital concentration. .The increasing capitalist international
division of labour to an ever greater degree occurs by means ot
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State-monopoly regulation. Monopoly capital exploits the state
strongest weapon in redividing spheres

ot iniluence within the international capitalist division of
labour. ^

Intergovernmental pacts, agreements and contacts at various
eve's serve to expand the possibilities for capital to operate on
an international scale and to establish a base for greater
international division of labour. Many ploys of state policy in
oreign economic relations and the co-ordination of their
employment by a particular group of capitalist states are
intended to boost internationm specialisation of production
{ or example, the correlation of levels of customs duties on

P™d*icts and on certain parts). State companies
a e a direct part in the co-operation between private capitalist
monopolies. The monopolies frequently use the state ap
paratus to finance further international division of labour by
way or subsidies, credits and guarantees. The state subsidising
ot certain exports, especially farm produce, has become a
permanent feature of the foreign economic operations of

Unite<f'^"t'™*^^"^ developed capitalist states, particularly the
State-monopoly regulation of international markets has, on

ne <me hand, become an important means to extend division
o labour between individual states, to increase the volume of
tnose markets and to stabilise the market situation to a certain
extent. The growth in aggregate foreign trade turnover of the

pitaiist states in the last two decades was faster than
production CTowth in these states, thereby reflecting a certain
increase in the volume of the international capitalist market.

IS resulted largely from greater international production
pecialisation and co-operation, supplementing the industrial
ectoral structure and enriching the range of finished'products
m ̂  sector, and the enlianced role of international trade ino em lines of production. On the other hand, state-

"°POly regulation acts as a weapon in the competitive
,  between international monopolies, the penetration by
ese monopolies in less monopolised economic sectors of

countries, and also a weapon of political and economic
p  ssure on various governments so as to obtain concessions

a particular international finance group.
regulation of foreign relations, of course,

fli/»i/ ®.^vve to restrict the activity of private monopolies;
sion increase opportunities for their own expan-
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The organisation of joint action by NATO countries over
missiles is a good example of the complicated state-monopoly
system of production co-operation. In 1959, the US Administ
ration ana five West European countries (Belgium, France,
Italy, Netherlands and West Germany) signed an agreement
on joint production of a particular ground-to-air missile on an
American licence. A special agency within NATO was set up to
implement that co-operation; unoer its aegis, an international
military cartel of five monopolies of the said copntries
was established. It is remarkable that the state agencies of
these countries were largely excluded from participation
in the implementation of the agreement; direct contacts
were established between the five-monopoly cartel that had
undertaken to manufacture missiles and NATO agencies.
American missile-production licences were also offered
directly to the cartel and not to individual states party to the
agreement. • • r

Despite the growing sphere of state-monopoly regulation of
international production specialisation and co-operation, in
ternational capitalist division of labour at the present stage
of world capitalist economic development, eyep between highly
industrial states, is far from attaining an optimum internation
al specialisation, a systematic and rational co-operation of
labour between different states that would serve the objecUves
of their economic progress. The international capitalist
division of labour continues to develop in the interests of
capital reproduction of the big monopolies, under decisive
influence from the competitive struggle among different
monopoly groupings, trying to obtain a form of international
specialisation most advantageous to themselves, even though it
contradicts national economic interests. In February I9'0»
French Communist Party said at its 19th Congress that' the bic
bourgeoisie sees our counti^ merely as a source of profit ̂ d
an object of barter". That applies in full to monopob atutudes
to issues concerning the international capitalist division ot
labour. , j-
The competitive struggle of monopolies takes very diverse

forms in the course of extending the international'capitalist
division of labour. Monopoly groupings fight for a bigger
share in the capital of joint companies that they have
established and for production quotas; a struggle goes on over
the choice of type of specialised output and distnbuoon of
costs of production, and so on and so forth. The arsenal ot
weapons wielded by-the monopolies in international competi-

ik
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tion is growing; as the concentration and centralisation of
capital increases, the opportunities for monopolies participat
ing in the competitive struggle expand and the struggle
acquires an increasingly acute character. Back in 1915, Lenin
noted the accepted fact cited from a book on the world politics
that "the internationalisation of capital by no means eliminates
the national capitalists' intensified struggle for power and
influence, for 'majority share-holding'". As a result of the
internationalisation of capital, there occur not only a further
development of contacts between monopolies of individual
states and their mutual actions, but aUo their systematic
regrouping, changes in the balance of power, centrifugal
tendencies in economic and political associations, the
emergence of rival monopoly groups. Mortopoly competition
puts considerable obstacles in the way of further international

, specialisation and co-operation of production.
No matter what the scale or level intended, any measures in

the sphere of international capitalist division of labour
essentially cannot cover the whole of the economy, take into
consideration and embrace the whole aggregate of national
economic factor-s; they cannot cover the various aspects of
influence of the growing international division of labour on
individual national economies, eliminate the spontaneous,
arbitrary development of the world capitalist economy. Any
agreements by the capitalist monopolies to intensify interna
tional production specialisation and co-operation ensure a
certain dovetailing of production programmes of some enter
prises in different countries; they sometimes involve a larger
amount of output of a particular sector. Nonetheless, they
cannot guarantee a systematic concerted development of
national economies; sometimes they even lead to greater
disproportions. State-monopoly regulation of international
economic contacts essentially creates only certain, very relative
boundaries of the interplay of spontaneous forces through
various foreign trade, currency and immigration policy
measures.

Division of labour in the world capitalist economy depends
on the action of economic laws of the capitalist mode of
production and serves the interests of the big international
monopolies. Often an increase in this division of labour is to
the detriment of a participant country, especially an economi-

V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 21, p. 244.
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cally backward one. A consequence of the international
capitalist division of labour is often an economic slowdown in a
whole number of countries, which is used for consolidating
monopoly positions of the economically developed states. The
one-sidea character of the advantages that emanate from
international division of labour remains the overriding feature
of the world capitalist economy.

If we judge capitalist international division of labour from
the viewpoint of efficient production within the world capitalist'
economic system as a whole, its irrational and predatory nature
springs to the eye. The division is a brake on the development
of productive forces in many countries, a cause of the
uncTeremployment of their national resources and the uneven
territoriallocation of production, of the various disproportions
in the world capitalist economy.
Another characteristic feature of modern world capitalist

economic development is the increasingly manifest tenden^ to
switch the focus of the competitive struggle from direct
production and trade to research and development. The scale
and efficiency of research are more and more often determin-
.ing the competitive capacity of countries and monopolies on
world markets. At the same time, the importance is growing of
World markets in research and development, and also interna
tional migration of research workers and designers. In 1966,
approximately one-tenth of profit from all world trade was
from licence trading; such trade is now providing about the
same profit as the oil or engineering traoe.
The statistics for 1963 and 1964 show the extent to which the

United States has outstripped the West European states in
research potential: expenditure on R & D per inhabitant
amounted to $110.5 in the USA, $39.8 in Britain, $33.5 in
Sweden, $ 27.2 in Holland, $ 27.1 in France, $ 24.6 in the FRG,
$14.7 in Belgium, $5.7 in Italy and $3.2 in Austria. The
United States had 358 scientific workers, engineers and
technicians engaged in R & D per 100,000 inhabitants, Britain
294, Holland 258, Sweden 216, the FRG 180, France 179,
Belgium 168, Italy 60 and Austria 45. . v
The state capitalist financing of much rpearch is done in the

interests of the monopolies. In the United States, the smte
accounted for 64 per cent of all expenditure on R & D in 1963
and 1964, the French state accounted for the same amount,
and the share of the other economically developed West
European countries varied between 24 and 54 per cent.'Thus,
We see that the United States has gone much further than its
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competitors in use of state finance for accelerating scientific
and technological progress.
A direct result of the supremacy of US research potential

over that of other economically developed capitalist states is the
acquiring by American monopolies of dominant positions,
espeaally on the world capitalist market of output from
' modern sectors of industry, primarily in electronics. For

example, more than 90 per cent of computers used in Western
Europe are manufactured by American firms.

International migration of capital has new features. The
capital penetration of the most powerful imperialist states in
the economies of other advanced capitalist countries has
acquired new scope. The object of expansion of US capital is
now-such front-ranking imperialist states as Britain, the FRG,
Belgium, the Netherlands and others. The geographical
location of investment by large monopolies ensures the direct /
®*P'oit3tion of manpower not only in the less developed and
Ae dependent countries, but also in other imperialist states.
For example, some 6 per cent of all British workers were
employed, in 1966, at enterprises which are owned or
controlled by American monopolies. Direct US investment in
Western Europe increased from $1,700 million in 1950 to'

u  • ^ in 1968. The American monopolies manage toobtain a higher degree of exploitation of the working people at
their factories in Western Europe, organise production more
efficiently and make a bigger profit than the West European

could do themselves. According to statistics given
7 ̂"®,Frcoch publicist, Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber, "Ame-
ncan investment in Europe will continue to grow far more
rapidly than European investment. Its profits are already half
again as large as ours." '

Capital exports make the main correctives to the internation-
trade structure according to the "national affiliation" of

capital, by comparison with its structure in the various
countries. Thus, Ae annual production of the American
monopolies subsidiaries abroaa has amounted in recent years
to more than $ 100,000 million, i.e., three times more than the
entire export of commodities from the United States.
Uapiml exports are, as before, largely subordinate to the

establishment of monopoly control over fuel and raw material
resources of the capitalist world, the plundering of sources of
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J. J. Servan-Schreiber, The AvuHcan ChalUnge, New York. 1968, p. 29.

supply of fuel and raw materials. For example, US import
requirements for many important types of raw materials,
especially oil and oil products, bauxite and alumina, iron ore,
etc., are almost wholly or mainly "satisfied by supplies from
plants abroad which belong to American monopolies or are
controlled by them. Nowadays, however, an ever-increasing
role in capital exports is being played by monopoly penetration
into the processing industry, especially to establish control over
the rapidly developing new sectors and lines of production
which are acquiring key importance in this scientific age.
Modern world capitalist economy is experiencing even

freater uneven development within the group of economically
eveloped states; major changes are taking place in the balance

of power between individual imperialist states. The long-term
uneven development of these states may be illustrated by the
following figures. When free-enterprise capitalism developed
into monopoly capitalism, Britain led the world in per capita
industrial output; the American figure was only half that of the
British, while the German was four times less. In the years to
follow. Great Britain was overtaken first by America and then
by West Germany. In the first half of the 1960s, per capita
industrial production was 0.8 of the American level in Canada,
0.7 in West Germany, 0.65 in Britain, 0.4 in France, 0.35 in
It^ and 0.25 in Japan.

T^he American share both in world industrial production
and in the world volume of international trade has substantial
ly diminished in the last two decades. While, in 1953, the US
snare in capitalist industrial output was 51.9 per cent, in 1971 it
had shrunk to 40.4 per cent. Tnis reduction was most marked
in the 1950s, while the share decreased more slowly in the
1960s, although at the end of the decade and beginning of the
1970s, the fall was again speeded up. From 1960 to 1971, the
US share fell by 5 per cent. Of late Japan has moved into
second place in the snare of world capitalist industrial output,
edging out the FRG and Britain, which are now in the third
and fourth places respectively,
A typical feature of the world capitalist economy today is the

further polarisation of countries in economic levels. The
polarisation process is due to internal laws of that economy
which make the rise of the productive forces in a smaller part
of the.capitalist world occur at the expense of the other part; in
many respects, the latter states are deprived of the possibility of
using the modern scientific and technological achievements for
boosting, production.
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The impact of economic internationalisation on national
economies thus depends in large measure 6n the social nature
of tf^ process of internationalisation. Therefore, although the
trend towards internationalisation generally reflects the
gfrowth of the productive forces, far from all phenomena of
economic internationalisation can be associated with a higher
level of production or with progressive changes in the
economies of individual states. One of the main trends in the
international division of labour within the world capitalist
economy is the division of labour between highly industnal and

backward countries. For a long time this
division served as a paramount system-forming element of the
world capitalist economy. It has retained its immense impor-
tance today. Yet it is based precisely on the economic
oacKwardness of one party; its effectiveness for the other party
demands that this backwardness remain.

It IS not a matter of using economic levers of social labour in
a counmes involved in the international capitalist division of
Dour, but of the capital exploitation of some countries by
ners, of the extraction of profits by some countries from
ners which possess an irrational economic sectoral structure,

a low standard of living and other aspects of economic
ac wardness. The imperialist states continue every year to

than one-tenth of the national income of
e developing countries by various forms of economic

p under—a sum which woulci enable these countries in many

TK double their accurnulation.
^  international division of labour

" capitalist economic system, capitalist forms of
nomic amalgamation of various countries through concent-
ion and centralisation of capital internationally, expansion
n ernational trade, international migration or capital and

the trend to further concentration of
forces in the industrial and trade and transport

aI* the most developed states. This trend is torimerit of economic progress in the less developed
regions, and hampers the use of labour and

namral resources over a large area of the world,
of division of labour is entering a new phase
nrno-rflcc P™®"' ̂y t)f world scientific and technologicalP?®®>hilities and requirements for improving
flic cvr>/^ ?' f P tfnport of raw materials and their processing,
factor of ° finished products are no longer the principale national productive forces' growth as they useci to
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be at previous stages of economic development. It has become
increasingly important to involve national economies in the
division of labour within the processing industry; international
exchange of finished products (and not simply a unilateral
export of these products) is playing an increasing part in
enhancing the efficiency of mature national economies. The
trend is increasing in the capitalist world for the less developed
countries to create their own processing industries and to take
part in an international exchange of finished products. At the
same time, an even fiercer competitive struggle for participa
tion in this division of labour is taking place between the
developed capitalist countries—not to mention the fierce
opposition such countries put up to developing countries
wisning to join their ranks.
In 1966, products of the processinc industry accounted for

only 20.1 per cent of the exports of the developing countries,
at a time when their share in the exports of the developed
capitalist states was 71.5 per cent. Even greater differences in
the commodity structure of exports come to light when we
compare the output share of such vital industnal sectors as
engineering and chemicals. The share of engineering products
in the export of the developed capitalist states amounted to
31.7 per cent in 1966 and only 1.3 per cent in exports of
developing countries; the share of chemical output was 8.5 and
1.6 per cent respectively.
We can clearly see in these trends of the world capitalist

economy the inherent rejection of the international economic
ties that have developed within it. The creation of modern
productive forces in the developing states demands not the
reinforcement of these relations; on the contrary, it presup
poses their radical restructuring. This is impossible without a
consistent anti-imperialist struggle. Experience shows that not
a single country that is at all backward in its development and
dependent on imperialist powers can overcome its oackward-
ness without a decisive anti-imperialist struggle. Moreover, a
consistent fight against economic backwardness arid imperialist
tyranny brings people to the need for radical social change. It
is manifestly impossible to create modern productive forces
and raise living standards in a historically short span by
capitalist means. The elimination of imperialist-imposed forms
of economic amalgamation and a decisive rebuff to neo-
colonialist incursions have become invariable conditions for
establishing equal and mutually beneficial international co
operation towards which nations are striving who fight for,
political and economic independence.



CAPITALIST INTEGRATION
AND^ THE GROWING CONTRADICTIONS
OF THE WORLD CAPITALIST ECONOMY

increasing
redivisions

attention to

among the
Marxist economists are paying

changes in the world economic i^^uivuiuns ctuiung mc
monopolies. These changes include increasing economic
integration within the various zones of the world capitalist
economy; m one way or another, they are amending the many
laws of the world capitalist economy, greatly affect tne balance
0 power within the world capitalist economy and the relations
oetween countries in the two opposing social systems. The
economic integration of capitalist states has far-reaching

relat^m^'*''^^ for internal politics and for foreign politicm
1  practical issues of capitalist integration have

of an acute ideological struggle between
apologists of the capitaHst system. Imperialist

use certain results of the processes of integration in
attempts to "prove" the vitality of the

j system and its potential for economic development,
f • of integration to amalgamation of

into a single entity or they portray
removal of discrimination in relations

ecnnomio.^^ units belonging to different national
haturp nf • r ̂  mask the fundamental social
world ®*^onomic relations in the capitalist
come tno-Pfk ? relations that form as national economies
as thp exposed this fundamental social nature
s.«haSrr„?pSS"
lasTsO ° various forms of integration over theWestern Europe, Central America and parts of
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Africa primarily represents an attempt by the internation^
monopolies to adapt the mechanisin of the "
tion of the world to peculiarities of the present day. Under the
new circumstances, 5ie system of private and intergovernmen
tal cartels has outlived its usefulness; the
tal agreements and organisations intended to co-ordinate
various aspects of foreign economic capitalist policy are now

^°The changing balance of power in socialism s favour^Ae
disintegration of colonialism, new aspects of reproducU^
eigen^ered by the scientific and tec'hnological revo uUon •
further state-monopoly trends, the mounung mstabihty o
international currency and other economic reTations and die
unreliability of earlier forms of the international
mechanism, the narrowing role of tradmonal and the
emergence of new methods of monopoly struggle, the desire to
excel in the competition with worW socialism, politically to
consolidate the capitalist world and regmn
this has caused a change over to mtegrauonal forms ot
reoartitioning spheres of domination among the major
imperialist powers and to integrational levers for repartiupn-
ing markets, spheres of Capital investment and manpower

wMnC world cajiulis.
JnomytnCTof courfe, be reduc£^^
common denominator, cannot be explained by ident^ai
causes We have already referred to the social and economic
na^Se o^f integration taking place under the control of
international monopolies within the ̂ "^ustnal
and the spheres of their economic and political intluenc^
Along wit^ this, certain processes of economic amalgamationfre tfkT^ place in the area of national liberation, between
states striving to link efforts to attain economic independenceanrmanTpluting, even it at a
level, levers of economic integration for the anti-impenalist
Thfee tvpes or three directions of economic intention may

be discerned within the world capitalist economy They differ
S level of e^^nomic development of states, Ae nature ofeconomic contacts between tfiem, particulariy the dmsiou of
labour and, mainly, the social character of
social forces which use and direct tntegration and the in^^^^
for strengthening a particular social sector of the wor
capitalist economy which they serve.
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coJmrie?Shfn economically^advanced capitalist

relations hJw?. " integration under way in economic
sTaterrn advanced and developing
remain in cr P .'® ̂  or between the countries that
n?Siv resnerrr^v'''- ̂ ®P®"dence on imperialist powers. In
Mnsmn sKh it' integration expresses neo-colonialist ex-
?coSic InJn^^ maintain or to restore in new forms the
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increased, manifesting itself^''^ ° i has steadilynesting Itself not only in concerted action by
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groups of countries where the role of national states with a
progressive social orientation is great (in a number of Arab
states, for example), but also in the growing elements of
collective opposition to imperialist policy in economic group
ings that are still under the control of imperialist states, in
intensifying demands (for example, in Latin America) to revise
trading terms and other economic relations with the industrial
capitalist states in connection with the increasing worsening of
the economic status of the developing states, in the growing
notion of a joint trade policy among Asian countries towards
the economically developed states.

International capitalist economic integration is a phase of the
process of the internationalisation of capitalist economies in
which one can discern the great penetration of capital and the
formation of deep-going relations among national economies,
including those on the basis of production co-operation, and
an inferlinking of national economic structures through
intensification of international concentration and centralisa
tion of capital and with wide-scale application of the levers of
state-monopoly economic control both within states and
between states. It involves, also, a restriction of the sovereign
rights of individual states in the interests of international
monopolies so as to create more favourable conditions for
extending capital reproduction, of the more powerful monopo
ly groups. Capitalist integration is accompanied by a competi
tive struggle between individual finance groups for the
monopoly possession of those opportunities for increasing the
effectiveness of capital investment which are being created as a
result of the estaolishment of more intensive international
economic connections.
The economic advantages of integration are appropriated by

the biggest monopolies.
These features of integration refer only to integration that

occurs within a group of economically advanced capitalist
states. Integration in the imperialist sector of the world
capitalist economy expresses large changes in the repro
duction of capital. The ever-growing centralisation and
concentration of capital, that engender concentration of
production and encourage monopolies to expand abroad.
3re the basis of the emergence and. at the same time, a
factor in accelerating integration. This is encouraged, too.
by the increasing intertwining of capital from different
countries, the further increase in the power of international
monopolies and the accompanying greater competitive Strug-
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-gle in the world capitalist economy and its mounting cont
radictions. " . . .
The far-reaching "liberalisation" of economic relations

within various capitalist groupings has become a means of
extending the sphere of monopoly operations. These processes
are mbst apparent in the European Economic Community.
The six original West European members established a
customs union and carried out measures to facilitate the
transfer of capital and manpower within the Community.
Integration played an important part in intensifying economic
relations among E.E.C. member countries and, to a certain
extent, stimulated economic expansion. Despite the appear
ance of new and serious problems, a certain increase in the size
of the international market within this grouping was attained
as the Six gradually realised the points envisaged in the Rome
Treaty (March 1957). The rate of growth of trade between
E.E.C. member countries was approximately double the rate or
growth of the entire volume of their foreign trade; this has
testified to the priority development of mutual economic
relations between these countries oy comparison with relations
with countries outside the bloc; it shows a certain economic
fusion of the Common Market states. The fairly rapid
expansion of Common Market trade has caused a great
increase in the proportion of E.E.C. countries in the entire
trade of the capitalist market.
The change in export quotas in production and the import

quotas in consumption of engineering output indicates the
growing intensity of E.E.C. member countries' participation w
me international division of labour. While, in 1956, E.E.C.
countries exported 26.2 per cent of engineering products, iri
1966, their engineering exports had risen to 40!2 per cent. In
1956, imports constituted only 15.1 per cent of the
internal engineering consumption, while it had risen to 28.1
per cent in 1966. These changes are even more marked m
mdividual E.E.C. countries.
In Italy, for example, the share of exports in all engineering

output rose from 19.7 per cent in 1956 to 47.2 per cent m
1966, while the share of imports in internal engineering
consumption increased in the same period from 16 to 31.8 per
cent.

The integrational processes under way within the group ol
advanced capitalist states at definite stages encourage a certain
increase in production and accelerate the levelung out of
economic standards of those states. Their role is not, however,
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confined to that. Integration simultaneously intensifies the
unevenness of economic development of these states, exacer-
bateS^conomic rivalry between them, and makes the antagon
ism between labour and capital even more markedly interna
tional. Ultimately, capitalist integration demonstrates on an
even wider scale the inability of capitalism to cope with its
inherent contradictions, to realise all the production potential
created by scientific and technological progress. A relatively
small gap in economic levels, relative equality in competitive
terms for national capital, a certain facility of capital migration
and close international interpenetration of capital which are all
characteristic of the industrial capitalist states, cannot lead to a
"harmonisation" of interests of monopoly groupings or to a
weakening of rivalry between them. On the contrary, the fight
between monopolies which takes place in new conditions, in
particular with a lowering of customs barriers, becomes even

11 more fierce.

In the Central Committee report to the 24th CPSU
Congress, it was pointed out that neither the processes of
integration nor the class interest of imperialists in combining
efforts for combating world socialism had removed the
contradictions between imperialist states. By the beginning of
the 1970s, the main centres of imperialist rivalry were
clear-cut: th^ were the USA, Western Europe (above all, the
original six Common Market member countries) and Japan.
Economic and political competition was even fiercer among
them. Bans imposed by US official agencies on imports of an
increasing number of commodities from Europe and Japan,
and attempts by European states to restrict their exploitation
by American capital are just some of the manifestations of this
struggle.
The so-called liberalisation of foreign economic relations

within the regional economic groupings of capitalist states is
creating a new situation in the competitive struggle among the
monopolies. The sphere of competition is broadening, the
opportunities for squeezing out weaker competitors are
growing and the process of concentration and centralisation of
capital IS accelerating. The E.E.C. countries, have begun to setT
up common financial funds which they use to ensure the
necessary economic conditions for "liberalising" mutual
economic relations within the Common Market. For example,
a common agricultural fund of E.E.C. countries has been set
up in order to level prices and award compensation. Mean
while, the part played oy individual instruments of competitive
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Struggle is greatly changing. The policy of gradual reduction
of customs duties or complete renunciation-of them in mutual
trade by industrial capitalist countries that are members of
closed economic groupings such as the E.E.C. and the EFTA
help to expand trade among these countries; it is accompanied
by attempts widely, to utilise the blatant and veiled subsidising
of exports, manipulations of domestic and foreign trade prices
in order to create better conditions for competing with
partners.
Thus, despite the "liberalising" trends in trade, the transfer

of capital and manpower migration, economic ties between
capitmist countries are developing under the great pressure of
various constrictive measures, such as import quotas, delivery
conditions and price policies which have often a prohibitive
character.
In the event of market difficulties occurring, any excuses

are used to protect the domestic market from being swam
ped by imports, including the creation of a cordon sanitaire to
protect it from the threat of foreign agricultural produce. At
the same time, the centre of gravity qf the international
monopoly struggle, despite the various deviations caused by
use of protectionist, measures, is invariably shifting to the
sphere of technological re-equipment of production, improve-
ihent to the system of management, market forecasting,
etc.

The objectives being pursued by monopolies in creating
closed economic groupings, especially the E.E.C., cannot be
reduced to dismantling barriers between member countries
and extending the sphere of the competitive struggle. They
also involve a certain protection of the market being integrated
from competition or outside states and, simultaneously, a
stimulation of expansion by monopolies that belong to the
mven grouping of countries into states that are pot members of
the group. The integrational measures therefore become an
important weapon in the competitive struggle both within the
economic grouping and outside it. The closed nature of the
groixping actually becomes a prerequisite for expansion into
outside states, especially the economically weak as, for
example, we see with the Common Market monopolies
penetrating Austria or Spain.
A fierce battle is raging between the Common Market

monopolies and those of other economically advanced coun
tries, particularly the USA. In this struggle, the US monopolies
are successfully taking roundabout action, particularly through
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creating their subsidiaries within the E.E.C. which operate
actively there.

Despite the fact that the strengthening of the E.E.C. is
accompanied by a growing monopoly struggle between Com
mon Market and American monopolies, which has led both to
a certain complicated situation in regard to US exports to the
Common Market and to a greater competition by these
monopolies in US markets, nonetheless American finance
capital is reckoned to do well on balance. As J. J. Servan-
Schreiber has written, "Fifteen years from now it is quite
possible that the world's third greatest industrial power, mst
after the United States and Russia, will not be Europe, but
American industry in Europe."' The American monopolies
count on integrational measures in Western Europe helping to
let in American capital which, in conditions of integration, will
enable American subsidiaries more fully to realise the advan
tages of better organisation of production and a higher level of
technology than at the firms of most West European countries.
Finally, American finance capital intends to use the existence
of the closed economic and political grouping counterposed to
the socialist states to increase the dependence of West
European states on the USA.
The special problem of imperialist integration is its consequ

ences for the developing states. In certain aspects, integration
helps to satisfy the requirements of the advanced capitalist
states by means of mutual deliveries, while with the existence of
the great economic dependence of the developing states on
selling their products in the economically advanced countries,
this is very much to the detriment of the developing states.
Most importantly, the integrating countries obtain new means
of putting pressure on the developing states and resort to new
and collective forms of neo-coloniaiism. For example, new
agreements between the original six member countries of
E.E.C. and the 18 associated states of Africa were Signed in
1969; these replaced the Yaunde Convention of 1961. The
new agreements once again expressed the unequal character
of economic relations between E.E.C. and associated states,
testify to the E.E.C.'s intention of continuing its discriminatory
price policy against these states and ignoring the requirements
tor industrialisation of the African states.
At the same time, on the basis of contradictions between the

J. J. Servan-Schreiber, The American Challenge, p. 3.
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imperialist states, there is a clear determination by those of
- diem which have colonies and spheres of influence to maintain
in some degree their "traditional" privileges in relations, with
their former colonies, to restrict the penetration of their
"partners" into their own spheres of influence, to use these
spheres to consolidate their own positions in competition with
other states, including those tnat are part of the same
integrated grouping. Such is the policy of France, Belgium and
Britain.

Imperialist states and their monopolies use integration
within the world capitalist economy to force penetration into
the economy of other countries; to subordinate to their own
interests the various spheres of their economic affairs,
pardcularly for competing against third states. Integration is
accompanied by far-reaching consequences in politics, is
making it harder for a state to exercise its sovereign rights, and
is engendering a situation contrary to a state's national
interests.

Despite the fact that advanced capitalist countries have long
existed as sovereign national states, they appear to be stepping
up their actions to increase the internationalisation of
economic affairs by way of strengthening the international
monopolies in the economies of various countries. This often
evokes a response in the form of a growing endeavour to
protect national interests and more actively to oppose the
penetration of foreign capital. This endeavour by various
social forces to maintain independent positions is apparent in
countries which lag behind tneir more powerful partners in
economic potential and foreign political influence; it is having
a- great effect on the course of integration and is causing
trouble in the development of the integrating groupings.
Attempts,to ward off economic and political pressure by the
more powerful imperialist partners nave become more fre*
ouent m international relations within the capitalist world. AU
this illustrates the struggle against capitalist forms of economic
amalgamation.

working class has a leading role to play in this struggle-
National detaAments of the working class are strengthening
their resolve to combine efforts on an international scale, to
take joint action against the offensive of international
monopolies on the livmg standards and democratic rights of
working people. Economic integration used by the big
monopolies to consolidate their positions is seriously detrimen
tal to the interests of the petty and part of the medium
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bourgeoisie. This helps to involve it ̂ n the anti-monop<^y
struggle. Thus, international economic integration in the
capitrfist world is an important factor extending the social basis
of the anti-monopoly struggle; this gives it an even wider
international character. . • . j u
The important aspects of capitalist integrauon mdude the

elaboration and implementation of a single social policy^,
Additional means are created for increasing exploitauon of
working people and satisfying the interests of the monopohes.
The c&ss nature of efforts by ruling circles of E.E.C.

countries has the aim of unifying social policy and is glaringly
apparent when one analyses the measures taken to create a
single E.E.C. agricultural market. These measures pursue the
aim of strengthening social differentiation in the countryside,
accelerating impoverishment of the peasant masses, concen
trating farm production further. The task of diminishing costs
of production/ and ensuring the free movement of farm
produce within the Common Market is being tackled by
stimulating the growth of large agricultural enterprises and
squeezing out the small and medium farmers from agriculture.
It is intended on an even greater scale to encourage the
consolidation of big farms to the detriment of small and
medium farms, using credits and direct subsidies for large-
scale capitalist entrepreneurs in farming. This policy affecK
the vital interests of millions of peasants. According to 196b
data, farms of up to 20 hectares comprised 86 per cent of all
farms in E.E.C. countries, of which farms of up to 10 hectares
comprised 67 per cent. Common Market offiaals thmk it
necessary to reauce the number of farms at least by 70 p^ cent
and the gainfully employed agricultural population m E.E.C.
countries from 11 million in 1967 to 5 million in 1980.

Integrating groupings in the world capitalist economy are
not distinguished by their stability. Even bourgeois polmaans
admit that. Joseph Luns, the former Dutch Foreign Minister,
said in an interview given to the West German magazine Der
Spiegel: "We cannot get away from the impression that the
E.E.C. is an organisation that operates only in good weather: it
operates as Ipng as the sun shines, but as soon as ̂ p'^sis
situations arise, it disintegrates into six national states." We
know how frequently the "liberalisation of economic relations
between E.E.C. countries is interrupted, and how steps are
taken, in the event of deteriorating market conditions, to curb
these relations directly—whether it is the imports of certmn
commodities or the ban on foreign workers. Acute contradic-
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tions continue to exist between E.E.C. countries in the content
and periods of further stages of integration, measures for
controlling various commodity markets. The collapse of the
European Free Trade Association established unaer British
tutelage in 1960 is a good example of the instability of capitalist
associations.

It would, nonetheless, be wrong to conclude that integrated
units are bound to disintegrate—the reverse process of
integration. Although this is not precluded in certain cir
cumstances, it is all the same an objective trend for the
processes of integration to be strengthened. Yet instability
remains- a feature immanent in imperialist associations due to
the unevenness of economic and political development of the
capitalist countries, the unremitting struggle of the
monopolies, the cyclical character or capitalist economic
development, etc. Hence the inevitable struggle for redivision
u  influence among participants in such groupings,/changes in their composition, the use by capitalist states of any
measures to protect the interests of "their own" monopolies.
The central issue is the historical insolvency of imperialist
niethods to bring states closer together economically by virtue

^hat the growing socimisation of production (being
forced by the process of integration) increasingly paves the way
for an explosion of all its national and international capitalist
covers.

Although the deepest causes of integration within the world
capitalist economy are to be found in the objective require
ments of economic development, that are being manifest in a
distorted form as requirements of extended capital reproduc
tion, the intensity of these processes, the - specific forms of
integration and the range of participants are largely deter
mined by military-strategic goafs pursued by imperialism in its
struggle against the world socialist system, the international
working-class and national liberation movements. We refer
here principally to the reaction of monopoly capital to the
growth in power of the world socialist system, to its mounting
mtluence, to the strategic plan of imperialist reaction in the
battle of the two systems.
A common E.E.C. economic policy in relation to other

states envisaging the conclusion of trade, finance and other
economic agreements with these states only on behalf of and
with the agreement of the E.E.C.—is to a large extent aimetl
against all-European coroperation and the promotion of
economic contacts with socialist states. That is primarily the

f
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motive harboured by certain imperialist circles in strenrthen-
ing elements of supra-national power within the E.E.C.,
restricting the sovereign rights of West European states,
expanding the Community and converting it by the end of the
1980s into a highly integrated economic union with a common
currency.

Capitalism modernises at the expense of the mass of working
people and in the interests of the biggest monopolies. The
popular struggle against imperialist groupings and in defence
of national interests is growing. This is apparent, for example,
from the Norwegian referendum on Common Market entry in
September 1972 which resulted in Norway turning her back on
the Common Market.

Integration within the world capitalist economy takes place
not only within the framework of the advanced states; one
direction of integration is a strengthening of the new forms of
economic dependence of the devdoping countries on imperial
ist states, and the creation, under the control and in the
interests of imperialist powers, of economic blocs of developing
states that are economically and politically dependent on those
powers. The imperialist aim is to uphold reactionary regimes,
to stifle attempts to create an independent national economy
and to create advantageous conditions for the domination of
foreign monopolies.

Integration within advanced capitalist states and integration
involving developing countries that back imperialist policies
have a common social and economic character, i.e., to
guarantee more favourable conditions for extended capital
reproduction, mainly capital of the most powerful monopoly
groups. At the same time, great differences exist between
them. Economic contacts between developed states, which
become consolidated in the process of integration, are
distinguished by a predominantly intensive type of reproduc
tion within participant states, intra-branch international
specialisation, although this does not exclude elements of
dfependence of some countries on others, obtaining certain
advantages by the more advanced countries. Economic rela
tions between developing states, in particular those which have
not fought for economic and political independence, and
imperialist states are based on a predominantly one-sided
economic dependence, on the use by the latter of the
advantages that come not from an overall increase in economic
efficiency of production as a result of international division of
labour, but from a non-equivalent exchange and other forms

18—143 '
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of economic plunder, on a distinctly • extensive type of
reproduction in the less developecTstates and on an elementary
inter-branch international specialisation of production.
The Communist and Workers' Parties in E.E.C. and other

capitalist states consistently expose the anti-popular nature of
imperialis't integration. They point out that economic integra
tion, which itself reflects the need for economic development,
could, in other social conditions, encourage national economic
prosperity and better living standards; the Parties are cam
paigning against the policy of monopoly capital in the sphere
of internationalisation of economic affairs, tney are defending
the vital interests of the working people and fighting to ensure
national sovereigpity. In uncovering the anti-popular and
anti-national features of integration on a monopoly basis, the
Communist and Workers* Parties oppose it with a programme
of curbing the power of monopoly capital, guaranteeing
genuine national interests, renouncing closed economic group
ings and the policy of imperialist military and politico blocs
associated witn them, a programme of extending economic
relations with all countries irrespective of their social colour
ing. As Georges Marchais, General Secretary of the French
Communist Party, said at the plenary meeting in March 1972,
"The Common Market is only a little Europe of trusts.
Large-scale capital dominates it just as it does France. The
Common Market acts exclusively in the interests of big
capitalists. The consemiences are well-known: concentration of
banks and industry, further imbalance in regional develop
ment, redundancies and the impoverishment of hundreds and
thousands of farmers." He further commented that Britain's
entry would only make the economies of the European nations
even more dependent on American imperialism. Trusts
had no homeland, but the workers had; and they held
it. dear enough to want to be masters of the fate of their
homeland.
He emphasised that French Communists were for creating

an independent, democratic and peace-loving Europe based
on economic and political co-operation between all countries
on the continent without discrimination. He noted that for all
workers and deihocratic forces, the decisive question was the
fight to give the Common Market a new economic and social
meaning and to free it of the domination of large-scale capital,
to democratise its agencies, and to promote economic co
operation and trade with all European states without excep
tion. It was also important resolutely to encourage detente and
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to strengthen peace in Europe, especially through an early
calling of a European conference on security and co-opera
tion.

The democratic alternative put forward by Communist and
Workers' Parties in capitalist states is backed up by foreign
policy acts of the socialist states which demonstrate their
readiness for the widest international economic co-operation
on the principles of equality and mutual advantage; faith in
this alternative is strengthened by the example of integration
within the socialist community.
The socialist states are also campaigning against the

peace-endangering trends of imperialist integration. They put
forward a programme of wide-ranging economic co-operation
between states with different social systems on the oasis of
equal rights and mutual benefit; they initiate efforts to reduce
international tension and they rebut the imperialist policy of
' international adventure.

In a speech to the 15th Trade Union Congress of the USSR,
L. I. Brezhnev said, "The Soviet Union by no means ignores
the actual situation in Western Europe, including the existence
of such an economic grouping of capitalist states as the
Common Market. We are carefuBy following the activity of the
Common Market and its evolution. Our relations with
participants in that grouping will, of course, depend on the
extent to which they, on their part, recognise the realities
of the socialist part of Europe, in particular, the interests
of CMEA member countries. We are in favour of equal
rights in economic relations and we are against discri
mination."'
The policy of economic consolidation of developing states

that have takep the road to independence and oppose the
economic dependence on imperialist powers has a special place
within the world capitalist system. The economic coming-
together of these countries results from the community of their,
interests in the anti-imperialist struggle and can play an
important progressive role in promoting their national
economies, accderating their movement towards social-prog
ress. Within certain bounds determined by the deep-going
social changes in these stat,es, this economic coming-together
not only reflects the general tendency to internation^sation of
economic affairs, but it serves to express the trend towards the
attainment of complete political and economic independence

' Pravda, March 21, 197.2.
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of formerly oppressed peoples, to tlie overcoming of coercive
capitalist forms of economic consolidation.
Therefore, at the present stage of world social progress even

within th§ world capitalist economy (with its economic
amalgamation of states in the interests of the anti-imperialist
struggle), the trend towards economic internationalisation
gradually stops serving only as a weapon of economic
enslavement of other countries by the monopolies of the
imperialist powers. Moreover, it no longer serves as a factor
involving them exclusively in the overall development of
capitalism. The broad sweep of the anti-imperialist struggle
creates conditions for that trend gradually to become free of
the social forms that disfigure it and to bring the national and
social liberation of peoples.

DISINTEGRATION OF IMPERIALISM'S COLONIAL
SYSTEM

AND THE PLACE OF THE DEVELOPING STATES
IN THE WORLD ECONOMY

! / Analysis of colonialism and the national liberation move
ment has an important part to play in Lenin's teaching. When
Lenin examined the territorial division of the world among
imperialist powers at the turn of the century, he exposed the
economic, social and political roots of that aspect of imperial
ism; he showed its connection with the domination of finance
capital, he underlined the inevitability of burgeoning problems
for a capitalist system associated with colonialism, beginning
with the battle of imperialist powers to redivide an already
divided world—fraught with world military conflicts—and
ending with an upsurge in the popular liberation struggle in
the colonies and dependencies against imperialist political
enslavement and economic plunder; he highlighted the path to
national and social emancipation for the people of the colonies
and dependencies.

History has shown the correctness of the Leninist analysis
of that aspect of the world capitalist economy. The 20th
century has been not only an era that commenced with the
completion of the collapse of colonial empires, it has been an
era of the complete disintegration of the entire imperialist
colonial system. The century nas vividly demonstrated the fatal
consequences of colonialism. The imperialist scramble to
redivide the world frequently led to destructive wars; many
socio-economic and politico-ideological manifestations and
consequences of the colonial policy have often seriously
hampered popular struggle in imperialist states for social
liberation, democracy and peace.

Colonialism prevented economic, socio-political and cultural
prosperity of peoples-—even though they constitute a majority
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of mankind; it doomed them to a life of poverty, it preserved
archaic forms of social life, a backward economic structure and
long-outmoded methods of production. Being for long a pillar
of extended capital reproduction in the imperialist states, the
colonial system at the same time became an ever greater brake
on world economic development as a whole, it prevented
rational utilisation of world manpower and natural resources,
Mnuine integration of economic territories, and it narrowed
the fieW of development of progressive forms of the interna
tional division of labour.

Colonial tyranny brought into being a powerful national
liberation movement. In alliance with other great revolution
ary movements and particularly relying on the moral-political
and material sujmort of socialist states, this movement brought
'about the downfall of colonialism.

In 1919, after the liquidation of colonial oppression in the
national border regions of Russia, which Lenin had included in
the six CTeat colonial powers, colonies and semi-colonies
accounted for 72 jper cent of the world territory and 69.4 per
cent of the world's population. The territory of colonies of
such major; imperialist states as the USA, Britain, France,
Germany, Japan and Italy amounted to 36 per cent of the
world territory and almost 25 per cent' of the world's
population. The British empire included, in 1919 for instance,
dominions, colonies and protectorates, which accounted for
approximately 26 per cent of the world territory and over 23
per cent of the world's population. In the same year, France's

'colonial possessions accounted for 8 per cent of the world
territory and more than 3 per cent of its population. In the
following 20 years, despite the advance of the national
uberation movement, only 2 per cent of the world's population
achieved national independence (not including the socialist
world). In most cases, the imperialists still managed to retain
colonial regimes and semi-colonial dependence.

balance of power in the world radically altered to the
detriment of imperialism after the formation of the world
socialist system and the shift of the general crisis of capitalism
to a new stage. The political map of the world was completely

'ik 'nid-1971, over 70 sovereign states had formed onof the colonial empire. Their territory amounted to0O.7 per cent of the world territory and their population to 47
per cent of the world's population. The territory of colonies
and semi-colonies shrunk to 3.3 per cent of the world territory
and their population to only 1 per cent of the world's
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population. However, over 35 million people still languished in
colonial dependence in mid-1971. The population of the last
outposts of the colonial empires continues to fight for their
liberation. In Asia, Africa and Latin America the movement is
growing for complete eradication of all vestiges of colonialism
and all forms of dependence on imperialist powers, against
imperialist-imposed dictatorial regimes.
Lenin was right in forecasting an upsurge in the national

liberation movement and coming victories of the colonial and
dependent peoples. His theory of national liberation revolu
tions shed lignt on an entire set of problems of the
anti-imperialist struggle of peoples in Asia, Africa and Latin
America. This struggle is far from over with the atuinment of
political independence; it covers a certain historical period in
which the heavy burden of colonial legacy has to be eliminated.
The overwhelming trend is not a dying down but a growing of

"contradictions between imperialism and the developing states.
Despite the evident desire of part of the national bourgeoisie to
attam their class objectives by way of compromise with
imperialist states, the role of the national liberation anti-
imperialist movement in the world revolutionary movement is
actually growing. "
This is due to the fact, first, that following state indepen

dence, a new stage of the liberation movement begins for the
former colonies and dependencies, a fight for^ economic
independence, an upsurge in national economies and aGuarantee of a new role in the international division of labour,
'his fight deals imperialism a more shattering blow than the
declaration of state independence, insofar as economic inde
pendence alone signifies the attainment of genuinely complete
national and state sovereignty, makes it possible to give an
effective rebuff to neo-colonialist incursions, for only with the
attainment of economic independence is the mechanism^ of
colonial exploitation put out of operation. By itself, political
independence does not bring liberation; furthermore, it is not
always realised completely and remains under constant threat
unless it is supported by economic independence.
Lenin stressed that finance capiul has the greatest advantage

in a situation where subordination is associated with the loss of
political independence by the subordinate countries and
peoples. He wrote, "Finance capital is such a great, such a
decisive, you might say, force in all economic and in all
international relations, that it is capable of subjecting,
actually does subject, to, itself even states enjoying the fullest
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political independence."' The task of ensuring economic
independence, therefore, inevitably comes to the fore at the
present stage of the national liberation movement.
Second, the revolutionary potential of the national libera

tion movement is growing because its present stage is in many
respects a transition from national independence to social
emancipation. This is, in turn, due primarily to the direct link
becoming ever clearer between a cdnsoliaation of national
independence, an upsurge in the national economy, a resolu
tion of essential problems in raising popular living standards
and social progress, restructuring the property relations
system, and changing the correlation of various modes of
production. At the same time, conditions develop for social
progress: the share of the working class in the population of
developing states increases, its opportunities expand for
gaining the hegemony in the national liberation movement, its
social and political activity increases, the stratum of democratic
intellectuals who are mastering the ideas of Marxism-Leninism
and are prepared to bear these ideas to the labour and
demoCTatic movements expands, Marxist-Leninist parties are
established and strengthening, and the ideals of socialism are
accepted by increasing numbers of working people. These
conditions are being established at.a rapid rate. The class
coritradictions and differences in objectives pursued by various
social sections during the struggle for political independence
had recently retreated into the background; now they are
becoming manifest with increasing intensity, exerting a
growing influence on the further development of the young
national states. An increasingly severe class struggle is develop
ing over the paths to be followed, the consistency of the
anti-imperialist struggle, and the interests of national economic
development. The very close connection between national
liberation and social reconstruction is becoming more and

.evident. As a result, the trend is strengthening to a
widening front of the liberation struggle, its conversion from

to a consistently anti-capitalist struggle, thetrend towards the single revolutionary stream of the move
ment against neo-colonialism and capitalist exploitation in
general.
'^^trd, the contribution of the national liberation movement

to the world-wide anti-imperialist struggle is also growing
because it is developing in greater unison with other sections of

'  Lenin, Collected WorAi, Vol. 22, p. 259.
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the world revolutionary movement, particularly with the world
socialist system. Experience shows that Lenin's ideas on the
need for the widest co-operation between socialist states, the
international working class and the national liberation move
ment become more urgent with eveiy passing year. That
co-operation greatly determines the militant potential of the
national liberation forces, their social progress and success for
the whole world anti-imperialist front.

It would be wrong to think that national liberation
revolutions in most developing states, leading to the creation of
independent states, have been completed at the bourgeois-
democratic stage from the social point of view. It would also be
a mistake to regard most young national states^ as a stable link
in the world capitalist system or as a reserve of imperialism. In
fact, the deep-going trends of social development in those
states testify to the enhanced role of the social and political
forces which are striving to intensify the anti-imperialist
struggle and its social vigour and to choose a socialist road.

It IS true that certain tendencies exist to promote relations of
"mutually beneficial support" between imperialist powers and
national capitalists ih the developing states. The irnperialist
powers try to act as a guarantor of maintaining capitalism in
the developing states; they try to hamper any social changes
that could endanger a "normal" emergence of a capitalist
mode of production. At the same time, however, imperialism
cannot prevent itself hampering capitalist development, smce
it is a competitor with local capital, an ally of feudal circles
narrowing the opportunities for initial accuniulation of capital
by the national bourgeoisie. ,
The countries of Africa, Asia and Latin America differ

radically in their social structure, balance of class power and
scope and forms of revolutionary democratic movement. For
example, in several African states which are experiencing the
effect of capitalist development largely from without and in
which mature local capitalist forms of economy are totally
absent, an important place in the economy is held by a specific
petty commodity-cum-patriarchal regime of colonial origin,
where local society has not departed from the stage of
establishing earlier capitalist relations. Here, conditions are
forming for a non-capitalist path of development leading to
the elimination of foreign capital and its influence on social
relations in the country; this is paving the way for a transition
to socialist construction, bypassing both the stage of mature
capitalism and the stage of wide-scale formation of a local

j  -
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capitahst mode of production which would take a dominating
position in the economy.
The possibilities of such non-capitalist development cannot

be applied to all developing states. In many of them, liberation
from colonial and semi-colonial dependence and the beginning

independeht statehood served as a stimulus for accelerating
the growth in national capital. In order to consolidate their
posidon, the bourgeoisie or these states began widely to employ
state-capitalist economic methods. The formation and develop
ment in depth and breadth of the capitalist mode of
production are accompanied by relatively rapid growth rates in
many countries. As a result of the natural processes of capital
reproduction national monopolies and a national finance
capital have arisen in several developing states. This has
happeiied, for example, in India, Pakistan, Turkey, Brazil,
A^entina and the Philippines.
That does not mean that these states possess a social

structure characteristic of economically developed capitalist
states. The overriding tendency in world social development is
riot towards a conversion of newly independent states—even
the large states—into new imperialist powers—even second-
ranking ones. Many internal and external factors prevent this,
including the narrow basis of the capitalist mechanism of
accumulation ̂ nd, most importantly, the overall social and
economic situation which often encourages strong revolution
ary movements. The specific features of social development

-in these states include the following.
First,-in countries where local finance capital is entrenched.

It exists in a backward economy and, although it uses the
existing pre-capitalist and early capitalist economic forms on a
mass ̂ ale in its own interests, it does not have a sufficiently
S ."3sis for development, primarily in the sense of a

suffiaent maturity of social relations for the centralisation of
capital. It remains a sector operating in relation to the entire
remaining national, economy as if from outside. Local monopo
ly groups are often closely associated with the finance capital of
imperiahst powers, are dependent upon it, play a subsidiary
rol^in relation to it and live off the neo-colonialist excursions
oi the imperialist powers. Despite a certain rivalry with foreign
capital, the overriding tendency is for local monopolies - to
co-operate with foreign capital and form a single mechanism of
®*JP'®''^tion of the developing states.
The popular struggle against imperialism and foreign

intervention in the economy is therefore increasingly being
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directed today against local monopolies; the traditions of the
national liberation movement, the urge to overcome the
vestiges of the colonial and semi-colonial past accelerate the
struggle against the local finance oligarchy and national
monopolies and to deprive them of any stability.
Second, the accelerated development of capitalist relations

sharply intensifies social differentiation, exacerbates the inter
nal class antagonisms and enhances the social awareness of the
working people. The unholy trinity of local capitalists, feudal
powers and foreign monopolies creates grounds for a powerful
upsurge in the revolutionary movement. An important feature
of social relation in these states is also the rapidly growing
contradictions between petty and medium bourgeoisie, on the
one hand, and the big bourgeoisie, on the other; this makes it
easier for certain sections of the national bourgeoisie to take
part in the campaign for democratic change.
Third, the numerous unresolved problems of economic

development, the tackling of poverty, hunger and disease,
cultural backwardness, issues of vital importance for all
countries, cannot be radically settled by the establishment and
consolidation of capitalist relations; this is a great objective
factor directing these states to another path that leads to a
change in their social orientation internally and internation-
a"y- r .. .
The revolutionary potential of society, therefore, m develop

ing states where a comparatively strong capitalist sector exists,
is not exhausted with the attainment of national independence;
on the contrary, the potential continues to grow". There exist
favourable prospects for a non-capitalist development—un
derstood here as a gradual regrouping of social forces, a
growth of socialist tendencies during the acute class struggle,
preparing the way for radical socialist changes even before
mature capitalist relations deeply penetrate the whole economy
of the country. ^ . .

Conditions for progressive social change are maturing in
many developing states, including those which have a relatively
strong local big bourgeoisie. This is particularly evident in a
number of Latin American states. Political events in India in ^
recent years also show a worsening in the social contradictions
and the advance of democratic forces. Despite the opppsition
of monopoly and large-scale capital and of former feudal
elements, the Indian Government has begun to implement
progressive social and economic measures, especially the
nationalisation of big private banks. Wide sections of the
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Indian people have actively supported the programme of
progressive reform proclaimed by the government of Indira
Gandhi.

The national-colonial issue is not, therefore, fully settled
when the former colonies or semi-colonies attain their political
independence. They need also to attain economic indepen
dence, to consolidate their political autonomy, to root out the
terrible legacy of the colonial or semi-colonial past. Without
breaking the bonds of economic imperialist intrigue and
without strengthening their national economy, the peoples of
these states cannot be confident of determining their own
-destiny. The focus of the struggle between imperialism and
patriotic forces in the newly emergent states is increasingly
turning to the economy.
The developing countries are still largely part of the world

capitalist economic system, their development takes place
under the great impact of the motive forces, laws and trends
inherent in that system. At the same time, however, the
objective requirements ofc their development come into sharp
conflict with the very mechanism of operation of the world
capitalist economy. New motive forces and trends are coming
intp being which undermine the basis of that mechanism.
The success of the anti-imperialist struggle of young national

states to ensure genuine economic independence and complete
political autonomy greatly depends on the social direction of
measures they take, on the extent to which they consider the
interests of the great mass of working people. The nature of
the anti-imperialist struggle is becoming more profound and
more enriched. Its participants are coming to realise the
impossibility of resolving radical national issues by capitalist
methods, while their countries are entangled in the world
capitalist economic system. In the measure in which the fight to
eliminate the consequences of the colonial or semi-colonial past
becomes consistent and uncompromising, it is acquiring the
character of a fight for national and social emancipation of the
working people.
A new phase of the liberation movement is maturing in the

Third World, in which the social content of the movement is
increasingly coming to the forefront. The Central Committee
report to the 24th CPSU Congress noted that at the present
time "imperialism is being subjected to ever greater pressure
by the forces which have sprung from the national liberation
struggle, above all by the young independent and anti-
imperialist-minded states of Asia and Africa.

t /
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"The main thing is that the struggle for national liberation in
many countries has in practical terms fcegun to grow into a struggle
against exploitative relations, both feudal and capitalist. ^
"Today, there are already quite a few countries in Asia and

Africa which have taken the non-capitalist way of develop
ment, that is, the path of building a socialist society in the long
term. Many states have now taken this path. Deep-going social
changes, which are in the interests of the masses of people, and
which lead to a strengthening of national independence, are
being implemented in these countries, and the number ot
these changes has been growing as time goes on . . . .
The world capitalist economy possesses an antagonistic

contradiction between the use of national resources or
countries that lag in their economic development, in the
interests of economic progress, and of the entire system of
economic relations between them and the industrial imperialist
states. This is due to the use by the monopolies of the
imperialist powers of the international capitalist division ot
labour to rape the national wealth of the economically less
developed countries. The unequal and subordinate status
which those countries enjoy in the international capitalist
division of labour prevents a complete and rational use of their
national resources; this results in non-equivalent exchange
with the industrial capitalist states. International capitalist
division of labour often acts as a brake on attempts to overcome
economic backwardness; therefore, in order to revive their
national economy, the developing states have to break
conclusively with the international economic relations ot the
world capitalist system. . ,

Colonialism was intended to unite economic resources by
means of political and economic enslavement of backward
nations by the more advanced capitalist states. It led to a"
aggravation of national, social and purely economic contradic
tions bringing the downfall of colonialism. Now, imperialism is
again makini attempts to realise the increasingly acute and
many-sided objective requirements of "ational economies
international relations Arough a neo-colonial policy which
subordinates the economically less developed countries by new

™ The world capitalist economic system prevents many peoples
from attaining a genuinely independent and equal status in

' 24th Congress of the CPSU, pp. 23-24.
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political and economic in^rnational relations. It distorts the
process whereby nations come closer together, to the extent
that this process is fraught with methods of plunder and
coercion, subordination and enslavement of entire countries
and peoples by a coterie of imperialist powers. The conditions
of international capitalist division of labour are dictated by the
side.that is more powerful in an economic and political respect;
they reflect the inequality of partners and they infringe upon
the sovereign rights of peoples independently to dispose of
their own resources. Within the world capitalist system,
the international division of labour turns relations
between industrial and developing countries largely into
their opposite: being principally a powerful factor of eco
nomic growth, it becomes for the developing states a factor
of degeneration, erosion of labour potential and natural
wealth.

Imperialist powers continue to employ the international
division of labour to consolidate and even to increase the vast
difference in development levels between them and the former
colonies and dependencies. Approximately two-thirds of cap
italist industrial output are accounted for by four countries:
the USA, Britain, France and the FRG, in which some 15 per
cent of the population of the capitalist world live. The large
group of countries whose development was for long held back
by imperialist powers account for only one-tenth of the
industrial output of capitalist states, although they comprise
over 70 per cent of the population of the capitalist world.
Despite the fact that industrial production in the developing
states has recently grown somewhat faster , than in the
industrial capitalist states, this excess has been relatively small.
The share of developing states in aggregate industrial output
of the capitalist world remains very low.
An industrial structure remains which makes the developing

states the raw material appendages of the industrial capitalist
countries and the markets for their finished products. While,

^53, the share of developing countries in the mining
i*Qc of fhe capitalist world amounted to 20 per cent, in1964 it was 34.9 per cent, while their share in the output of the
processing industry grew from 6.9 to only 9.2 per cent in the
same period. Their lowest share was in iron and steel output
(some 5 per cent) and in mechanical engineering (some 3 per
cent). An irrational economic structure is maintained in these
states and they tend to use labour resources inefficiently. Thus,
the number of unemployed and semi-unemployed in Latin

//
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America has recently reached 25 million, ̂ approximately
one-quarter of the entire able-bodied population.
The major part of the population works in low-productive

agriculture. According to the estimate of the West German
economist, F. Baade, some 70 per cent of all families working
in world agriculture still use the most primitive imple
ments the wooden plough or the hoe. These countries tend
to have extensive agrarian overpopulation. Baade reckons that
concealed unemployment in the farming of the developing
states embraces no less than a third of the entire able-bodied
rural population. The aggregate number of unemployed
among the farming population of these countries is reckoned
to be between 100 million and 150 million people. Labour
productivity is also much lower in the industry of developing
states than in industrial countries. For example, productivity in
the processing industry of developing countries is. approxi-
matrny six times less than that in industrial states.
Since the war, per capita national income in the developing

states has risen, but its rate of growth has considerably lagged
behind that of industrial capitalist states. As a result, the gap
between developing and industrial states in per capita national
income has widened. Before the war, per capita national
income in the economically underdeveloped states was one-
eighth of that in the economically advanced states, whereas
today it is one-twelfth of the figure for the industrial countries.
If the present growth rate of per capita national income in the
two groups of countries continues, by the end of the century
per capita national income in the developing states will be
One-eighteenth of that in the industrial countries.

Despite the fact that since the war the rate of increment of
gross national product has been somewhat higher, in certain
periods, in the developing states than in the economically
advanced capitalist countries, nonetheless the rate of per capita
gross product increment in the developing states has syStemat^
cally lagged behind the comparative rate in the advanced
states. Consequently, the rift between levels of average per
capita gross product in the two groups of states has increased.
There has also been an obvious trend towards a lower growth
rate in per capita gross product in a whole number of
developing states for the past two decades. Even during the
1960s, when the increment in per capita gross product in the

' F. Baade,
S. 202-03.

denn sie solUn salt werden, Oldenburg-Hamburg, 1964,
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economically advanced capitalist states was somewhat higher
than in the previous decade, the increment in the gross
product in many developing states continued to decline.
The overall statistics on production changes in all developing

states taken together do not make it possible to distinguish
profound differences in the rates of economic growth between
individual states of this group. Thus, Middle East countries
and some small countries of East Asia are developing at a rate
that is higher than the average growth rate in the whole group
of developing states, while many African and South Asian
countries have much lower growth rates.
The developing countries also show profound differences,

typical of the capitalist world, in the economic status of
industrialising and agricultural regions. The extremely harsh
living conditions of the farming population of many of these
countries have virtually remained static for decades.

In the 1960s, the annual growth rates of per capita income
averaged less than 2 per cent in Latin America, some 2 per cent
in East Asia, 1 per cent in Africa and only 0.5 per cent in South
Asia. At such growth rates, the average annual per capita
income can only double in approximately 35 years in East Asia,
40 years in Latin America, 70 years in Africa and about 150
years in South Asia. In the USA, the average per capita income
in the mid-60s, according to figures published by the Hudson
Institute, was 7.5 times greater than in South America, and 18
times greater than in Africa; the Institute reckons that by the
year 2000, the USA will exceed South America by 12.5 times
and Africa by 22 times in average per capita income.
Bourgeois economists are usually far from optimistic about

the future of developing states. For example, the statistics
published to show how long it will take states to reach the level
of gross national product per head of the population in the
USA today indicate that the gross national product per head of
the population of $ 3,600 (the US level in 1965) will be reached
by Sweden in 11 years, Britain in 19 years, Brazil in 130 years,
Pakistan in 144 years, Colombia in 358 years and Indonesia in
593 years.'
As much as one-fifth of the entire population of developing

states regularly go hungry and 60 per cent suffer from
nutrition deficiency. Over 4 million people die from starvation
.every year in the capitalist world.

' H. Kahn, A. I. Wiener, The Year 2000. A Framework for Speculation on the
Next Thirty-Three Years, New York-London, 1968, p. 149.
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According to FAG statistics on the calorie-intake of the
population of 24 developing states, only in 5 of them did the
daily food supply per inhabitant exceed 2,500 calories; in the
remaining 19 countries the per capita intake was less than
2,500 calories (which means chronic undernourishment),
including 2,350-2,500 calories in 3 countries, 2,000-2,350 in 10
countries and less than 2,000 calories in 6 countries. A
minimum of 1,400-1,500 calories a day are necessary to sustain
life. . r

If we look at the situation solely from the viewpoint of
possibilities for using manpower, then according to the
established scale showing the dependence of human labour
capacity on the actual intake of calories necessary to sustain life
(depending on the various climatic conditions), the labour
potential of a person in these countries may only be utilised by
27.5-68 per cent. In Salvador, for example, average intake is
1,557 calories, which is equivalent, according to UN estimates,
to only 53 per cent of the necessary calorie-intake; the labour
capacity of a person thereby diminishes to 19 per cent of the
level wnich would be possible with a normal diet. That means
that the low standard, of living in the developing countries,
particularly the insufficient calorie diet and its unsatisfactory
structure (a small share of proteins) is the result of the weak
economic development and directly characterises the level of
their development, causing a low labour capacity of the
fundamental productive force of society—man. Therefore, an
improvement in diet alone could essentially raise productivity
in many developing states. , t-u

Accumulation is a key problem of the Third World. The
developing states do not have their own large accuniulation
resources because of the low economic level and their
dependent, exploited status within the world capitalist
economy. This greatly narrows the possibilities for restructuij
ing the economy, technically re-equipping production and
raising productivity. Due to the above-mentioned low living
conditions, those bourgeois economists who propose using in
the developing states, with a view to developing their
productive forces, such accumulation methods for capital
investment which involve a curb on the personal consumption
of the working people are utterly ridiculous. .. ..

Progress in social relations is the first priority and decisive

Ziele. Faktoren, Rationalitat des okonomischen Wachstums, 1968, S. 269-72.
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ccndition of economic growth in the developing states and
rejection of their subordinate status within the world capitalist
economic system. Even with the present small amount of
national income, it can be better used both for satisfying
popular requirements and for production accumulation if the
social character of its distribution is changed. With a low level
of consumption and accumulation, glaringly apparent are the
extremely disproportionate distribution of national income
between various social groups, an extremely high share of
consumption by the exploiting clique of society.

According to statistics published by the UN Economic
Commission for Latin America, the richest sections of the
bourgeoisie and the latifundists, which make up 5 per cent of
the population, account for 30 per cent of total consumption;
thus, per capita consumption in these privileged groups
is 15 times higher than that of the less well-off sections
which total 50 per cent of the entire population of Latin
America.
In a whole number of developing states, landowners recently

appropriated or still appropriate in rent between one-third
and three-quarters of the entire harvest, using the proceeds for
personal consumption (75 per cent in Pakistan, 75 per cent ih
Iraq, 33-80 per cent in Iran, 50-80 per cent in Lebanon, 75
per cent in Turkey, 80-90 per cent in Lybia, 80 per cent in
Morocco and 75 per cent in Tunisia). A radical agrarian
reform is^necessary rapidly to increase the income of peasants
and widen the possibilities of production accumulation. This
problem of social redistribution of national income is fnuch less
ii^ortant in some African countries where the process of class
differentiation has not developed widely.
Even more important than redistribution of national income

between various social groups would be a new organisation of
national production through progressive social and economic
change, the concentration of economic accumulation in the
hands of a progressive state and qualitatively new stimuli for
■economic progress. This alternative would accelerate economic
advance and increase accumulation on that basis, with a higher
standard of living for all working people.

The question of outside assistance to developing states is
particularly important in resolving their problem of accumula
tion. Economic relations with imperialist states actually restrict
opportunities. This is palpably apparent if we examine these
relations over a long period. Attempts by many developing
countries to find a way out of their economic backwardness by
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attracting foreign capital are fraught with great economic
danger. Foreign monopolies which invest capitai in developing
states have weighty privileges, are free of taxation for a long
period and are free to export their profits. As a result, the
monopolies extract great funds which, even in the short term,
exceed total capital investment. For .example, direct private
investment by the USA in developing countnes increased^rom
$5,700 million in 1950 to $16,900 million in 1967, while the
profit from this investment for the years 1950-1965 alone
amounted to $23,000 million, i.e., was more than double the
new capital investment over the period ($11,000 million). In
Latin America, the profits of foreign monopolies exceeded the
total of their capital investment by $761 million in 1962, $895
million in 1964 and $1,022 million in 1967. The list of such
facts could be continued indefinitely.

,/ As a rule, the profits of foreign monopolies are not
reinvested, they are taken from the developing states and often
shipped back to the advanced capitaiist countries. The export
of profits in freely convertible currency exhausts the currency
reserves of the developing states. Furthermore, foreign
monopolies are switching to accumulation of local finance
resources in the form of ioans from locai banks and
share-selling, thereby broadening the base of exploitation of
these countries at their own expense. No less important is the
investment of foreign capital, as a rule, not in sectors whose
development could accelerate economic progress and ensure
economic independence, but in sectors whose development
serves the interests of imperialist states and strengthens the
subordinate role of the developing states in the economic
relations of the capitalist world.

The export by monopolies from developing states of a large
part of their income in the form of profits on invested capital,
interest on loans and the repayment of loans, and the
unfavourable terms of trade for developing states with
imperialist countries undermine the basis or accumulation in
the national liberation zones. During the 1960s, for example,
the export of profits by foreign monopblies, the payment of
interest on foreign loans and the repayment of foreign debts
amounted to 35 per cent of income from exports in all Latin
American states taken together, and over 40 per cent in Brazil,
Chile and Mexico. Repayment of debts and payment of interest
on debts are growing faster than the export receipts.

Various "aid" programmes are also used by imperialist
powers to extract profits and further to enslave developing
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states. These programmes do not include actions aimed at
eliminating economic backwardness or at industrialising the
newly free states. For example, the US "aid" programme for
Asia in 1969 envisaged the construction merely of a single
industrial enterprise—a mineral fertiliser plant in Pakistan.
Only 5 per cent of the total amount of "aid" went to the needs
of industrial development.
Foreim debt payments account for the greater part of new

loans which the developing countries receive. According to a
report prepared by an international group of economists,
payments by South-East Asian states for previous financial
"aid" comprised 52 per cent of new receipts between 1965 and
1967. Similarly, India was to receive a West German credit of
$62 million in the 1968/69 fiscal year, yet had to pay out $60
million for previous loans in 1968.
Developing states cannot, however, forego loans or other

funds from outside. It is nonetheless vitally important for them
to gain a radical revision of the terms on which such funds are
granted, to refuse to accept imperialist diktat, independently to
resolve issues of using foreign loans. For that it is obviously
necessary to conduct a staunch struggle against ne(^
colonialism, to strengthen progressive trends in home and
foreign policy and to promote contacts with socialist states.
Co-operation with socialist countries shows how equal
economic relations help to improve the economies of the
young national states. It convincingly shows that the overriding
factor is not the size of loans but the terms on which they are
granted, their genuine role in restructuring the young
economies.

A radical reconstruction is a vital condition for overcoming
age-old backwardness and unequal status in the world market.
This springs to the eye when one analyses the terms of foreign
trade of the developing states.
When one compares price changes for finished products and

for food and raw material commodities, one sees a steady trend
against the foreign trade of developing states. The process is
one of great non-equivalent exchange between the industrial
and the economically less developed countries of the capitalist
world. For example, the American-made Caterpillar tractor
was worth 100 sacks of Costa Rican coffee in market terms in
1954, and 648,sacks of coffee in 1969.
Price changes not only sharply deviate from productivity

changes (as applied to the basic mass of a given type of goods
on the international market) but are even diametrically
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opposed to them. The level of productivity in branches of
farming and the extractive industry, whose output goes to
foreign markets largely from developing states, is increasing at
a very slow rate by comparison with the level of producuvity in
the processing industry, whose main output enters the
international market from industrial states. However, at the
same time as the prices of finished industrial products are
increasing, the prices on many types of raw materials are
falling, or the prices of finished products are diminishing ̂ t a
lower rate than those on raw materials. It is hardly worth
expecting this balance between price indices to reflect changes
in the international value of those commodities. It is obvious
that the main influence is monopoly control of indujnal
powers over international markets, the economic
the mechanism of establishing monopoly high and monopoly

^°Th "imperialist states use various methods to maintain the
non-equivalent character of foreign trade exchange, inking
economic "aid" accompanied bv crippling terms
countries receiving American loans are obliged often to use
them for buying US goods. Often these goods are sold at prices
higher than those on the world market. In 1965, for example,
purchases of commodities in the LISA on the basis of loans
offered within the American "aid programme cost Pakistan
13 5 oer cent more than if it had bought them without theterms^enSed in the "aid" programme Non-equivalen
exchange is also encouraged by the
creating economically efficient production of artificial replace-
Sents If raw mate/ials and the great increase in their own
output of many types of farm produce. The demand for raw
materials and food in international markets has often declined,
which has even more intensified the unfavourable price trendsL ,t world capiuHst market for the
The unequal and subordinate status of developing states inthJworW Capitalist economy is due to

countries of a backward economic structure, this entails an
increasing gap in levels of productivity in the industrial anddeveSg^tes. True, this gap by itself does not engender
non-equivllent exchange, tnasmuch as
differences in the national value of commodities being
exchanged, international exchange is
ter as long as the international value serves as the criterion tor
exchange But in the world capitalist economic system, the
Mmtrfai stCus use the, differences to the detnment of
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u  and this inevitably leads to non-equivalentexchange. The gain of imperialist states from non-equivalent
exchange is approximately three times greater than their
profits from direct exploitation of working people in the
developing states.
But even this is not the main point. The mechanism of the

world capitalist economic system is such that exchange of
. activity between industrial and economically less advanced
states, even if international value is the criterion, strengthens
me position of industrial states and relatively weakens that of
developing states. The very nature of the division of labour
between these countries accelerates the development of one
group and retards that of the other. Within the world capitalist
system, relations of dependence of backward countries on
advanced states are constantly being reproduced, and inequali
ty in levels of efficiency of social labour expenditure not only in
certain sectors of the economy but on the scale of entire
national economies increases. Therefore, in regard to
ecoiTomic relations between industrial and developing coun
tries within the capitalist world, equivalent exchange does not
estabush for developing states the material conditions for
overcoming their backwardness; they are faced with the task of
profoundly restructuring their economy and radically chang-
ing^ their position in the system of international capitalist
division of labour.
In the 1960s, one more form of plunder of the developing

Mates by imperialist countries became markedly significant.
This was the so-called "brain drain". This occurred not only in
the sense that many students studying in economically
advanced capitalist states refused to return home, to develop-
ing states, on gfraduation, but also in the direct recruitment of

j  emigration from developing states. Between57 and 1967, for example, some 30,000 specialists left
eveloping states to go to the United States alone. This was

et^uivalent to the USA receiving a subsidy of some SI,200
...mi ion from developing states. As was noted at a session of the

Colombo Plan in November
one-third of scholars then working in the USA and

Canada had come from developing states.
/I r central long-term task of economic development in theeveloping states is to create a national industry, especially a
processing industry. Only by such means can they ensure the
e of labour resources, the rational utilisation of natural

wea th, an increase in efficiency of labour expenditure.
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accelerate the growth of national income and raise livjng
standards. "Recommendations" from economists in the im
perialist states to maintain basically the extant profile o^ the
developing economies, to increase profitability on the basis of
traditional economic relations with economically advanced
capitalist states could only harm the developing states.
At the same time, in the complex conditions of these states, it

is particularly important to take careful account of all factors in
implementing industrialisation, above all in creating a state
sector of industry. For example, in determining the size of
enterprises—account must be taken of cntena of economic
ekiciency, the capacity of the domestic market, export
opportunities, etc.; in determining the range of economic
sectors—account should be taken of the problems of rationm
combination, of a raw material base, of the structure of the
country's needs, the ways to improve the efficien^ of the
national economy; account should be taken of the needs
arising out of solution of the tasks of doing away with
dependence on imperialist states, of the possibiliues of
participating in the international division of labour which
would not hamper but would promote the national economy.
With an acute shortage of capital investment and difficulties in
ensuring healthy balances of trade and payments, it is
particularly important to be able more rapidly to release
invested funds and expand the export of output of the
processing industry. It is also crucial to take account of the
short- and long-term possibilities for the comprehensive
development of equal co-operation with socialist states.
The success of the industrialisation policy greatly depends

on how carefully the country takes account of all these factors
and the extent to which it resolves various tasks on a rational
foundation. . - , . j 1,.=
The problem of establishing a national industry cannot be

resolved without deciding ihe vitally important issue of
improving agriculture. Lifting farming out of its abject state
means for most developing countries laying the foundation.for
a multisectoral economic development, improving the foreign
trade balance and saving great numbers of peoplejrom
hunger and even starvation. In many developing states, the
population growth surpasses the growth of farm output;
iometimes an increase in farm production «
throuch exporting crops, while production of farm produce
for infernal consumption even diminishes. Not infrequently,
countries in which .the bulk of the population is engapd m
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a^cuhure have to import food? and imports rapidly rise,
ineretore, an increase in agriculture and gradual regearing of
tarming to modern techniques occupy an important place in
e programmes of economic development in the young

national states. Their successful_progress greatly depends on
the social poli^ m rural areas, the conducting of agrarian
,  orms and the utilisation of opportunities for organising
peasant co-operatives.

the most complex issues facing developing states is to
combine modernisation of production with use of traditional
pro uction methods. With an acute shortage of accumulation

manpower, it is necessary to find, especially in
national production growth, an optimum

vanant of economic development which would enable the state
lo accelerate the increase in national income by means of
raising productivity through better technical equipment, and

invpct^o improving employment with minimum capital
nniw In present conditions, most developing states canimprove economic development and living
standards if they stnke the right balance.

"monopolies try to perpetuate the old
Se the nl their purpose,
denrp in/ ? ^ fighung for political and economic indepen-
cSh«7« the unequal relations in the world
SSal fnH Jhe people want to establish truly
SeStion^.^^ th ̂  beneficial international economic co-
mDDlinT'wl 7 decisively advocate a rupture with the
SnimSl economic coming-together inherent in
nation over a therefore undermining imperialist domi-
imnerialist eff ^ world economy and debilitating

soSlfst'^conmr^c"''! ■ national states and the
struecle are a ' jomt efforts in the anti-imperialist
reinforcing important prerequisite for
peoples i^romm ® emancipated
against imneSut""^^ ° interests and objectives in the fightof guaranteeing nea°^'^K-° j colonial oppression, in favour
revolutionarv rf/f binds the world socialist system and the
with the national ° working class in capitalist states
socialism ks noiWea^^ movement. The existence of world

Oppressed nennUc ®^'^®"mng the • liberation movement ofPP essed peoples, m winning and consolidating national

f
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independence. It is quite natural that the Great October
Revolution in Russia in 1917, which marked a breach in the
imperialist positions in one of the world's largest countries,
brought the peoples of the colonies and dependencies into the
mainstream of the revolutionary movement that swept the
whole world. It is natural also that it was precisely the
emergence of socialism beyond the bounds of one country and
its conversion into a world system that signified the beginning
of the end of the imperialist colonial system and its steady
decline to complete liquidation.
The example of the socialist states instils in the people of the

newly liberated states a conviction that they really can
safeguard and reinforce their independence, make far-
reaching social changes and ensure economic progress and
higher living standards.

/; The promotion of comprehensive co-operation with the
socialist states encourages the economic and cultural renais
sance in the ex-colonies. In his speech to the 1969 Internation
al Meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties, L. I. Brezhnev
said; "The Soviet Union, together with other socialist coun
tries, holds active positions in the wide and seething front of
the national liberation movement, and renders firm political
support and moral and material help to the peoples fighting
for liberation." ' Assistance from the socialist community is
aimed at strengthening the positions of the liberated countries
in their fight against imperialist exploitation, for a break with
the unequal international economic relations typical of the
world capitalist economy. Help from the socialist community
makes it easier for the young national states to resolve their
radical economic problems, to overcome economic backward
ness and to make economic progress.
The socialist community has increasing opportunities for

rendering effective economic assistance to the young national
states. It manifests a sincere readiness to help to create an
independent and thriving economy in the countries free of
colonial bondage. In offering aid, it never makes any political
or military-strategic demands or conditions, any economic
provisos that are burdensome for the developing states or
infringe upon their sovereignty. Assistance from socialist
countries is not like the hypocritical "aid" from the imperialists
that endeavour to deceive the peoples, keep them in a status

' International Meeting of Communut and Workers' Parties, Moscow 1969,
p. 170.
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■subordinate to imperialist diktat and pay various types of
-tribute to the major capitalist states. It is the assistance of an
ally in struggle against oppression and economic backward
ness. The socialist countries are against any scramble for
profits,_ competitive notions or desire to subordinate the

, economic development of newly free states to the needs of
their own economies.

The socialist states are ready to help the developing
countries to free themselves from relations of dependence and
bondage imposed upon them by the imperialist powers and the
international monopolies; they encourage the process of
P''OSJ®ssive change in the modern world. This socialist
readit^ss is being realised in various forms of assistance. This
assistance is not associated with any conditions but, by virtue of
Its very essence, it encourages progressive principles in the
economies of those states, creating and consolidating the state
sector in their national economies, which serves as an economic
foundation for their independent progress. This assistancel^lps gradually to prise the independent national states from

capitalist economy; this can only occur successfully
wth the simultaneous extension of internal social reforms; it
objectively encourages the choice by these states of a socialist
orientation in their internal development and foreign policy.

The socialist countries render increasing aid for implement-
ing programmes to create an independent national economy

plant, the training of specialists and credit
lacilities. They take into consideration the opportunities of the
newly liberated states, restricted by their historically formed
backward economic structure, and purchase from them raw
material and food commodities, handicrafts, etc. By creating
their own processing industry, the young national states can
more widely use the Targe markets in the socialist countries for

finished products. The extension of co'-operation
with liberated states has an advantageous effect on economic
erelopment in the socialist states, encouraging their supply

f" types of raw materials, with certainoo stuffs, increasing the share of plant and machinery in
eir exports and widening the possibilities for international

-specialisation and co-operation.
contrast with the imperialist powers, the socialist

vigorously encourages industrialisation in the
states. The imperialists try to hamper the

socialicf branches of modern industry. Thesocialist states, however, grant aid primarily for building iron

t!
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and steel ^d engineering factories, power plants and oil
refineries. They encourage the greater efficiency of agricul
ture and. a successful resolution of the food problem which is
very acute for some of them (aid in building irrigation systems,
deliveries of farm machinery, etc.). With the support of the
socialist community, the young states are beginning to

ismantle the colonial structure of their economies and
establish their own base for the manufacture of producer
goods.

T^e imperialist countries try to maintain economic relations
I^edominantly with the private capitalist economic sector inthe liberated states. They often try to campaign against the
development of a state sector which might provide competitiontor foreign capital, strengthen economic independence and
accelerate national economic progress. On the other hand, the
socialist countries are ready to promote the state economic
sector m newly free states, taking into consideration their real
interests and the progressive role which it can play in the
anti-imperiahst struggle and in economic advancef

With Soviet economic and technical assistance, about 860
tnaustnal enterprises and other economic projects have been
built, are under- constmction or are marked down for construction in 45 developing countries; these enterprises inclu-

®  metal-working plants, chemical worksand oil refineries, some power stations and light and
food indiistry factories. A large number of enterprises is
being or has been built with assistance from other socialist
countries.

The USSR has given the new states large credit and loans for
^onomic needs. Other socialist countries have done likewise.
Ihe terrns of repayment take in, as far as possible, the
opportunities of the young national states. The rate of interest

imperialisttates. Credit is repaid not in foreign currency but in the com
modities of national production which the country usuaUy
exports. ' '

Co-operatiori with socialist states in manpower training,
exchange of scientific information, and cultural values play an
important part in eradicating the backwardness of the newly
liberated countries, inherited from the colonial past. At the
Lumumba Friendship University in Moscow, founded in order

national specialists for developing states, as many as
9 noo graduated by 1970. The University had3,092 students in early 1970 from developing states. Other
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students from such countries were^ studying at many other
Soviet establishments of higher learning.
The USSR is helping developing states train national

personnel in a great variety of ways. According to information
announced, by the Soviet representative to the Second
Economic Committee of the UN in November 1969, over
150,000 skilled workers and technicians have been trained in
recent years by Soviet specialists directly at construction sites in
the developing states. These states were building, in co
operation with the USSR, 115 educational institutions of which
70 were already in. operation. Some 35,000 people from
developing states have been accepted in recent years for
vocational training in the Soviet Union.
The young national states were tackling many important

economic problems with assistance from the USSR and other
socialist. countries. The Government of Egypt had first
appealed for assistance to Western states to build the Aswan
hydro-engineering complex. However, because of the Egyp
tian stand on anti-imperialism, the World Bank for Recon
struction and- Development, controlled in effect by the USA,
refused to finance part of the expenditure at the first stage of
construction, even though it had initially agreed to do so. In
1958, the Soviet Union came to Egypt's aid and agreed to her
request to provide credit for bunding the first stage of the
Aswan High Dam to the amount of 90 million rubles over 12
years at the rate of 2.5 per cent interest annually. For the
construction of the second stage, in 1960, the USSR granted a
credit of 202.5 million rubles on the same terms.
A revision by Soviet experts of the draft plan compiled by big

Western hydro-engineering firms made it possible to reduce
the cost of construction and cut the initially set period by two
years. Construction went ahead with the use of Soviet •
technology and the participation of Soviet experts. In 1964, the
Nile was dammed and, four years later, the dam was
completed. Already in 1967, the first power transmission line,
was in operation and Aswan electricity began to be used in
Cairo. On Januai'y 1, 1970, the Aswan hydroelectric power
station had a capacity of 1,575,000 kilowatts. In the same year,
work on the Aswan hydro-engineering complex was com
pleted. The power station is to generate an annual average of
10,000 million kilowatt-hours of electricity.

industrialisation has received a great power base. It
is hardly surprising that the beginning of construction of the
Aswan complex is marked every year in Egypt as Industrialisa-
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tion Day. The year 1964 saw the end to floods which had
earlier accounted for "damage at an average of 30 million
Egyptian pounds every year. The Aswan reservoir ensures
water supply for agriculture at times of extremely low water
levels. Two or more harvests a year instead of one have begun
to be gathered in as a result of the transition to round-the-year
irrigation over an area of 240,000 hectares. Some 298,000
hectares of new land have been developed. The rice harvest
increased from 149,000 tons in 1960-1961 to 2,279,000 tons in
1967-1969. According to Egyptian economists, Egyptian na
tional income increased in 1967 by 80 million Egyptian pounds
and, in 1968, by 100 million E^ptian pounds tnanks to the
Aswan hydro-engineering complex.
The USSR is also helping Egypt to build an iron and steel

complex at Helwan with a capacity of 1.5 million tons of steel a
year, to help the oil-refining and ship-building industries.
In India, oy early 1970,65 big industrial enterprises or other

economic projects had been built or were being built with the
credit assistance and technical co-operation of the USSR. Of
the three iron and steel works with approximately the same
capacity, which had been built in India with the help of the
USSR, Federal Republic of Germany and Britain, the cost of
the Bhilai Plant, built with Soviet assistance, was lower than the
co.st of the other factories, while the techno-economic
indicators of production at it are much higher. The Bhilai
Plant has long since passed its rated capacity and today smelts
over three million tons of steel each year. This steel comprises
30 per cent of all Indian steel output. The plant, which is
already making a profit, is further expanding its capacity to
more than seven million tons of sted a year. Witn ^viet
assistance, an iron and steel plant is being built now in Bokaro
with a rated capacity of more: than four million tons of steel a
year.
The USSR has rendered great assistance to India in putting

her engineering industry on a firm basis. With Soviet,
participation, a heavy engineering works was built in Ranchi, a
mining equipment plant in Durgapur and a heavy electrical
equipment plant in Hardwar. While, in building the Bhilai
Plant, Indian engineering could only produce a little over 10
per cent of the equipment needed, tne construction of the
Bokaro Plant is assured of more than half its needs from the
Ranchi heavy engineering plant.
In several countries, including India, prospecting for oil,

which had been carried out for many years by monopolies of
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imperialist powers, had not produced any results. These
monopolies were interested in selHng the oil they extracted and
tned to retain the market of these countries for themselves. It
was only with thelielp of specialists from socialist states that big
oil deposits were discovered in those countries. Thus, Soviet

^^p^overed 20 oil and gas deposits in India. The oil thus
obtained is being refined at plant in Koiyali and Barauni, built

• with Soviet assistance and having each an annual capacity of
three million tons of oil.

Co-operation with socialist states has done much to promote
the economic prosperity of newly free countries, their fight for
equal rights in economic relations with industrial capitalist
states and it facilitates the use of these relations for economic
growth.

Favourable prospects now exist for further progress by the
young national states. Their working people, inspired by the
example of the socialist community, are stubbornly demanding
non-capitalist methods for resolving national problems. Condi
tions are being created for a socialist orientation of indepen
dent national states. This is also being encouraged by the fact
that, particularly due to the existence of the world socialist
wstem, the peoples of the liberated states are increasingly
dmng away with imperialist diktat and gaining the freedom
independently to choose the way they want to develop.

SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION AND
ECONOMIC COMPETITION

Economic development in the socialist states is a vital sector
^^of the world-wide fight for socialism and communism. Lenin

.  foresaw the revolutionary transformation of human society
when he pointed out in the early Soviet years that the socialist
state has an immense influence on world revolution through its
economic development. The economy is of decisive impor
tance in the competition between the two opposing world social
systems. In a speech at the 10th All-Russia Conference of the
Russian Communist Party (Bolsheviks) in 1921, Lenin stressed
that the world-wide battle had moved to the economy and that
the victory of socialism internationally depended on its
outcome, "certainly and finally". He said: "That is why for us
questions of economic development become of absolutely
exceptional importance." '
A real revolutionary is not someone who shouts ultra-

revolutionary phrases from the rooftops and gives little
thought on how to change the world through real actions. A
real revolutionary conducts careful daily practical work to
build a new society, remembering that highly developed
material production is required to complete the construction of
socialism and, even more so, the construction of communism.
The outcome of the capitalism-socialism struggle will be
ultimately decided in the sphere of economics. Economic
competition between the two systems is, in the final count, one
of the main decisive sectors of the class struggle on an
international scale. , v

V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 32, p. 437.
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In Lenin's works, we also find indications of ways to gain
victory in economic competition witTi the. capitalist system.
Ultimately, Lenin said that "those who have the greatest
technical equipment, organisation and discipline, and the best
machines, will gain the upper hand".' He wrote that one
should see the indissoluble nnk between consolidation of the
social foundation of the new society and the development of its
material and technical basis, between the improvement of all
aspects of the socialist system and of scientific and technologi
cal progress. This acquires particular validity today when a
scientific and technological revolution is under way, leading to
a reform of the technical, technological and organisational
foundations of production and producing much greater
economic efficiency. The future rate of economic development
and the possibilities for raising living standards greatly depend
on the rate of scientific change.
The world socialist system has entered a new stage in

economic competition with the world capitalist system—a stage
of scientific and technological revolution—which already has a
strong material and technical basis and had scored several
important victories at earlier stages of competition; in the
course of these, socialism is gradually squeezing out capitalism
and gaining more and more ground in world production. In
the last two decades, the share of the world socialist economy in
industrial oiitput of the world has doubled.
The socialist world is surpassing capitalism not only in rate of

production growth but in absolute size of increment of various
important types of industrial output. Since 1958, the share of
the socialist states in world industrial output has been
exceeding their share in the world's population; per capita
production of industrial output in the socialist system in
g^eral is now higher, therefore, than in the capitalist system.
This despite the fact that most socialist countries before the
victory of popular power had a much lower per capita
production, than the average world fig^ure. The socialist
community as a whole has already surpassed the capitalist
world in per capita agricultural output.
•  Meeting of Communist and Workers' Parties in Moscowin November I960 recorded: "In developing indukrial and
agfricultural production in their countries at a high rate in
keeping with the possibilities they have, the Communist and

V. 1. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 27, p. 195.
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Workers' Parties of the socialist countries consider it their
internationalist duty to make full use of all the advantages of
the socialist system and the internal resources of every country
to carry out, by joint effort and as speedily as possible, the
historic task of surpassing the world capitalist system in overall
industrial and agricultural production and then outstrip the
economically most developed capitalist countries in per capita
output and in the standard of living."'
The Soviet Union is making a vital contribution to the victory

of socialism over capitalism in world economic competition.
The Soviet share in world industrial production was double, in
1970, what it was in 1950 (11.6 and 20 per cent, respectively),
while the. US share in the same period diminished b^ almost 1.5
times (from 43.7 to 30 per cent). In 1950, Soviet national
income was 31 per cent of the US figure, while in 1971 it was
more than 66 per cent. Back in 1953, Soviet industrial output
was'less than 30 per cent of the American, but in 1971 was
more than 75 per cent. The average annual Soviet farm output
for the period 1966 to 1970 was 85-90 per cent of the
American figure.
In the conditions of scientific change today, the socialist

system has entered a decisive stage of economic competition
with capitalism: the task is to defeat capitalism in (qualitative
economic indicators, overtake it in growth rates of science and
technology and the introduction of the latest scientific and
technological achievements into production, achieve in all
sectors a higher efficiency of live and materialised labour
expenditure than has been achieved by the leading capitalist
powers, an(i thereby attain the highest standard of living in the
world.

In the years to come, the efforts of the socialist states will be
even more directed at winning advanced positions in the main
areas of scientific and technological progress. The CC CPSU
report to the 24th Party Congress recorded that the changes in
economic progress, begun under the impact of science and its
inventions, will become even more decisive and far-reaching.
We are faced by a task of historic importance: to combine me
attainments of the scientific and technological revolution with the
advantages of the socialist ecorwmic system, more widely to develop
the socialist forms of combining science and production.
Lenin's dictum that "economist must always look forward.

The Struggle for Peace, 'Democracy and Socialism, Moscow, 1963, p. 45.
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tov^rds technological progress, or else be left behind at once" '
IS becoming even more relevant today. The problem of
implementing the scientific and technological revolution and
impro^ng, on that basis, the economic efficiency of production

Communist anS Workers'Parties. The-CPSU Central Committee Theses published to
mark the Lenin Centenary said: "Science and technology in
the present-day world have become an important arena of the
competition between the two opposing socio-economic systems.

persistent struggle will take place here. The
f»iu '"to diverse spheres of social life, theOpportunities afforded by scientific and
technological progress for accelerating economic development
and satisfying the requirements of all members of soci-

economic andjpolitical task. In guiding

SnS ^^'n'nunisra the CPSO proceeds fromlenin'1
fS«„aKi '^^ning shall not remain a dead letter, or a
SS catch-phrase ... that learning shall really become

" s'tall actually and fully become aconstituent element of our social life' (Vol. 33, p. 489).
^ ̂t-ooomy in a Leninist way, in a communist way,implies reliance on science. ' ' ''

states are entering a period of radical

JddT?, and^technological bas'is of production
J?2s ?f shffts in the mSst diverse ,
nrodu^tion^iw ■ Ii™® coning to break with existing

- Fo?c« wb,Vh T" create qualitatively new productivl
of social labour 1 a sharp growth in efficient use '
DroductU?SL period is coming to an end when
te?hn^S te?hn^ll?'^"^i ̂  improved on the basis of traditional

S  organisational principles, with the
them A ° opportunities that emanate from
tion ♦!, I i'cS'oning oi qualitative change in produc-
SeSart fr" attainment^ of science enfble sfates to
ly Sv ̂  traditions and move to fundamental-
production dEc- d^evelopment and organisational-
econo^r Koi tiiscover new and more rational

"in the produSon'^'n ° ̂ human beings
ment on a « process and to continue economic development on a new saentific basis, more fully realising the

2 X" Works, Vol. 5, p 142On Ae Centerusry of the Birth of V. I. Lenin/Moscow. 1970. p. 56.
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production potential created by it, up to and including
organisation of conditions for a subsequent scientific and
technological revolution.
The current scientific and technological revolution is a result

of world scientific progress based on the present level of
productive forces in the world, particularly in the economically
more advanced states, on the entire wealth of the material and
spiritual culture of mankind. However, the world today is
divided into two opposing social systems. Important criteria
which test the vitality of these systems include the contributi
on to world scientific progress, the scope and rate of revolutio
nary change in technology and techniques of produc
tion and, particularly, the nature of their social consequen
ces.

Most of the CMEA states lagged many years behind the
economic level of advanced capitalist states before the •victory
of popular power. They are now demonstrating the advan
tages of soaalism as a world system if only because they are
involved in the world scientific and technological revolution
virtually at the same time as those capitalist states, in one and
the same historical period. Moreover, the industrial revolution,
which led at the end of the 18th and beginning of the 19th
centuries to the creation of machine technology and large-scale
industry in several then advanced capitalist states, embraced
the majority of countries that have now taken the socialist road
about a century later. In addition, in many of these countries,
the transfer of a large part of the population to machine labour
was accomplished, essentially, only in the years of popular
power.

In the capitalist world today, participation in tiie scientific
and technological revolution remains essentially the privilege
of a few of the more advanced'states. On the other hand, the
CMEA countries combine efforts to ensure scientific and
technological progress and, in particular, thanks to Soviet
assistance, are with increasing success taldng this path and
uniting for scientific research and technological change. The
socialist system, if even it does not yet occupy an unchtdlenged
leading position in all areas of the scientific and technological
revolution, at least is a pioneer in several of them and, on the
whole, shares in determining the progress' of world science,
technologfy and production, togetner with the economically
most advanced capitalist states, gradually strengthening its
vanguard positions in depth and breadth. This is e'videnced by
Soviet achievements in space exploration, in the artificial Earth
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^tellites launched by joint effort of several socialist countries,
i! of atomic energy, the construction in theUboR of the world s largest hydro- and thermal power

stations, and other scientific and technological attainments of
the world soaalist system.
One of the major preconditions for the success of socialism

m economic competition with capitalism has thereby been
CTeated. The CMEA member states have advanced to a
^sinon ot full and equal participation in the world exchange

saentific and technological achievements. In a relativdy
'  . socialist countries have estabUshed their ownentific potential thanks to which they have advanced to the

' ̂ and technological development and, in
worid°level"™ areas, they have been determining the

underestimate the unquestionable attainments
-p, ® capitehst world in scientific ana technological progress,e soaalist states > are in favour of a regular mutually

exchange of scientific knowledge and technolog-
contact and co-operation between

.P various states. The use in socialist states of capitalistraentific attainments is just as normal and useful a phenome-
granung by socialist to capitalist states of

opportumties to become acquainted, on a mutually advantage-
T  w successes in science and technology.
H  for such an exchange havebeen created precisely because all forms of monopoly of

°  by the highly industrialised imperialist
' anH completely eliminated. The socialist scientific

with potential is already very great and is growing
utmoct tii important, however, to use to the
sdentifi/- o possibilities, to reveal existing reserves, to make
comnrph#.!^- progress even more intensive and
rani^ hcp encourage in every possible way a more
production scientific and technological achievements in
beSminor^fh^ technological revolution is
systems Canit^*^*" r P competition between the two world
tryinff to saw fo the past in the social sphere, is
^Itfr ^ expression ohhe late
sXre.ciS'- future" in the economic
isms imnenalisf ^ °i internal and external antagon-
<S?;nt £fem f P f""?? ^^le to exploit^thend technological revolution for their own
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interests. They are endeavouring to employ technical progress
as a weapon of intensified exploitation of working people and
of repartitioning foreign markets. The leading capitalist states

trying to speed up the scientific and technologicalare

revolution in the hope that a higher level of production
development will give them the means of mitigating the most
acute class contradictions, damping down the tensity of the
economic and political struggle of the mass of the people
against the domination of monopolies, which will enable them
to consolidate their positions in competition with the socialist
system.
The incompatibility of exploiting relations with all that is

new and that advanced science and production are bringing
into life of society is being increasingly demonstrated in the
course of the scientific and technological revolution, which, in
fact, is accelerating the growth of productive forces, bringing
about essential changes in the social structure of the popular
masses, and developing their urge for.social justice, their need
for self-expression, thus aggravating the social contradictions
of capitalism. As Lenin once wrote: "Capitalist technolo^ is
increasingly, day by day, outgrowing the social conditions which
condemn tne working people to wage-slaveij." '

Scientific revolution, far from consolidating c^italism, is
leading to aggravation of all the contradictions of capitalism
and shaking it to its very foundations. Its inability to ensure
social conditions for the rapid development of productive
forces is becoming more evident. The costs to society caused by
the contradiaory influence of scientific and technological
progress on the capitalist economy are growing rapidly. The
impending real revolution in the development of production,
which is being prepared by contemporary scientific and
technological achievements, demands with increasing insis
tency new social relations that are destined to open the way for
the rise of productive forces.
At the same time, the scientific and technological revolution

paves the way for a more rapid realisation of the advantages of
the socialist mode of production. The previously existing level
of world science and technology, together with a whole
number of other factors, has objectively placed in relatively
narrow boundaries the process of raising tne efficiency of the
socialist economy and the productive forces. With the im-,

' V. I. Lenin,' Collected Worfts, Vol. 19, p. 62.
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plemientation of scientific and technological revolution, the
new system creates a material and technical basis that
corres|^nds to the change much more fully. No matter how
gfreat the successes of the socialist states in developing social
producnon, the present productive forces are still greatly
msuffiaent for the consistent manifestation of the principles of

social organisation of labour, for the complete
iraisation of possibilities opened up by the public ownership of
the means of production.
Due to the absence of a proper scientific and technological

basis, for example, socialist society did not have the necessary
know-how and technological means for full and effective
economic accounting and control, for choice of rational
variants of economic development, and so on. All this tended
to reduce, in particular, the effectiveness of socialist planning;
It often brought forced decisions based on insufficient
information, incomplete understanding of the system of
mutual economic ties, only a partial account of the econo
mic and social consequences of particular economic measu
res.

member states today have at their disposal
scientific methods and technological means which can properly
serve as a basis for realising the principles of mature socialism.
- . j years, economico-mathematical models of^tended reproduction, the use of cybernetics and of compu
ters and controlling machines will enable them to improve
economic management substantially, better to guarantee the
maintenance of optimum balance, to reveal and employ the
.vast reserves for accelerating the growth of the socialist
planned economy.
Science is becoming a key sector of the economy determining

he growth rates and economic efficiency of all other sectors.
As the experience of the advanced states shows, no less than 50

income growth is due to the introductionm scientific and-technological achievements in production. In
today. It IS no longer empirical technological schemes
a basis for theoretical generalisations and scientific
f'"' scientifically grounded conceptions whichof improved technology. The time

ca? n J scientific knowledge to its techni-
S  which, half a century ago, was approximately 20 years,hM now ,n many mstancea been reduced to three-four year,:
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The rate of growth of social production and consumption
nowadays depends decisively on the scope and effectiveness of
scientific research and on the time necessary to apply the
results to production. The recoupment of basic production
assets and the economical nature of materials depend not so
much on direct expenditure on their manufacture as on the
extent to which they reflect the latest scientific and technical
achievements. A precondition for raising the scientific and
technological level of production in the CMEA states is
increased expenditure on research and development, and this
at a rate which exceeds the rate of growth of expenditure
directly on expanding production. One must suppose that in
the long term, expenditure on research and development ,
paoth in special scientific institutions, design organisations and
in the corresponding divisions of production enterprises) will,
in^ absolute magnitude, too, surpass expenditure on capital
investment in the usual sense.

The CMEA member states have at their disposal a powerful
research apparatus. In all these countries taken together, the
rate of increase in scientific personnel exceeds the average
world rate (which doubled in the past decade). Thus, in the
USSR, the number of scientific workers increased 2.3 times in
the period 1961-1968 alone. The CMEA states account for
one-third of all world scientific personnel, although their
populations comprise only one-tenth of the world's population.
With account for the rate of growth of scientific workers
during the 1960s, it will increase approximately four times by
1980 by contrast with 1968. Within the given period, however,
one should expect a further acceleration of this growth. The
research base of the Soviet Union is particularly great, since the
country accounts for a quarter of all scientific personnel in the
world, which is more than in the United States.
As many as one million people work in the research institutes

of CMEA countries. The following figures give some indica
tion of the rapid growth in their share. In Czechoslovakia,
workers in research institutions accounted for 1.1 per cent of
all people employed in the national economy in 1956, and 2
per cent in 1965; in Bulgaria, the share of research workers
increased even faster: in 1960 it accounted for 0.27 per cent of
the entire employed population and 0.6 per cent in 1965.
In accordance with the mounting significance of research for

promoting production, the CMEA states are allocating increas
ingly large sums of m.oney for research purposes. For example,\
the Soviet state budget and other sources have increased their
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apptopriations on science betweeij 1950 and 1968 by nine
times. While, in 1950, such expenditure accounted for 1.4 per
cent of the utilised national income, it had grown to 2.7 per
cent in 1960, 3.7 in 1967 and 4.1 per cent in 1970. In the share
of such research expenditure in the national income, the USSR
surpasses ail the economically advanced West European states
by i.5-2 times and is equal to the USA. The increasing share in
national income of expenditure on research testifies to the
rapid extension of the scientific research base of other CMEA
countries. Hungary,for example,increased its share from 1.05
per cent in 1960 to 2.4 per cent in 1968; Bulgaria—from 0.5
per cent in 1960 to 1.5 per cent in 1968 and to 2.5-3 per cent
under the plan for 1975; Poland — from 1 per cent in 1960 to
1.2 per cent in 1965 and to 1.6 per cent in 1970.
Along with a further increase in the number of scientific

workers, the CMEA states are faced with the task of
accelerating the consolidation of the material and technical
basis for research institutions. To do that, they must continue
to increase the share of corresponding expenditure in the
national income, and more rapidly increase allocations ear
marked for scientific progress. This is also necessary from the
point of viiew of international experience: in the USA,
expenditure on research has doubled every four years after
1957. '

It is of particular importance, however, to increase the
®ffj^cnt use of scientific personnel and the material and
techmcal base of scientific establishments. The CMEA coun
tries have, in that respect, vast reserves; if they use them
properly, they will be able to expand their scientific contribu-
tton, and increase the amount and results of research and
development much faster than the growth of allocations for
scientific progress.

Expenditure on scientific programmes is compensated by
the effect obtained in production from applying their re-

K  constantly on the increase. Even at
I  u of the century, technological novelties normally brought a productivity growth of between 5 and 20 per

^  today they ensure often an increase of between50 and 100 per cent or even more. According to estimates
made in various countries, between 60 and 80 per cent of
the increase in labour productivity comes from using the
latest achievements of scientific research. Science has be
come a most profitable area of investment. Every ruble
invested in fundamental and applied research and in design
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and technological programmes produces 1.45 rubles incre
ment in the national income. The effectiveness of expendi
ture on scientific research and preparation for the applica
tion of its results to production, uierefore, is almost four^
times more than the effectiveness of usual capital expendi
ture. It therefore follows that the rate of growth of labour
productivity and national income depends to a decisive
degree on the scientific potential of a country and the
entire world socialist system.
More and more attention is being paid in research and

development to economic problems, insofar as the amount
of expenditure on production of a finished commodity is
predetermined to approximately 75 per cent precisely at
that stage of production.
The ''economic barrier" is being successfully surmounted

in introducing scientific achievements into production. For
Example, the CMEA states are reducing the cost of electrici
ty generated at atoqiic power stations and, in the years to
come, such stations will become more economical than the
usual thermal power plants. use of nuclear power can
double world energy resources. It would appear that, by
1980, the CMEA states will establish conditions to ensure a
mounting increase in energy production, mainly through
developing atomic power engineering. Several capitahst
states are also paying increasing attention to atomic power
stations in their economic forecasts. According to E.E.C.
estimates, the generation of nuclear power in the Common
Market countries in 1980 will increase to an equivalent of
90-125 million tons of conventional fuel, while the share
of nuclear power in all power consumption will be 8-11
per cent.
In June 1954, the Soviet Union commissioned the world's

first atomic power station with a rating of 5,000 kilowatts. It
therefore made the first step in creating a qualitatively new
power base. Channel-type graphite water and pressure
water reactors are at present most widespread in the USSR
although they enable the Soviet Union to use only a
relatively small part of energy from nuclear tuel, nonethe
less they have become economically profitable in areas
where cnemical fuels are relatively expensive. These reac
tors show good performance and can be improved even
more. The CMEA states, however, are also faced with the
problem of speeding up transition to a new and more
progressive type of reactor which is becoming popular in
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Other countries. We refer to fast breeders in which nuclear
fuel is used considerably more fully: they make it possible
to use uranium approximately 20 times more fully than
thermal reactors. The first fast reactor was built in the
USSR back in 1955. By early 1972, construction work was
completed on the biggest atomic power station in the world
.with a fast reactor ,in the town of Shevchenko. It is
intended to speed up use in the CMEA countries of this
evidendy more promising trend in atomic power engineer-
ing. At the same time, world experience shows how com
plex is the problem of building up the capacities of atomic
power stations. The difficulties that have arisen have led to
American atomic power stations* capacities falling behind
the original targets.
The fijrther scientific and technological progress in power

engineering opens up particularly favourable prospects for
supplymg the economy with power. If the use of the energy
of nuclear fission, as is at present estimated, can double
mankind's power resources, resolution of the problem of
using the energy of a controlled thermonuclear reaction
would make it possible practically to satisfy all requirements
tor cheap energy. Soviet science occupies a leading position
as regards the problem of controlling thermonuclear
reactions.

Today fundamental research on some cardinal scientific
problems is at a stage where it is possible to foresee in the
near future the completion of experiments with or formula-
tion of missing elements in theoretical conceptions and,
thereby, the emergence of important discoveries which will
have a revolutionising influence on production. Some im-
pormnt discoveries are now at the stage of applied develop-

Scientific revolution entails a radical and all-embracing
technological restructuring of social production, which will
_e turned into a complex of automated production systems,
the sphere of appUcation of live labour will be sharply
Mrrowed; its functions in production will be restricted
^ aty. Lenin was quite correct in foretelling that the

^1?- ? , technique consists in replacing
onlv fTi In the course of automation, not
in ft, ^ niiman beings become free of direct participationm the production process, but production will also to a

See V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 1, p. 105.
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certain extent be freed of human participation; the produc
tion regime, techniques and technology will not be con
fined to the possibilities of the human organism. The
transfer of many production functions, which up till now
have been performed fully or partially by live labour, to
rnaterialised labour is ensuring a sharp increase in produc
tivity of live labour. At the same 'time, the importance of
materialised labour is increasing and its role in the produc
tion process is greatly expanding. As Lenin wrote, "techni- 1
cal progress is expressed precisely in the fact that the work
of machines pushes human labour more and more into the
background".'
Emancipation of the working man from direct participa

tion in the production process attains, in conditions of
comprehensive automation, a stage when material produc
tion becomes, in a certain sense and within certain Wits, a
function r of materialised labour. The processes of interaction
of implements and objects of labour, as well as many
planning, management and controlling processes which, up
till now, have belonged to the sphere of mental labour, will
be embraced by automation. Part of the human thinking
functions, which can be formulated mathematically in the
near future, will be transferred to electronic techniques.
Although man's place in the production process will

sharply decline and his participation in production will be
reduced to supervision and control, his role in economic\
progress will^ actually increase. The centre of gravity of
human activity will be transferred to genuinely creative
endeavour—the creation of fundamentally new means of
production, new economic control systems. The tasks facing
mankind are becoming more complex and they are having
to deal with the programming of automated comprehensive
systems and consciously controlling them.

Already today, production tasks which only recently were
not affected at all by automation can be resolved with great
economic benefit through automation. Only recently, for
example, automation was considered feasible only in mass
line producdon of identical standardised products; today,
automation is beginning to be applied to small-batch and
individual production through using programme-controlled
automated equipment. This does not remove the problem .
of creating optimum production capacities. Up till now, the
socialist states, especially the smaller ones, have not success-

' Ibid., p. 85.
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en-

fully tackled the problem of eliminating sc4.ttered produc
tion or universal production programmes at individual x...
terpnses that hamper employment of the advantages of
^ecialisation and co-operation. Even many big enterprises
do not have highly concentrated production of certain goods
because of the extremely wide production programmes.
Apparently in the immediate future, optimum size of
production iri each production unit will perhaps be among
the decisive trends of organisational ana technological im
provement of social production. Intensification of the inter
national socialist division of labour is to play an important
role in this.
The use in production of radically new technological

decisions is orientated, together with labour economies,
even more than previously on improving the efficient func
tioning of basic production assets and on increasing the
output of each unit within a certain period. A wider range
of tasks in increasing the economic efficiency of social
production is thereby being resolved by the introduction of
new techniques.
Fundamentally new machine models, technological

methods (in particular, chemical and electrical instead of
mechanical), new materials, new sources and modes of
jmwer production (for example, the direct conversion of
thermal or chemi^l energy into electricity), innovatory
organisational decisions will increasingly be used. Industrial
isation in construction and the use of industrial methods in
farming will be speeded up. Mechanisation and automation
of managerial work and servicing operations will develop. A
major feature of the contemporary scientific and technologi
cal revolution is the automation of production processes,
computer operations and managerial functions, and the
guarantee of ̂ operation of all unks in the economy in
accordance with cybernetics.
These long-term tasks are a matter of the not so distant

mture and their preconditions are being formed today. The
CMEA states are on the point of widely launching them
selves into resolving this whole set of tasks; they have
already attained important success in many sectors of pro
duction (for example, automation in power engineering). In
some areas of technological development the industry of
these countries, particularly jn the USSR, has moved to a
higher level than the economically most advanced capitalist
states. This applies, for example, to many sectors of metal-
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lurgy, engineering and the chemical industry. Many people
know of Soviet achievements in using sophisticated methods
of steel smelting (including continuous steel casting), in
building modern transport aircraft and in the development
of artificial diamond industry. At the same time, the CMEA
states have still to reach the top world standards in many
other sectors of production. In particular, they have more
rapidly to move to a wider scale of production, for exam
ple, of programme-controlled metal-working lathes, biologi
cal preparations for agriculture, etc.
A radical improvement of economic sectoral structure is a

principle condition for implementing the scientific and tech
nological revolution. The CMEA countries have basically
resolved the task of ensuring the leading role of engineer
ing, the chemical and power industries, vmose sh^re in their
gross industrial output now exceeds two-fifths; this approxi
mately corresponds to the level of the most economically
advanced capitalist states, although when one makes sucn
a comparison, differences in price formation in these
countries are largely ignored. Nonetheless, in the production
of electricity ana of many engineering and chemical items,
the share of socialist states in world production is still much
lower than their share in aggregate world industrial output.
For example, the socialist share in world electricity
production amounted to 22.3 per cent in 1968 and in
world chemical production to 22 per cent in 1967.
The trends towards the growth of the share of these

three sectors will continue. One may expect that in the near
future their share will be over half the total world produc
tion.
More complex tasks are today coming to the fore,

primarily a considerable acceleration in growth rates of
sub-sectors that are particularly important for technical
progress: electronics, instrument-making, measuring instru
ment production within mechanical engineering; plastics
and synthetic fibre production within the chemical industry,
and so on. For example, Poland intends to increase the use
of plastics per man from 3.7 kilograms in 1965 to 37.8
kilograms by 1985. At the same time, the problem of widely
renewing the range of products of all industrial branches
has become exceptionally great; this applies, too, to replac
ing outmoded products by modern ones which have more
advantageous techno-economic'indicators and more valuable
consumer properties. It is necessary to accelerate progres-
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sive trends in the fuel and power and raw material balance
of the CMEA states: to increase the share of oil, gas and
atomic ener^ in the sum total of power sources, to increase
the share of oil in all raw materials used in the chemical
industry, to develop the refining of oil products into
protein preparations, and more widely to utilise scrap metal
for increasing the output of steel smelting faster than that
of pig iron production.
The structural shifts entail far-reaching changes in the

material structure of the social product, in prpduction
techniques used in the most diverse sectors, changes in the
fuel and power and raw material balances of a country;
Aey alter the character of the participation of its economy
in the international division of labour ; ' "and international
trade. They thereby engender a great variety of factors
capable of having a big impact on the level of efficiency
and growth rates of social production, of intensifying the
economy even more. Having changed the range of produc
tion in a particular sector, it is possible to obtain an
economic effect by reducing expenditure on the production
of new types of product and by more effective use of new
types of product in the sphere of production or personal
consumption; the major saving of social labour is achieved
precisely in the second instance.
The growing requirement of society for a more rapid

extension of the non^roduction sphere will have mr-
reaching consequences. This is, on the one hand, an expres-
sion of the new opportunities of the CMEA member states
for finding increasing efforts and means, with the growth
m social productivity of labour in material production, for
promoting the sphere of services, of education and health.
On the other hand, this is due to the increasing depen
dence of material production on the development of the
non-production sphere. Nowadays, its level greatly deter
mines not only opportunities for increasing employment,
out also the rate of development of human capabilities in
regard to creative endeavour. While, in 1950, the share of
the non-productive ^here in total employment comprised
12 per cent in the CMEA countries, it was more than 18
per cent in 1970. Apparently, the redistribution of man
power between material production and the non-productive
sphere will markedly increase in the future
The Communist and Workers' Parties in the CMEA

countries attach special importance to the increasingly full

2':
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use of the opportunities which the scientific and technologi
cal revolution opens up for the.improvement of the socialist
system of economic management. Long-term planning in
the CMEA states will increasingly be based on long-term
forecasts of scientific-technological and socio-economic de
velopment, the plans of research and creation of new
technology, and tne skilled personnel training programmes.
The CMEA countries are elaborating a concept of economic
development for a long term which, being steadily renewed
and improved, would serve as a basis for compiling five-
year plans. That concept will be based on forecasts for
developing various branches of science and production and
of social relations regarded in toto.
The USSR is applying scientific forecasting to crucial

problems of economic development and various sectors of
the economy for ten-fifteen or more years. Scientists are
forecasting shifts in the fuel and power balance of the
country up to the year 2000, the development of a com
prehensive transport system, and so on. Much interest is
being shown, for example, in the Hungarian economic
scheme for long-term structural economic changes in the
country, and the work of Polish economists in long-term
scientific planning in Poland. The CMEA states have elabo
rated and tested new methods for improving economic
planning with the aid of a system or completed and
planned inter-sectoral balance-sheets. These methods make it
possible to study various versions of economic development
and determine the economic efficiency of particular treniis
in technical progress.
The management of social production will acquire a

firmer scientific foundation through conscious regulation of
the economic interrelationships by applying the latest scien
tific attainments in developing management and informa
tion theories, and in creating means of information process-
ing-
The economic planning of socialist extended reproduction

is to change by widely employing scientific Kirecasting,
elaborating optimum economic plans, selecting optimum
variants of tecnnological lines, enterprises and entire sectors
of the economy. A firm foundation for this will be created
by a more profound understanding of the laws of develop
ment of the socialist mode of production with the aid of
mathematical methods and electronic computer techniques.
The President of the USSR Academy of Sciences, M. V.
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Keldysh, has said: "I believe that iif the epoch of the
current scientific and technological revolution, computers
and the opportunities they present will have no less impact
on the whole industrial and social development than the
appearance of 'machine tools in the epoch of industrial
revolution."' Automated control systems for operating
economic and technological processes will function on a
wide scale. A new and large economic sector is aris
ing—utilising the latest achievements of cybernetics and
dectronics for forecasting, planning and controlling
economic processes at all levels: on a scale of the whole of
society, of individual sectors, regions and enterprises. A
mechanism for conscious use of the objective economic laws
of socialism will thereby be fully formed.
-In the course of the scientific and technological revolu

tion in the CMEA states a special role is attributed to
higher qualifications of production workers and their ability
to use modern techniques and improve them even more.
According to certain estimates, the share of mental labour
in the production of a particular item will, in the next
ten-fifteen years, be some 70 per cent on average. Invest
ment in manpower is acquiring extremely great significance
for economic progress. Even today, the amount of expendi
ture required for educating the population (the so-called
education fund) is attaining an immense size. For example,
it is reckoned that in 1957 the educational level of the
entire employed US population accounted for 42 per cent
of the functioning capital of the USA. In 1965, the educa
tion fund of the entire Czechoslovak population amounted
to 46 per cent of the value of the basic production assets of
the country.
The need is increasing to maintain rational proportions

between the expenditure of society on extending and mod
ernising production assets, on the one hand, and on train
ing skilled personnel, on the other. Expenditure on educa
tion to a certain degree predetermines the scientific and
technological level of production over the long term. It
must ensure a systematic rise in the level of training so that
it meets the requirements to a higher degree than those of
modern production. Each country must take into considera
tion in its training programmes the tendencies of the
long-term development of productive forces. The longer

Pravda, February 4, 1970.
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the term of training of personnel in a particular speciality
and the more intensive the improvement of technology and
techniques of production within a given sector, the. more
important this task becomes.

Socialist society is becoming well-served with skilled man
power. Of the total number of people employed in the
CMEA economies (including people engaged only in per
sonal subsidiary farming) more than 11 per cent in 1966
had higher or secondary specialised education. Even in the
post-war socialist states, nine-tenths of all specialists have
been trained in the years of people's power.

The training of fresh detachments of specialists is con
tinuing on a wide scale. The CMEA member countries had
almost 5 million students in the 1966/67 academic year (3.2
times more than in the 1950/51 year) and 6.1 million pupils
at secondary specialised schools. In number of students per
10,000 population (141 students in the 1966/67 academic
year), the CMEA countries lead the world, surpassing many
economically advanced capitalist states. The annual number
of graduate engineers in the USSR, for example, is 4-5
times more than in the USA. In 1970, the number X)f
graduate engineers in the USSR was 257,000, while it was
only 52,000 in the USA; the number of diploma'd en
gineers in the USSR in 1970 was 2.7 times greater than in
the USA. In the near future, most CMEA states will imple
ment universal compulsory secondary education. One may
expect that in the 1980s, the share of specialists with higher
and secondary specialised education will be 25-30 per cent
of all employed people in the CMEA countries; and by the
end of the century it should be more than half.

Although the CMEA states basically have a satisfactoiy
(for present-day economic development) supply of special
ists to the economy, there is still a shortage of personnel in
certain areas, especially in modern and rapidly growing
sectors like electronics and the computer techniques, and in
several sectors whose development had recently not received
the attention they merited—like service industries, for ex
ample. The need has arisen to react to the requirements
that come from implementing economic reforms, increasing
the number of economists and specialists in economic law.
The stage is now past, however, when it was a matter of
increasing the number of specialists in general, simply
because there was a shortage of specialists in virtually every
field.

21—143
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The problem of sharply improving the use of personnel
has come to the forefront today. It is partly necessary still
to establish the right conditions during training in educa
tional institutions (for example, a more justified planning of
the number of specialists to be trained, a higher level of
training in accordance with the requirements of scientific
and technological progress and, in particular, instruction in
algorithmic formulation and programming of a wide range
of scientific and production tasks, the mastering by various
specialists of economic, knowledge, etc.). A radical improve-
ment in the process of using specialists is, however, the
pnncipal thing. The problem of raising the productivity of
mental, in particular creative, endeavour today is acquiring
-prime and decisive significance. It is also necessary to do
away with the present use of highly skilled personnel
working in an area for which they are not qualified or that
does not require a high level of know-how.

Qualitative changes are also under way in the vocational
composition of the workers in mass trades. According to
available statistics, by the 1980s the share of skilled, basically
mechanised, labour in the overall expenditure of live labour
in agriculture, too, may be as much as two-thirds.
The CMEA member states are now tackling the vital

problem of the regular mass retraining of specialists, in
creasing their qualifications in accordance with the rising
level of scientific knowledge. Today, the amount of know-

obtained in higher education is often sufficient for
only five or six years. Hence the need regularly to improve
Sialifications on a universal and compulsory basis. Al-

the CMEA countries are already carrying out the
necessary measures on a wide scale and have the necessary
institutions, they need to create essentially a state system of
retraining close in scale to the existing system of personnel
training m order to resolve the task of retraining specialists
in sufficient number and at a high enough level demanded
in the near future.

Educational expenditure in the CMEA countries today
®  8 per cent of national income,tn 1968, the share of educational expenditure in Soviet

national income was 7.2 per cent. The efforts of socialist
society aimed at raising tne general educational and voca-
lonal level of working people are greatly facilitating
economic growth. In the USSR, for example, each ruble
pent on raising the educational and qualincation level of
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the population has brought a yearly increase in the national
income of 53 kopeks (100 kopeks=l ruble). According to
the GDR's economists, 20 per cent of the national income
growth in the GDR between 1958 and 1964 came from the
improvement in qualifications.'
For the socialist economic system, the scientific revolution

means transition to a new and higher stage of rational
economic processes, which is expressed in expanding oppor
tunities for intensifying socialist extended reproducaon.
Rapid scientific and technological progress- coupled with

economic reforms in the CMEA states is to create conditions
for a change in efficient use of social labour. Conditions will
gradually aevelop not only for accelerating the rate of labour
productivity in all branches of the economy, but for a
significant and systematic increase in receipts from expendi
ture on materialised labour. Opportunities will open up to
establish proporfions between accumulation and consumption
funds which will make it possible rapidly to raise Uving
standards; conditions will form rapidly to expand the non
productive sphere and to reduce the working week. It is
precisel)^ the ratio between free and working time that will
become in the future the main criterion of economic efficiency
of socialist pYoduction.
The social consequences of the scientific and technological

revolution in the socialist states will mean not only extremely
great progress in more fully satisfying the mounting require
ments of the working people. Their manifestation will be seen
largely in further development of the socialist forms of social
relationship between a worker and the means of production,
the role of the working man in socialist economic management
and the principles of distributing the social product. The high
level of maturity of socialist production relations and the
scientific nature of guidance of social development on the basis
of qualitatively new productive forces will find their expression
here.

Socialist society will successfully resolve for the good of
mankind many complex problems and contradictions which
will inevitably arise in the course of the scientific and
technological revolution, and will create even more favourablie
conditions for the all-round development of the human
personality. Work is already in progress on many of. these'

' H. Wolf. Nationaleinkommen—Perspektivplan und Volkswirtschaftsplan,
1967, Berlin, 1968, S. 42.
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problems. They include combining centralised state control of
a highly concentrated economy with greater popular initiative
and practical participation in running society; ensuring greater
creative endeavour of workers in mass trades; using free time
in a rational way for enriching the human personality;
obviating the adverse consequences of industrial development
for the environment.

The path of carrying out the scientific and technological,
revolution for the socialist states is neither easy nor short. It
would be wrong to put all our eggs in the basket of scientific
progress, to imagine we only have to wait for the fruits of
scientific process to ripen. The process of accumulating
material, organisational and other conditions for its implemen
tation is still far from complete. The task of carrying out the
scientific and technological revolution imposes serious de
mands on research and planning, on organising production
and circulation, on education and effective means of material
and moral incentives of the work force in the economy—on
practically every sphere of social affairs.
We should not overestimate present world achievements in

scientific, technological and production progress, on the basis
of which people sometimes talk of the far-flung effects of the
scientific and technological revolution. In any country of the
world, even the most economically advanced, it is essentially
still a question of relatively partial elements and not a
comprehensive transformation of the economy on a new
technical basis, only certain partial successes and not any
qualitative leap in the development of productive forces. The
scientific and technological revolution will take a long historical
period which is likely to continue until the end of the present
century.
The present stage of economic development in the socialist

states is marked by the on-going scientific and technological
-revolution; it opens up new and great opportunities for the
rapid expansion and comprehensive improvement of produc
tion and, at the same time, makes mounting demands on the
mobilisation of all economic resources and on the organisation
of their use. A high level of accumulation in the economy, an
acceleration and intensification of structural economic changes
are required in order to make full use of scientific progress. It
becomes vitally important to resolve a whole set of complex
economic problems.
The scientific and technological revolution, which is creating

conditions for more efficient social production, therefore.

//
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entails a faster accumulation of certain prerequisites in the
form of greater capital investment and improved production
organisation. It is impossible to put the economy on new
scientific and technological lines without them being created.
The extreme importance is quite evident of the work at present
being done by the Communist and Workers' Parties of the
socialist countries to improve the employment of their
resources and the mechanism of economic management. This
is a guarantee that the opportunities being presented by the
scientific and technological revolution are to be realised.
The level of economic development which the world socialist

system has already attained ensures increasingly stable material
conditions for the peaceful advance of socimism in economic
competition with capitalism. The following.statistics testify to
the socialist countries' success in promoting progressive
sectors: between 1951 and 1971, oil extraction in socialist states
increased 9.6 times, while in the other countries of the world by
4.2 times; the production of synthetic resins and plastics
increased 27.5 and 19.7 times respectively; chemical fibres,
between 1951 and 1970, increased 7.6 and 4.4 times respective
ly. Thus, the average annual growth in Soviet capital
investment in these 21 years was 3.7 times higher than that of
the USA. It has taken the USSR just 8 years to double the
amount of its basic production assets, Britain—19 years and
the USA—22 years. The present Soviet volume of capital
investment is equal to that oi the USA, although in 1950 it was
only 30 per cent of the US figure.
The interests of a more efficient socialist economy and the

tasks of economic competition with capitalism dicUte, in
particular, the need for a rapid establishment of conditions for
transition, in many sectors of production, from a capital-
intensive type of technological progress to a capital-neutral or
capital-saving type. These conaitions are being created as the
latest scientific and technological achievements are being
introduced into production. On the other hand, this transition
would make it possible to increase both economic accumulation
and the consumption fund more rapidly, would facilitate a
further rapid scientific progress and technological re-
equipment of production.

Certain shifts in reducing the capital-intensive nature of
expanding, production have occurred recently in several
economically advanced capitalist states. This clear trend has
slowed down the growth in the accumulation fund. In some of
these countries, a certain increase in the growth rate, of
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production has been achieved with a stabilisation or 'a
reduction in the share of production accumulation in the
national income (as in France), although in several other
countries (as in Japan), production growth has been ensured at
the expense of a considerable increase in the share of
production accumulation.
The need to increase efficiency of capital investment and the

output-asset ratio is obviously among the most important
a^ects of economic competition with capitalism. Over the last
I? , at the end of the 1950s and the first half ofthe 1960s, in many socialist countries, the dynamics of efficient
use of materialised labour did not promote a higher national
income. In recent years the dynamics of efficient use of assets
nas improved in many socialist countries.

Nonetheless, the socialist states still have to reach a stable
superiority over advanced capitalist states both in level of

'»ve labour and in level and growth rate of
effiaent use of materialised labour; they need to create
conditions for changing the balance between the mass of
means of production being used and the entire output being
OToduced with their aid in favour of the latter, to reduce the
-Share of accumulation guaranteeing each percentage of
national income increase. That would enable them, in particu-
lar, to accelerate the increase in industrial production
especially consumer goods, with the same or even a slightly
sinaller share of Group A (producer goods) in aggrlgate
industrial output or to maintain the previous growth rate with

of GroVp goo3s)' Wgher ,hare
.substantial rise in efficient use of resources for which

the socialist system is creating ever wider opportunities will be a
deciding factor guaranteeing the victory of socialism in
economic competiUon with capitalism: Of course, one must
take into consideration the existing differences in volume and
the nature of economic problems in any comparable indicators
of economic production efficiency in the socialist and capitalist
states, for example, one must take into account the scale of the
development of^Siberia and the Soviet Far East and the big
ca^al investment needed for the purpose
T^e socialist countries also have to enhance the role played

by labour productivity in resolving the task of overtaking the
most advanced capitalist states in per capita output. In many
socialist states, including the USSR, an increase in the worl[
torce has played a dominant part in resolving this task.
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especially in the last decade. It is true that the economically
advanced capitalist countries have also had wider recourse of
late to increasing employment in order to bolster production.
Therefore, a certain increase in the rate of industrial output,
observable in the economically advanced capitalist states
during the 1960s, may be explained both by higher labour
productivity and by a faster rate of employment. It is,
nonetheless, beyond question that in future a more rapid
reduction in the gap in productivity levels in, say, the USA and
the USSR must become the main and virtually exclusive factor
in reducing the gap in per capita output. Soviet industrial
labour productivity has caught up or even overtaken that of
the economically advanced West European states, but its level

1971 was only 54 per cent that of the USA. The CMEAin

member states attainea in the past five-year period a faster rate
jj of growth of social labour productivity by comparison with the .

previous five years. At the same time, they demonstrated thein
superiority in productivity growth rates over several industrial
ised capitalist states. Thus, between 1961 and 1971, the annual
rate of productivity increase in the Soviet industry averaged
6.3 per cent and, in US industry, 3.3 per cent; in the latter five
years, 1966-1970, Soviet productivity increase in industry was
5.8 per cent while the US figure was 2.2 per cent.
Tne two countries will come closer in industrial labour

productivity largely through the increase in the asset-to-worker
ratio and electric power per worker in Soviet industry and
through improved use of existing production assets for the.
purpose of raising labour productivity, improving these assets
and raising their performance characteristics. An important
role is to be played in this respect by a reduction in the snare of
workers employed on auxiliary jobs (in 1965, some 28 per cent
of all workers were employed on auxiliary jobs in the US
processing industry; in many CMEA states, their share was
approximately 1.5 times higher) and a smaller share of manual
labour in their activity. Improved organisation of production
and labour from deeper specialisation of production to less idle
time and absenteeism, will have a great effect. The effect of
the advantages of planned management of the socialist
economy throughout society are sometimes reduced by the
deficiencies in organising production and labour at the
factories. In the course of the economic reforms in the socialist

" states, they are improving the organisation of production at.all.
levels and sectors so that organisation of labour at each work
place fully corresponds to a high level of organisation of social
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production on a country-wide scale. '■
In regard to social productivity of labour ^the volume of

national income per person employed in material production)
one important factor in reducing the gap in this indicator
^tween socialist and the most advanced capitalist states will be
tne turther approximation of the economic sectoral structure
ot these countries, insofar as a higher social productivity is
associated, in particular, with a higher share of industry and a
smaller share of agriculture.

T^e socialist states have to overcome objective difficulties
dunng the implementation of the scientific and technological
revolution and economic competition with capitalism. These

y due to the specific nature of the contemporaryperiod, a penod of change in the development of social
production within the socialist states. What is characteristic of

development in these states is a certain closeness ofthe time of creation of their national industries and the start of
technological revolution. This involves arapid obsolescence of new production capacities, the need

tor serious modernisation of recently constructed enterprises
the importance of a further accelerated reorganising of
sectoral and assortment structure of industrial production?etc
comnl.'?^!^' i" major sectors of industry wascoinpletely replaced every ten years or less, today this
replacement is noticeably being effected even faster. Accord-

experts, prior to 1940 it took plant andmachinery in the engineering industry 10 years to become
obsolete, 8 years in the 1950s and only 5 years in the i960s

increased demands on the investment oppor
tunities of the socialist economies.

Following on the massive scale of new construction in theoaahst states, the share of expenditure on plant and
advancedcapitalist countries. For example, in 1965 this share was 42 per

.STmani. Hungary, 40 per cent in Poland andRumania and 46 per cent in Czechoslovakia. Only in the GDR
tilnp u? though previously, for a longlower. In the USA this share was 60-70

" of all capital investment at the end of the 1950s andbe^nning of the 1960s. Naturally, a larger share of investment
°  assets IS more favourable for

r f efficiency and the socialist states are
exD^en?^fnr? conditions for increasing the share ofexpenditure on plant and machinery.

\ I
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Another important problem being tackled in the socialist
states is the rapid modernisation of existing enterprises. Since,
in these countries, the major part of investment has been
normally directed to setting up new enterprises and economic
sectors, the po.ssibilities of replacing existing equipment have
not been great. As a result of the slow renewal of equipment at
many enterprises,- outmoded plant is being used ana kept in
operation by frequent repairs; it differs from modern
equipment by its relatively low techno-economic characteris
tics.

The CMEA states are faced with the project of considera
bly speeding up the renewal of equipment. The conditions for
this will be created by further redistribution of investment
between new construction and the modernisation of Enter
prises already functioning, in favour of the latter. It is
oecoming more possible and necessary to restrict the require
ments for capital repairs as a result of the wider immobilisation
of outmoded equipment, the introduction of periods of
depreciation which would make it economically viaole to stop
using equipment before the period of use expires and in the
course of which it does not require capital repairs. This makes
it possible not only to make a more efficient use of basic assets
by their rapid systematic renewal, but also to release a mass of
machinery and people at present engaged in capital repairs for
basic production actirities.

At the same time, the social and purely economic need is
growing to raise the growth rate of living standards and
increase the stimulating role of the consumption fund in
production development.

It is necessary to take into consideration another important
aspect: although the socialist states have reached a high level of
vocational and especially general educational training of
people who have studied under popular power, the average
level of training of working people still remains inadequate,
primarily because of the relatively poor training of people in
the older age brackets.

The problem of further raising the level of training of the
basic work force, in spite of the achievements, has not lost its
acuteness. The level of training of factory workers sometimes
lags behind the requirements of modern production. For
example, individual and brigade instruction on the job is now
losing its significance and it is becoming increasingly necessary
to acquire a profession and to improve skills in an educational
institution, even though, in many countries, the part played by

i
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individual and brigade instruction in training workers is still
(juite great. In many pmplex specialities, it has become
insufficient for highly skilled workers to have merely an 8-year
general education and a vocational training for just one or two

. years. It is becoming increasingly necessary'to have a general
education for 10 years and a vocational training for 3 or 4
years. The existing lag of worker training behind contempor
ary demands is one reason for the enhanced requirements of
the economy for specialists, inasmuch as a part of specialists are
used only for compensating for inadequate worker training.
The involvement in the scientific and technological revolu

tion of socialist states that have not yet established a relatively
mature industrial complex is also a viery complicated problem.
But the socialist states do have the advantage of being able to
avoid several traditional stages of technological development,
having been directly involved in the present-day scientific and
technological revolution; they are able to create the necessar^
production links, including in the "old" sectors, on an
up-to-date technological basis, to avoid the path of production
and technological development of the capitalist powers, and
immediately to advance to forward positions.

The task of implementing the scientific and technological
revolution in the socialist states requires, far more than any
other economic tasks that were tackled by them in the past, an
expansion of economic, scientific and technological co
operation among them, considerably more profound co
ordination in the division of production and research prog
rammes, pooling of efforts and means, the co-ordination in the
development of national economic complexes. This need is
dictated by the possibility of having a substantial saving of
forces and means as a result of socialist co-operation. Active
involvement in the scientific and technological revolution
would be generally impossible for many countries without the
comprehensive promotion of relations with fraternal states and
without socialist integration of their national economies.
The task of implementing the scientific and technological

revolution can only be accomplished by the joint effort of
socialist states. A very close interdependence has developed
between the scientific and technological revolution and the
extension of international co-operation within the world
socialist system, insofar as this co-operation has become a
major condition for attaining scientific progress in each
country. On how successful a country is in expanding
economic, co-operation among fraternal states will in large

.  'M
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measure depend the resolution of current economic problems
and long-term economic issues in each socialist state, which are
associated with accelerated scientific and technological prog
ress.

Economic integration processes have now taken an impor
tant place in the economic competition between the two world
systems. The imperialist states are endeavouring to employ the
trend towards economic internationalisation within the capital
ist world for strengthening their positions in world production.
Socialism is destined to win the contest with capitmism and to
realise, within the world socialist economy, the possibilities for
economic growth which form on the basis of integration. The
economic coming-together of countries both in the capitalist
world and, especially, in the world socialist system contains
immense potential for encouraging economic development
and for improving the efficient use of economic resources for
each of the world social systems. It is obvious that, in the
immediate future, shifts in the balance of economic power of
the two world systems will considerably depend on which of
them can best utilise factors for increasing production and
speeding up scientific and technological progress; these factors
are to be found in the mechanism of international economic
integration. The socialist countries have fully to realise in
practice the social conditions being formed in the world
socialist system, which are immeasurably more favourable for
economic coming-together than in the capitalist world. Im
plementation of the scientific and technological revolution in
the socialist states will be a decisive means of consolidating the
world socialist economy and bringing closer the victory of
socialism in economic competition between the two opposing
social systems.

With every passing year, mankind more and more pro
foundly understands the grandiose socio-economic and politi
cal changes in world development as testimony to the historic
veracity of Leninism and as a triumph of Lenin's teaching. The
creative development and enrichment by Lenin of Marxist
thinking raised the theory of scientific socialism to a new stage
in tune with the contemporary epoch, rtistorical experience
has shown us that the theory and political practice of
social-reformists. Left revisionists and other anti-Leninist
trends are suffering bankruptcy, while Lenin's teaching IS
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increasingly mobilising.mankind for building the new society
and reforming the world. '
Contemporary trends that characterise the progress of the

world economy confirm the correctness of^ Lenin's ideas
concerning the paths and prospects of revolutionary transfor
mation of the world economy. The crisis of the world capitalist
economy is deepening and the young national states with a
progressive orientation are playing a new role in the world
economy. Lenin's ideas on the revolutionary transformation of
the world are most fully embodied in the world socialist
system — the vanguard of mankind's social development.
In its revolutionary work, the international communist

movement uses Lenin's ideological heritage with increasing
consistency, skill and creativity; it gains a better command ol
Leninist methods of analysis and resolution of radical social
problems. The contribution is increasing of Communist and
Workers' Parties to the further development, of Marxist-
Leninist theory, including the elaboration of world economic
problems on the basis of Marxism-Leninism. The result of
their activity is socialism consolidated in the world, mounting
revolutionary activity by peoples in the capitalist states,
^increasingly broad practical realisation of the expanding
'poteritial of the anti-imperialist struggle throughout the world
and a more rapid maturation of conditions for socialist
revolutions. "This is an expression of the natural process of
transition from the pre-history of human society to its true,
consciously wrought history." -

On the Centenary of the Birth of V. I. Lenin, p. 37.
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